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Straight-path line pre-amplifierU Super
permalloy cored output transformer gives
complete shielding from noise U Normal
and inverted phase output can be used for
'bridging' conventional power amps U High
quality resin coated, glass epoxy circuit
board • Copper-plated chassis to reduce
eddy current generated distortions U High
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intact while filtering unwanted RF noise.
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please telephone 0753 680 868."
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hope-el that high standards of selection and
presentation are maintained by the new
BBC Audio International. when it
unleashes performances by Britten, BarSargent.
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Rostropovich.

musical exploratium and enjoyment. Peter
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amazing Nlarantz AX- 1000 Audit) Computer. which shows just what can be done
with digital processing. The AX- 1000
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cise rinnn compensation to effective
click- suppression Ion analogue sources.

even if ( heaven and Mr Lewis forbid)
these standards turn out not to be quite

mid- price CD players, the latest Thorens
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what we expect of the BBC, the- sheer
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Kontak is a High Tech Cleaning Solution
Electrical connections are inherently imperfect. The two parts of an
electrical connector never fit exactly, which allows contaminates to
develop and cause oxidization. This in turn will significantly impair the
electron flow and signal integrity. Regular use of Kontak cleaning
solution will maximize the performance of your equipment by minimizing
loss of signal and power in electrical connections.

VIEWS
Cheaper CDs for him . . .
Dear Sir, On the subject of over- priced
CDs, you have published letters from all
over the world, all supporting the
contention that Britain is being ripped-off.
Well, now that we have all had agood
grouse and agrizzle, what are we going to
do about it?
Your magazine, Mr Editor, has acertain
standing; so how about spear- heading a
movement for cheaper ( l)s Ilow about
using your journalistic connections to
involve the national media? It seem to me
that asuccessful campaign would benefit
the equipment manufacturers as well as
the general public.
Roger Phillips, Wembley, Middlesex
. . .

and her

Dear Sir, Now that all you hi-fi buffs have
agreed that you are being ripped off when
buying CDs in this country, and my
aggrieved husband is suggesting anational
campaign, may Iadd aword on aless vital
subject? Iwouldn't expect you chaps,
with your minds on higher matters, to
notice anything as mundane as grocery

£11.99 wasn't commercially possible.
You can convince yourself of anything,
and convince other people, too.
'l'o the point, Ithink that you pay what
you want. Why would anybody lower
their prices when people will pay more?
But Ihave acollection of 300 CDs, and I
have never paid more than £ 10 for any
Cl). ( The retail price ( Oa CD in Israel is
£15, but Ibuy by mail order. ) Look for
the mail order companies, which do a
very good job, and support them ( the
good ones, Imean ). If you want names, I
propose Audiosonic in Gloucester, Silver
Service in Scotland. Bose and Havel-stick
& Ballik in the t ' S. 01 course, there are
more, but these Iknow personally, so I
can recommend them, for giving good
service and pricing through long period of
time. Another way of getting good prices

prices, but just in case you are going to try

is to wait and if you like getting into CD
stores, you may find many full-price CD's
at 20-30% discount; companies should
know that for most people who want to
build aCD library like the I.Ps library they
liad it is impossible to go on paying £ 12
and £ 13 fin-aCD.
Moshe Benarrochjerusalam, Israel

to interest vi air brother- journalists in the
subject. Iwould like to point Out that

Do-it-yourself review?

these complaints don't only apply to Cl).
The subject of over- priced cars has

Dear Sir, Ifind it incredible that you
subject ready- built hi-fi to exhaustive

already been well aired. No need to add
Wilier words on that. But are we really

subjective listening tests and yet when
you publish adesign in July's issue for

expected to believe, every time the
annual profits of supermarket chains go up

transmission line speakers for the do-it-

and up, that this is due to increased
efficiency, and not the Cl) story in another
area? Ido realise, Mr Editor, that as
HENTIRR is aspecialised publication, this is
probably too general amatter for your
columns; but it may serve to catch the
interest of some journalist looking for a
subject for the si l
l season which isn't
about squabbling politicians!
Lynn Phillips ( Mrs), Wembley,
Middlesex

. . . around the world
Dear Sir, Iread more or less regularly ten
music magazines, half of them from the 1-S
and half from Europe ( tIK and France ).
and Ithink part of the cause of high
pricing of CDs more than in tIK is the
attitude of the reviewers to this matter.
l'he price of aCl) in France is £ 15, in the
t ' K £ 13, and in the 1. IS £9.
Since 1988 Ihave been reading in
magazines that prices are too high. Even
now, when you can get most CDs in the

yourself, there is no review of the finished

for one would not be suspicious about
how objective your treatment of one of
your ' own' designs would be when

cheapest CD player and agood CD sounds
far better than the middle-oíthe-road
turntable cartridge LP set up. It is nice to
exist but Isuspect that this area of hi-fi
and the retailers who support it have
nothing at all to offer to the majority of

Ilowever for the majority of the public
the standard sought after is that which is
'good enough'. At present it is possible to

take such areview with apinch of salt,
why not invite acontributor from ( horror

put together asystem at reasonable cost
that is vastly better than anything any of

of horrors ) another magazine ( yes. they

us expected or had experienced twenty

do exist ) to do the evaluation Wistead?
John Katselis, Glasgow

years ago. Isuspect that this rising of
standards has more to do with good solid

We thought it might go without saying that we had
auditioned and approved Mr McDonald's speakers
before publishing the design. However, we
understand that acomplete kit version will be
available from Wilmslow Audio; if and when this
arrives it will be given areview— Ed

.hi-fi magazine sales is directly
proportional to adecline in their
credibility? Irather think it is. Ihave been
areader for the hest part of thirty years
but increasingly find myself at aloss to

(I) published an article in its first number
explaining why aCD selling for less than

wonderful foils and bits of wire that cost

OCTOBER 1991

not prepared to spend asmall fortune for
decreasingly marginal returns, that the

reviewed by one of your own staff But if
you are worried that other readers might

understand either the mass of subjectivist
comment or the terms in which it is
expressed. Iam sick of magic pens,
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frustration. It must be obvious to anyone

the public who wish to enjoy music
decently reproduced in their homes.
Iwill agree that improvements are still
needed and that the quest f
or improved
reproduction is probably unending.

'Sick of magic pens . . . '

From the other side of the ocean. Ionly

all! Iam tired of being told that vinyl has
more emotion: it has, but that emotion is

money?
Ilow about Ken Kessler giving these
speakers agood grilling in afuture issui.? I

Dear Sir, Is it possible that the decline in

see justification for the high price of Cl). A
new British classical CD magazine Classic

arc often writing more and more about
less and less, and often about nothing at

know that the exotic and the fantastic

still think they are too expensive and,

fact that there are 250 million Americans
and only 50 million people in the tIK.

improvement at all, although wires can
make asystem sound different in some
cases. Even here it is often acase of swings
and roundabouts and the differences are
marginal if decent cables were used in the
first place. The truth is that
journalists

units. The ingredients specified are
undoubtedly good but how can one be
sure that they give aproduct better than
the best available off the shelf for the same

tIS for S -I or less ( by mail too, for ( IK and
European readers ), reviewers and editors
believe me, they'll get the $ 10 price they
ask for. This has nothing to do with the

as much as adecent CD player. Yes, Ihave
tried many of these wonder- products, and
for the most part they made no

engineering at Quad, Wharfedale, Philips
and Sony than any of the ideas wafted
around in the hi-fi press. This is not quite
fair: the journalists did point out the part
of turntables in making I.Ps sound even
worse than they were. Not better, please
note, as the quality obtainable from the
software is an inherent quality. In
retrospect we must realise what aflawed
technology the 1.1' was. Initially the
software was far better, in many cases,
than the hest reproduction equipment but
was so degradable as to become inferior
to it by the very action of being used.
1am sure that there will be further
improvements. Digital technology,is
developing faster and with more certain
goals than many thought possible, but I
suggest that the improvements of the last

the wolf
that worried
the sheep ...

S

orne

loudspeaker

designers

follow each other like sheep,

but occasionally one cornes along with
the

courage to

scatter the flock.

one whose speakers make the most
discerning listeners prick up their ears.
the way epos do.
epos speakers have made themselves
heard

world-wide

through

excellent

independent reviews and innovative
technical specifications.

but reviews

and specifications are no substitute for
listening to them for yourself.
contact your epos dealer and arrange
for a fair hearing, in no time at all you'll
be dancing with wolves.

epos
Epos Acoustics, L'nit AI, Hazleton Industrial Park, Horndean,
Ilampshire, PO8 9JU, Great Britain
Telephone: ( 0705) 597722 Telex: 86443 MS IIIFI Telefax: ( 0705) 598365
Epos . 4rousties is adivision of Mordouni Short Limited
member of the 11 plc Group of CompanieN
for full list of epos dealers see over ...
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five years have been such that the law of

QRAP?

diminishing returns is already becoming a
factor here. The real improvements in CD

Dear Sir, Reading Martin Colloms' long
overdue explanation 'Settling New Scores'

playing seem to me to be in the way that

(September issue ), Icould scarcely
believe what he is trying to persuade us to
accept. What on earth has happened to
this magazine, that such afarrago of
pseudo-scientific claptrap can even be

the recording engineers are learning to
use the technology. This was brought
home to me when Iplayed anew EMI CD
on an old first-generation player Ihad all
but discarded. It sounded much better
than Iremembered. Here was one of
those ' leaps forward' that journalists are
forever discovering.
Iknow that ajournalist must write
about something, even if it is almost
nothing, and not all have the knowledge
or insight of aIlawksford or aDuncan, but
is not subjective reviewing becoming an
'art for arts sake?' Ihave to agree with Mrs
Maureen Macleod ( 'Views', July ) that
some people are losing touch with reality.
There is also one great danger in
subjectivity which is an openness to
suggestion. If we think we have identified
something, in one area, that others say
they can not hear, we are less certain
when presented with another so called
'development' by another that we can not
hear. Are their ears more golden than
ours? Dare we admit that we hear no
difference? Doubt sets in, are we certain
we don't hear something alittle cleaner in
the midrange? Then Fred calls in to
borrow your three pound hammer to fix
his speaker stands, so you let him listen.
Fred knows you are an expert, and must
be onto something, so he hears
something. ' Wow, there must be
something if even Fred Clothcars can hear
it.' You are convinced. Well at least in a
state of doubt. Thus the credibility gap
grows.

given credence? The kindest thought is
that Colloms and his collaborators are
enjoying afantasy world that I, as a
practising engineer, am not privileged or
likely to ever understand. One less
charitable could be that they are simply
willing and compliant tools of ahighly
commercialized hi-fi world. Gerald
Oldacre's pithy acronym ( letter, same
issue ) of ' PRAT can be complemented by
another. The true title ought to have been
'Quantifying Rhythm And Pace' which
phonetically, yields one equally apt.
For heaven's sake, have the inmates
taken over the asylum?
Reg Williamson, Kidsgrove, Staffs
Putting sound quality differences into words is
notoriously difficult, and there is no substitute for
hearing the effect for yourself. MC has made a
brave attempt to describe and even quantify (as RW
puts it) certain aspects of sound quality which do not
easily correlate with conventional measurements.
This need not mean that they are non-existent! - Ed

ICT: aGoodmans idea
Dear Sir, With reference to your news
item in the August issue of HFN/RR,
entitled "l'annoy's ICT technology', the
technology used in ICT drivers has been
developed by, and belongs to, afellow
TGI company, Goodmans Ltd, and we at

John Rowland Carter, Lincolnshire

Tannoy would not wish to take any credit
for this work away from our colleagues at

Careless clichés

Goodmans. Obviously the ICT drive unit
used in Tannoy's CPA 5was jointly

Dear Sir, Trevor Butler, in the first part of
his column in the August issue, fell neatly
into two traps. Firstly, while criticising the
manner in which English is used by

developed by both Tannoy and
Goodmans engineers, specifically for use
in this application. Within TGI, and more
particularly in terms of loudspeaker

muddled structure and careless use of

design across the group there exists a
healthy air of what can best be described

cliché which typifies much British

as competitive co-operation. This ability

journalism. For instance, in the second
sentence, 'on the verge of being
destroyed' is clumsy, clichéd, and a
ludicrous overstatement. In the third
sentence, ' it has certainly degenerated at
the hands of' is wrong in mood; and asilly

for TGI's engineers to draw from the
wealth of experience, skills and
knowledge which exist in the group, in
many ways gives us aconsiderable

others, his own writing took on the

choice of cliché in the context of radio, in
which the hands of aparticipant remain
less evident to the listener than the
mouth. And so on, and so on.
Secondly, hlimpishily, he unthinkingly
associates 'Americanism' with poor use of
language. It is true that Americans have
invented many words and coined many

advantage over other loudspeaker
manufacturers, whilst the competitive
rivalry which exists between the
individual companies in the group
ensures that products most definitely
remain, in all respects, individual to each
company.
Kenneth Weller, Product Manager,
Tannoy Ltd

usages ( as have Britons ) hut, in general,

Readers' Letters

the standard of American journalism in
terms of correct use of language, elegance

We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for
publication, which should be addressed to the
Editor and must contain no other material or

of phrase and structure, accuracy and
clarity is far higher than that so far
established by Trevor Butler.
Jim Grant, Cheshire
Missed my incorrect use of apersonal pronoun
instead of aneuter pronoun, then - News Ed
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enquiries. Letters seeking advice will be answered,
resources permitting, at our discretion, but we regret
that we are unable to answer questions on buying
specific items of hi-fi. We cannot answer queries
over the telephone.

Contact your
epos dealer today
and ask for a
fair hearing.
AVON
Rachord H Fi Bath 0225 46245
Radford H, F Bristol 0272 44'0'0
Aucfio Excellence Bose, 0272 264975
BERKSHIRE
Newbury Aude Newbury 0635 33929
Radford H, Fr Windsor 0753 85693 1
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
TheSoundGallery HighWyconee0494 31682
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Gam noon Cambridge 0223 60442
The Audiotile Sr ' ves 0480 66 123
CHESFORE
Congieton H , Fi Congleton 0260 297544
Murray H, 7, Stockport 06 1429 7666
Doug Brady Hi F, Warrington 0925 828009
CLEVELAND
Gdson Aude Middlesbrough 8642 248793
DEMI
Radlong H, Fi Exeter 0392 218895
Radtdrd H, F, Plymoulh 0752 226011
Radford H, F Torquay 0803 326723
DERBYSHIRE
Audescene Chesterfield 0246 204005
ESSEX
Rayleigh Hi Fr Chowneowy 0245 265245
Pro Mused Colchester 0206 577519
Raylegh H, F,. Rayleigh 0268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fr Southend on Sea 0702 435255
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
Aude Excellence. Gloucester 0452 303046
FIERWORDSFIME
The Audel de. Bishop Storttord 0279 506576
Studio 90 Harpenden 05827 64246
Radleit Audio Radlett 0923656497
HUMBERSIDE
Murray HI
n. Hull 0482227867
KENT
Pholocrah. Ashford 023324441
Volume 1, Welling 081 304 4622
LANCASHIRE
The Aude Counsel Oldham 061633 2602
LEICESTERSHIRE
Sound Advice Loughborough 0609218254
LONDON
Grahams H, Fr N1 071 226 5500
Studio 99. NAYS 071 624 8855
Sound Organisation London. SE1 071 4032255
The Listening Rooms, SW5 07 t244 7750
Billy Vee. SE13 081 318 5755
RPM SW11 07 15E150274
Aude Venue SW19 081 771 7787
Comllake Shoe W1 07' 631 0472
KJ West One WI 07 1486 8263
Doug Brady Hi F WC2 07' 379 400
NERSEYSCE
WA Bady & Son Liyerpoot 05 733 6859
Better HI
Fr Liverpool 051 277 5007
IMMESH
Harrow Aude. Harrow 081 8630938
Oxbridge Audio Ltd. Oxbridge 0895 30404
NORFOLK
Basically Sound Braco" Ash 0508 70829
NOFITHAMPTONSHIFIE
Listen Inn Northampton 0804 37871
OXFORDSHIRE
°venue Lowed Banbury 0295 272 158
Westwood 8Mason. Oerrd 0865 247763
SOMERSET
Mime Manning Audio Yeovil 0935 79361
SHROPSMRE
Creative Audio Shrewsbury 0743 241924
STAFFORDSMRE
Musical Approach Stafford 078555154
SURREY
PJH, F, Gu,idtord 0483 776402
SUSSEX
The Power Ptant Brighten 0273 775978
Chichester Hi Fi Chichester 0243 776402
TYNE & WEAR
Lintone Audio. Gateshead 091 477 4167
L,nlor,eAud,o, Mello Centre 091 460 0999
Letone Aude Miley Bay 091 252 4665
WALES
Audio Excellence. Cardiff 0222 228565
Audio Excellence. Swansea 0792 474608
WEST NIStANDS
Griffin Aude. Birmingham 021 692 1359
Musical Approach. Aldridge 0922 57926
WORCESTERSFIRE
West Midlands Aucle Wofcester 0905 58046
YOIITSMRE
Sound With Style Doncaster 0302 321421
Audio Prolects. Leeds 0532 304565
Sound With Style. Sheffield 0742 737893
The Sound Organisation York 0904 627108
SCOTLAND
Holbum Fit F,. Aberdeen 0224 585713
Russ Andrews Hi Fr Edinburgh 031 557 , 672
Stereo Stereo Glasgow 041 248 4079
Roben Ritchie. Montrose 0674 73765
MORROW IRELAND
LyficH F,Belfast 0232 681296

epos

MPI ANNOUNCES BRANDS

BEARD ADDS HYBRIDS
Hybrid amplifiers are among the latest products from valve

The recently created distribution company MPI Electronic UK is

specialist Beard Audio International as it embraces solid-state

to handle a number of imported audio brands including McIn-

technology. Two models are available, an integrated at £450 and

tosh, Genesis and Accuphase with others promised. Genesis' three

a £400 pre- amp, encased with genuine, solid timber and with the

full-range speakers and two powered, servo-controlled subwoof-

minimum of controls on the fascia. Both cater for line- level inputs

ers are the result of collaboration between Infinity's founder

and have been designed with CD reproduction in mind, although

Arnie Nuclei' and Paul McGowan, who created PS Audio. The £749

an 'aux' input in each case may be used for connection to an

IM- 5200

external phono stage. The 40W Integrated model uses aMosfet
output section driven from avolve front-end with zero feedback
in the output section and local feedback embodying the valve
area. The hybrid pre- amp is based on 'simplicityqo provide a
straight-line amplifier with gain using relays for source selection.

two-way, and the £999

1M8200 both

use

a planar

configuration lin circular ribbon tweeter with a membrane just
0.0005in thick. The flagship of the range is the LM-8300 three-way
at £1499. MPI, tel 061-775 5433.

SONY FOUR- HEAD DAT

Also promised is 'an advanced' DAC which will make its UK debut

Reaffirming its commitment to the digital audio tape format and amid

at The Hi -Fi Show. Contact Beard, tel (0480) 811811.

growing rumours that it will produce a 'badged' Philips DCC machine, Sony
has developed a four-head system for its latest DAT recorder. The £ 1000
DTC-77ES incorporates an additional set of heads, at right angles to the
conventional pair. The track patterns, having been recorded by the first
heads, then pass over the second set where they are played back to allow
off-tape monitoring while recording. Sony's four-head system features two
sets of high performance MIG ( metal-in-gap) heads which were specially

•• • • •
.aPrià
mwee

• •

developed for Sony. Mounted on the drum, these heads have an extremely

W

low dimensional precision tolerance of ± 1 micron.

111Mr

Because four heads are used, the DTC-77ES requires two different signal
processing circuits. Firstly a master circuit handles the recording and
playback signals from the leading heads, while asecond, slave circuit looks

BRIEFING

after the monitor playback signals from the tracking heads. Both master

DENON DESIGNS UK MINI

and slave feature second-generation

AIWA's latest cassette deck is the

Hayden Laboratories' design ef-

twin-capstan AD-F810.

fort has resulted in Denon's latest

Competitively priced at £199 the

Lifestyle products and some loud-

three-head deck features variable

speakers exclusive to Denon's UK

bias and atwincapstan closed-loop

wing.

transport. Aiwa 071431 2305.

SCMIs are intended to accom-

Made

in

Yorkshire,

digital processing LSI

ICs with

powerful error-correction. The monitoring capability of the four-head
system is unaffected by different sampling frequencies. A low-cost DAT
recorder, the £450 DTC-750, is also promised. Sony UK, tel (0784) 467000.

the

pany the new four-box D100 and
D70 mini systems, and the earlier
NS1 Denon lifestyle product. The
company promises `serious' speakers currently under development.
Hayden Labs, tel (0753) 888447.

AE SHIGH- END
LAUNCHES AT SHOW

CULLAM, the Oxfordbased
company, is launching auniversal
infrared remote control handset for
£40. See it in Room 1134 at The
HiFi Show.
PHILIPS' designer range of audio
products, under the 'Collection'
umbrella, includes the £500
AZ97 12. Featuring dual cassette,
DSP and detachable speakers, it is
based on afuturistic `skyscraper'
design. Philips 081-689 2166.
INIKEL, the Korean audio
company, has opened a
manufacturing plant in
Northumberland to produce
products under its Sherwood brand.
VIVANCO, the German distributor
of audio accessorres, has established
aBritish-based subsidiary to handle
headphones, mies and alike.
Contact tel (0727)40282.
WOLLATON AUDIO has been
appointed UK distributor for
Maplenoll turntables including the
top-of-the-range Apollo at £7500
with air bearing platter and vacuum
disc clamping. Contact Wollaton tel
(0602) 284147 .
10

The Tablette speaker, designed almost 12 years ago, is to undergo
a major revision. Over 25,000 pairs of the original model have
been sold, but manufacturer ProAc has decided to bring the
design bang up to date by incorporating substantial modifications
in almost every area to produce the Tablette II. Among the more
significant changes is the implementation of a painstakingly
researched mirror image offset placement (MIOP) drive unit
layout, in an effort to enhance soundstage depth and width. The
new pricing structure was not available at time of going to press,
but is expected to be announced before the speaker's first public
showing at The HiFi Show. Contact ProAc, tel 081-207 1150.

Acoustic Energy is promising a
number of important, high-end
product launches at the forthcoming Hi Fi Show. From Wadia comes
the Power DAC:, an important new
product which maintains the
replay chain signal in the digital
domain until the last possible
moment — the loudspeaker feed.
Glass optical cables and interfaces
are used to ensure that the power
to drive the speakers is developed
in the same process as initial D to
A conversion to circumvent even
the conventional power amplifier.
Thus the Power DAC accomplishes multiple tasks in a single
process. Volume control is
implemented in software, using
22-hit resolution at full power,
while the output transistors are
capable of 150W into 8ohms. Me
projected price will be around
£11,200 per pair of mono units.
Also from Acoustic Energy is the
Audio Alchemy Digital Drive System, atop-loading, twin-chassis Cl)
transport which is Yamaha-based
and supplied with full-function
remote. This from the company
whose designer is the head of DSP
for a major US aerospace defence
company. AE tel 081-840 6305.
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NEWS
PHILIPS MOVES INTO PROFIT
Ahead

of

its

Berlin

forum

at

which

DCC

licensees

will

be

announced, the Dutch electrical group Philips said ' hat its second
quarter nett profits soared to 552 million guilders, from a mere
37m a year earlier. The company credited the dramatic results to
President Jan D Timmer's year- old ' Operation Centurion' restructuring programme which has meant the loss Pf 35,000 jobs
worldwide. The effects of the global economic slowdown were
also apparent as operating profits in the first half fell at the two
most lucrative divisions: lighting and consumer products.

MISSIONS SHOW LINE-UP
Mission is to launch a host of exciting products at The HiFi Show,
concentrating on new speaker designs and a Bitstream Cl) player with
optional external DAC. The 761i is big brother to the 760 speaker and

uses

two bass units and central tweeter on amoulded baffle. Three new speakers
emerge as the 751, 752 and 753 see adeparture from the conventional and
are described as ' for the next century and not the last'.

CD- RIN FORCE AT PENTA SHOW
Philips-licensed recordable com-

to produce a domestic CD recor-

pact disc players are set to make

der, complete with SCMS copy

an

inhibit circuitry.

appearance

at

The HiFi

The expected

Show. Hayden Labs has arranged

retail price will be between £3000

for Denon to adapt a machine to

and £4000 with full production

fly it in

samples expected around Decem-

especially for the event. Mean-

ber, a claimed two months ahead

operate on 240V and

while Maranta is hoping to have

of its rivals. It is thought that

its machine (pictured) sent from

Micromega's Daniel Schar will

the Berlin Audio Fair in time for

design his own AID, DIA and

aUK showing. The avant-garde

power supply stages, relying on

French hi-fi designer Micromega

the Philips modules only for sig-

is aiming to be the first company

nal encoding and data decoding.

Speaker manufacturer B&W is attacking the top end of the market
with avery special version of its Matrix 805, to mark the company's
25th Anniversary. The high-performance Silver Signature 'minimonitor', at around £3500, uses solid-silver wiring throughout,
including the coils and connections in the externally boxed
crossover. Contact B&W, tel (0903) 750750.

FRENCH TRIANGLES ARRIVE
Previewed at last year's HiFi Show
and then placed on sale in mainland
Europe, Rotel's high-end separates
series is now available in the UK. The
Michi range comprises the 200W/ch
The renowned French loudspeaker
and

amplifier

Triangle

is

manufacturer

making

its

products

available in the UK through Kronos
distribution, which is also to handle
turntables from Pierre Lurné. The

RHB-10 power amp (£1295) working
in class AIR, £600 RHC-10 passive
controller and RHQ-10 phono
equalizer (£ 795) which caters for m-c
and m-m cartridges. Contact Gamepath, tel (0908) 317707.

speaker range comprises two standmounting models and four floorstanding designs spanning £225 to
£2850, all claiming high efficiency
at up to 94dB/1W. The A02 amplifier
with its radical styling is rated at
80W/ch

and

supplied

with

full

remote handset. The UK retail price
will be set at £ 1249 when the product goes on display at The HiFi
Show. In the meanwhile contact
Kronos, tel (
08687) 67110.
HI-FI NEWS & RECOR1) REVIEW
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istening to music is a source of true pleasure.
It is the desire to enrich this experience that has
led us to develop our Classic Series loudspeakers.
Loudspeakers that can accurately reproduce the
whole spectrum of recorded music.
Loudspeakers rich in craftsmanship which wil! add
to the elegance of your home.
The Classic Series encompasses all that is best in
modern high fidelity sound.
To bring you classic styling, classic quality and,
above all, . . . classic performance.

Morclaunt-Short

CL

IC
L/r‘rt

Al.

4

Hazleton

Industnal

Park.

HerrIdea!, Hampshere PO8 SUL). Great
Brrtam.
Telephone (0705)
597722
Telex . 86443 MS HIFI

Fax (0705) 868365

NEWS
ROOM CORRECTION TAKES OFF

NEW CAMBRIDGE COMPANY
With

the

necessary

DS1' hardware

recently

made available, a

number of manufacturers are developing room acoustic correction machines. Marantz is going public with its design and will be
showing the complex Audio Computer at The Hi Fi Show.
With aprice tag around £8000 it is

create a precise- inverse of the

perhaps not viable for the domes-

measured response, is capable of

Cambridge and its environs breeds hi-fi companies at a brisk

tic market hut, as Doug Randall

rate. Already known for the likes of Quad, Mission, Arcam,

explained. it is hoped that other,
more affordable, examples will fol-

over 1000 adjustments to individual frequency points across the

Audiolab and Monitor Audio, the city has gained another
manufacturer. Advanced Assembly Services, better known for
populating circuit boards for neighbouring hi-fi companies, has
launched the Lecson brand which it is already exporting to ten
countries. The Quattra integrated amplifier which sells for £ 350
was built to ' produce a high- end sound at a modest cost'. To this
end, four independent power amplifier stages have been used so
that each drive unit in atwo-way speaker system has its own

low. Based on the same technology, these would probably not
offer all the facilities of the multifunction Audio Computer, which
is not only capable of room acoustic calibration but also offers
scratch suppression and has two
digital

signal

processing

boards

dedicated power amplifier. The downside is the output power,

capable

rated at 19W per channel, which necessitates a speaker with at

With 2-#- bit processing, the com-

least an 88dB sensitivity figure to generate decent spis. Where a

plex unit works on I6- bit data in

higher output is required, the outputs may be bridged to produce

and out.
Audio Design of Pangbourne has

45W per channel. Contact AAS, tel ( 0480) 65552.

KEF WINNERS

BOOST FOR AMBISONICS

Following a tremendous rcsponse to
our KB' competition (
ID\ RR July),
the winning entry comes from Dexter
Lancaster of Castleford, West Yorkshire.
He identified the correct answers as Ib;
2.a; 3.b; and cc and has received KU
105/3 speakers. Second prize oía pair of
KU 102/2s was won by David Suttar
front Aberdeen while Russell Bradshaw
it) iiillingharn won third prize of KEE
ill 1I (lc ingral uLit
1i, , nir winners.

Nimbus Records has officially announced that Mitsubishi has taken
out a licence enabling it to
incorporate Ambisonic technology
in its DAP7000 home audio/visual
equipment.

The

move

ends

months of speculation and several
visits to Japan by Nimbus' Stuart
Garman, and marks Mitsubishi's

of concert

hall

effects.

EGA or VGA graphics along ‘‘ ith
the SigTech controller hoard and
tit #ftware.
Meanwhile

recording industry to correct anti

includes both the loudspeaker and
room in its loop. 'Mc filter, which

logue and digital domains. KM
splits the audio into three bands

is automatically computed directly

and uses a decimation process to

from the measured test signal to

filter higher frequencies.

PENTA SHOW UPDATE
Additional manufacturers exhibiting at The
Show include
Ocitec in Room 1219, May Audio
1larketing ( 1221), Museatex in
room 1220, Dual ( 1069 and 1071),
Reference Imports' high- end
brands in Soundhooth 26, .
Sansui
l'K Uetstar suite), spender's monitors in Room 1002 and, on stand
16a, Zenith Crown. AKG has taken
rooms 1165-68 to demonstrate models from Advent, top-end at The
Show NM', and Swiss esoteric
cquipment from Rowan; this made
available under [Mel, the international Jensen/AK(. UK partnership.
AKG is also hoping to show the
Acoustic Research M1 speaker, first
in the Holographic Imaging range.

'restricted the depth'. He said 'we
try Ambisonics and if it works we
use it to enhance the recording'.
Collins is also known to have

MULTIPLICITY FROM
MUSICAL FIDELITY

looked at the possibility of using
Dolby Surround Sound on its CDs
but is worried over mono compatibility, an area where Amhisonics

The latest Musical Fidelity product is the new A120 which, at

Ambisonic

will

The

tion options plus extensive control
of audio signals in both the ana-

Engineer John

Collins

act w st ics.

hensive speaker and room correc-

a single microphone technique,
which producer Alan Booth felt

from

rot«

package which will cost around

down on location in preference to

discs

design

£6400. It automatically produces a
corrective FIR filter which

complement

Forthcoming

BMX'

resulted in the Digital Conti-id
Unit, a product offering compre-

Timperley makes a 32- track mix-

scores.

the

team at Steyning has long intended
to produce a ' black box' for the

uses 32-bit processing in a 25 DSP

Vaughan Williams Symphonies 5
and 6 ( ASM/Marriner), which is
available.

of an XT or Al' 386 computer with

research team's work has at last

• Collins Classics is to release a
number of ambisonically encoded

already

room. The system requires the use

sourced Acoustic Environment
Correction unit front SigUch. This

Tokyo hi-fi show.

to

the

con trid

company is also poised to agree a
deal to license Ambisonics. Full
details will be released at the

discs

time domain, differentiating

direct sound of the speaker from
the reflections introduced in the

flk distribution of the American-

70th anniversary. Mr Garman says
that a smaller ' top-end' Japanese

compact

audio bandwidth. lhe design and
correction takes place within the

£550,

include

is

essentially

a

revamped A100 with 3dB less

Tippett's Midsummer Marriage —

power to

Ritual Dances ( ISO/BedfOrd) plus
Elgar I and Britten's Young Person's Guide ( ASM/Marriner).

peak

provide twice the

current in

a package

which negates the need for fan
cooling. The MC- 4 loudspeakers, originally designed by

Collins Classics' Vaughan Williams SC9.6
(ASM/Marriner) with Ambisonic cover
credit, although the disc itself makes no
reference to Ambisonics

Martin Colloms, have also seen
design changes. The new £ 600
version boasts improved bass

Vii±GHAN
** Lam
I
SvmPluvws 5 & 6
MAMMY

.
9t Wm= Is 17a:

SIR NEVILLE MARRINEIt

KEF will use The HiFi Show to

woofer system. Also on view from

publicly launch the latest addition

KEF will be the new Q Series, a

response, dynamic attack and
efficiency. Musical Fidelity, tel
081-900 2866.

to its Reference Series. The f99.5

rethink of the previous C Series

Model 10314 is a three-way loud-

and comprising three UniQ mod-

speaker

els from the f649 Q90 to the f379

employing four drive

units plus KEF's latest UniQ

Q60,

technology.

comprises

Extreme

plus

the
three

K-Series

which

non-Reference,

in.

lower-price models: the K160 at

room peaks and is due to the

f299, £219 K140 and KI20 at

company's

£159. KEF, tel (0622) 672261.

(91dB12.83V) allows
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When it comes to making music, only

the best will do. Absolute Sounds

represent the world's finest names

in audio reproduction. We select

products and dealers with the same

discerning care that you apply

when creating your ultimate system.

When it comes to making music,

audio research
CC

lite item l...51 Line

there's only one name that matters:

Stage Amplifier is
pure Audio
Research.
Technical
innovation and
musical excellence
at aprice music
lovers can afford. "
Ricardo Franassorici

Absolute

Partners

in

Sounds—

Perfection.

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS LIMITED
58 Durham Road, London SW20 ODE
Tel: 081-947 5047 Fax: 081-879 7962
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research, California
Audio Labs, Classe Audio, Counterpoint, DavidsonRoth, Duntech Audio Limited, Ent«, Goldmund,
Jadis, Koetsu, Krell, Krell Digital Inc, Magnepan,
Martin Logan, Micro Seiki, PS Audio, Sonus Faber,
Theta Digital, Well Tempered Lab,
Wilson Audio Specialists.

Write or phone for details of your nearest dealer plus latest
product information and perceptive advice.

NEWS
PHILIPS NEW AMP AND CD PLAYERS

SD RETHINKS DESIGNS
Six months' intensive research
and

development

resulted

in

work

has

a completely

re-

The promist:d 1992 arrival of DCC, CD- Iand PI
Philips to produce a mere handful of real

CD seems to have led
products this year. One of

these is the FA890, a II5W integrated amplifier featuring 4-gang active

worked range of loudspeakers

volume control, source direct switching, unity gain tone control and high
FT class AB power stages. A motorized volume control is included in the

from SD Acoustics. Both sonic

£230 design to facilitate full IR remote — the RC890 handsct also operating

and mechanical improvements

other Philips' products. Two tape loops and seven inputs are provided
alongside the ability to record from CD or tuner while monitoring another

have resulted. The SD3 boasts a
better cabinet, new HF unit and

source. Gold-plated terminal contacts arc used for the CD and phono
inputs, the latter accepting

III- C

or tu-ns cartridges. Also f

Philips are

the addition of a reflex port.

new CD players: the ( 1)850 will be available in arevamped, Mark II form at

The company's OBS has been

£400, while additional models are the £ 130 CD604 and the ( 1)018 at £ 170.
Contact Philips Cons
r Electronics, Croydon, tel 081-689 -t444.

fitted

with

tweeter,

the

SDI's

ribbon

that

model

while

benefits from new bass units
and increased rigidity to the
enclosure

plus

crossover

enhancements.

Diaphragm

development has resulted in a
new drive unit for the hybrid
gal

SD

ribbon

constructed

aluminium/silver
conductors

from

laminated

driving

a light-

weight Melinex diaphragm.

HECO'S NEW LINE-UP

'STOCK MARKET SCANDAL
The

biggest

stockbroking

com-

panies in Japan released a list of
favoured clients which received
hundreds of millions of pounds in

lleco, the leading German loudspeaker manufacturer, is poised to
unveil ahost of new products at The
Hi Fi Show. The £ 1000 Fortissimo

compensation payments when the

950 is an add"

stockmarket

ior range and features two 255

collapsed

last

year.

the New Super-

pany of Technics and Panasonic,

bass units, a pair of 125mm mid
drivers plus Heco's unique alumin-

and was published after details of

ium

The list included the parent com-

the scandal were leaked to Japan's
leading financial newspaper. Mat-

manganese

tweeter

in

an

est
18Iitre
price
package.
come With
four a
new
more
Interior

so

appalled

'engineers' at

the

designer Heybrook is adding
to its range with a slim, three-

Ilse \ C-spons.ired

Reflex 20, a conventional two-way,

London jazz Parade that the

reported to have been paid. Now

and two three-ways: the £290 Reflex

walked off stage at the Royal Fes-

the Japanese government is worried that overseas investment

25 and floor-standing Reflex 35 at

tival Hall. The amount of IIF lift

£350. Also on show will be the

and le el of compression was so

could be affected.

Libero subwooferisatellite system,

great that it made tlw hand's vocal-

r

which has recently undergone
minor improvement and a price

ist sound like a pop singer. One
to

12-13 OCTOBER: Seward's

reduction front £450 to £375. For
full details, contact lleco UK, tel

HiFi Show, Reading. Call

(0 7 34) 333636.

17-22 OCTOBER: Korea

Seoul. Contact 010 02 553

have

said

afterwards

25-27 OCTOBER: Zeus hi-fi

venue: 'you don't
miking', suggested

need all this
the mix was

sound'.

Entrepreneur Ashley \`‘ aud. largely

icism.

sound and

reverse

takeover

of

Audio

Fidelity, has relinquished his po‘i

show, Belfast. Tel (0232.1

tion

332522.

group by ' mutual consent'. Whar-

25-27 OCTOBER: Scottish

fedale's

HiFi and Video '91 at the
Royal Scot Hotel. Call 031-

as

Chief
Fred

Executive
Clayton

of

the

denied

claims that the move was sudden
and unexpected. He said Ward's

He was ' happy' wills
Lomplained

that

band did not turn up for a sound

Three-way

intended for bookshelf placement are

the

latest products

are

up to be a powerful group. tIse
acquisition phase was over and it

range which includes the ac-

Celestion.

l'he £ 239

Model 9 and the 11 ( at £279)
additions

to

the

Series

was now down to boring day-to-

claimed Celes•

day administration, and that wasn't

nium

tel ( 0727)48195.

his forte. It is understood \Vard has

found its way into the latest

2-3 NOVEMBER:. The

maintained an equity holding in

dome

designs

3 and 5. Tita-

technology

which

use

has

newly

designed mid and bass units in

Brian Misdate has taken over tile

reflex- loaded cabinets with the

341755.

role of Chief Executive and will

port angled into the terminal
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launch of the leak brand as well as
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Roberts' hi-fi show, WestonsuperMare. Tel (0934)
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driver and 180mrrn doped
paper cone bass unit, which is

Fi, tel ( 0752) 793954.

while he had built the companies

Peterborough. Call: ( 0633)

140mm polyprop mid- range

loudspeakers
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tinue in a consultancy capacity.

has been developed to
combine the planar treble unit,

multi- hole ports. Heybrook Hi -

3 NOVEMBER: Institute of

the company where he will con-

with o combination of series
and parallel circuit techniques

reflex loaded using annular

CELESTION'S THREE-WAY
BOOKSHELF MODELS

.356 7901.

HiFi People show,

front edge fillets in burr
walnut. A special crossover
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Conference. Details from 10A,

with contrasting solid-wood

the

departure was ' well planned and
well executed'. Sources said that

Acoustics' Reproduced Sound

cabinet, with 44nim thick
baffle, is of veneered black ash
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Andy Hudson dismissed the crit-

responsible for Wharfedale's
acquisition of new brand naisses
the

£900 Sextet makes its UK
debut at The Hi -Fi Show. The

of the

including Linx and Cambridge and

0941.

way floor- standing model: the
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member of the group is reported
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audio mixing of Capital
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the seventeen million pounds it is

(0734) 599527 for details.
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RADFORD
We Are
The
Leading
KEF
Dealer
'NEW' Reference 103/4
Now In Stock
Please Ring For Details

In The
South-West

12 James Street West
4Merchant St, Broadmead
52/54 Gloucester Road
28 Cowick Street
107 Cornwall Street
6Fore St, St Marychurch
43 King Edward Court

BATH.
BRISTOL.
BRISTOL.
EXETER.
PLYMOUTH.
TORQUAY.
WINDSOR.

Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel
Tel

0225
0272
0272
0392
0752
0803
0753

446245
294183
428247
218895
226011
326723
856931

COMPETITION
Bose is a name at the forefront of
public address and music distribution systems worldwide. 'Me giant
company's hi-fi products, which
might sometimes seem to have
been awell-kept secret as far as t1K
hi-fi enthusiasts are concerned.
rely too on Bose's advanced manufacturing and acoustical research
facility run by Dr Amar Bose and

W IN1 BOSE 901 VI

his team. Bose engineers have
developed new technologies such
as the noise-cancelling headsets
used by the American Voyager
experimental aircraft during its
historic around- the-world non-

LOUDSPEAKERS

stop flight of 1986. Bose speakers
have also found favour in prestigious ships such as the QE2.
For top quality home sound
reproduction Bose developed its
901 model which, in Series VI
form, is our First Prize. This direct/
reflecting speaker is the company's
flagship model, which incorporates several innovative audio
technologies. Within the 901's
compact enclosure are nine drive
units: one facing forward plus
eight rearward-angled full- range
devices with helical voice coils to
provide high efficiency. The minimum required power. per channel,
is quoted at IOW with maximum
power ' unlimited' in noncommercial applications. The purpose of the configuration is to
recreate the balance of direct and
reflected sounds heard during a
live performance in aconcert hall.
The 9(11's cabinet ( Acoustic
Matrix) is no ordinary box. It
comprises I .# separate. but interconnected, acoustic elements. Our
exciting First Prize includes aseparate ' Active Equalizer' which.
placed anywhere in the rfflm,
ensures full frequency realism. It
accepts digital and analogue
sources and claims a dynamic
range of 106dB at 3511z. Also
included are a pair of matching

This month we're offering a stunning £ 1500 first prize in our free-to-enter competition.
Win apair of the fabulous Bose 901 Series VI speakers complete with their matching stands
and the company's revolutionary Active Equalizer. Just answer our four simple questions
below, you'll find the answers in the magazine, and post your entry coupon to the HiFi
News & Record Review office to arrive not hater than 30 October 1991.

pedestal stands.

ENTRY FORM
3) What is the maximum
power capacity of the
Bose 901?

THE QUESTIONS
1) Who heads the Bose
research team?

a) 25W

a ) Dr Amar Bose

e) 100W

h) Ross Walker

d) unlimited

Send to: Bose Competition, HiFi News & Record Review Editorial Office,
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, to arrive not later than 30
October 1991.

L' Tick here if you do NOT wish to receive information on

Bose products.

h) 50W

c) Dr Malcolm liawksford

The Rules
)'t'he competition

is

open to111: readers only. All entries must be un the entry form

provided, photocopies will not be accepted and only one entry per reader will he
considered. Nu wither correspondence may lx included with entries.

2) Which of the following
uses Bose systems?

4) Upon which important
acoustic phenomenon is
the Bose 901 design
philosophy based?

a ) London Underground

a ) maximum SPI,

h) Royal Opera House

b) reflected sound

be carried out. lbe Editor's decision will he final and binding; no correspondence of

c ) QE2 Liner

e) damping

any kind will be entered into regarding the competition.

d) British Airways

d ) golden ratio

HOW TO ENTER

entries to: Bose Competition, HFN/RR

d ) Timothy Bose

winner will he

3 ) Employees of Link House Magazines or associated companies, and of Bose or its
agents, will not be eligible_
)All entries must be received by first post on 31) October 1991, when judging will

5 ) The prize winner will be notified by post and the results will be published in the
lanuary 1992 edition of IIIIV/RR.
6 ) Entries become the property of link House Magazines.

Simply select which answer (ato d)

Editorial Offices, Link House

you consider most appropriate for our

Magazines, Dingwall Avenue,

four questions and mark the coupon

Croydon, Surrey CR9 2TA.

accordingly. Then fill in your name,

2)There will be no cash or other alternative to the prize offered.
the first correct cntry opened.

I:

2:

1

)Entry to the competition is taken to indicate acceptance of the rules.

Name and Address

3:

address, and ada) time telephone
number. Post your entry to arrive by
Daytime tel no

first post on 30 October, 1991. Send
111.1 ,1NEWS & ItECORI) REVIEW
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PUT TOGET

RA TAILOR-MADE

SEPARATES
Classic groups are made
up

of

great

individuals,

and everyone has particular
favourites.
From the melancholic tone
of acello to the deafening roar
of a thrash metal drummer.
Each will benefit from a
different type of hi-fi reproduction. And as you're doing
the listening you should be
the one putting together your
system.
Our range of separates are
designed to bring you an
infinite repertoire of sound.
But however you put them
together, all our remote controlled components can be
operated by the SH-R500
remote. (In fact it's so versatile
it'll control most makes of TV,
video and satellite as well.)
All in all this year's collection has been created to suit
everyone, whichever models
you choose.

Separates shown: SU-VX800
Amplifier. ST- 6901 Tuner. RS-BX707
Quartz Direct Drive 3 Head Cassette
Deck. SI-PS900 Programmable CD
with MASH.

SH-R500 Learning

Remote Control for componerts with
infra- red receivers
Contact your nearest Technics
dealer as listed in Yellow ?ages
Thomsons Directories.

Technics
For iVlusic Lovers.

ii

The listening
experience of
aLifetime

-ded
D

DUI has selec
orne of the top
ted enthusiasts who wt demonstrate t
Why not ring ,ine now and gi
ppointed dealers:

Dorchester HiFi, Do

Grynderupvejen.12
DK 9610 Norager
Denmark
Phone +45 98 55 17 00
Fax +45 98 55 17 11

cialists in the country
remarkable speakers at their best.
our ears a treat?
r, Dorset

0305 264977
11272

xcellence, Bristol
64975

h..1. Leisuresound, Lo

WI

Radlet Audio, Radlet, Herts
0923 856497

071 4868262

The Sound Organisation, York
0904 627108

Nottingham ..Inalogue Studios,
liderwood, Notts.

lIniversityAudio, Cambridge
0223 354237

Al Inc, East Molesey, Surrey
08

414234

Audio-tiuite, Aberdeen
0221 625635

0773 7629.17
The Music Room, Glasgow

Doug Brady
071 3794010

London WC2

041 3325012
Manchester
081 8351366

se.

West Midlands Audio, Worcester
0905 58046
IK Distributor:
C.S.E. tel. 0423 528537

TECHNOLOGY
I

ate last year Philips said it had
co-developed the new digital compact cassette with Matsushita ( Panasonic/Technics) and that the two companies would co- license others to manufacture the system. Matsushita was silent
for six months, then said that although it
jointly developed the system with Philips,
Philips was ' handling licences'.
In July, Matsushita put out a formal
statement headed ' Matsushita to colicense DCC'. This reiterated that DCC
was ajoint development, but contradicted
the heading, saying: ' licensing operations
of all relevant patents will be handled as a
package by Philips'.
This was immediately followed by a
statement from Philips saying that ' Matsushita will operate as a co- licensor' and
explaining that ' licensing policy will be
comparable with the CD licensing policy'
je, there will be aone-off payment for the
technical standard and then a royalty of
around 2% payable on all hardware
(decks) and software ( tapes).
The first draft press release Philips got
from Matsushita said that Matsushita
would be co- licensor. The wording of the
text was changed before it was sent out,
but it looks as if someone in Japan forgot
to change the headline.
We can only guess at the tangle of
face-saving politics that makes Matsushita
willing to back European DCC against
Japanese DAT and Mini Disc, and ready to
acknowledge co-development of the technology, but paranoically anxious not to be
seen by other Japanese companies as
co- licensor of the system.
By ahappy coincidence, the European
Patent Office is now beginning to publish
the patent applications on DCC. Application 434 134, filed in all the major
European countries, lists nine others
covering all aspects of DCC including the
cassette structure, the design of the thin
film magnetic recording and replay heads
and the digital compression system that
reduces the number of bits that must be
recorded to around aquarter the number
needed for CD, DAT or digital studio tape
recording. All these applications were
filed in Europe by Philips, starting in
December 1989.
This gives aclear indication of the quite
remarkable speed at which Philips has
moved on DCC, from original idea to
working prototype in just one year. So far,
there is no sign of any cross-reference
patent application from Matsushita. This
reinforces the industry belief that DCC is
entirely Philips' idea, and that Matsushita
helped make the microchips needed to
perform compression coding in real time,
while Matsushita's subsidiary, JVC, helped
with the thin film heads. In the '80s, JVC
had developed thin film heads for computer disk drives and a stationary head
version of DAT that reached prototype
stage but was never offered for sale.
As well as confirming that all the major
invention work on DCC was done by
.4
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Philips, the patent applications give an
interesting insight into Philips' thinking
back in late 1989 and early 1990. Patents
effectively freeze acompany's thoughts in
time, because patent law prohibits too
much tampering with the original text.
The patent text explains how Philips
wanted to build on the success of the
conventional compact cassette, as defined
by the International Electrotechnical
Commission's standard 94-7. The aim was
to design anew cassette ( later to be called
DCC) which would look sufficiently different from the conventional cassette to
prevent confusion, but be sufficiently
similar in design to ensure that a new
digital recorder could also play back
conventional analogue cassettes.
The patents show that right from the
start Philips had decided IX:C would not
be a reversible format. The new cassette
would have drive holes for the tape in one
side only and a sliding cover to protect
the tape. So Da; was designed from day
one for auto- reverse operation. This dictated the design of the thin film heads
because magnetic heads do not have
symmetrical characteristics. Each head
must be optimized for the direction of
movement of the tape, with defined leading and trailing edges.
The flip-over format presents no such
problem because the tape is always
travelling in the same direction. Autoreverse decks, including DCC, must either
use multiple heads, or move the heads, to
ensure that their leading and trailing
edges are always facing in the right
direction to tape travel. Clever configuration is needed if the same heads used for
digital cassettes are also to cope with
analogue cassettes which can be taken out
and flipped over.
The patents also show how, right from
the start, Philips designed DCC so that
new digital cassettes could be duplicated
on the same high-speed duplication
equipment used to mass-produce prerecorded analogue Musicassettes. This has
presented a logistic problem which
clearly nags Philips because reference is
made to it several times in the patents.
Conventional analogue cassettes are
made by copying the sound signal from a
continuous loop running at high speed to
slave recorders which run large reels of
cassette tape at similarly high speed. The
large reels of tape are then cut into music
album lengths and wound into empty
cassettes. All this is done automatically
and most loading machines used by the
music industry are by convention constructed to load tape into the right-hand
side of the cassette.
The track pattern on the analogue tape
is such that when the cassette is turned
over, the full spool is located at the
left-hand side of the cassette and in a

BARRY

FOX

in the right-hand side of the cassette. This
creates an obvious perceived difference
between conventional and DCC cassettes:
the full spools of tape are in opposite sides
of the cassettes.
This may confuse the public who, after
aquarter of acentury, are used to seeing
the full tape spool on the left and will
wonder what is wrong when they now see
it on the right.
In the patents, Philips sees only two
solutions; either risk confusing the public
by adopting an opposite convention for
analogue and digital cassettes ( analogue
starting with afull tape spool on the left
and digital with a full tape spool on the
right) or add another step to the duplication process, by re-winding the magnetic
tape from right-hand spool to left-hand
spool before sale. 'Ibis rewind step
would, Philips admits, ' lead to a very
inefficient production process'.
Nevertheless, Philips has now confirmed that DCC will indeed have the tape
starting from the left of the cassette. IL

ready- to-start- playing position.
The snag is that DCC cassettes are
non- reversible, so if the same loading
machines are used, the tape must remain
21

EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES
You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath-free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installe dunit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23 with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.

The High End has become confusing and
overcrowded for dealers and customers alike.
Pinewood Music has spent the summer
sifting through some of the best so that you
may enjoy long-term satisfaction and
reliability from equipment designed by teams
for whom excellence is the only aim. Why not
telephone Brian Rivas to discuss or audition
any of the following?
*Lyra Clavis MC cartridge
*Audio Research LS-2line stage ( new)
*Audio Research phono stage ( new)
*Wadia WT 3200 CD transport
*Wadia DM 64.4X signal processor
*Krell KSA-150 stereo amplifier
*Jadis JPL line stage
*Jadis JA- 30 mono amplifiers
*Apogee Stage loudspeakers
*Sonus faber loudspeakers
*Wilson WATT/Puppy loudspeakers
*Day-Sequerra FM Studio Tuner

iALAXIL cc l(LAR 1; L. (2,1LN ,
GAIN r!, .9(1Bi « ,R (: r7.(B7.1

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 92 Element.
* British- built and designed to withstand our weather.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range of
masts, brackets, rotors, cables and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 200- mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete " Aerial Guide" which is
more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries details of all
our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

dire eiefeeei

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD, LUTON, BEDS.
Day

Luton 36561 9.0 to 6,0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours .9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

70

A TIME FOR
CELEBRATION

It is probably a unique record in the field, especially when we remember
that in 1941, when it all started, 78 rpm discs still ruled supreme ( when T.H.
began serious listening to records, some 16 years earlier, even electrical
recording had not yet arrived!) and, in his dual capacity as a prominent
record reviewer for almost 40 years and as an audio consultant, Thomas
Heinitz fought doughty battles on behalf of such epoch-making yet initially
much-maligned developments as the Long Playing Disc ( 1950), Stereo
(1958) and, more recently, the Compact Disc ( 1983).
MUSIC IN THE HOME was launched as an independent business 35
years ago this September but, though records and equipment may have
changed almost beyond recognition since 1956, our purpose has remained
constant: to provide for all those who share our passionate love-affair with
great music agenuine service based on real knowledge, long experience and
true integrity.
We invite you to visit our studio this summer and autumn to help us
celebrate these anniversaries in style. Come and listen to our superb
selection of expertly chosen audio components, including the famous QUAD
range, plus diverse products by JVC, Yamaha and Denon (their new
'Lifestyle' system is much admired and unusually elegant), not to mention
our pièce de resistance: the 3- way loudspeaker system combining the
marvellous, BBC-designed 133/5A units with the sensational Audio Pro BI45 subwoofer, specially imported by us from Sweden.
We also demonstrate TV and Video equipment ( including CD Video), and
our large stock of classical CDs is available to all who purchase equipment
from us at a generous 20% discount.
Please note that we are now demonstrating the new Harbeth H.L.-P.3
Speakers alongside the LS3-5As and the AE I
s.

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN TIIE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queenswav London W2
"telephone 071-229 207.7
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.3o ( fluirsda,, 9.30 lo I: Fridr

I
lminster
Somerset

9.3o ii, 7,

0460 54322

TONICS FOR TIRED
TRANSDUCERS

50

This year marks, as most readers know only too well, the bi-centenary of
the death of Mozart, as well as the centenary of Prokofiev's birth. Rather
less familiar, for obvious reasons, are two salient factors concerning this firm:
Thomas Heinitz is 70 in August. and in September he celebrates 50 years'
professional involvement with recorded music and domestic audio.

ber'eiOany

Cost-effective speaker upgrade kits
A UDAX TITANIUM TWEETER UPGRADE Change your 1" dome
tweeters for these Titanium units and enjoy crisper, cleaner response.
Suitable for replacing tweeters up to 91db sensitivity. Kit includes constant
impedance level controls so that you can adjust for
£17.00
optimum results without any crossover modifications.
+-p&p £4.25
ELAC METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE As kit above but using
the Elac tweeter which has had such rave reviews. To replace units up to
89db sensitivity. order METAL 25DT30 ( 104mm round plate) £67.00
or METAL 25DT29 ( 120x9Omm plate)
fp&p £4.25
SEAS METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE (H400/417)
As the above kit but having a sensitivity rating of 91dB
£61.50
as opposed to 89dB of the Elac unit.
p&p £4.25
SEAS METAL DOME TWEETER UPGRADE
Direct replacement for the 3/4 (
19mm) unit used in so
many small speakers. Sensitivity 88db ( 94mm round plate)

£43.00
ip&p £4.25

CONCERTO UPGRADE CROSSOVER Replacing the DN12 network
in speakers employing the Kef B139. B110. T27 combination.
this crossover greatly improves detail and definition.
£61.00
(Screw terminal connections)
ip&p £4.25
WACOUSTIC PANELS inhibit panel resonance and limit
cabinet- induced colouration. ( Foam sandwiched between
two layers of bitumin.) Self adhesive. Size: 270x200x16mm
Set of 8 ( will treat pr. of small/med. speakers).

W

1
•
I I MSI Ow
I

A
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.

[.),y .-4-(( ,,,- ,. c.( ...;,,,•

( ,.:
post tree ( export £3 501

£16.00 set.
+p&p £4.00

Wellington Close,
Parkgate Trading Estate
Knutsford. Cheshire
WA16 8DX
Tel: ( 0565) 650605
Fax: ( 0565) 650080

LEM

Telephone credit card
orders welcome

i
mme

Open Tuesday to Saturday. 4demonstration rooms available.
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RADIO
I

aving looked last month at the

latest short-wave portable receivers from Panasonic and Sony. I
think this time it is the turn of Roberts.
lbe company has along and distinguished
pedigree of British-designed and built
radios, and is still supplier to members of
the royal family. Rather worryingly, the

being a combined signal demodulator,
phase detector and divider stage.
The clear LCI) panel is not backlit but
provides good contrast, making it legible
in many lighting conditions. The display
includes clock, frequency readout using
large segments, and the signal strength
meter alongside indication of memory

latest Roberts' catalogue includes ghettoblasters and midi-systems - products
which would once have been taboo from
this brand. Also listed is aportable shortwave set ( made in the Far East) which

operations and SW hand selection, lbe
main control buttons do not offer signi-

secs the company's foray into synthesized
short-wave receivers.
The Taiwan-built Roberts R808 ( on sale

user selections.
VIII:, I'M performance

for around £ 120 ) is square- looking, bearing astriking resemblance to the Sangean
ATS-808, available in the US for some
$260 - perhaps it is re-hadged for the ll'K
market, since the Sangean ATS800 is sold
as the Philips E3805. The Roberts' portable has uninterrupted AM short-wave
coverage from
1.'1 11 through to
29.99MIlz. as well as channelized longwave ( 150-5 I9k1 lz ) and 520- - i- Iokllz
to cater for medium- wave. VIII FM is the
standard 8-'.5 to 108M11z, with stereo/
mono option through headphones.
'Ibis compact ( 196 x I25 x36mm whd )
if rather plastic- looking set is ajoy to use.
bristling with facilities as it does. The
instruction manual is easy to t011ow,
unlike many which are poor translations
of a Japanese original. A condensed
instruction card is also included, along
with a limited guide to short-wave frequencies to get you going. There are 45
programmed ( but not scannable ) memories, although only

18 work on SW, the

remainder allocated 9 each for FM,
medium-wave AM and, rather excessively,
long-wave. Roberts has opted for an FM
stereo decoder in preference to an 551)
facility and, thankfully, has included a
mono option - useful for FM dxers who
wish to receive weak signals without the
added background noise from ptior
stereo. Tuning on this portable is versatile, including separate up/down buttons,
a two- speed tuning knob ( encoder) and
three- function key- pad - one of the hest

ficant contrast to aid partially sighted
users, although a bleeper sometimes
annoyingly signals the execution of most
was

average,

although sensitivity was poor by today's
standards, worse than the original Sony
7'600 model for instance. Audio quality
was adequate but could have been crisper, although it improved greatly through
headphones. The provision of tone controls would have been an advantage.
Switchable IF width ( narrovv/wide ) was
useful, providing good SW selectivity in
'narrow' position, and ' wide' very often
too wide. The set's RI: performance was
marred by very poor image rejection this

noted

in

the

specification

which

and two 24- hour time displays for world

as

images

of

MW

stations

appeared across the band. For example,
tuned to 152kIlz, Radio One's 1052k1 It
signal could be clearly heard, and was
strong on the signal meter.
'hie problem is less acute on shortwave, although the image of
325k1 Ii

one- to- seven scale) as indication of bat-

could be detected, albeit weakly, on
6425k11z. SW sensitivity was very good
when working in ' narrow' mode, and here
it was superior to many larger receivers,

tery condition is a neat touch.
Locating the slider- type volume fader
among the other controls down the righthand side wasn't always easy, and there

making it an excellent choice for parts of
the world where signals are weak, and for

was a level discrepancy between speaker
and headphones. An emulator in the

portable use - and that's presumably a

'phone line is needed to allow listening

market at which the set is aimed despite
the lack of carry strap or handle. ( But at

under both conditions without having to
alter the level.
Roberts has a good set here, easy to

least a power- lock switch, stand and
protective storage case are included. ) An
optional AC mains adaptor is available for
about £ 15 as an alternative to the -1 AA
radio batteries ( two are still required tor

10k1 It spaces on medium- wave but.
strangely, the 9kIlz LW spacing is based
on the old frequencies- consequently the

record- out.
In case of overload, experienced with
an 111: external aerial con-

tuning- knob has to be used in IkIlz mode
to make the 2kIlz adjustment. VIII' tuning
is in either 100 or 50kIlz steps, catering

nected, the RE attenuator
(DX/local switch ) may be

double- conversion

heterodyne

receiver. Extensive use is made of surfacemount components on the packed circuit
boards. which are populated top and
bottom. A TA -- 58P handles AM mixer
stages. while an AN -'
415 caters for FM.
III- 1.1
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and local time - the chosen one being
displayed continually whereas many sets
show the clock only when the set ( or at
least frequency readout ) is off. The doubl-

antenna jack ( aerial not included ) and
headphone output. There is no fixed- level

tional

clock functions are superior to several
designs costing much more. As well as a

difficult

'I1w knob, which looks rather like an
afterthought, tunes in switchable 9 or

one Itil micro- processor, nine integrated
circuits, and 8 Ill's in a fairly conven-

drawback to this is that it was necessary to
tune slowly in order to avoid missing
signals, such was the setting of the mute
level.
The Roberts R808 has many good
points though, such as its ease of use. lbe

fixed sleep timer duration ( 60 minutes ),
there's a choice of buzzer or radio alarm,

clock operation and memory hack- up),
and connects to the 6V IX: input socket
which is located alongside external

Inside, the R808 circuitry is based on

BUTLER

quotes 26dB and a minimum of 20d1). In
practice this made long- wave reception

I've encountered despite the ' 0' key being
below '-'' rather than ' 8' as on telephones.

for many markets, while SW options are 5
or Ikl lz steps.

TREVOR

brought into play, although
the set's own ( 3- in ) telescopic whip is longer than
some and was adequate
across SW and VIII'. An internal ferrite bar caters for long
and medium-wave reception.
The Roberts designer has
included a muting circuit
which is activated during tuning to prevent the all too
common chuffing st nand. The

ing of the signal- strength meter ( a useful

operate and performing well if not perfectly from a strictly RE viewpoint. It
represents good value for money and a
creditable alternative to the established
opposition. +
Supplier:
Roberts Radio, Molesey Avenue, West Molesey,
Surrey KT8 ORL, Tel: 08/-979 7474.

LOOK EAR!
Who really NOSE how to achieve
the highest quality cable and components
that will tie up nicely whatever HI-FI
system is chosen? Then lets FACE it if
you want the best then you expect to pay
ahigh price DON'T YOU? After all
wouldn't you like to buy aRolls Royce
for the price of aLada?
We are sure you will see EYE to EYE
with us, when we say, " we supply the
ultimate in cable assemblies, at
well below the price of
others." So if you need one
cable or acomplete
harness, even maybe
something custom made,
especially for your
system, remember the
OLYMPIC range from.(
HANDS you the LEAD in
the race for perfect
MEDAL WINNING results.

Our cable assemblies will bring music to
your ears and you wont have to pay through
the nose for them.

P.e.we really do STAND ALONE for
unbeatable service both in quality and
price, making our customized cable simply
the best available today and tomorrow.
All prices include V.A.T.
Please add £5.00 for postage.
OLYMPIC RANGE OF HI-FI CABLE
Description

Length

Price

Phono-Phono pair

1metre

Phono-Phono pair
Phono-Phono quad
Phono-Phono quad
Jack - Jack
Jack - XLR
XLR-XLR

2metres £ 14.00
1metre £20.00

£ 10.00

2metres £27.00
1metre
1metre
1metre

£08.00
£08.50
£08.80

Spec. Gold plated phono plugs.
Neutric jack/XLR connectors
Musiflex cable.
(Add £ 1.00 per extra metre required)

Eyes down, cut out the rest to obtain the best.
IM

MI

MI

all

MI

MMMMMMMMMMMMMMMMM

TO: PRECISION CABLES LTD.. 53 EFFINGHAI1 ROAD. LEE GREEN. LONDON, 5E12 ENT, TEL:081 -297 -0255,
Please send me
IEnclose Cheque/Postal Order (Made out to Precision Cables Ltd ) /Cash For E
Name
Address
Post code

Tel
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FREE DISC

THE ART OF
THE TON MEISTER
A selection of some of the best
examples of the recording
engineer's art, this superb disc
contains more than 75 minutes of
music from the catalogues of ASV,
Cala, EMI, Koch, Hyperion and
Virgin Classics.

0

ur Autumn 1991 compact disc is,
uniquely, a compilation which

focuses on the work of the
engineer, or producer- engineer, responsible for each of the tracks, ranging from full
orchestral to small chamber groups and
vocal items.
Tim Handley first became involved in
the record industry when he decided to
take a Tonmeister course; whilst at university he was able to act as part-time
assistant to Tony Faulkner. Ile then spent
three profitable and varied years at Chandos, where he became excited by tut
pace of work and the generous, reverber
ant settings Chandos liked for its produc
fions. He admires its high technical standards, even if he later found himself
reacting, in seeking '
adrier ambience' for
the early music tic likes most of all.
Handley left Chandos to begin as a
freelancer — and now runs AudioEdit,
taking on post-production work for other
people and increasingly finding himself in
complete charge of projects. ( Though he
especially enjoys working with Nick Parker, with his specialist knowledge in the
baroque instrumental field and, unusually,
they tend to alternate in producer/
engineer roles.)
His name appears in the production
credits on several labels, and Handley has
chosen the tracks on the HFN/RR CI)
himself from various sources: Virgin Classics, Cala, ASV, Koch, Ilyperion and EMI.
A roving career means different working conditions for each project. For instance, with the two Melbourne Symphony
Orchestra tracks, where the orchestra was
under contract to ABC — paid on a salary
basis to play either for concerts or for
recording purposes at no extra fee. Similarly, in the old Eastern bloc countries
there is more time for music- making
(although often the instruments in use are
lacking in quality). Handley cites the
Menuhin recordings with the Warsaw
Sinfonia: the musicians revered and
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aggressive inherent style, to give Mozart
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his due elegance.
Ilandley takes a pragmatic view on
microphone placements. Naturally, he
prefers the classic simplicity of minimal
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pickup points - he thinks ' more' equals
'less' in terms of clarity - hut hall conditions will determine a need for extra
positions. Brinkburn Priory the A'enctian
Coronation' track we: ' an ideal setting'
for Handley. lie's little sympathy with
those preaching a return to analogue.
Digital recordings are more accurate, he
says, and dryness can be corrected with,
say, tube mks
and favoured

Faulkner.
The one thing he regrets is that the cost
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sound suffers - the artificiality makes it
'self-defeating' ).
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Definitely, multi- tracking is avoided
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time. At worst, Tim Ilandley feels the
music suffers from a surfeit of editing,
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(answer ' no' ), and Imention the
intriguing Conifer CD of Elgar's Cello
Concerto in viola transcription. Handley
will be recording again with Rivka Golani
later this year, when Malcolm Arnold's
Viola Concerto is done, together with
some orchestral dances, with the London
Musici under Mark Stephenson ' sponsored by Technics'. There's more Mozart
to come too, on Virgin Classics, from
Menuhin and the Warsaw group - they
were recorded in London, on tour this
year.

Christopher Breunig

HEADROOM
urn again: that's Acoustic Research.
Following on from last month's
'News' pages and the item about the
company's links with Cello, purveyor of
high- end hardware to the obscenely wealthy. I've tried, in my own system, the
product that inspired the marriage. ' hie
AR model which dazzled Cello's Mark
Levinson, the very catalyst which put the
two companies together, is the lowly M I,
a product so seemingly down-market,
ordinary and ' typically American' that it
wasn't even made available in the UK.
AR knows the l!K better than just about
any other Yankee trader because AR had,
for many years, a manufacturing base in
Great Britain. The staff, knowing what
curs make up the pack of slavering
reviewers which feed the press, decided
that it simply wasn't worth the effort to
market aproduct which - by virtue of its
Flash Harry styling alone - would elicit
the usual hoots of derision.

brand or model as Iwas a ' type'. Small
valve amps, large valve amps, monstrous
Class-A and wee A or A- I3 solid- staters,
intcgrateds - Itried nine wildly differing
amplifiers in a week, coming to the sad
conclusion that the least one can employ
to emulate the M I/Cello experience is
£2000-ish.
And the reasons have nothing to do
with the amplifiers hut with the inherent
behaviour of the M I. Leaving aside the
inexplicably vast dynamic capabilities and
the realistic bass extension, the main
aspect of the M I which determines its
capabilities is its top end, which can turn
so bright and spiny that you want to run
from the room screaming.
Ihave this half-baked notion that most
post- 1978 budget loudspeakers are
designed with apeaky top to compensate
for the signature sound of budget killer
amps, the very amplifiers audiophiles are

Mark Levinson heard the M Iat the AR
factory, and found that the speaker had
more potential than its sloped cabinet and
plasticky ' high tech grey finish suggested.
Levinson fell in love with the wee beauty,

expected to match to small two-way
boxes. Without exception, I find the
sound of every budget classic to he soft or
overly forgiving at the top, as if the
designers dialled in abit of sweetness and
removed much detail to make things

had

sound,

high-level

meetings

with

AR

and

as

Tina

Turner

would

say,

decided to join fOrces in the creation of a
line which would both restore AR to its
former glory and yield a range of truly
high- end devices with prices tags below

'Nice'n'easy rather than ' Nice'n'rough'.
Which is fine when you're purchasing hi-fi
for the first time and have to make wise
compromises. But when the moment

the usual Krell'( ello/nreshold el al level.
AR shipped apair to me aweek after the

comes to make the first upgrade, you find
yourself stuck with either a soft amp or

New York press announcement. My goal?

KEN

KESSLER

do with it, although they will improve on
what Levinson revealed to us.
Tlw tiny MI has no right conveying the
impression of deep bass, devoid of the
trickery employed by others to fool the
ear. It wasn't one- note thump thumping
or abump placed at astrategic point, but
clear, casy-to-follow air- shifting with
plenty of detail, more than adequate
damping and the kind of weight you'd
associate with large dynamic designs.
Minimum entry-level amplification,
though, turned out to be amps like the
new

Classé

DR 10 at £ 2200

and

the

Marantz Music Link MA 24 monoblocks at
£2000 per pair, both of which you'll
notice are Class A designs. And these are
hardly the types of products you'd expect

recreate the performance of the MI as

bright speakers, and you then have to
compensate for it all over again, yet at the

heard in the Cello showroom, which was
an experience not unlike seeing a Skoda

next quality/price level.
With the MI, the tweeter can burn your

wild'n'woolly 100-watter into 8 ohms, but

blow the doors off a Lamhorghini Diablo.
No, this is not a case of typically Kessle-

cars off if the amplifier shows even atrace
of top heaviness, grain, sibilance or any of

the Marantz dishes out a mere 30W.
So let me try to apply some form of

rian hyperbole: the M I delivered sound

the other na ties which lurk above 10kliz.
On the other hand, powering the M 1with

reason to this scenario. You have acheap()
speaker which sounds like a million dol-

an amplifier too polite at the top - like
budget 30-watters or vintage valve units will result in a dull sound, devoid of the
sparkle or detail present in the Cello.
The other hidden quality of the MI is
that which defies reason: a bass/power
delivery/dynamics combination which

lars when used with aseriously expensive
amp. Who's gonna buy it? So imagine a
music lover, well past nm .icc stage, on the
upgrade trail. Ile or she has scraped

strikes all who hear it as - quite simply impossible. Remember that this box

(starting with the source in the best
garbage in garbage-out manner). But if

when attached to Cello amplifiers which
staggered the entire assembly.
But Idon't have, or have access to, a
pair of Cello amplifiers and I had been
cautioned by all and sundry that the magic
produced by the MI was only on tap
when Cello produced the power. They
were not saying that Cello is the only
company making decent amplifiers; they
simply

stressed

that

it

was a case of

near- divine synergy. That also put to rest
the arguments about how any budget
speaker sounds better with a few grand's
worth

of true

Class-A looking

at

the

terminals rather than a budget amp.
\\lien tried with a distinguished or
otherwise budget amp, the M Is were
neither better nor worse than any of a
dozen low-priced two-way boxes. They
merely did the job. While I'm certain that
aweek or two spent with the M Is and ten
or so of the hottest sub-£ 200 amplifiers
would eventually end in the discovery of a
mating akin to the NAD/Boston Acoustics
or NAD/KEF or NAD/AR pairings of yore,
that wasn't the idea. I wanted to find
another way to make these suckers sound
like £ 3000. Which is how they seemed in
the Cello showroom.
Iwasn't looking so much for a specific
111.F1 NEWS & RE(1 ) RD REVIEW
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doesn't occupy much more space than an
1143/5A, yet it conveyed, without discernible loss, the full impact of a perfectly
recorded doublebass. Stands had little to

to mate with budget speakers. But it isn't
just about power. The Classé may be a

together £ 2000-£2500 for the next
indulgence. Normally, the advice would
be to blow the lot on asingle component

the customer was thinking of spending,
say, £ 1200 on electronics and £800 or
£1000 On speakers I say, ' Hold it!'
Instead, drop all but £ 199 on the
electronics and use the balance for apair
of M Is. For starters, you'll have better
amplification, good enough to survive the
next few bouts of upgrading.
I'm looking at the M Is as anew concept
in hi-fi. Just as you might own a decent
watch and some cheap thing for work, so
the MI conies off as something of a hi-fi
equivalent of aSwatch. While the latter is
no Audemars-Piguet, it does the job, runs
accurately, performs reliably and won't
break the bank. So, too, the MI. It is,
beyond question, the best huy ever in
hi-fi, irresistible for those on the high end
trail and needing a stop-gap purchase. In
essence, the MI is a bloody miracle. 1/42-

PROAC
OIN YOU CA
BIGG R
When we launched the first ProAc
Tablette nearly 12 years ago, the quality of
soundstaging was acclaimed as one of its
great strengths.
Now, 25,000 pairs later, we've
capped it. The new Tablette II produces
asoundstage which rewrites the rule book
for miniature loudspeakers.
By using amirror image offset
placement ( MIOP) drive unit layout, an
expansively wide and deliciously deep sound
picture is generated. Voices and instruments
are reproduced with unerring clarity and
transparency. The sense of space and air is
arevelation.
Design innovation has borne fruit in other
areas too.
The modified bass/midrange unit now
delivers adeeper yet faster bass response
and an even more open midrange.

130-132 THIRSK ROAD BOREHAMWOOD HERTFORDSHIRE WD6 5BA

FEAR
HERE.

ABERDEEN
Audio Suite
0224.625635

CANTERBURY
EALING
J
ohn Marley HIF
i Sounds Good
0227.769329
081.579.3963

ENFIELD
Audio T
081.367.3132

GUILDFORD
P.
J
.Hi F
1
0483.504801

LONDON NW6
Audio T
071.794.7848

BISHOPS
STORTFORD
Audio File
0279.506576

CRANLEIGH
Sounds Exclusive
0483.268185

GANTS HILL
Audio T
081.518.0915

LONDON N7
Bartletts
071.607.2148

LONDON SW1
Hi Fi
Confidential
071.233.0774

EDGWARE
Audio T
081.952.5535

TAM. TT
AV A :111EN
PICTUR
Improve aca s !net constructiohlas
reduced colouration to inaudibility. And subtle
modifications to the crossover network have
the tweeter singing more sweetly than ever.
Even our product-weary dealers are
impressed.
David Wren at Radlett Audio enthuses
"Our all time best-selling speaker is now even
better. Impossibly brilliant, the Tablette II is a
triumph of mini-engineering". And Dave
Woods at Audio Twas moved to suggest
that our new design is " Bloody marvellous —
amore than worthy successor to the Super
Tablette':
Who are we to disagree?
Whether you know the Tablette of old or
have yet to sample its delights, we think
you'll be knocked out by the Tablette II.
Call us for more details or contact your
ProAc dealer today.

ProAc

CLEARLY MORE ACCURATE
ENGLAND TELEPHONE ( 081) 207 1150 FAX ( 081) 953 8933

LONDON WI
Hi Fi Experience
071 580.3535

LONDON WC2
Doug Brady Hi Fi
071.379.4010

RADLETT
Radlett Audio
0923.856497

READING
Reading Hi Fi
0734.585463

ST IVES (Cambs)
Audio File
0480.66123

SHREWSBURY
Shropshire Ht Fi
0743.232065

LONDON WI
K.J. West One
071.486.8263

NEW MALDEN
Phonograph
081.949.1025

RAINHAM
Progressive Audio
0634.389004

ROTHERHAM
Moorgate
Acoustics
0709.370666

SEVENOAKS
Reference
Rooms
0732.742299

SHEFFIELD
Moorgate
Acoustics
0742.756048
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studio 0.5
Being perhaps the world's smallest transmission-line speaker, the TDL Studio 0.5
is aloudspeaker of exceptional bass performance — modest in size yet large in
acoustic stature. Indeed, for the first time, those enamoured with the bass of
transmission-line speakers, but not their size, can now benefit from their
majestically apportioned sound.

TDL
ELECTRONICS

transmission line speakers

PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England

Tel: ( 0494) 441191

Fax ( 0494) 461803

DIGITAL AUDIO

W HEN BROADCASTING
°Rowing demonstrations of digital
audio broadcasting, or DAB. by the
BBC and an excellent lecture given
to the Audio Engineering Society' in Lon-

GOES DIGITAL..

don, by Egon Meier-Engelen from the
German Aerospace Research Establishment, talk of the medium will permeate
the audio industry. Actually, such talk
comes late in the day. DAB has been
under development as a Eureka research
project ( number 14 - ) for the last four
years. The research is now nearing its end,
aller the investment of 360 man years of
engineers' time and 550 million.
Eureka project 14 is co-ordinated by
DLR. the aerospace establishment in Cologne. There has been a frantic rush to
prove the system in time for the next
World Administrative Radio Conference,
to be held in Spain early next February.
WARC conferences are held every four
years by the International Telecommunications Union in Geneva fbr the
purpose of allocating radio frequencies
around the world. If the DAB researchers
miss the WARC '92 slot, they miss the
chance of afrequency allocation until the
late 1990s. By then the frequencies thes .
want, at around 1500 MI lz, may have
been allocated for different use.
Companies participating in EU -147
include electronics manufacturers AEG,
Bosch, Grundig, FIT and Philips, along
with

broadcast

and

Equipment ruck inside BBC demonstration coach; digital receiver in centre

Where and how? The debate over
digital broadcasting

telecommunication

bodies including the BBC in Britain, the
Centre National D'Etudes des Telecommunications in France, and the Bundespost in Germany. The British, French,
Dutch. and German governments have
given financial support.
'We have solved all the technical problems,' says project manager MeierEngclen. " lite only remaining challenge is
to find a suitable radio spectrum to carry

kv Bony Fox

hit- rate without degrading sound quality.

But this means the aerial also receives
reflections of the transmitted signal which

'Ibis led to the disco' (Ty that the system
could work with many transmitters broad-

are bounced off hills and buildings.
This is ' multi path' and it is the cause of

casting on the same frequency. This has

interference and fading on conventional
analogue car radios. The aerial picks up
the direct signal and then a replica of the

over 80 per cent of British homes. using

the car moves so the sound flutters,

the

l'he effect of multi- path on a digital
signal is far more dramatic. The decoder
becomes so confused by the mixture of

Nicam

system ( Near-

frequency signal which rides piggy- back
on top of the conventional analogue

direct and delayed hits that it is unable to

picture and mono sound signals.
But these systems suffer from the same
problem. They work only when the
receiver is getting its signal direct from a
satellite or terrestrial TV transmitter,

makes crackling noises or mutes.
Befbre joining the Eureka project, the

using a 'directional' aerial which receives
signals only from the narrow direction in
which it is pointed. These systems often
fail when any attempt is made to receive
in a moving vehicle.
In a moving vehicle, the relative direction of the transmitter is continually
changing. So the receiving aerial must be
'omni-directional'. awhip which picks up
1111 ,1SI
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The Eureka researchers thought later-

signals equally well from all directions.

direct signal, delayed by reflection. If the
direct and reflected waves are in phase
they add; if they are out of phase they
cancel out. The relationship changes as

BBC's

rate

reduces the sound quality. Listeners are
now accustomed to the sound quality of
CDs and Nicam, and will not accept
anything noticeably worse.
ally: they found ways of reducing the

the service.'
Britain already leads the world in digital
stereo broadcasting from gnmnd-based
transmitters. ' IV stations across the UK
already broadcast digital stereo direct into

Instantaneous ( ompanded Audio Multiplex ). Digital code is broadcast on a high

reject them. But lowering the hit

produce any useful sound at all. It then

BBC tried using its transmitter at Pontop
Pike in County Durham to broadcast
digital radio programmes to cars using a
radio-only version of the Nicam ' IV system. The test satisfied the BBC but there
was no hope of making Nicam work for
car radio. 'Me only way to make a digital
system immune from multi- path is to
reduce the bit- rate to very low speeds.
There are then very long gaps between
bits so the receiver can recognize bits
which arrive in the gaps as reflections, and

been impossible with analogue systems
because neighbouring transmitters interfere where their coverage areas overlap
and their signals add and cancel just like
multi- path reflections.
The first step in the DAB process is
digital compression, but far more drastic
than the compression used for Nicam.
Whereas CD is a ' linear' system, with all
the hits in the digital word defining equal
steps in the signal, Nicam is non-linear.
Some hits in the Nicam word define broad
values for the signal and other bits
describe finer variations. DAB is also a
non-linear system, but it takes advantage
of aphenomenon of human hearing called
masking.
It has long been known that when two
sounds of similar frequency exist
together, the ear hears only the louder of
the two. Analogue tape noise reduction
systems, such as Dolby, already exploit
this effect. Tape hiss, random high frequency

noise,

is

masked

by

louder

musical sounds of similar frequency, such
as violins; so the hiss need only he
removed by high frequency filters when
there is no music to mask the hiss; thus
:;1

there is no risk of the filter spoiling the
music. Five years ago, the Institute Fur
Rundfunktechnik, the German radio

gotlig
/MN

research centre in Munich, found that
similar masking principles could be
applied to digital coding. The 1RT system,
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called MASCAM ( Masking- pattern Adaptive Sub- band Coding And Multiplexing),
was a conceptual breakthrough which
changed the course of audio history.
"be general principle is that where
there is a quiet sound on its own, the
sound

is accurately coded. Where the

quiet sound is masked by a louder sound
oi similar frequency, only the louder
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sound need be coded. So digital bits are

,411

saved.
In practice, filters divide the full fre-

,41.4A

Simplified hl( ck diagram of the transmitting equipment

quency range of sound, up to 20kIlz, into
many ( usually 24 or 32 ) narrow subhands. The sound in each hand is con-
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tinually analysed, masking effects predicted, and only the minimum number of
digital hits needed to code each band. The
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overall result is a very large saving in the
number of hits required.
The system depends on a computer
working in ' real time' to predict what

I- •
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sounds will be masked to the human ear
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and what sounds will he heard. As all ears
are dillerent, and the sounds of music are
infinitely variable, there can never be a
cast iron rule- hook to guide the computer. The technology is continually
devek ping as researchers develop new

1%1
N.11,114

tents is in the methods of analysis, and the
predictive assumptions made by the computer software. In an effort to find which

Precision

Adaptive Sub- hand Coding) derives from
the DAB project. The use of PASC lets

music after processing by both MUSIC:AM
and ASPEC, not knowing which was

DCC record with near CD quality, with
only aquarter the number of bits used for

which. The music was deliberately chosen
to try to confuse the electronics. The
Swedish engineers, for instance, used

simple tape cassette of miniature dise.
Philips readily acknowledges that DCC's
coding system ( called

PASC,

CD recording while MD makes do with a
fifth. But this is still far too many for DAB.
For DAB, the digital code must he
compressed to one sixth, or even one
eighth, the number of bits needed for Cl)
recording. Two rival systems meet this
requirement. Both are derived from Iltrs
MASC. " lbe French government's radio
and communications research centre in
Rennes, CCETT ( Centre Cum mun
d'Etudes de Telediffusion et de Telecommunications), offers Ml ! SI( AM ( Maskingpattern adapted Universal Sub- hand Integrated Coding And Multiplexing). ASPEC
(Adaptive Spectral Entropy Coding) is a
joint proposal from AT&T, Bell Laboratories, Thomson Consumer Electronics, Germany's Fraunhofer Society, and France's
Centre Nationale & Etudes des Telecommunications.
Both systems split the audible frequency range into 32 namiw sub- hands,
analyse their sound content and try to
predict which sounds will he masked to
the human ear and which sounds need
coding.

difference between the sys-

11111 •

Simplified block diagram of the receiving equipment in the coach

system was best, the International Standards Organisation asked the Swedish
Broadcasting Corporation to run comparative tests in Stockholm, in July 1990. A
panel of listeners heard the same pieces of

reduce the hits needed for hi- ti stereo to a
number which can he recorded on a

ISI

I',IN. N1,111

programs or algorithms for predicting
how the ear will react to different sounds.
Philips' new digital compact cassette
and Sony's Mini Disc ( due to go on sale in
1992 ) rely on this same masking trick to

Ar—

recordings

of

avant-garde

saxophonist

Omette Coleman. Not even humans can
find a logical predictive thread in Coleman's playing!
The tests also involved coding the same
pieces of music with different degrees of
digital compression. In its original, pure
state each mono channel streamed at
768Kbit/s. When compressed by a factor
of 12, to 64Kbit/s, most people judged the
sound to he degraded by both systems. At
the two data rates favoured for DAB,
128Kbit/s and 96Kbit/s, both systems performed

well

but

neither

was

perfect.

Listeners heard differences which varied
from system to system depending on the
music.
After a fresh set of tests in Sweden,
which finished in late spring 1991, the
Eureka researchers are now trying to
merge the best features of the two rival
systems.

Egon

Meier-Engelen

acknow-

ledges that it will probably prove impossible to agree a system which is 100 per
cent transparent. Some music will always

he slightly altered audibly by the coding
technique. This admission has already
drawn

criticism

from

audio

engineers

who fear that decisions on DAB are being
taken too fast. Michael Gerzon is aconsultant mathematician who specializes in

T

he digital broadcasting of radio
programmes in the UK is now a
reality following field trials and
DAB demonstrations given by the BBC

— the only British partner in the Eureka
147 project. Many recognize that the
quality offered by VHF/FM radio, introduced in Europe in the 1950s and
expanded to include stereo operation a
decade later, has now been surpassed
by CD and R-DAT.
The original specification for VHF
transmission did not cater for in-car
reception and, although the BBC introduced mixed polarization to try to
overcome the problems, perfect reception is still only possible using a good
roof-top aerial. Problems encountered
by users of car and portable receivers
are attributed to multi-path interference, rather than low field strength.
Extensive tests were carried out on
UHF last year by engineers from the
BBC Research Department, who installed the necessary equipment at the
Crystal Palace transmitter in south London and an active deflector afew miles
away to cover a valley, parts of which
were also served by the direct signal.

DIGITAL AUDIO
psychoacoustics and signal processing. He
co- invented the Ambisonic surroundsound system.
Says Gerzon: ' There arc probably only
twenty people in the world capable of
designing this kind of system. The Eureka
researchers have had very little input
from the audio industry about the practical effects of masking, and how it can
sometimes fail unpredictably. Iam very
worried that this system is being rushed
through without adequate knowledge of
how it will cope with critical sound
material.
'No two pieces of music are ever the
same. Reflections from the walls of a
concert hall add to the sound of a
hundred instruments to create an infinite
range of acoustic possibilities. This makes
it impossible for any computer to predict
accurately what sounds will and will not
be masked.'
Egon Meier-Engelen pledges that whatever compression system the Eureka team
finally adopts, it will be flexible so that
future developments in coding technology can be implemented. The same
receiver will cope with incoming data
rates of 192, 128, 96 and 64Kbit/s.
"Mere is room in the transmitted data
stream,' says Meier-Engelen, ' for bits
which will tell a receiver how to adjust
itself to the signal. So old receivers will do
the best job possible with whatever transmission they receive, and new generations of receivers will take advantage of
whatever improvements are built into the
system.'
Realistically, no-one will know whether
the coding standards are as flexible as the
Eureka researchers promise, until digital
radio broadcasts have been transmitted
for several years. By then it will be too late

Use of the Nicam coding used for TV
signals was ruled out for radio — it is
frequency spectrum hungry and its
reception is affected by signal reflections. Bit- rate reduction, about onethird that used for Nicam, was achieved
through the implementation of acoding
system reliant upon masking; while the
multi-path obstacle was solved by using
several hundred carriers, closely
packed, transmitting programmes interleaved in time and frequency. Because
the coded data for each programme is
spread across many carriers, several
may be affected by interference without
affecting the service.
More recently BBC Engineering
mounted areal- life DAB demonstration
to coincide with the Radio Academy's
conference in Birmingham. The venue
was ideal because it could demonstrate
DAB's effectiveness in an urban
environment, and the West Midlands
permitted use of the necessary test
frequencies.
Transmitting equipment and aerials
were installed on the roof-top of ablock
of flats in Birmingham's city centre ( see
diagram), radiating 11 watts erp of
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to change the system.
Even the drastic data compression
offered by MUSIC:AM and ASPEC cannot
make the bit-stream slow enough to be
immune to multipath interference. This is
where the second piece of the jigsaw fits.
Instead of transmitting all the digital bits
needed for asound signal in asingle radio
channel, the Eureka DAB system spreads
the bits over a large number of channels
of closely spaced frequency. The technique, called COMM ( Coded Orthogonal
Frequency Division Multiplex), was proposed by the CCE11'. COFDM is analogous
to sending a digital signal down a large
number of thin parallel wires, instead of a
single large cable. Each signal path need
carry only asmall number of digital hits.
This means that the bits in each path can
travel more slowly. There will thus be
wider gaps between them. After receiving
one bit, the receiver simply ignores any
bits which are received in the long gap
before the next expected bit arrives, so
unwanted reflections are rejected. Each
signal path is highly resistant to multi-path
reception. Additionaly, each digital bit is
duplicated in several signal paths. So even
if one path is seriously interfered with, the
lost bits still get through on another.
The Eureka plan is to group 16 stereo
radio programmes together in a slice of
the radio spectrum which, with a frequency width of 7MI lz, is equivalent to a
single analogue TV channel. Each sound
channel is accompanied by at least 4Kbit/s
of extra data. This can carry additional
information such as Teletext, for the
display on à small screen of news and
traffic flashes, or information about the
radio station or music being played. The
original plan was to spread the 16 stereo
channels over 500 carriers. Now the

standard sub-carrier FM stereo and a
DAB signal on an adjacent VHF frequency. Programme material was provided by a DAT machine and included
various CD dubs and off-air recordings
of BBC programmes. The DAB system
was capable of nine services at 11W erp
each, although only one was used,
giving an effective power of 99W. The
sound coding system used was MUSICAM, an improved variant of MASCAM
developed originally, alongside the
spectrum-efficient COFDM modulation.
Subjects were invited to board a
coach for a 20 minute tour of Birmingham, during which it was possible to
monitor, through Beyer 220 headphones, the conventional FM transmissions and DAB signals. Any slight difference in audio quality between the two
signals was attributed to the characteristic of the Kenwood car radio used for
FM reception which was not as 'fiat' as
the professional digital audio receiver.
The results were dramatic. Those
who attended could not be less than
impressed. At times when the FM signal
was suffering badly from the effects of
multi-path as the signal was bounced

Eureka researchers have found a way of
overlapping adjacent carriers of similar
frequency so that the programmes can be
spread over 2000 parallel signal paths.
This even further reduces the bit- rate in
each signal path and renders the system
immune to reflections from buildings or
hills up to 5km away.
Immunity to multi-path brings another
unexpected bonus. With existing terrestrial radio systems, if two transmitters
broadcast on the same frequency, listeners to car radios will hear interference in
any area of overlap. As the car moves,
changing its relative distance to the two
transmitters, the received signals move in
and out of phase, adding and cancelling to
cause fluttering fading of the sound. 'Ibis
is why the BBC uses different frequencies
for neighbouring radio transmitters; and
this in turn is why motorists must continually re- tune their radios as they drive
from city to city.
Because the DAB system is so resistant
to multi-path interference, it can also
cope with the area of overlap between
different transmitters operating on the
same frequency. This means that a DAB
network can operate across the entire
country on a single frequency. The
receiver locks on to the strongest signal
and rejects any weaker signal from other
transmitters as if they were reflections.
The latest Eureka thinking is that it may
be possible to split each 7M I
lz frequency
slice into four separate blocks, each
1.5Mliz wide, with each block carrying up
to six different stereo radio programmes.
This will let neighbouring countries draw
radio boundaries by broadcasting on different blocks of frequencies. Just as only
four colours are needed to separate the
countries on any world map, only the four

from building to building, DAB reception held up perfectly, without the
familiar background hiss of FM and the
annoyance of pops and fizzes. Only in a
road tunnel was the DAB receiver
gently muted, while the FM set was just
producing high levels of noise.
So, BBC engineers have proved that
DAB is possible, and based on a VHF
terrestrial system rather than satellite.
The question now is when it might be a
practical reality. Receiver manufacturers are talking of 1995 as a likely date
for suitable receivers to be available,
and Germany is working to a similar
date for implementation of its DAB
service.
If the Department of Trade and Industry, which sent representatives to the
Birmingham demonstration, gives the
go-ahead and allocates frequencies ( the
BBC needs about 8MHz of spectrum for
local and national services) and the
Home Office permits simulcasting of
existing FM networks, there's no reason
why Britain should be behind. Indeed
the European system has found favour
in North America, which hadn't
developed its own.
TB
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33 1 blocks of frequencies are needed to
ensure that no two adjoining countries
share the same radio frequencies. This
opens up another exciting possibility for
DAB, again impossible for analogue radio.
The signals can be broadcast from a
satellite with tighter beams focused on
individual countries or states across a
continent. Receivers on the ground will
pick up signals either direct from the
satellite or from relay stations on the
ground. These relays will pick up signals
from the satellite and re- broadcast them
on the same frequency. With current
analogue systems, relay stations must
always operate on different frequencies
from the main signal to avoid multi-path.
Eureka envisages an integrated broadcast system in which satellites serve large
areas by direct transmission, with areas
between buildings and in valleys which
are shaded from the satellite filled in by
relay re- transmissions. A car would carry
an omni-directional aerial, probably a
plate built into the roof. which picks up
the strongest signal available, whether
from satellite or relay. Tests already carried out with multiple terrestrial transmitters in Geneva, Rennes, London, Munich,
Lis Vegas and four Canadian cities, suggest that the Eureka system can indeed
provide a seamless join as a mobile
receiver moves between overlapping
coverage

areas

sharing

the

same

1«re-

areas, advertisers will immediately switch
their allegiance, putting local terrestrial
stations

out

of business.

Egon

Meier-

Engelen believes that satellite transmission is inevitable: ' NAB cannot avoid this.
It will happen. The Canadians will use
satellites anyway.'
In Europe, the European Space Agency
is already committed to the idea of DAB.
But conventional geostationary satellites
are not ideal for DAB. They orbit over the
Equator and thus appear to hang very low
in the sky in Northern countries ( just 10
degrees over the horizon in Scandinavia ).
So the signal from ageostationary satellite
is often shielded by hills, buildings, and
even trees. Two years ago ESA commissioned areport from British Aerospace on
the use of a completely different kind of
satellite for DAB. 11E0 ( Highly Elliptic
inclined Orbit satellites) technology was
pioneered by the USSR for its Molniya
satellites. Russia uses 11E0 satellites to
cover land masses for which the geostationary orbit is far too low over the
horizon. Ilia) satellites behave as if hovering almost vertically above selected continents. They are thus ideal for broadcasting
to cars and into cities and mountainous
terrain. ESA's project is code- named
Archimedes. As with the technology
behind DAB, surprisingly little has been
written about it.
BAe's report for ESA predicts that this

quency. And like any digital system, the
receiver need only distinguish digits from
background noise to produce a perfect

sytem could provide almost vertical radio

music signal. So DAB requires only a few
watts of amplifier power to serve awhole

Western Europe. Tests with transmitters
in aircraft, commissioned by the DTI and
carried out by the University of Bradford.

town, compared with kilowatts for analogue radio.
In the LS, six companies have proposed.
digital systems which are claimed to give
mobile reception. But the National Association of Broadcasters, which represents
US broadcasters, is anxious to adopt the
Eureka

147 technology and make it a

standard for all of North America. NAB
Technologies Inc, a for-profit whollyowned subsidiary of NAB, wants to buy an
exclusive licence from Eureka and sublicence the system round the world. Only
Japan looks likely to reject the system.
Japanese broadcasters are already committed to the direct transmission of digital
radio from satellites, without enough data

coverage ( at worst angled at 60 degrees
to the Earth) over all of Eastern and

very

enthusiastic

about

DAB.

EBU

engineers have been working with ESA on
Archimedes and estimate that the power
efficiency of a DAB system is ten times
better

than

for

FM,

with

spectral

efficiency four times better. So the sanie
precious radio bandwidth can carry four
times the number of I'M channels, using
one- tenth the power. The power saving is
particularl
important for satellite systems, because the only power source
available in space is from large solar
panels which convert the sun's energy
into electricity. ' Mc more power that is
needed, the larger the panels must be.
BAe estimates that the DAB transmitters
on an IWO spacecraft will need to draw
only around 6watts of power for each
stereo channel. With modern solar rays
each Archimedes satellite could easily
broadcast up to 100 stereo programmes at
the sanie time.
The EBU has now made its position and
ambitions clear. l'he EMI wants Europe to
start digital broadcasting in 1995, using
IWO satellites and terrestrial relays operating at around 1.5(illz. The satellites will
have wide beams for pan-European cover
and narrow beams for language blocs eg
France and Belgium. Germany and
Austria, and the British Isles. The EllU
hopes that ESA will be able to launch the
first 11E0 satellites in 1995 with two more
following ayear later. This is probably too
optimistic, but the EMI's fall- back position
is that experimental DAB services should
begin as soon as possible, using spare
frequencies in the terrestrial VHF and
UlIF radio and ' IV bands.
Perhaps the best part of the DAB story

predict that terrestrial relays will be
needed in only a very few city areas. 1lAe

is that, for once, Japan is streets behind
Europe. Japan's Ministry of Posts and

estimates that the cost of broadcasting by

Telecommunications has licensed six consortia to provide adigital radio service in

11E0 satellite is far below the cost of
building a new terrestrial network or
launching geostationary satellites.
Franc Kozamernik, senior engineer
with the European Broadcasting Lnion in
Geneva, explains the EBU's position on
DAB. 'We want a totally new system, not
compatible with any existing system. We
want it to be local, national, pan-European
and cover common language zones.'
The European Broadcasting Union is

Japan. Each gets three radio channels but
the technology is old hat compared to the
European venture. The Japanese broadcasters will all use conventional digital
coding, similar to that used in Europe to
provide satellite ' IV broadcasts with
accompanying sound. Programmes can be
received only with a fixed satellite dish
accurately pointed at the satellite. l'he
Japanese system will not work in cars.'-

The BBC's DAB coach during the Birmingham demonstration: aLondon venue is now being considered

compression to make the bit- stream
immune from multi- path. So digital radio
broadcasts in Japan can be received only
by afixed dish of the type used to receive
satellite television programmes. Mobile
reception is impossible.
Both NAB and the Eureka group agree
that the ideal frequency for DAB is in the
I.- band at around 1500MHz. But NAB is in
fundamental disagreement with European
broadcasters about how the transmissions
should be made. NAB, which represents
the 11,000 local radio stations which
currently serve North America, is vehemently opposed to the idea of broadcasting digital radio from satellites. Most of
NAll's members rely on advertising to stay
in business. They cover only small areas of
the country.

If satellites blanket
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ritish high end audio products arc

balance correction. A moderate gain of

kw and far between and introduc-

three times. or 9d1I, is claimed for the line
controller. The 1.1 has been designed to
offer moderate source loading, to accept

tions in this area are viewed with
interest. Are we able to take on such
major American brands as Krell, Audio
Research. Mark Levinstm and Rowland,
now well established on the world
market?
Roksan's

first

electronic

product.

excepting its sophisticated turntable
power supply, was the now-established
ArtaXerxes phono pre- amplifier
I
reviewed in 111:N/RR, August. by SI I1. l'his

RIAA

con-

is AC coupled and absolute- phase- correct.

Design and technology
For the power amplifier, amajor objective
was the elimination of any sonicallyinjurious protection systems. The self-

in the signal path. But Roksan has now
added a no-compromise line controller
called the RoK-I.1 with separate RoK-DS

clean signal path is obtained with the aim
of maximizing transparency and dyna-

power unit, the series completed by the

also required to deal with some of the
industry's more awkward loudspeaker
loadings and play to effortless sound
levels. Here the real- world performance is

ROKSA\
by Martin Colloms

other

protecting MosFet output devices may be
short circuited without danger. Thus a

£8500, well into the upper territory
occupied by Krell and others. And it is in
such company that the Roksans will be

high-end territory

and

tonearm to maximize the quality of the
low level cartridge signal at an early stage

£2945, excluding the ArtaXerxes headamp (£ 559, or £ 125.4 if given its own
power supply ). For this package you are
looking at an investment of around

new electronics line enters true

ArtaXerxes

is designed to be located close to the

RoK-M I monoblock power amplifiers at
£4500 the pair. I. and Dti Itogether cost

No compromise? Roksan's brand

the

ditioned phono sources, and to drive a
range of power amplifiers and cables from
its low output impedance. The controller

mics. A good overload performance was

more important than paper specifications
for output power. A large heatsink is used.
properly ventilated within the case, while
the generous power supply tumid is
electromagnetically screened with athick
steel

enclosure.

A neat

aspect

is

the

RoK LI AND N/11:

judged. Two colour schemes are available,
all- black or satin alloy with chrome controls; both finish and build quality are very
good.
Using MosFet output devices, the
power amplifiers are rated at 120W per
channel 8 ohm loading. with a high
tolerance of awkward speakers. The specified output is doubled into .4 ohms. The

incorporation of the main power supply
with the power amp circuit board making
an integral unit with short paths ( see
photograph ). The output and power circuit topology has been well thought out
in this elegant engineering creation. Both
input and output sockets engaged directly
with the circuit board, avoiding cables

high input impedance and relatively high
input sensitivity of 850mV means that

and soldered connections. The input circuit is based on the high performance
discrete amplifier unit used in the

these amplifiers may' he driven direct
from a CD source with a passive ' pot'

ArtaXerxes. Potentially capable of
balanced operation. the design is symmet-

controller if required. The monoblocks
are standard size ( 430 x 110 x 325mm,
whd ) and ideally they should be located

rical and complementary loading to an
array of MosFet output devices arranged

near to the speakers with their own
dedicated mains supply spurs. Unusually,
three unbalanced, non- inverting inputs
are present. The first is DC coupled, the
overall response flat to beyond 50k1 lx.
The other two have the nominal — 3d1I
roll-off at 0.751Iz or 101Iz respectively;
the former is for occasions where a small
amount of unwanted DC may be present

in a direct-coupled complementary
Four ( plastic case ) T03- sized devices arc
used to ensure adequate peak current
capacity and these are carefully matched
in production. The power toroids arc
rated at 1000VA and provide very good
regulation in these monohlocks. The output terminals have been doubled up to aid
hi- wiring. Operating with a healthy bias
level, the amplifier is in Class A up to afew

from the source, while the higher cut-off
acts as an infrasonic filter in cases of
difficulty from an analogue turntable.
Input is via gold plated phono sockets

watts, then ( lass B holds.
Within the pre- amplifier, total physical
design has been made to serve the

while the output is sourced from high

directness. 'l'o this end, the signal switching is accomplished by high-quality sealed

quality 4mm socket/binding posts.
The RoK-I.1 line stage offers five inputs,
with separated record monitor and source
listen switching. The dual mono volume
controls are mechanically ganged to operate smoothly as one, but may be offset as
required to generate the required channel

interests

of signal-path

simplicity

and

relays, actuated by remotely placed selectors. Designed in dual mono form, each
channel was perfectly symmetrical. and
the separate studio grade plastic film
potentiometers arc ganged by asynthetic
rubber cord, an

effective arrangement
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"There is hardly anything in the world
that some man cannot make a little worse
and sell a little cheaper;
the people who consider price only
are this man's lawful prey."
JOHN RUSKIN 1819 - 1900
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FEATURE REVIEW
neutral, with consistently strong definition over the entire reproduced fre-

inputs. Using a variety of Cl) sources and
live broadcast from atuner, it was felt that

quency range. In the bass, it was crisp and
dynamic, while percussive patterns higher
up the range possessed a near- explosive

the peak previously achieved could not be

similar low noise, discrete bipolar amplifier circuit to that used in ArtaXerxes.
(Once a company has achieved a good

quality. Vocals were strongly presented,

sounding amplifier design it is common to
find this adapted in avariety of locations!)

clearly differentiated from the mix, while

beration.
On sonic recordings this lent a greater
sense of intimacy, but on anumber of CDs
one desires all the depth and space that

seen sonic years ago on the French Le Pre
pre- amp.
Line amplification is achieved with a

In its various locations, some use has been
made of surface mount techniques. Given
the use of high enough audio quality, the
rewards include the elimination of wired
terminations to some components, resulting in cleaner, shorter paths.
In the ArtaXerxes, the input transistors
are some of the best available, selected
and matched for low noise, and professional grade metal film resistors are
included in the recipe. This is a feedback
type of equalizer, and a high input overload margin has been maintained over the
audio bandwidth. The input includes
radio interference protection and has not
been compromised by switchable
options. ' Me very low noise power supplies are externally located to maximize
the dynamic range, and with this arrangement it should be possible to banish hum
entirely from the phono input.

Sound quality
While the line and power amplifiers represented a straightforward listening project, the disc input stage needed more
careful consideration if the full benefit of
the short path to the tonearm was to be
heard. Using an adaptor, it was operated
both as a ' normal' disc input with the
standard turntable and also with a compatible arm, allowing direct ArtaXerxes
connection to its under-plinth socket.
Comparison amplifiers included the
new Meridian 605, the ARC 1)240 and the
Krells, NSA 150 and NSA 8011. Available
pre- amplifiers comprised the Krell KSI.,
KSP- -13, Conrad- Johnson PF1 and Evolution 20, backed by recent experience

the treble was sparkling, lovely and in
context, exciting. Focus and stagewidth
were fine, depth good though not as great
as anticipated. Together with the standard
of pace and rhythm clearly apparent.
there was also a hint of dryness in the
acoustic. Findings at this point included
the fine overall system balance and unity,
plus a rhythmic quality comparable to
more specialist combinations such as I.inn
sources with Naim amplification.
Substituting the I.inn LP12 turntable
showed that the Roksan front end was an
important part of the overall result, and
\\fide the timing aspects remained unimpaired, some of the subtlety and transparency was not fully conveyed. With the
Roksan electronics the results were now
pretty good but lacked the extra drama
and open quality ( brightness?) of the
Xerxes- based front end.
Betbre leaving the analogue disc comparison, trials were underttken with the
three possible power supply options for
the ArtaXerxes. The standard connection
is to the Xerxes' own power supply unit,
and this provided a highly competent
baseline performance. Assessed on my
usual numerical listening- test scoring system, afigure of 13 is close to the mark for
this source combination.

latter

units

were

best attributes of 1-K specialist amplifiers
with the authority and neutrality of the
better US designs. First impressions for
the whole system suggest that Roksan has
broadly succeeded. Once the Xerxes had
been properly founded, the tripod stand
engaging in the caps of the floor screws,
the Roksan SAslC111 demonstrated a high
standard of analogue disc

replay with

some unique qualities.
The overall tonal quality was highly
111-1.1 NEWS & RE( A ) REVIEW

OCTOBER 199 I

ArtaXerxes vinyl disc source. Certainly
the good timing properties of the Roksan
electronics remained evident via the line
input, and other pre- amplifiers could be
used to supply the R1AA equalization if
desired. The quality of ' timing' was superior to aKrell NSA 150, for example, but in
areas such as transparency and ease, the
Krell has the measure of the Roksan.
Viewed as an individual component, the
listening test score for the line controller
was 14.5; in context, this is unexceptional
in view of the high build quality and the
cost. Used alone, the power amplifier
score rose to arespectable 16.-i, noteworthy for crisp bass, good rhythmic properties and tidy, focused pertbrmance. Yet
that dryness was still apparent and these

on familiar sources and recordings.
Strong aspects include very low elec-

own unique power supply, a further gain
was achieved. 111e story changed as the
auditioning continued with the line

ence.
True to its claim, the amplifier \\ as

ROKSAN
-" '" ; """

trical hum levels and a freedom from
radio frequency and impulsive interfer-

highly load tolerant and drove aselect in

ROK-M 1
Test results...
ri ohms. 120M . 208 idlCS
-whms, 240W; 20.83BW
(level ref I
W UMW tiohmeil
Measured power ( at 2.40V AC 5011a
20Hz
Ikliz
20kliz
L.untinuous riohms 1ch. ( a11(514
.) 21 10
21.36
21 30
Continuous . 1ohnis both
2(1.85
21.3
21.17
Burst 10mS riohms
—
22.3d8W —
Lohms
—
21.61dISW —
—
193.114W —
2olims
0.1
0.19
()input impedance ( ohms
0.1
Rated power

worth of system- designed black disc
player. Cables included Roksan, Si!tech
and some custom silver cables. Loudspeakers ranged from the Apogee Duetta
Signatures to the Spendor SP2-2, the NEF

thoroughly conditioned and the usual
care was taken with mains supply. Roksan
has aimed at the top with these products
and seems to have striven to combine the

exuberant, lively quality could not he
recreated so well with (: I) and this suggests that the amplifiers have been optimized in conjunction with the Xerxes/

ArtaXerxes with obvious gains in clarity
and focus, superior dynamics and afeeling
of lowered noise levels, with cleaner and
quieter backgrounds. Then, allocated its

approximately £ 2000

14105 Ill and B&W 805.
Before use, the Roksan

ing than a Naim perhaps, the Roksans still
gave afeeling of ' enclosure', an additional
element of strain just short of hardness or
related tonal coloration. The previous

monoblock amplifiers could not portray
the full level of depth and space present

1.1'1 2. Na im Aro/Koetsu RSI I supplemented in this case by a current
Roksan Xerxes/Artemiz/Shiraz combinathe

one can possibly achieve. With (: I)
sources, although having a wider bandwidth and perceptibly more ' open' sound-

share of the line controller power supply
brought astrong increase of 1.5 marks for

with Threshold and Convergent. In the
main, the disc source was the Linn Lingo

tion,

Moving to a

matched. 'I'he sound was distinctly dry,
with a loss in ambience of far- field rever-

Fig I. Roksan ROK-M I : intermodulanon
performance, 19kHz120kHz tones at full level
.300

an
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little over 100 years ago Gianni Heitini became the world's first audiophile . As an
bolito cavalry oillecr visiting New York in the laic 1880's, he was intrigued by the newly introduced
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-amous contemporary opera singers and built up
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of speakers to satislYingly

high

levels.

Confidence was established by the consistency

over

the

dynamic

range

and

different speaker kiadings.

Lab report
Rated at 120W, 20.83dBW/8 ohms, this
output level was modestly exceeded at 8
and 4 ohms, with excellent delivery at the
frequency extremes. Short terni iea output into 8 ohms was 22.3d11, 2.5d11 above
rated level, or 1-'0W; into 4 ohms, the
peak output was approaching 300W per
channel below which point the doubling
was halted. A 2 ohm load resulted in a
peak level of 19.3dBW, equivalent to
340W. By implication, 4 and 8 ohm load
handling was line, while loadings below 3
ohms would be less suitable though still
useable. For the output rating, the peak
current (± I3A ) was considered satisfactory, particularly in view of the clean
clipping performance. Output impedance
was low at 0.1 ohms, rising to a modest
0.19 ohms by 20kIlz. Negligible ( < ImV )
of DC ofiSet was noted at the output.
At full power, total harmonic distortion
averaged 0.05%, — 66d11 with only
minor rise at high frequencies. At

a
a

normal listening level, the distortion beat
0.01% at all test frequencies and in this
respect the Rok
Iwas well sorted out. It
showed unconditional stability and gave
fine transient waveforms on test. Iligh
frequency intermodulation signals were
dealt with competently at full power with
around 0.05% of difference tone for a
19/20kIlz mixed input, improving to an
excellent — 108d11, butter than 0.0005%.
at IW. For monoblocks, channel separation is not applicable. Signal-to-noise
ratios were excellent, with negligible hum
or noise present, cg — 115dB CUR ARM
(I kllz) referred to full power.
Input impedance was 70kohms, in paraIld with 350pF, the latter slightly higher

tings, es: —60dB, it had deteriorated to
nearly 4c113; but this would be amenable to
slight differential tuning of the function
ganged controls. DC offsets were below
the measurement limit while distortion
was so low as to be barely worth examining or graphing. With the volume control
placed late in the pre- amp sequence. it
was possible to clip the line input, but this
tested limit of 5V was considered ample
for domestic use. I.ine signal-to-noise
ratios were excellent under all test
weighting regimes, and very high channel
separation figures were seen, better than
120(113 mid band. Maximum output level
was ample at

10V sourced from a low

3Iohm output impedance.
The ArtaXerxes moving- coil

20k1 lx

while the tuner input delayed this point
until 30kIlz. For the CD input, the impedance was 32 kohms parallelled by 240pls
and the gain was reduced to 3.3dIt.
340mV Ibr a 0.5V 1111; output. With the

'Ibis was perfectly matched for the Shiraz
cartridge, but the ArtaXerxes may be
adjusted internally by adealer, to give up
to 10dli of extra gain if this should be
required for use with other lowersensitivity power amplifiers in combination with lower-output cartridges.Tested
for distortion. ArtaXerxes performed well
with a fine — 72dB result for high frequency intermodulation.
Input impedance for ni- c was I00ohms,
with only alow ( unmeasureable ) value of
input capacitance. A loading capacitor is
built into the Roksan moving-coil cartridge, and adealer may be required to fit
a IOnf film capacitor to the ArtaXerxes for
some alternative cartridges.

The

too low Ibr the occasional IV output unit.
Via tuner aux, the sensitivity was
increased to 250mV at amaximum gain of
6(111, lower than specified. A line gain of
10 or I2dB would he appropriate on all
inputs. In the upper range the volume/
balance was line while at very low setIll 11 NEW,.it, RIA IMO REVIE‘‘'
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accurate

which showed a classic moving- coil
result, very nicely controlled in the upper
frequency range and showing good compatibility with the matching electrimics.

Conclusion
Roksan has made a very credible start in
the field of high quality electronics. These
products present adistinctive appearance
and are finished to the high standards

but also some interesting solutions to the
problems encountered in the design of
high end audio equipment. Good dynamic
and rhythmic properties were promised
and were achieved; in this area the Roksan
monoblocks are pre-eminent in their
price territory. In other respects the
standard

is

high,

though

alternative

sources fare less well than Roksan's own
highly developed and optimized vinyl disc
player system. If not quite as convincing a
performer, the line controller suits the
overall arrangement well and it would be
difficult to find an exact equivalent. The
results confirm the potential of the headamp equalizer and its capacity for

head-

improvement

amplifier showed very fine channel
balance and separation, confirming its

with

power

supply

upgrades. From this base we can expect
developments including a rather less
expensive SOW per channel stereo power

careful, accurate design. A fine 7 3dB CCIR
ARM ( IkHz) signal to noise ratio was
achieved while the frequency response

amplifier and a simplified line unit.+

ROKSAN

ROK-L 1
l'est results

Fig 3. Roksan ROK-1.1 frequency response, line
(tuner) input and CI) input ( dashed trace)
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power amplifier this indicated an overall
sensitivity of 650mV for full power, just
enough for 2V CD systems but marginally

but

the exteriors. l'op grade parts are used
and a long service life is to he expected.
The no- compromise approach has
resulted in some operational limitations

input SellS1OV
Of 0.25mV for 0.5V out
from the ROK-1.1, an overall gain of 66dB.

ultrasonics. The graph showed the effect

at

balance

build, the interiors are every bit as good as

of the input capacitor on the ' AC1' input.

point

tonal

offered a gain of 60dB; in II IF terms, an

the amplifier behaved well with regard to

just- audible — 0.66dli

in

nonetheless. The + 0, — 0.25(111 limits sufficed for the standard 3011z to ISW/.
range. For completeness sake, acheck was
made on the Shiraz cartridge response

expected at this price level. As regards

the wide band ' 1' input, the frequency
response was better than 0.51Iz and
ski lz for — 0.5d11. The — 3d13 high frequency point was 125kIlz, and above this

the treble, more so via ' CD'. This has a

light

facility

than usual, while I.12V was required for
maximum power, 85mV for one watt. Via

barely rolling off by 511z.
For the line amplifier, the response was
fiat to IOkl lz but exhibited mild roll-off in

met very close tolerance limits — a shade

!II!

11

.50., !

I

Fig 4. Roksan ArtaXerxes m-chead-amp: RIAA
accuracy

DimenMmis(whi.11tun
Typical pct., inc VAT

Supplier:
Roksan Engineering Lid, 21 Mole Road,
Llandrindod Wells, Powys LIE 6D1.' . Tel
(0597) 824911

Definitely not Carver buyers
When you consider the bewildering
array of brands and models available today,
it's easy to conclude that all audio equipment
is pretty much alike. And you'd be right.
However, unlike other companies,
which have felt compelled to constantly
release ' me-too' products, Carver has
deliberately set out to solve previously
unsolvable problems. Problems which can
limit your musical enjoyment.
Through painstaking research,
innovative circuit engineering — and adeep
love of music — Carver have produced totally
new technologies and designs which help
their products stand out from the mass of
electronics on the shelves.
If you're amore discerning hi-fi buyer
visit your dealer and demand to see the
Carver range — don't accept any woolly
excuses.

PRE-AMPLIFIER/TUNER - CT17
Remote control, 5-channel surround sound
processor, AN facilities, Dolby Pro Logic,
20 FM/AM presets
10 DISC CD PLAYER - TLM3600
Remote control, uses pop- in magazines,
18 bit/8x oversampling, 32 track random
programming, intro scan, random play
CASSETTE DECK - TD1400
Remote control, Dolby HX Pro and BIC,
adjustable bias and tape EQ, MPX FM
taping filter, metal tape
MAGNETIC FIELD POWER AMPUFIER - TFM45
375 watts RMS/channel into 8ohms,
20-20KHz with no more than 0.5% THD,
dual analogue power
meters
UNIVERSAL REMOTE
CONTROL - PRH-1
Single hand held remote will learn
functions of other Carver remotes plus
your TV, VCR etc., up to 128 functions

CARNIR

Sole UK Distributor: HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717
To: HVV International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Please send me details of the Carver Hi Fi Range.
Name

Address

Post Code_

LOUDSPEAKERS

T

he Dali Skyline 2000 arrived out of
the blue ( a blue lorry that is),
firmly bolted inside a pair of the

largest and heaviest orange crates Ihave
ever encountered. Istill feel the pain from
manhandling the crates. Only later did I
discover that the packing included
wheeled trolleys....
The Skyline is a rather elegantly styled,
and immaculately detailed, flat baffle or
panel speaker from Denmark. But this is a
panel like no other. The basic description
is adynamic/ribbon hybrid, aspecies that

DALI
SKYLINE 2000
that gives the game away. Make no mistake here, the Skyline has its quirks, and it
is certainly not the world's most accurate

has become respectable with the Apogee
Centaur, and which mirrors products like
the Martin- Logan dynamic/EIS hybrids.
Long ribbons run along the inside edges

loudspeaker. There are things it just
doesn't do well. But it is very good at
making music into an experience worth
having, and moreover worth repeating.
Like all the best dipoles, the Skyline is
generous and airy, and it presents an

of the mirror pair. The arrangement
superficially resembles one of the Apogee
hybrids, but where the Apogee ribbon
handles everything above a few hundred
Ilertz, the transformerless Dali ribbon is a

extremely large-scale and tangible stereo
soundstage. 'Ibis is avery straightforward
effect, easier to describe than to explain.
Listen to Tom Waits' ' t
and

dedicated tweeter, which rolls into circuit
at 3k1 la, leaving the midband in the hands
of moving coil units.

retire to a safe distance. If you don't, you
will feel your head is being struck, rhythmically, by asteam- hammer. It is that kind

The dynamic part of the system consists
of adrive unit 380mm in diameter which
hands over at 2001Iz to two 1140mm
midrange units, arranged vertically. As
well as improving power handling and
lowering harmonic distortion, the vertical

of loudspeaker.
One diflerence between the Skyline and
many other panels is that the bass goes
down and down. There is useful output at
201lz, and the Skyline is capable of shak-

twin configuration also makes this a line
source ( or semi- line source), which may
well play a part in ensuring there is not
too great adisparity in dispersion characteristics of midband and treble ( by conventional thinking, bass doesn't matter

ing the floorboards and the furniture in a

A bolt out of the blue — apanel
speaker with acritical stance and

driven separately.
One of the special pleasures of the Dali
came from discovering how the system
had been thought through physically.
long experience with other panels ( I
write this as a fully paid up Apogee
owner) suggests that most manufacturers
don't know or care how panels should be
built. Almost invariably the panels fail in
precisely the same ways: their hases are
too slender for their heights and their
centres of gravity are too high. Worst of
all, the panels themselves nearly always
have severe resonant modes.
Long ago, Idrew up a mental shopping

and follow the long side panels, and it all
begins to make sense.
Dynamics are also better than

by Alvin Gold

normal loudspeakers, where every transient has its strength sapped by being
asked to wind up a box of air before

them for about afortnight, Ihad mentally
priced them at not less than £ 2500. The
actual price is £ 1600! Not necessarily

making itself known to the outside world.
Mary Blacks' predominantly open acous-

cheap for the hardware involved: but well
below the going rate.
Positioning is given as not less than 1
metre from a rear wall and 25cm from
side walls, but Dali recommends from
1.2m to one-third of the length of the
room, or bass will roll away early and
soundstage depth will diminish. Spacing is
designed to be a little wider than usual,

with alarge ftiotprint and deep side panels
to give depth to the structure in the
fore- aft plane. In addition, the speaker

with a perpendicular from the tweeter
ribbon bisecting behind the listener's
head, the two speakers and the listener

would be tapered to lower the centre of
gravity and reduce diffraction problems

making something close to an equilateral
triangle. Vertical orientation and toc in

associated with long, parallel edges. It was
with some shock then that Idiscovered
that Dali had designed the Skyline exactly
according to these principles. 'Me base

are equally closely specified.
My own contribution to these sugges-

35mm thick in a high grade black paint.
Aluminium extrusions and simple black
cloth covers are also used as necessary,
the latter back and front. The Skyline

with

most of them are extremely costly, usually
between £ 2000 and £4000 for aspeaker
of Skyline dimensions. After living with

list of physical attributes for the ideal
panel speaker. It included a heavy base

and vertical wood panels are all MI»,

ing about the size of that bass unit, and the
long path lengths involved as sound pressure waves have to turn several corners

generous voice

here). The system is hi- but not triwirable: the three m-c units cannot be

very meaningful way given half achance.
Initially Iwas surprised at this, but think-

tions is that the listening distance should
he increased to at least one and a half
times the distance between the speakers,
or agood 3-4 metres in most rooms. The
extra distance is not, as you might suppose, to promote mid/tweeter integration.
It

is

to

improve

the

overall

spectral

tic arrangement of vaguely Irish songs was
sharply reproduced, each vocal inflection
well captured without smear or spread.
Power handling is also a strong point.
On more than one occasion I encountered some peculiar distorted noises from
these speakers when dealing with closemiked vocals and the like, but in each case
Imanaged to effect acure by switching to
amore solid amplifier, better able to drive
what is in effect a none- too-simple electrical load. Even with a 4ohm impedance
rating, the quoted sensitivity of 90dB/
watt/metre is possibly somewhat optimistic. Use a proper grown-up amplifier, and
make sure that it can cope with nasty
loads, because the Dalis will not perform
otherwise.
"Ibis isn't one of your bunged- up prissy
little English loudspeakers. The Dali Skyline is aloudspeaker which attacks its task
with a generosity and spirit that will not
be gainsaid, hut with real subtlety and
finesse when called for. Whether or not
you like what you hear, you will not, I

measures 510x450x1600mm ( wdh ), plus

balance, which in the near field can tend

three serious looking spikes.
With the exception of Quad, in many

to be dominated by the bass and midband.
It is an overall loss of energy around 2kIlz,

suggest, be left unmoved.+

ways in acategory of its own, all the best

identifiable as a loss of liveliness and a
rather sombre, dark set of tonal colours,

Supplier: CSE, Suite 4, 1-3 Haywra Crescent,
Harrogate NG! 5BG. Tel: (0423) 528537

known panel speakers are imported, and
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highly volatile TVA amps of yore, the
Odysseus — despite the BTUs — has its
tubes barely idling. Rated at 45W "channel,
the Odysseus is dragging amere II - and-abit watts from each tube; driven to the
max, a single EI.34 is good for 48W

OF ODYSSEUS
1

(according to Ball's Radio Valve and
Senn- conductor Data, 10th edition ). The
valves run on a 400V DC Beta+ supply, a
modest voltage relative to the maximum

allowed. Pre- amplification is handled by
two FÁ:C83s and two ECC85s.

So, despite the feeling that awarmed- up
Odysseus is verging on melt-down, the
amplifier is quite under- stressed. How-

through ventilation is provided by was of
large cut-outs ( filled with wire mesh to
keep prying fingers at bay), while the

metalwork

and

even

the

mammarial

knobs dissipate heat as a back-up. The
designer provided for ventilation beneath
by fitting slightly taller- than- usual feet.
Iget the impression that Michaelson is
doing his best to eliminate tube- phobia,
the conservative running being only part
of the re-education process. All ( if the
valves are common types, so replacements won't involve phoning every advertiser in Glass Audio, and the company
even oftCrs complete sets of replacement
tubes for
price of

the

of the current purchast:
Odysseus Integrated

Amplifier'. With Odysseus selling fur
£1150, that comes to £ 1 " 2.50 — cheap
enough for valves which have been tested
for 150 hours continuous, graded and
matched into sets.
A line- level- only design, Odysseus can
handle six sources via gold-plated RCA
sockets: there's only one ' Tape Out'
though two sets of inputs are labelled
'Tape'. User controls are limited to on/off,
volume and source select, tser ahuse, on
the other hand, seems unlimited, as Itook
the manufacturer's claims literally and
tried every nasty load within my possession. Yes, the Odysseus will drive very

I

n-built handicap or an au of bravery?
The radically difiCrent styling of

Michaelson Audio's Chronos pre- amp/
power amp combination is its most notable ICature. Indeed, the art deco-by-wayof .
-ancient-Mex ico styling has overshadowed everything about the product,
including its world- class performance. But
even if Chronos Iiiiiked like every other
high- cud pairing, its appeal would still be
limited by the live- figure price tag.
NEI% be we shinikl regard Chronos. then,
as a statement of intent from the voluble
Antony Michaelson, who's never really
been comfortable away from valve amp
manukicture. Sure, he's made Musical
Fidelity — all solid-state — one of the fi K's
most successful hi- ti companies. but tubes
still make him happiest. And now that he's
founded the Michaelson Audio subsidiary
with ahard-to-igni ire all- tube flagship. the
gloves are off. With OdytiSCUS, the company should be able to shift as many
glow- in- the-dark goodies as did Michaelson & Mist in over a decade ago.
Odysseus is the first of a line of afford50

After the mortgage- busting
Chronos valve amps, Michaelson
introduces the integrated
Odysseus

kv Ken Kesskr

low impedances, including Apogee Stages
in a x", 1m room to levels of over 90d11
at 2m. And not for just short bursts.
Ialso used the amplifier to drive the
SI700 SE, Sonus Faber's -I ohm- andhungry Extrema, the AR N11 and TDI.'s
Studio 0.5. Nary a bottle exploded. The
amp issued neither buzzes, burps, belches,
squeals, crackles nor farts. So, despite my
paranoia ( two dear friends owned
TVAs ...), the Chronos appears to be
operationally sane. Or, as John Sebastian

able models to he wrapped in Chronos'
clothing. It's a line- level-only integrated

once said, ' Despite the heat it'll be alright'.
Ijust wish Icould have reviewed it in any

amplifier contained in one quarter of the
metalwork which makes up Chronos,
essentially the sanie box as the pre- amp

month other than July.
But the run of speakers did turn up a
curious characteristic which I've learned

without the external power supply chassis. Minor aesthetic refinements, including

has been diminated -- it's the only difference between the review sample and the

a smooth black finish and fewer controls,

units ill the shops. The volume setting of
the review Odysseus was of the now-

make it seem slightly less outrageous but
the aesthetics arc still a matter of taste.
In practice, the Odysseus is agiant heat
sink which happens to douhle as an
amplifier. Ilot? This sucker is positively
scalding. its dozen valves including no less
than eight F.1.34 output tubes, configured
as two pairs per channel. So, unlike the

you're- off- now- you're- Deep- Purple variety, with car-searing levels available from
all of the speakers at amere "-8 o'clock on
the dial. And with the high- sensitivity AR
M L Iwas blown back — just like that great
Maxell ad of yore — with the knob at 6.30.
The tracking has been changed so users
Ill

NEV.
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can tine- tune the volume without needing
a watchmaker's hand co-ordination, with
normal levels being 10-2 o'clock.

WATTs with their razor-sharp tweeters,
which I did have, need ' softer', more

Japan. Even details buried in a raunchy,

traditional valve amplification.

All of the inputs are spec'd at 200mV,
with a claimed signal-to-noise ratio of

Given these considerations, which
needn't require wholesale hardware

other sounds in Ike & Tina's ' Nutbush City
I.imits', myriad details in most early Stones

-90dB. Iused a variety of CD players and
tape decks, including Meridian's 200/203
combination, the CAL Tempest II SE, the
Marantz CD- 12, the AR CD- 07, Audio

raucous mix — little touches swamped by

recordings — the Odysseus finds them and
reproduces them with clarity and solidity,
and in an unexaggerated manner. It's a

changes if you have the temperament
necessary for fine-tuning via cable selec-

case of perfectly controlled behaviour.
'Ibis also illustrates the unit's dynamic

tion, the Odysseus emerges as something
of

a bargain,

a high- end

monster

in

(almost ) budget clothing. While £ 1150
ain't peanuts, it is no more than the cost of

capabilities, a way with contrasts which
was masked by that hair-trigger volume
control when using the M Is. With the

cassette deck and my trusty Tandberg

a decent VCR- plus- TV, a so-so computer
or one year's boozing at three pints a

other speakers, the Odysseus could pro-

3600SX open- reel.
Alter adjusting to and then ignoring the
behaviour oí the volume control. Isettled

night. Isay this only because I'm led up
with readers moaning about the cost of
specialist

duce level swings with the facility of far
dearer, solid-state power houses, almost
matching the awesome Classé DR- 10 or

Alchemy's Digital Decoding Engine and
the Audio Research DAC- I for compact
disc, plus the Ilarman/Kardon TD4600

gear.

In

1991, £ 1150

is no

in with the above sources and the Odysseus, taking turns with all of the speakers

more, relative to the national average
income, than a Quad II set-up was in the

the Aragon 4004. Ican only dream about

listed above. Immediately eliminated from
the tests were the delicious Mls, because

1950s. ( Actually, it's adamned sight less.)
What your just-over- a-grand gets you is
a solidly- built work horse with enough

sensitivity budget boxes now that the
volume control has been tamed...
But sheer power and speed are easily
obtainable elsewhere. The real reason for
buying an amp like Odysseus ( unless

the top end of the Odysseus was too
'aggressive' for the easily excited ARs.
Despite the tubes, the M Is sounded edgy

how

sheer driving force to power just about

tives you like — clarity, authority, detail,
warmth — the Michaelson has ' em in
spades, with an added plus. While the
Odysseus doesn't provide the deepest

new user-friendly volume control. Ihave a
that the

M Is were

being ' overdriven' because I couldn't
adjust down to a sensible level.

soundstage I've ever heard, it offers wall-

Given the handicap — which won't be

to-wall coverage, exploiting the precision
focusing of small speakers the way aLeica

experienced when auditioning an Odysseus in the shop — Ilistened mainly to the
SI.700s and the Apogee Stages, both of

projector exploits slides.
The marginal lack of depth doesn't
result in a 2D picture, and it may actually
benefit certain dipole arrays which are
artificially ' deeper' sounding than they

which were easier to control under the
circumstances vis à
level setting,
while the super- sweet top end character
of both speakers better suited the crystalline nature of Odysseus.

should be. But if ' bigness' is something
your system lacks, then the Odysseus can

Confession time: the Odysseus only
sounds like the all- valve product that it is
in the mid- band. At the frequency
extremes, Odysseus has solid-state bottom octaves, with slam and control and
cut- glass treble with now- you- hear- itnow- you-don't transients.
Like a number of modern all- valve and
valve/solid-state hybrids. Odysseus is
trying to offer the best of both worlds, a
compromise to please both camps. And
there arc myriad ways of doing it, including the use of tubes in key stages but with
transistor output sections to eliminate
matching considerations (cg Lux and
other hybrids). When the decision has

high-

you're merely wild about the styling) is its
midbanc.I. Choose whatever tubey adjec-

and harsh, but Iplan to return to them
when Ican borrow an Odysseus with the
sneaking suspicion

the amplifier behaves with

be regarded as a shot of steroids. Not
quite Wells' Food of the Gods, but enough
to render large-scale works all that much
more convincing. I'd even go so far as to
suggest that the best way t() audition this
any speaker liable to be found in a
domestic environment. More specifically,

amplifier is with alive performance of the
stadium- filling

variety,

or

a massive

it probably won't be challenged by any
speakers likely to be matched to an amp in
this price category. So it probably can't
drive Infinity IRSes or Apogee Grands, but
then nobody drives £40,000 speakers

orchestra if you prefer. The subtle side of

with £ 1000 amplifiers.
Clipping only occurred once during the
entire time I spent with the Odysseus,

Everymau amp, deftly juggling valve and
solid-state characteristics in a not
unaffordable package. The operating simplicity and implied reliability should make

Odysseus takes care of finding the aural
clues to the specifics of the venue, while
the bolder side takes care of the scale.
I'd love to say

that Odysseus is an

been made to go all- valve, up go the
demands on the output transformer
designs and some clever sonic tweakery is
involved to eliminate the ' rosiness' or

when Iwas playing silly bugger with the

would be cute to see if I could reach

integrated amp from Rote! or Pioneer. But
it runs hot enough to double as a kitchen

'romance' — which is exactly what some

obscene, front- row- just- to- the-side-of- thePA levels. And Ilearned that the Odysseus

appliance, it's considerably more fussy
and less forgiving about the rest of the

has one other non- tube quality. It does

system than many users ( non- enthusiasts
especially) are prepared to countenance

wish most to retain as far as vintage valve
sound is concerned.
In Odysseus, the designers have opted

Sonus Faber Extrema and a copy of the
Dixie Hummingbirds' Lire. I figured it

all-important

not clip ' nicely'. Wlen goosed into overdrive, the Odysseus thinks ' solid-state' and

tube-sound in the midband, though careful matching with ancillaries is absolutely

you hear that sonic equivalent of a sandpaper loo roll. But by that point, the levels

necessary if the solid- state- like frequency
extremes are not to overshadow the
lushness in between. My choice of speakers wasn't accidental; those which Ipre-

were so ludicrously high and uncomfortable that Ican't imagine any intelligent

ferred for the listening tests are neutralwith- a- leaning- towards- warmth. I would

speakers of 88dB/W sensitivity or higher.
Contrary to the Stallone-esque,

speculate that hyper-analytical designs
such as the studio- quality monitors from
A'l'(:, which Ididn't have to hand, as well
as the Smuts Faber% and the Wilson

knuckle- sandwich

for

the

retention

of the

human being experiencing the phenomenon in the home. Especially not with

capabilities

of

it no more challenging to own than a30W

and the looks remain controversial.
Isuppose it's like wrapping a Ferrari in
Volvo bodywork, versus aVolso wrapped
in Ferrari bodywork. The Odysseus — and
Ihave to admit that Ilike the styling — is
too good a product to be damned tin its
unconventional appearance. It needs no
apologies because it performs like a true
champion. -1
4
-

the

Odysseus, it offers a delicacy which

I

hadn't experienced since trying the
luscious Air Tight combination from

Supplier: Michaelson Audio Ltd, 15116 Olympic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley
HA9 OTF Tel: 081-900 2866.
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Please send me the Tannoy SIXES brochure. together with aprice
list reprints of recent lannoy reviews in the Hr Fi press and the
rime of my local Tannoy SIXES dealer
Name
Address

Postcode
Send to
Sales Department. Tahroy Ltd., Rosehall Industrial Estate.
Coatbridge. Strathclyde. Scotland. ML5 4TF

fhe SIXES are the brilliant result of acomplete re-appraisal
of Hi Fi loudspeaker design by Tannoy's team of acoustic.
industrial and production engineers.
The advanced new cabinet structure and shape have many
audible benefits, quite apart from being avisual pleasure.
These, coupled with tweeters that reproduce smoothly all
the way up to 30kHz, moulded cone- piston bass units and

the application of Tannoy's Differential Material Technology
have realised arange of loudspeakers that will be adelight
to your ears and eyes.
Return this coupon to Tannoy, and we will send you the
eight page colour Tannoy SIXES brochure by return.

irANNOY

LOUDSPEAKERS

THREE 'MINI MONITORS'
(

- ' (i mpact speakers are often the
only option for those wanting

'quality reproduction in confined
spaces. There is a wealth of models to
choose from, and the choice is becoming
more difficult as more brands appear on
the British market. ' Ibis year's Ili-Fi Show
sees manufacturers from France, Italy, and
Scandinavia launching their loudspeakers
here against tK opposition which is
regarded world-wide as liemidable. Here
we examine one of the newcomers. R( ':
from Italy, against the latest models from
British stalwart Alphason and the irrepressible Nlonitor Audio. All were assessed
in a typical environment, a small room
(I2x90 I. and driven li‘ an Aragon 200-i

Three quality ' little boxes' from
home and abroad
by Trevor Butler
looked forward to auditioning the company's new two-way bass- reflex model,
the Artemis (£ 300 in black ash, or £ 325
the more sumptuous- looking walnut
or rosewood stain finish).
This compact design ( 420 x 320 x
290mm hwd) combines a 130mm bass/
mid unit with a90mm doped paper cone
on a cast frame from Richard Allan, and a
19mm Supronyl tweeter with plastic
dome sourced in Norway. The crossover

damped, whiie the baffle is 19mm highdensity particle board. Two 9mm diameter tubes of slightly different length
(112 and 82mm) provide fascia ports.
Thick-framed grilles are supplied but
were discarded as they did not improve
the sound quality or aesthetics, being
fitted with an over- sized badge.

Sound quality
The Artemis pair were assessed sited on a
pair of Alphason's four-column, sandfilled, 24in stands which provide a rigid
support and are used successfully with
other small speakers. The Artemis appears
not to have been designed for bookshelf
or window-sill use. Positioning proved

Marantz (: 1)9411 Cl) player.

circuit board is large to separate the
simple six-component network and facili-

crucial to obtain the best bass alignment.
The recommended placement, of two
metres apart, angled slightly inwards and

ALPHASON ARTEMIS

tate hi-wiring, which is achieved via two
sets of nickel- plated terminals which take
4mm plugs, bare wire or solder tags. The

about 30cm from the rear wall, proved
about right, although other locations
brought an improved upper and mid- bass

amplifier, l'AS02 passive attenuator and

Ilaving found Alphason's 36- litre Orpheus
speakers very musical (HFN'RR Jan ' 91), I

cabinet is of 14mm MDF, internally un-

at the expense of the bottom end. Clearly

5;
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SONIC LINK Amplifiers
DM20 Dual Mono Integrated Amplifier 20 w/channel
*DM20 ' Masterpiece Gold' integrated amplifier

£299
£598

THE SONIC LINK DM20 AND DM20 MASTERPIECE GOLD HAVE BEEN SPECIALLY DESIGNED TO RECREATE THE SOUNDS OF A LIVE
MUSICAL PERFORMANCE IN YOUR OWN LIVING ROOM

SONIC LINK AMPLIFIER DEALERS
SONIC LINK amplifiers and cables can be heard at anumber of specialist hifi retailers, all of
whom are recommended by Graham Nally to AUDIOKITS customers who wish to
purchase hifi equipment.
HEAR THEM AT THESE DEALERS STUDIOS
ACTON GATE AUDIO, Wrexham
0978-364500
*ACOUSTIC ARTS, Watford 0923-245250
ALBION AUDIO, Sunderland 091-510-9969
AUDIOCRAFT, Uxbridge
0895-53340
AUDIO INC. East Molesey, Surrey
081-941-4234
AUDIO SUITE, Aberdeen
0224-625635
AUTHENTIC AUDIO, Stratford upon Avon
0789-414533
AVONDALE AUDIO, Chesterfield
0246-200096
AYLESBURY HI- FIDELITY, Aylesbury
0296-28790

*DOUG BRADY, Covent Garden, London
071-379-4010
*DOUG BRADY, Warrington 0925-828009
IN CONCERT HIFI, Wallasey 051 630-5055
LISTEN HEAR, Ilkeston, Derbyshire
0602-304602
MJS HIFI, Barwell, Leicestershire
0455-846977
OMNI AUDIO, Leeds
0532-758326
PORTSMOUTH HIFI, Portsmouth
0705-664411
*RADLETT AUDIO, Radlett, Hertfordshire
0923-856497

SOUNDS GOOD, Ealing
081-579-3963
SPEAKERS CORNER, Norwich
0603-743457
STANDENS HIFI, Tonbridge 0732-353540
*STEVE BOXSHALL AUDIO, Cambridge
0223-68305
WARSTONES HIFI, Wolverhampton
0902-345114
ZEUS AUDIO, Belfast
0232-332522
EUTERPE AUDIO, Nogent, France
010 33 48 78 34 74
*DM2O MASTERPIECE GOLD STOCKIST.

Recommendations from AUDIOKITS customers of dealers whom they consider capable of promoting the quality associated with the SONIC LINK
brand and its symbol would be welcomed with appreciation.

SONIC LINK AMPLIFICATION

6Mill Close, Borrowash, Derby, DE7 3GU

Telephone 0332-674929
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LOUDSPEAKERS
this is one to try in several positions
during audition.
'It is easy to make asmall speaker that
sounds bad,' aleading designer once told
me. And I'm pleased to report that the
Artemis does not fall into that category,
although it is not the most accurate
miniature Ihave heard. But that is possibly not its intention, for another speaker
designer confidently insisted that 'people
do not want accurate loudspeakers'.
The musical quality of Alphason's larger
Orpheus clearly shines through in this
smaller variant, which is able to re-create
a mid- range clarity and superb stereo
focus in a manner which avoids any hint
of that all- too-common trait of ' boxiness',
even when sited close to the wall. For its
size, the Artemis produces a reasonable
bass performance ( quoted — 3dB point is
at 401Iz when close to wall) which,
although lacking ultimate slam, even
when playing loudly, is well controlled,
particularly so on Genesis' Invisible
Touch and the live version of Peter
Gabriel's Solsbuey Hill which displayed
good ambient detail of the venue, awide
soundstage and good sense of height.
The downfall of this design is its IW
character, especially noticeable when fed
the output of Japanese tuners which are
favourite for arising treble response. Here
female Radio Four newsreaders took on a
sibilant air through the speaker's forward
treble, which became fatiguing after prolonged listening. Some listeners were
convinced it was a metal dome tweeter!
Female pop vocalists also suffered as
Fairground Attraction's ' Clare', while
showing good pace and rhythm, was
over- bright almost to the verge of shrillness. Male voices fared better, with a
natural presentation of Gilbert and Sullivan's Pirates of Penzance ( D'Oyly Carte )
where, despite the un damped cabinet,
there were no obvious box colorations,
although Idetected some unevenness in
the presence region around Ikliz — a
susceptible area for 1.835/A users!
Orchestral works were reproduced
with afair scale, hut not up to Ilarbeth P3
standards, although the Artemis is clearly
able to give a precise stereo fucus with
good depth, even if the more complex
parts of the Allegro maestoso from Nlahler
2 (CBSO/Rattle) caused a few problems,
as the soundstage became slightly muddled and the dynamics reduced. Solo
pianoforte courtesy of Peter Dickinson's
The Essential Erik Satie ( Conifer) showed
up a flaw with the mid- treble performance. Rather than tending towards nasality
or chestiness, this speaker, while producing the bass and top, seemed to soften
certain notes and change the tonal
balance of the piano. Jacqueline Du Pre's
famous Elgar Cello Concerto which, while
revealing the very detailed nature of the
IIF response, lost some of its magic and
ultimate enjoyment, sounding more
'reedy' than usual. Although hard to pinpoint the cause of this. Ifelt uneasy about
the hardening of the lower- treble, which
seemed unduly pronounced. Bi wiring
this speaker gave improvements all round
111 ,11 NIA% S
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with better definition, greater detail and a
more transparent mid- range while helping
to tighten the bass a tad, too.

Conclusion
The Alphason Artemis is clearly not in the
larbeth P3 or BBC 1S3/SA league for
accuracy ( admittedly it is some £70 less ),
but it does have its strengths and perfimus
adequately fie its size and price. Siting
proved crucial to obtain the best response
but, subject to room characteristics, this is
one to he auditioned. Better 111: integration to the tine mid- range would ensure a
firm recommendation.

MONITOR AUDIO STUDIO 5
Mo lqbal's Monitor Audio is producing so
many speakers that it is hard to keep
abreast of the current range. A recent,
albeit expensive, addition is the small
Studio 5 which measures 32x20x18cm
(hwd). The £600 design is based on a
solid, infinite baille cabinet featuring, in
true Monitor fashion, real wood veneer.
'hie box benefits from internal damping
on all surfaces bar the baffle. The chosen
drive units encompass much of Monitor
Audio's recent technological development. The now legendary gold- anodized
aluminium alloy dome 111; unit with

vented voice-coil and fluid cooling is
paired with a 130mm custom unit to
cover mid and bass frequencies. This has a
90mm sandwiched aluminium alloy and
ceramic cone, 32mm voice-coil, large
magnet and rubber surround. The crossover is a simple six-component design,
the components hard-wired. Bi wiring is
possible through two sets of gold-plated
terminals. Multi- stranded cabling with
audiophile pretensions is used
throughout.

Sound quality
Initial impressions were not favourable,
with an obviously restrained bottom- end,
slightly sibilant treble and inaccurate
tonal balance. A conversation with Monitor Audio suggested a lengthy running- in
period — up to two weeks. Regrettably
time did not permit this, but the Studio 5s
were subjected to seven days of continuous programme material.
The results were still not encouraging —
the mid- range was coloured, this being
particularly evident with speech material.
The Studio 5 is clearly not a monitor'
despite any suggestion in the name. Positioning proved crucial, and the best
results were obtained with the speakers
sited well away from the rear wall, making
this miniature difficult to use in small
55
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MARANTZ
BITSTREAM
CD PLAYERS
CD-42
CD-52
CD-62
CD- 72

£ 179.90
199.90
299.90
399.90

u7I Our massive product range includes equipment from —
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7
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Please send me a free Catalogue & Price List

epop lsod

AVAILABLE
NOW!
AIWA • AKAI • ALPHASON • APOLLO • ARCAM • ARISTON • AUDIO INNOVATIONS • AUDIOQUEST
AUDIO TECHNICA • AUDIOLAB • B & W MATRIX • BEYER • BOSE • CAMBRIDGE AUDIO • CELESTION
CYRUS • DELTEC • DENON • DUAL • FOUNDATION • GOLDRING • HECO • HUNT • JPW • KEF REFERENCE
MARANTZ • MAXELL • MERIDIAN • MICHELL • MICROMEGA • MISSION • MONITOR AUDIO
MONSTER CABLE • MOTH • MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAGAOKA • NAKAMICHI • ORTOFON • PHILIPS
PINK TRIANGLE • PIONEER • QED • QUAD • QUART • REVOLVER • ROKSAN • ROTEL • SANSUI
SD ACOUSTICS • SENNHEISER • SME • SOUND ORGANISATION • SYSTEMDEK • TARGET • TDK • TEAC
THAT'S • VAN DEN HUL • WHARFEDALE • YAMAHA — plus awide range of quality accessories.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

BRITISH AUDIO
DEALERS ASSOCIATION

BADA Alerman
THE
HI-FI
SPECIALISTS
THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS
FULL CREDIT FACILITIES

131 Friargate. Preston PR1 2EE . Tel: 0772 53057
and
216 Church Street. Blackpool FY1 3PT . Tel: 0253 295661

LOUDSPEAKERS
rooms. The ( over) forward presentation
was distracting, particularly on vocals and
percussion, and the bass remained lightweight and rather thick, despite the run-in
period, lacking any real extension or
accuracy. The almost forced nature of
vocals was fatiguing. ' I'hese speakers
became muddled, both on pop material
and large orchestral works.
Low level detail from many well-known
recordings was missing and the live Radio
Three Prom relay of Montiverdi's Vespers
from the Royal Albert 1
laII lost much
ambient detail, as did Peter Gabriel's live
recording of So!study Hill which was
most uninvolving through the Monitor
speakers.
On the plus side there was no hint of
boxiness, although at this price point it is
not expected, and imaging was superb.
Speed and attack was also first rate, hut are
not really enough to make up for the
glaring deficiencies which, for me, make
them musically rather unsatisfactory.

Conclusion
A substantial portion of the £600 cost
appears to have been directed towards
the cabinet finish, leaving little budget for
anything else. Monitor Audio's dedicated
stands might improve the speaker's performance, but they represent an outlay of
a further £ 375. As one listener commented, ' nice box, shame about the
sound'. Iprefer to think of the Studio 5s
more as a sheep in wolfs clothing.

RCF MYTHO 1
RCF may be anew name to conjure with
in the UK, being distributed now by IIW
International, but the Italian company is
no stranger to speaker design. It has long
been associated with drive unit development and can be found the world over in
public address and nightclub installations.
But the Mytho series sees the company's
first foray into the domestic hi-fi scene.
There are four models in all from the I
metre tall, floor-standing Mytho 4down to
the bass- reflex bookshelf miniature assessed here.
Being 160x280x236mm ( whd), the
£595 Mytho I was too deep to rest
successfully on a bookshelf or windowsill, given the necessary clearance for
cable routing. But, for those with deep
shelves, RCP provides a set of eight,
specially developed absorbent rubber feet
which simply screw into the bottom of
the speaker's cabinet. Ipreferred standmounting and opted for the trusty Alphason 24in, four-column variety, sand filled.
The recommended placement is carefully
explained in the multi-lingual manual,
suggesting asite 0.7m from the rear wall
and 2m apart, angled slightly inwards.
A I30mm mid/bass unit with over-sized
(30mm) voice coil and carbon fibre
diaphragm impregnated with thermohardening resin is combined with a3Imm
titanium dome tweeter which has a25mm
coil and self- resetting tweeter protection.
The nine component time-compensating
crossover provides afilter 12/18dB-octave
III II NFU
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crossing over at 21diz. The two sets of
gold-plated terminals are directly connected to the crossover pcb to facilitate
hi- wiring. Internal cabling appeared to be
of ' audiophile' quality. The solid cabinet
with its curved edges and 50mm diameter
(140mm deep) rear port has no bracing
but benefits from internal damping top
and bottom. l'he sides and back are
unlined. l'he Mytho is are easy to drive,
with aquoted sensitivity of 88.2dB/1W at
I metre.

Sound quality
While at the suggested placement the
sound produced was obviously clean, it
was alittle bass- light. Improvements were
obtained by opting for a 0.2 metre distance from the rear wall which gave a
fuller sound and better bass response
without boxiness. Alas. bass remained this
speaker's Achilles' heel. Paul Simon's
Graceland retained its delicate, natural
treble, but was tamed and rather uninvolving, giving aconstant urge to increase
the volume — but to no avail as far as
improving the bass response. Bass
improved as the listener moved in and, at
0.5 metres, was greatly improved. These
could make ideal near- field monitors.
Back out at a reasonable distance and
Ilall and Oates 'She's Gone' showed a
spacious image hut ill-defined bass. The
orgasmic low, clubby bass on Yello's Baby
highlighted a common problem with
small boxes as it all but disappeared
through the Mytho Is, although it can
clearly be heard on a modest in-car
system. These speakers can boogie
though. John Mayall's live Turning Point
displayed a strong sense of rhythm and
easy- to-follow beat with accurate placement across the stereo soundstage.
Atmosphere was amite restrained though.
Another ' live' recording, Peter Gabriel's
Sots/nay Hill was not as spacious as with
some small speakers, although the drums
were reproduced very well.
The story with classical material is

mixed. Solo instrumenrs provided avivid
souncistage of good width and depth, [ IF
detail was good and the mid- range clean.
Some larger, orchestral works suffered
from reduced dynamics and lack of
extreme bass with atendency to become
muddled.

Conclusion
The Mytho range is one to watch if this
promising miniature is anything to go by.
It was able to provide excellent stereo
focus, fairly neutral tonal balance, a fine
treble response ( which avoided the all
too common problems of metal domes),
and transparent mid- range. l'he bass was
rather restrained and, at times, verged
towards one- note. But this is not uncommon with small speaker designs. The
bookshelf location may prove more
suitable.+
• At the suggestion of IIW, the Mytho Is
were re-sited on stands without top-spikes
in an effort to improve the bass performance. There was an immediate improvement in LE response although a rear-wall
placement gave rise to boxiness and
'honking'. Out in free-space the speaker's
character altered dramatically with better
control. The lower registers were reproduced with more weight and power, but
at the expense of preciseness in the
mid- range and treble. Bass was no longer
one- note, but in the correct proportion,
producing amusical result. Positioning of
this small speaker is obviously critical, and
it's one to keep away from spikes and the
rear wall.
Suppliers:
Alphason Designs, Linstock Way, Wigan Road,
Atherton, Greater Manchester M29 ORL. Tel:
(0942)897308.
RCF, contact HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove,
London N7 8EQ. Tel: 071-607 2717,
Monitor Audio, contact RAM Distribution, 27
Stretford Motorway Estate, Barton Dock Road,
Stretford, Manchester M32 OZH. Tel: 061-866
8101.

ACOUSTIC ENERGY
SPEAKS FOR ITSELF
"As far as I'm concerned, the AE1 re-defines
the art of' miniature speaker design"
John Atkinson, Stereophile, September 1988
"To the author's knowledge, the most awesomely
dynatnie and articulate miniature ever made"
Alvin Gold, HiFi Choice, June 1988
"...the best looking, most immaculately turned out
stands I've ever clapped eyes on"
Jonathan Kettle, New HiFi Sound, July1989
"The AEI leapfrogs existing references and sets new
standards of technical and musical excellence..."
David G Prâkel, HiFi Answers, March 1988
"The %%inning slot was easy to fill. The AEI comes closer
to embodying the secret fantasies of all buyers of small
speakers than any other"
What Hi-fi? — Supertest, Mav 1991
HEARING IS BELIEVING
To audition Acoustic Energy loudspeakers — contact any of the
dealers listed below.
Doug Brady Hi-F1
London WC2
Tel 071-379 4010
(also at Warrington 8
Liverpool)

Cleartone
Bolton, Lancs
Tel ( 0204) 31423
(also at Manchester 8
Wolverhampton)

Grahams Hi Fi
London N1
Tel 071-226 5500

Suttons Hi Fi
Bournemouth, Dorset
Tel ( 0202) 555512

John Lewis
Oxford Street
London W1
Tel 071-629 7711

Brentwood Music
Centre
Brentwood, Essex
Tel (0277) 221210

KJ Leisure Sound
London W1
Tel 071-486 8262/3

The Powerplant
Brighton. ESussex
Tel ( 0273) 775978

Thomas Heinitz Ltd
London W2
Tel 071-229 2077

Steve Boxshall Audio
Cambridge, Cambs
Tel (0223) 68305

The Coral lake Shop
London W1
Tel 071-631 0472
Peter Jones
London SW1
Tel 071-730 3434
The Listening Rooms
London SW5
Tel 071-244 7759
Robert Taussig Co
London W9
Tel 071-286 1728
Overture Hi Fi
Banbury, Oxon
Tel ( 0295) 272158
The HiFi Centre
Barrow-in-Furness,
Cumbria
Tel (0229) 838757
Paul Green HiFi
Bath, Avon
Tel (0225) 316197
The Audio File
Bishops Stortford,
Huts
Tel (0279) 506576
(also at St Ives, Cambs)

Farnborough HiFi
Farnborough, Hants
Tel ( 0252) 520146

Oxford Audio
Consultants
Oxford, Oxon
Tel ( 0865) 790879

[intone Audio
Gateshead. Tyne 8Wear The Audio Gallery
Tel 091-477 4167
Nr Petersfield, Hants
(also at Whitley Bay 8 Tel ( 0730) 66556
Durham)
Peter Russet's HI Fi
Stereo Stereo
Attic
Glasgow, Scotland
Plymouth, Devon
Tel 041-248 4079
Tel (0752) 669511
Menders HiFi
Grimsby, SHumberside
Tel (0472) 351391/2
PJ HiFi
Guildford, Surrey
Tel (0483) 504801
Audio Projects
Leeds, Yorks
Tel (0532) 304565

Audio Excellence
Cardiff, Wales
Tel ( 0222) 228565
Image HiFi Ltd
(also at Bristol,
Leeds. Yorks
Gloucester, Swansea 8
Tel ( 0532) 789374
Newport)
The Leicester Hi Fi Co
Peter Tyson Ltd
Leicester, Leics
Carlisle, Cumbria
Tel (0533) 539753
Tel ( 0228) 46756
Gilson Audio
Soundstage
Middlesborough.
Crewe, Cheshire
Cleveland
Tel (0270) 255488
Tel (0642) 248793
Sound With Style
Unilet Products
Doncaster, SYorks
New Malden, Surrey
Tel ( 0302) 321421
Tel 081-942 9567
Data Sound
Basically Sound of
Dorking Surrey
Norfolk
Tel (0306) 882897
Nr Norwich, Norfolk
Wentworth Audio
Tel ( 0508) 70829
Dunstable, Beds
Sound Approach
Tel (0582) 663383
Norwich. Norfolk
HiFi Corner
Tel ( 0603) 622833
Edinburgh. Scotland
Audio Counsel
Tel 031-220 1535
Oldham, Lancs
(also at Falkirk 8
Tel 061-633 2602
Glasgow)
In Hi-Fl
Edinburgh. Scotland
Tel 031-225 8854

Rayleigh HiFi
Rayleigh. Essex
Tel (0268) 779762
(also at Chelmsford 8
Southend-on-Sea)
Sevenoaks Hi Fi
Sevenoaks, Kent
Tel ( 0732) 459555
(also at Tunbridge
Wells)
Audio Centre
Sheffield, SYorks
Tel (0742) 737893
Alternative Audio
Solihull, W Midlands
Tel 021-742 3884
Chelston Hi- F1
Torquay, Devon
Tel ( 0803) 606863
Uxbridge Audio
Uxbridge. Middx
Tel ( 0895) 30404
Acoustic Arts
Watford, Hells
Tel (0923) 245250
Mike Manning Audio
Yeovil, Somerset
Tel ( 0935) 79361
Vickers HiFi
York. NYorks
Tel ( 0904) 629659
In Concert
Wallasey, Wirral
Tel 051-630 5055

Acoustic Energy has distributors in the following countries:
Australia
Belgium
Canada
Eire
Finland

France
Germany
Hong Kong
Indonesia
Israel

Italy
Japan
Netherlands
New Zealand

Norway
Portugal
Singapore
South Africa
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Acoustic Energy Limited
3A Alexandria Road, London W13 ONP
Tel 081-840 6305 Fax 081-579 1761

Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Thailand

Taiwan
U.S.A
Yugoslavia

LOUDSPEAKERS
o I seem paranoid? Beaten and
battered? All of the above: I'm just
not in the mood to underplay
what may be the most exciting new
product this year. Neither am I in the
mood to face the inevitable backlash
which follows reviews of hideously
expensive products. Should I bury my
enthusiasm to avoid offending those who
are incapable of reading about leading.
edge hardware without going into an ` I
can't afford it so how dare you write about
it' sulk? Idon't think so.
The Extrema — which lives up to its
name — is outrageous on every level, and
it will infuriate so many readers that I
expect share values in Milk of Magnesia to
shoot through the roof.
But is this the same Sonus Faber you
know for producing outré but eminently
'friendly' mini- monitors? The same mob
renowned for mouthwatering woodwork
and non-cubist styling and 'almost affordable' pricing? Yep. The Italian firm has
decided to enter its second decade with a
product which will cause as much of an
uproar as the Wilson WAIT ( at one end)
or the Infinity IRSes at the other.
Viewed from the front, the Extrema
looks like nothing more than a slightly
larger Electa or Electa Amator. Its frontal
dimensions are only some 280mm wide
and 460mm tall, not too large by any
standards. Your eyes take in the luscious
curves around the woofer, the bottom
portion all Italian walnut in shades of
chocolate and coffee. The taper forces
your eyes up to the satin black ' hood',
grooved at 30mm intervals and reminiscent of a Pharoah's headpiece.
Walk around to the side. Whoa. This
bambino is 550mm deep, huge chunks of
walnut and that black capping giving it, in
SH's words, a ' thrusting' look. It's an audio
pit bull, small yet overpowering, densely
packed and, well, chunky. You've never
seen anything like it, although on one
level it's just another box- type enclosure.
But on another level, it's not of this earth.
You continue around to the back.
Weird appendages for a passive loudspeaker, you think, marvelling at a heat
sink, aknob and ablack metal plate with a
shape that rattles your memory bank.
Sheepishly, you admit that the only familiar hindmost details are the two sets of
gold-plated speaker terminals, for biwiring or bi-amping.
You notice that the plate, measuring
310x225mm and curved at the top and
bottom, is raised on little legs, away from
the speaker. Zoom in: the metal shields a
third driver. There it is, aKEF B139 used
as apassive radiator. You look at the knob.
It selects one of five positions for damping
the KEF. But you still wonder about the
heat sink.
Back to the front and off with the grille.
At the top of the leather-clad baffle is the
28mm soft dome Esotar 330/SF tweeter
from Denmark, as used in the Electa
Amator. It's 'cut into' the 190mm Audio
Technology woofer, a strange-looking
beast featuring a textured polypropylene
cone coated with something called carboHI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sonus Faber, known

as

much for

woodwork as for sound, takes small
boxes to new extremes
by Ken Kessler
nium-acrilate. What you can't see is that
the woofer's magnet is the same diameter
as the cone. Still, you get the impression
that it's a capable driver, even without
knowing it can handle 2kW for 10ms.
If you were to dismantle the speaker,
you'd find that the cabinet is made up of
sections, those grooves at the top giving
you an indication of the patented sandwich construction. It's dense and dead
and contributes to a weight of 40kg per
speaker. Go ahead if you wish; rap the
cabinet with your knuckles. Trying to

Still
elicit some tell-taI( ¡MHO \\ FR.'S> \\
only in bruises.
And still you're puzzled by the heat
sink. Then you notice below the ' Extrema'
legend to the right of it alittle logo which
looks like an electronic component, bearing the words SINE CAP. And it all ties in
to the crossover which is, like the outrageous styling and the dial- in damping,
another novel — not novelty — feature.
The crossover of the Extrema bears no
capacitors. It is a first-order filter which
uses an inductor in parallel ( rather than a
capacitor in series) with the tweeter. I
phoned MC — the man you want on your
team if Trivial Pursuit ever adds a category called ' the History of Loudspeakers'
— and he told me that ( 1 ) to the best of his
knowledge this is the first time acapacitor-free crossover has been used in a
commercially available dynamic speaker
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YAMAHA CD TECHNOLOGY
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"Not another CD technology", we hear you cry. You're right,
this is not just another CD technology. Yamaha S-Bit Plus
represents amajor breakthrough in digital audio.
By improving on standard single bit DAC design, Yamaha
has created aunique CD reproduction
system , S-Bit Plus,to achieve dramatically improved signal precision, purity
and resolution.
The result? The purest analogue
output yet achieved in a CD player.
And the benefit? A sound quality so
natural and musical that you won't want to live without it.
But don't just take our word for it, go and listen to one of the
new Yamaha CD players with S-Bit Plus for yourself.
If you appreciate good music, you'll love Yamaha - naturally.
CDX-550 E S- BIT PLUS CD PLAYER

CC

The 550 produces space and recorded ambience
along with the very best
Yamaha has achieved near
sonic perfection in aplayer that costs merely £200,
atruly remarkable achievement.

,›

COMPLETE CD, August 1991
CDX -1050 S BIT PLUS CD PLAYER

C/C

The CDX-1050 is the new flagship of the Yamaha S- Bit
CD player range which combines state-of-the-art
digital music performance with no-compromise
engineering quality for the discerning audiophile.

q,
e

Yamaha offers an exclusive two-year guarantee on all its HiFi products.
For further information and FREE brochure, contact us today.

YAMAHA HIFI
Over aCentury of Musical Experience

Yamaha Electronics ( UK) LTD
Yamaha House, 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford, Herts, WD1 7JS. Telephone: 0923 33166

LOUDSPEAKERS
with the hest dipoles — electrostatic or

and that ( 2) it's apretty nifty idea hut not
without its disadvantages. Sonus Faber is

ribbon. You listen into a 3D perfbrmance,
nothing obscured. It's a device to please

frank about the need to dissipate whole
watts of wasted power through the fitting
of the heat sink. To quote Sonus Faber,
"the fact that the amplifier is forced to
deliver higher power on a prevalently

detail fanatics, the ones who listen for the
rustle of Ofra Ilarnoy's by now threadbare
green dress, the click of an errant fingernail against a piano key.

resistive load of lower modulus cannot be

But it's not overwhelming in its presentation of detail. Unlike this speaker's

considered a disadvantage for a correctly

only rival, Wilson's WATI', the Extrema

designed amplifier.'
The assumption is that this product,
gaining in transparency by eliminating a

does not come across as hyper- analytical.
You can relax with this speaker, sink into

key component from the crossover, will

it and forget all about the march of time,

he driven by the kind of amplifiers which

the 10 o'clock news or the next morning's

won't be affected if some of their wattage
is wasted. And, at £6490 per pair, the

sunrise. Or you can drive yourself nuts
listening for minutiae.

Extrema is unlikely to he mated to
amplifiers short of grunt.
Sine Cap is said to allow the tweeter to

the goods without a sub- woofer. And the
'goods' consist of atop- to-bottom ' whole',

Unlike the WATT, the Extrema delivers

deliver greater transient response and
'snap' as well a.s higher transparency. But
the use of such a technique does place
extra demands on the amplifiers, which
explains why the nominal 4 ohm impe-

Then there's toc in, another major
schlep. My tip? Position them so that,
when seen from the ' hot seat', you're

dance and sensitivity of 88dB/1W/Im
meant little in practice. The losses were

looking straight at the baffle. This is a
severe amount of toe- in, similar to what

such

seems to work best for the SL700s, but
such is life. Less toe- in will provide you

that

some

frighteningly

robust

amplifiers were driven into clipping,
amplifiers which I would have wagered
could drive the Extrema. It was a shame,
for example, to disconnect the gorgeous
Marantz MA- 24 Class-A monoblocks
which made such sweet music with the
Extremas at low- to- normal levels. Along
would come some crescendo, and blaaat!,
the poor babies clipped with asound like
the exhaust of a pre-war Alfa.
The cavalry came in the form of the
Classe DR 10, two of which arrived the
same day as the Extremas. Easily bridgable
through a switch accessible at the top, I
used the DR IOs for hi-wiring rather than
bi-amping, as a mono'd DR I0 delivers

with

a more sociable

expense

of sonic

speaker,

stage

depth.

blues singers which were unimagirrable

balance seems unaffected by toe- in and
the hot seat isn't that narrow even when
you optimize them as above, suggesting
pretty good off- axis response.
Then there's the damping, which affects
the signal at around 4011z, in 3dB steps.
This can only be adjusted by ear. With the
AE stands and a concrete floor and solid
walls, Iset them in the middle position for
starters, eventually dialling in minimal
damping. It's subtle, hut it's abonus tweak

that I'm Ihinter S Thompson writing
about a medicine cupboard smorgasbord.
But I've gotta tell you, this loudspeaker

The next platoon of cavalry came in the
firm of Acoustic Energy, who showed
remarkable grace and gallantry when you

restored my faith in the high end.
Nobody, but nobody can justify £6000
for any piece of hi-fi when it will feed a

consider that Sonus Faber is acompetitor
of sorts. AE provided me with apair of the

few thousand famine victims for amonth.
But that's not the point. The price tag is a
fact. If you think it's too high, beyond your
budget or politically unholy, then shop for
something else. But don't, please, discourage others from enjoying such rarified

the combo is not one which you want to
move about in centimetre increments.
And as with all small-ish monitors, relative
placement to walls is crucial for finding
the right bass balance.
The rear plate protecting the BI39
helps minimize the importance of the
speaker- to-back-wall positioning. It's as if
the Extrema came fitted with a portable
rear wall all its own. Moving the speakers
fore and aft gave only marginal changes in
the bass, hut this did affect stereo imaging
as severely as with other speakers.
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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country queens like the Judds.
The Extrema loves woody acoustics,
doing things for the guitar playing of rural
when they dragged their tired forms into
makeshift studios. If Robert Johnson were

more grunt than one half of astereo DRIO

and bottom and stands weighing, what?
50113 each?, under speakers at 40kg per,

stripe: pungent, punchy brass, the screech
of a violin, the clear-as- Evian vocals from

the

on each driver. My trusty Aragon 4004s
also proved up to the task, as did the sadly
out-of- production Beard P100.

Wired with AR -1"s superb speaker cable,
I was ready to rock, but dreaded the
fine-tuning. Think about it: with spikes top

The tweeter copes with highs of every

Tonal

at

if your room is a hit, uh, floppy.
The thesaurus is locked away. Iam not
going to sink into purple prose or pretend

only stands capable of supporting these
deep'n'heavy speakers with total confidence, the two-pillar versions of those
cast jobs which look like they were
nicked from a model of the Acropolis.

with smooth transitions from loud to soft
and back. There's enough weight to deal
with bass- boosted garbage such as ' rap'.

treats.
What is the Sonus Faber Extrema? A
wild contradiction, a small-ish speaker
which has the slam, extension and dyna-

alive and collecting his royalties...
Juggling neutrality and musicality — a
nifty trick. Too much concentration on
the former and there's a risk of stripping
away the soul. Too much of the latter and
you're left with, well, an inaccurate sound.
however enjoyable it may he. The
Extrema is a technical achievement from
artisans. Or an artistic achievement from
technicians. It is one of a handful of
loudspeakers which qualify as legends.
Everything breathes through this
speaker. Except for you, the listener.
Because this'll take your breath away.

Impedance (ohms, above) of So= Faber Extrema
with Sine Cap crossover (circuù, below). Capacitor
crossover (clouted trace and upper schematic) shown for

mic capabilities of abehemoth of Duntech
j)roportions. Given an amplifier with
power to spare, it will scale the heights
and plumb the depths without showing a
head of sweat on its well-oiled walnut
cheeks. My pet speaker buster, Willy
deVille's 'Assassin of Love', has rarely
sounded as 'big' and free from compression, and only sounded better through thc
Apogee Diva, the Grand and the Infinity
IRS Beta. All this from a speaker occupying about the size of a 20in TV.
111e transparency, which had hooked
me in Lorenzo Zen's listening room the
night before the press launch, is on a par

Supplier: Absolute Sounds Ltd, 58 Durham
Road, London SW20 ODE, Tel: 081-947 5047.
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Lift Homesystems.

MADRIGAL
..r ,) RATORIf

Madrigal HPC Cables, utilize ribbons of specially processed high purity
copper with teflon insulation and the highest quality terminations.
Visit your Madrigal Dealer and hear what these original designs can
do to improve your Music System.
For details on HPC and HFC Cables please contact Path Premier.
PATH PREMIER UNiT 2. DESBOROUGH INDUSTRIAL PARK DESBOROUGH PARK ROAD.
HIGH WYCOMBE BJCKS HP12 3BG
TEL: 0494 441736. FAX: 0494 461209

VALLEY A

COUSTICS
Manufacturers of Audio Grade Power Supplies
and Valve Equipment

The best for your collection.
Perfect storage solutions for
Music and Video. Call Lift

* Valve Pie 'Amps

* Valve Amplifier
Upgrades

* Valve Mosfet Hybrid
Power Amplifiers

* High Performance
Power Supplies
Introducing:

The " RHIANNON Valve Pre- Amplifier ( Illustrated above)
Incorporating modern day thinking on amplifier design. High Quality
components and an elegantly simple circuit. optimised for faithfull reproduction
of the chosen source.
Price £-399.00
Easy assembly kit £ 29.00
Also

on 0296 615151 for your

* The - GYPSY " Valve/Mosfet Hybrid Power Amplifier
Back to basics circuit, resulting in an immediate and involving sound. 60 watts
per channel. 10 watts class A No feedback.
Price £399.00

nearest Homesystems stockist.

Easy assembly kit £329.00
* The PSU1 Power Supply
A High Quality Module designed to outperform ALL other power supplies
currently available. Compact Dimensions .
.
- 98mm x58mm x24mm.
Price £65.00

LIFT LTD., Unit 13,Triangle Business Park, QuIl!, •
Way, Wendover Road, Stoke Mandeville, G HU( 1% ,
I1P22 5131., Phone: 0296 / 615151, Fax: 0296 / 612665

LIFT®
SyMe1116 with future

TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOME
For more information of these High End products. contact
Valley Acoustics. 11 Valley Close. Mossley. Ashton-U-Lyne, Lancs. OL5 ONF.
Tel 0457 832894.

AMPLIFIER/CD PLAYER
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I
MUSICAL FIDELITY 131 MKII AND CD1
'›Og

MUSICAL FIDELITY BI INTEGRATED AMPLIFIER

FIDELITY CD 1COMPACT DISC PLAYER

time companies have responded to
recession by pulling in their horns,
but Musical Fidelity has reacted in
typically bullish manner by introducing
an avalanche of new products. Here we
examine two: a new version of the B1
integrated amplifier and Musical Fidelity's
first ever CD player, the CM.

The B1 integrated, in Mk II form,
challenges popular front runners.
The new CD player certainly
keeps up with the pack

The more timely of the two is the CI)
player. It is not the first digital product

by Alvin Gold

from this source; the well reviewed Digilog 1)/A converter was one of the first

improved in detail, and the headphone
socket ( which disconnects the loud-

stand-alone DACs, and the really remarkable feature of the CD1 is that it took so
long to happen. ' Hie more important

speaker circuit in use ) has been relocated
on the fascia.
The range of facilities offered by both
components is minimalist in tone. The BI
has an m-m/m-c switchable phono input,

product is the BI Mk II. 'Me original B,
introduced two years and 18,000 units
ago, was, in the company's words, 'short
on refinement and cosmetic finish'.
Changes are extensive. The output circuit, for example, is now a fully complementary design based on new and
more rugged output devices with a much
higher peak current output. "rhe circuit it
replaces was quasi- complementary. The
new output stage is not just beefier, it also
has a more symmetric behaviour at high
levels, which is said to improve imaging
consistency. The PCB has been completely relaid in a more nearly symmetrical fOrm; the power supply caps have
been improved, and the phono circuit has
been replaced by a circuit similar to the
one in the A 1. The transformer has also
been improved.
Other changes are mainly cosmetic.
Plastic control shafts have been replaced
by metal shafts, giving more positive and
slack- free controls. The control knobs
have been made deeper and easier to
grasp, and the on/off switch has lost its
garish neon indicator in favour of a
discreet LED. The casework has been
III II SI %X
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two tape circuits and three line inputs
(one labelled CDV — does anyone remember CDV?). Separate source and tape
switching are provided, but the tape- out
switch feeds only the second tape circuit,
and the first output cannot be used for
monitoring off tape from a 3- head deck.
"rhe CI) player is scarcely any more
fully equipped. The display is simple but
attractive, though it's a pity there is no
'oft' switch. Programming and repeat
options are included, as are index search,
track skip and a Philips style variable
speed scan mode. Also supplied is an
extremely neat remote control which
limited itself to the main functions only.
The CD1

has both optical and coaxial

(electrical) digital outputs.

Lab report
The CD player is a Taiwanese- made unit
using Philips technology, at the core of
which is a solitary ( non- differential)
SAA7320 DAC, an early Bitstream IC also
used by Rotel. Unlike Rotel's however, the
output of the DAC is fed to a buffer,

designed much like the one used in the
Digilog, which increases output to a
conventional level ( about 2V). A singleended output from this converter would
normally give only about IV output.
Standard Philips transport and laser servo
components are used, and although it
could not be confirmed, the PC boards are
probably made by Roui.
"rhe measurements show little amiss:
this is a well behaved Philips clone with
not very much that is remarkable to set it
apart on the test bench. Resolution is
around the 15-bit level, and the various
distortion figures are satisfactory, intermodulation distortion being particularly
low. The frequency response is accurate,
with some low amplitude ripple from the
anti-aliasing filters; but signal/noise is a
little below average ( though not for the
7320 ) and asymmetric between channels.
The only anomaly of consequence to
show itself was a significant amount of
hum on the DAC output at low levels,
which certainly contributes to the noise
figure. Error correction is satisfactory by
Philips standards, but good by anyone
else's. Resistance to shock and vibration is
also well above average.
The BI Mk Il lab- test story is mainly
satisfactory too, though it does not meet
the rather fanciful specifications quoted in
a number of areas. Peak current, for
example, is an impressive enough
±I9amps ( corresponding to 225watts
into 2ohms!), not ± 45amps, which
appears to be the specification of the
transistors. Similarly signal/noise figures
are not up to spec, the phono m-cfigure of
59d13 being marginal at best. IMI) is also
high on this input, and not exactly exciting reading on the m- m input. Power
output is a little over 30watts/channel

THE NAD 5420 AND 5425
COMPACT DISC PLAYERS
LEADING THE FIELD IN LOW COST
DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY
"The 5425 really scores in terms of sound quality ... the 5425 went down a storm. The
panel was unanimous in its applause for the very sonorous, purposeful and involving
sound ... NAD's new cheapie is a real cracker ... Genuinely convincing music
that lives and breathes !... NAD's remote- less 5420 could turn out to be a
mega- bargain ..."

BEST BUY HI-FI CHOICE JUNE 1991

The two budget priced NAD Compact Disc Players that are setting new standards in low cost digital
technology are the 5420 and the 5425. The players are identical apart from the remote control included
with the 5425, but the most important identity that they share is the ability to produce an outstanding sound
quality which is unrivalled at the price. Both players are equipped with highly accurate MASH D/A
converters, separately regulated power supplies and high-grade audiophile components. NAD has built
a fine and just reputation for audio excellence in amplifier design over the years. Now this unparalleled
commitment to achieving the finest sound available at a modest cost has been manifested in the world
of digital sound reproduction. The result simply brings music to the ears. Listen for yourself. Audition an
NAD Compact Disc Player at your local stockist today.

NAD

NOW AVAILABLE FROM NAD SPECIALIST DEALERS
5420 — £ 179.95
5425 - £ 199.95 ( Complete with Remote Control)
• Precise MASH D/A Converter
• Phase- linear digital filtering
• Fast, low- inertia three beam laser pick-up
• 16 Track Memory

BRITISH - BY DESIGN
NAD Marketing Ltd.
Adastra House, 401-405 Nether Street, London N3 10G
Telephone: 081 349 4034

AMPLIFIER/CD PLAYER
wideband, with a modest 30% or so rise
into 4ohms. "lbe frequency responses are
all accurate in band, but shut off early at
LI' through the phono inputs — especially
(again!) the m-c one, presumably to
inhibit very high current demands. The
treble is fiat to well outside the audio
band, but is quite sharply filtered above
50k1 lz, possibly to give impressivelooking 31) ultrasonic distortion plots of
the type some labs like to run, or to please
German federal authorities. Note the
volume control non- linearity at low
levels. DC offset however, which was high
in the previous model, has been effectively excised.
Build quality of the BIis plainly better
than the original, but can still be
described as fiakey. The CD player is
similar. On test, the Cl) player lost afoot,
whilst the power-on LED on the amplfier
glows much brighter than the one in the
CD player.

Sound quality
The amplifier is the exciting product here.
The Editor was able to supply asample of
a Mk 1BI for comparison; also on hand

led mainly by the latest
Marantz PM- 405E and latterly by the Sony
1'540E, along with older stalwarts like the

things that the Pioneer was only hinting
at, but initially Idismissed these findings
out of hand, as belonging to that class of

was a Pioneer A-400, for most people the
yardstick of budget amplifier design.
Source components included Musical

Mission Cyrus One.
Now the list includes the Musical Fidel-

Fidelity's own (: 1)1, a Philips CD850, a

ity BI. Right from the beginning Ifelt that

fleeting revelations that so often vanish
when put to the test.
In this case however, the differences

Wadia Digimaster 32X/3200 and a Rok-

the new whiter-washing B1

didn't disappear. The piece that really

san/Artemiz/Corus Blue ( moving- magnet)
record player. Most of the listening was

MUSICAL

.lone using Musical Fidelity MC4 II and
Arcam Delta 2 loudspeakers. The observafions below refer to the line source inputs
except where otherwise stated.
The comparison between the old and
the new BIis easily told by reference to
the chalk and cheese simile, with the old
Ill taking on the role of chalk. Perhaps the
most dramatic early example of the difference was when listening to Colin Davis/
Bavarian RS() in the finale from Mende'ssohn's Symphony 3 lOrfeol. This is a
hrilant performance and a recording of
integrity; the new BI effectively demonstrated a lovely singing string tone and
expansive phrasing. The effect was lively
and believable, and set within apositively
projected, three-dimensional soundstage.

was doing
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has even deteriorated. Your choice.
The more important comparison is to

42.3

20kIlz
31.5
40 .
5

28841
± 19

Noise
Disc ( mm input ( HIV
wtd)
Disc ( mc ) input ( 1111 « IT utd
Aux (» input I111F. ( I1R utd
Residual. unsaid ( vol control at minisnurn)

67dB
50dB
7 3t111
73d8

Distortion
2011z
Ildiz
2014.11z
Total harmonic distortion
At 1W output, aux input
53418
53dB
431111
At rated power
56(.1B
Shall)
42d11
Intermodulation 19 201:11z, at rated power. aux input 48dB
Intermodulation 19'20kIlz, at 1W output disc ( mm)
5114.18
Intermodulation
20kIlle. at IW output disc ( me )
27dI1
left 8inV, right 12mV
left (( mV. right OnIV
2011e
.i0dB
(.14)dB

Volume/balance tracking
Aux input
005.111 at Oil II
Input Data
Disc( mm)
Disc me I
Aux

201kIlz
24 34d14
30 38•111

0 45dB

29.3dB 20.1dB 293.111
32.7dB 27.7dB 19.4dB
>28.0418 > 28.0dB > 28.0dB

7,111

u loo o

at — 20dB; 4.8dB at — ()MIS

5.init Sikohms

NCI1N1(1,11,

wilso is

'kHz
43Jil
50d13

it,

11(11

-

111\

S2111% .

230pr

Frequent's response
Disc input ( RIAA ref ILI le, 3011z-1 51(Hz) + 0,-3.2dB
line — 0.5dB 2011/ to 4111e; — 3dB < 1011z and > 7111411z
Size ( whd, mm IIi2 x88 x 308
Typical price its. VAT
1,199
Note: Measurements supplied ley Chris Bryant uho bad
previously been co iiiiiiiiiiiiiiii br the nuinufacturer 10
check some parameters of Owlet .fik II prior to launch.

the Pioneer A-400, an amplifier which in
the last year or so has helped in a
thirty-something-ish revaluation of what it
is to he a budget amplifier in the early

1911

38.3w

Input overload
Nix: Imm input ( 11111)
Disc ( mc Iinput ( 111F )
Aux/CD input ( 111E)

amp, so Ihave to conclude my memory

( X:
n )ftEit

IltHz
34.3

Channel balance disc at lidie

Fig lb. Musical Fidelity B1 MkII: imermodulation
sputiae from 19kHz/20kHz tones, full output via aux
input

111-11 NEWS & RE( (1 / RI) REVIEW

20Hz
32.3w

Power output
8ohm both channels driven
(Watts RIOS
-i ohm both channels driven
(watts ICUS
2ohm burst ( watts peak
Peak current delivery ( amps)
Stability — unconditional

Stem» >war:11km
Disc input
Aux input

of the subtlety of phrasing. The differences were almost too dramatic to be
true, but showed up time and time again
with avariety of music types. Iremember
the old BI as being aquite decent budget

(yeah, well things are moving fast ), rival-

II

Test results

Ix: output offset
IX: out tape

much of its sense of detail and virtually all

'90s. Even now, two years down the road,
it remains amongst the best in its class

MK

100

Fig Ia. Musica Felt),B1 Mk.11: RIAA accuracy,
moving-magnet and (dashed trace)moving-coil phono
inputs

The old Hl. though adequate for a
cheap amplifier, sounded plummy. It
failed to image in acoherent way, and lost

was deceiving me, standards really have
improved a lot over the last two years, or
that the early sample was not typical or

BI

Fig lc. Mustcal Fidelity BI MkII: frequency response,
line input (aux/CD)

Supplier:
Musical Fidelity, Units 15116 Olympic Trading
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HA9 OTF. Tel: 081-900 2866.
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Ortofon.
The Musician's
Choice.
Throughout the world, professional
musicians choose Ortofon Cartridges
to achieve an unparalleled level of
The 1000 series of
moving coil cartridges
£600 - / 1500

pure and unbiased reproduction.

The Critics Choice

The Q Range of
moving coil cartridges
/130 - £ 450

Without exception the Hi Fi Press
has showered praise on the Ortofon
range, recommending it time and
time again to the enthusiast.

Your Choice
Only Ortofon offers acomplete range
of moving coil and magnetic cartridges
compatible with your record player,
taste and budget. Take advantage of
our unique Exchange Scheme and trade
in your existing moving coil cartridge
for an equivalent Ortofon with a 15%
discount. Foryour nearest participating
Premier dealer contact us today.
The MC range of

The 500 series of
moving magnet cartridges
£30 - ( 100

orrofon

high output moving coil
cartridges £ 50 - £ 100

accuracy in sound

Ortofon ( UK) Ltd., Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks SL9 9UG. Tel. 0753 889949

AMPLIFIER/CD PLAYER
and the Walla combination is very close
to state-of- the- art-wonderful — the CDl is
lacking at the frequency extremes.
Closer to the Cl) I price, Philips' evergreen CD850 gives it a good run for its
money, generally improving on resolution
of fine detail and the solidity and depth of
the bass. But the Rotel has its own
distinctive plus points too, including
being very fast on its feet, offering
unusually good timing with rock and jazz
material ( I've just got to the end of an Art
Pepper track„Vraighi Life from the Savoy
Sessions), and providing an unusually
hold and vivid sense of tonal colour.
Imagery was predominantly forward
and explicit, though image scale was not
fully developed, perhaps due to a lean
overall balance. The electrical digital output is a good one, but the optical output
sounded disappointingly flat.
convinced

me ( and,

later,

Conclusion

another

As a reviewer, Ifound the CD l a less

experimental subject in a carefully conducted single blind test) that the BIwas

exciting story. It doesn't set new stan-

Provided the two products settle down in

dards of any kind, nor Ithink was it ever
intended to. It ranks as agood low end Cl)
player of some merit and aslightly higher

production as they have started out,
Musical Fidelity will have a very compe-

Bach ianas Brasileiras 9 ( Villa-Lobos), a
beautiful and complex work for string

than expected price tag. It is very much in
the Rotel mould, sound as well technol-

orchestra. In this work, both amps produced an abundance of detail and very
clearly differentiated tonal renderings, but
it was the BI that, in effect, assembled the

ogy-wise, and is certainly better than
some low end Philips and Marantz Bit-

creaky, but no more so than a number of
others; the technology is sound ( if old hat
by CD standards) and musically it proves

better than the Pioneer in a subtle but a
fundamental

way

was

a recording

of

constituent parts into a series of musical
images which made sense and which
could be listened through. It was the BI

stream players. On the whole Ifound the
CM silver-tongued and expressive: it
offered good treble resolution and was
fundamentally musical and involving.
Compared with something wonderful —

tent CD player: build quality is a little

quite impressive, even at its initially high
sounding £ 399. The real star of the show,
however, is the £ 203 BI Mk II, which as a
line ( but not phono) amp is an exceptional product to stand comparison with
any at, or anywhere near, its price. ,e-

that at certain moments produced the
most unearthly and moving sounds, and
induced an effect akin to drawing a finger

MUSICAL

FIDELITY

slowly down the spine.
subliminally messy, and there were traces
also of glare and coloration. But the word
subliminal here is the operative one.
There was very little obvious difference in
sound to be identified in the usual way.
The BI sounded no brighter than the
A-400 for example, nor was the bass any
stronger. The differences were essentially
musical in character, and could only be
identified properly in musical terms.
Taking a more general view of the B, I

.10 PI12015. 2-0.1.r1

21F

In this work the Pioneer was almost
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Fig 2a. Musical Fideliry CD!: spuria (
up to 100kHz)
from I
kHz tone at — 70dB

percussion. I.ike the Pioneer, but to not
quite the same extent, it goes loud in a
generous, unaffected way. When very

magnet cartridge input also showed much
the same shortcoming. Treat the Hl as a
line- level amp. Look elsewhere if your
requirements embrace vinyl too.
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Fig 2d. Musical Fidelity CD!: frequency response
Musical Fidelity CD1

Channel balance
Stereo separation

response, especially notable with piano,
plucked stringed instruments and much

make any of this happen.
The only real caveat concerns the
phono input, which Ifelt was disappointing. Checking briefly with a Koetsu moving-coil showed that this input sounded
cluttered and a little noisy. The moving-
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Test results

found it to be an unusually generous
performer, with a crisp, open quality, a
strong sense of detail and aquick transient

loud the sound can become sharp and
sibilant, and eventually the stereo soundstage collapses and the sense of spaciousness vanishes. But you have to be quite
determined with the volume control to

.00

'5000

CD

2011z
0.031.111
104dB

20kHz
0.0 I
dB
105/
100dB
0*
isodg

0"
81k1B
82dB
35c111
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0.04dB - 0.02dB
0.05418 - 0.03dB
90/92dB
-84/
-90dB
Ikemphasis ( error in dB) I. R IElla - 0.03, - 0.03 Mella,
16kHz + 0.04, + 0.02
output level, OdIS
1.99V, (hIB
Output impedance
200ohm
track access time ( tr 15)
3sec
4rnm
Error correction capability gap
Mechanical noise
average
100dB
Spuriae up to 1001iliz
- 2.2(1B, - 0.3dB
Error at - 90dBUR
442 x88 x 285
Dimensions ( whit mm)
'typical price inc VAT
£399
Channel phase difference
1111)(,111
1111) - 10dB
THD - 70dB
Intermod 19kHz/20kIlz, Odli
Intermod 19kHz/201illz, - 10dB
Frequency response L
Frequency response R
S/N 2011z-20kIlz unwtd
S/N CCI1L ARM wtd, ' kHz ref
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Fig 2c. Musical Fidelity CDI: linearity plot below
—60dB

Supplier:
Musical Fidelity, Units 15116 Olympic Trading
Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley, Middlesex
HA9 OTF. Tel: 081-900 2866.
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Call us on 0656 766093 for your copy of the Factpack.
or write to:
REL Acoustics, 66 Fairfield Road, Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan, CF313DU.
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SINGLE LP'S
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141, WATLING STREET,
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PRE-/ POWER AMPLIFIERS
mong Krell's earlier power
amplifiers, the UK market's
favourite
KS- A50.

which

was

the

offered

80W/channel

good

value

in

terms of its overall sound, build quality
and technical specification. Since then the
amplifiers

have

become

bigger ( some

much bigger!) and although sound quality
has improved, prices have risen too.
With the smallest of Krell's standard
power amps, the KSI SO. priced at £4200,
there clearly was room for a true modern
equivalent of the LS- A50. Step forward the
KST100, a Class Alit amplifier ( the LS- A
series was always intended to be more
Class

A than

IV).

offering

a nominal

100W/channel in a neatly sized case and
selling for £ 2600.
Krell has also developed a ( relatively)
moderately priced line pre- amp called the
KSI. which may he regarded as the equivalent of AR( ' s 1.51, the reference in its
class. The KSI offers some balanced input
and

output

facilities, while

the

I.S1

is

unbalanced only. The KSI. is £ 1900 compared to £ 1650 for the IS I. A further
difference between these two controllers
is

that

the

plug-in

Krell

phono

design

equaliser

will
for

accept

a

a further

£400. This brings the total price closer to
the well- established KSP-7B pre- amp, at
£2 - 50, although first indications are that
the cheaper combination is competitive
with the

especially with regard to the

RELL KSL
AND KST 100
Still big enough for most UK

line stage. In the case of the " B. the power
supply

is

one- box

remote
unit.

while

The

the

KSI.

review sample

is

finished in black textured enamel, with a

a neat card, all discrete with a similar

users, the new ' baby' Krell

a

was

of the usual op amps. The phono board is
symmetrical topologv to the line stage but
with low- noise inputs. Moving- coil and

combination does the business

mf wing- magnet
switch

handstime dark grey satin alltiy panel and
controls. Build quality and finish were to

Built

into

a tidy

i5 -'
xI65x,i - 5min

catered
of

for

input

by

a

loading

For the KST, the similar input stages arc
ll1C1wporatcd.

module for this review, and assessed the
Krell both with and without this facility.

are

a range

resistors may lie chosen, again by switch.

by Manin Colloms

top Krell standards. We obtained a phono

and

•Fo aid hi- s', iring. the KST is fitted with

leading

direct- coupled

to

the

massive

complementary () input

two sets of In (- way binding posts, the

stage. with

kind that can be used ( with care ) with a
wrench fiir better tightening. Again, an

paralleled devices per channel, providing

hcatsink lins. In common \\ ith a number

IEC power cord is used Ibr mains connec-

of l'S amplifiers in the same price range, it
may be used in stereo or bridged mono

tion and the sole KST control is a fnint

electronic protection is provided while
the design is l)(
cu upled. input and

panel switch, an integral circuit breaker

output offsets corrected by a DC servo.

mode

protection type.

(whd ) case, the KSTIO0 amplifier is easier
to

handle

by

and

the

virtue

of its

nunninal

flush- fitting

100W. channel,

8-ohins stereo rating moves to 400W plus
-100‘\

il j pair of K.S•1 .1(10 are used as

nuinoblocks. With some amplifiers, bridge

eight

high- power " F(),-; can

a blockbusting ! ohm lu nid capability. Full

Sound quality

Design and technology
The KSI. has a heavy steel platform base,

Working as apair. in balanced connection,
the Ksl. and the KST got on yy cli. both

mode may be offered, but not ads ised,

inert and y‘ ell toleranced, while the rest

with each other, and as part ol my trial

since a high current capability is essential

of the 1
.
1K ) dy work is aluminium. Much of

system. l'nmistakably to the current high

to

levels. However. with Krell amplifiers one

the controls, circuitry and socketry is
integrated on the main board to minimize

stable,

normally need not question their load-

wiring, to reduce production costs and to

driving ability and this is also true of the
KST 100.

increase consistency. The large, encapsu-

service

these

greatly

lifted

power

There is a continuing trend towards
balanced

line working, and

inputs and

lated toroidal transIbrmer has genenius
reservoirs and
the Ili- phase

is extensively regulated,

DC outputs separated

channel.

Further

regulation

for
is

Krell standard, and recognizably from that
the

system

sounded

open

and

clear, lively and crisp, well defined everywhere and well focused. Via this combination the music seemed to know where it
was going. and reproduction sounded
strong and deciske. Iwould swear that

outputs are present in this mode on the

each

matching KSI, line controller. unexpected

applied on the phono stage.

better than

the line input Facility of the KSI. was even

at this price level. With amoderate power

brings

amp servability of I.5V for full output, a

Krell gain stages are founded on a
discrete amplifier unit which is fully

line amplifier is aprerequisite and the KSI,

complementary. the balanced input facili-

it

that

of the

embarrassingly

KSI'-

11. which

dose

to

the

balanced state-oíthe- art represented by
the reference multi- Mil. unit. The stereo

proy ides the required gain of 3- times of

ties beginning with low- noise VET input

around

differentials. Extensive use of the cascode

su undstage was on a par with the best
available - deep. wide and very well

like other Krell products and is finished to

technique leads to pow until complementary bi-polar sections. fully capable

Moreos cr. it sounded dyinlIllic
and showed tti ' id scrim: ( il . pace with

10dli.

A slim, one- box input, the KSI, looks
the usual very high standard. " Ilie layout is

of line- driving long cables or lower impe-

appropriait material.

straightfiirward; input selectitm to the left

dance amplifier inputs. Moreover, these

with a mute position, plus achoice of two

stages are run at substantial voltage levels

enjoyment. Me disc input WaS also well
up to standard. liackgri funds were ashade

unbalanced and two balanced inputs.

with a dynamic capability well in eXCeSS

less

Ill /1Ni
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PRE-/ POWER AMPLIFIERS
and

stage

width

was

just

perceptibly

narrowed. Conversely, the standard was
extremely close, in absolute terms, to the
and si mie might say that it
actually improves on it. " l'he phono optitm
on the KSI. won 18.5 marks, while the line
input facility was edging abt we 20 points,
atruly top score for designs up to £ 5000.
Cok >ration was constrained to a very
mild thinning of tt mal balance in the
upper midrange and a touch of haze.
verging on asandy ' fizz' at the far extreme
of the treble. Whether this is audible
depends on your own hearing and on the
character of the treble reproduction of
the matching speaker. Since the power

difference of over itIlt was observed.
"I'lw normal gutsy performance was
obtained for the power amplifier, exceeding the 8-ohm specification by IAdB. It
offered just over I30)\\ channel. 8ohms,
nearly 250W into " ohms and over 400W
into 2ohms, meeting the ambitious claims
of the manufacturer. Peak current capacity hit 40-amps, and the 4ohms bridged
output will approach 500W per nu mi
'Me power bandwidth was excellent
at only 0.25dlt down on rated
both 201 I. and 201.1l/ extremes,
output impedance was lint at
mid- band, though poorer than

power at
while the
0.15441m
spet.

customer in ternis of traditional Krell
virtues, such as build quality. finish, durability, five-year transferable w,,rranty and,
not

least,

technic-al

sound quality.
Notwithstanding

performance

and

treble

the

tizz.

KSTIO0 is a top- class power amplifier.
With alively dynamic sound, allied to hig,
deep stereo images and a first-rate load
tolerance, it is a well- priced ail rounder,
and could occupy the market position first
held by the original KSA50.
ARCS tine IS I line controller is now
joined lw aslightly ditkrent-sounding, but
equally worthy, all solid-state alternative
in the shape of the KSI.. With its balanced

amplifier also suffers from a touch of the

lat through the audio spectrum, the
response was — 3d13 at II lz and 52k1 1z.

same, with a moderate emphasis of sibi-

showing sensible

lance, a speaker such as the Nlagnepan,
with its ribbon tweeter, is not advised.

was required ffir clip. ruling out direct

Speakers with a nninder. snit nit her tip
end are preferred; the Apiigue and other
SySWITIS WC111: more IliaII Sal INIallOry vith
the KST KSI. pair. ' l'o its credit, the

those with 31 or more nominal output.
Channel separation was IMe, and the
crowbar check confirmed the efficacy of
the short-circuit protection.

KST I00 reached a score of 18. equal to
the KNA8Olt which was considered state-

COndliSiOn

the choice for modern systems. An
existing good quality pre- amp may be
retained, if economically viable, to per.
form phono conditioning and equalization

While these Krell products are keenly
priced. they do not short-change the

for the KSI.. KSI, is thus mort- strongly
recommended than KSI' I
00.+

of-the-art only a couple of years ago.
While the KS -'
s treble was certainly
poorer than the KS:180's. the level of

treble

tailoring.

I.6V

connection to most CD players, except

KRI •LL

deliniffini was very similar, and what the

fficilities and powerful line drive ability,
the KS!. ranks as one of the finest available
line units at any price and offers an
optional phono equalizer of most respectable perk irmance. With alessening emphasis on vinyl disc replay, the KSI. becomes

K SL &

KST - 1 0 0

KS .I
.conceded in absolute raw bass power
and weight it made up fi ir on gnmnds tit
transient expression, timing and involvement. In respect of

its

open, lively low

feedback' character. Ifelt the KST owed
more to the reference-grade KSA I50.
Rhythm purists probably would not be
particularly impressed lw these two and
wt mid knik elsewhere.

Lab r
epo rt
As expected in mi a Krell ilcsign, the
pre- amplifier test pent irmance was pretty
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Fig 3. Krefl KST-1 00: low-frequency response,
showing slight ' bump'

Fig I. Krell KSL: phono stage RIAA accuracy

solid. The opt uma1 plu nut module gave a
tine signal- 1i ii nse ratio, compatible with
agood range oi cartridges coupled with a

Test results

respectably accurate RIAA equalization.
sufficient to avoid any perceptible tonal
balance change. I > isti in ii ms, harmonic
and intermodukakm, were at negligible
levels kir both phono and the line inputs.
With a low source impedance and a
maximum level 4,1 0.•er 8V rms, the output
stage will drive any cable with good
coninum mode rejection. With a phono to- headphone jack adapter it would also
make a gt mid headplume amplifier for
medium
designs. Output
noise levels were minimal. with inaudible
hum, well up to excellent CD standards;
but Iwould have liked lower offsets at the
output. This DC-coupled design is not
servoed. which is not a problem with a
servoed power amplifier, but it would
upset a pure l)( design. such as the
Threshold. Via line. the frequency
response was very wide, only — .idli
below III, and at 200k1 Ii. In view of
common Cl) source ultrasonic interference. Iwould welcome a roll- oft nearer
50k1 lz

in

a line

controller.

Channel

separation was more than satisfactory,
with line input impedances, although the
channel balance deteriorated at very low
volume

settings.

eg

1111-11 NEU'S & 1114 OR11 REVIEU

—60(113,

where

a

Ot MISER 1001

Li

L TJ

Fig 2. Krell KS!.: frequency response, line input
KSI.

Test results
Measured power 1Ji 2104
At. 5011,
inumuom Kollflls IsI.

IdB

0111111tIllU> 4011111>hlAlltdliU

'Surd I
OniS &aims

2011,
Ikilt .20k11,
21 2
2135
2I15
211 12
20 ii
20 2
—
21ii111%
—
20 1h111W —
0 ISobel° liolim II 2ohm

I
I

Output impedance
harmonic distortion 1MI I
-5-i
Ratcd pimcr Solini
-63
-sit
At °JIM Solinis
55dli
hatincl scparation
(X1 15.111
I
dlt
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of 2 single speaker demonstration
studios and 17 years of specialised
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hi-fi sales and service. The stores

are totally independent but share
the same enthusiastic dedication and
professionalism giving you guidance and

unrivalled expertise.

E

ach store has in common 10 significant
quality manufacturers — ARCAM,

AUDIOLAB, CELESTION, CREEK, LINN,
MERIDIAN, NAKAMICHI, PROAC, QUAD
and ROTEL.

E

ach store offers aselection from KEF,
MICHELL, MARANTZ, MUSICAL
FIDELITY, REVOLVER and ROGERS but
also has its own chosen favourites such as
DENON, MONITOR AUDIO, NAD, REGA,
REVOX and SONY.
VISA
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Hl»FI

CENTRE

4 Queens Walk, Broad Street Mall,
Reading, Berks. RG1 7QF
Tel: 0734 585463
Opening hours:
TuesSat 10am-6pm
Thurs 10am-7pm. ( Closed for
lunch 2pm-3pm except Sat)
Open Mondays during December

7361-1 ,
ei ea?
3 Bridge Street, Guildford,
Surrey, GU1 4RY
Tel: 0483 504801
Opening hours:
Mon- Sat 9am-6pm

HAMPSHIRE
J JDIO

8-12 Hursley Road,
Chandlers Ford, Hants. SO5 2FU
Tel: 0703 252827 & 265232
Opening hours:
Tues Sat 10am-6pm
Thurs 10am-8pm. Closed
Mondays except in December.

CD PLAYERS

EIGHT AFFORDABLE
LOW-BIT PLAYERS
.•

•

11111
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his month's review starts the hi-fi
'season' off with a bang, with a
hatch of eight brand new ( 1) players, all of them affordable. They have been
drawn from the ranges of some of the
world's top producers, and the prices start
from as low as £ 140. Cheapest model in
this group is Sony's excellently- featured
CDP 491 but, not to be outdone, Philips is
fielding its ( 1)618 at just a few pounds
more (£ 1- ()). Technics joins the fray with
the SE- R.200 (£ 16(1 ) and while the NM)
costs a bit extra at £ 200, it may be
purchased in a non- remote form, the
5420, with a £ 30 saving. Marantz is
represented by its ( 1)52. also at the £ 200
level, intended to take over where the
now obsolete ( 1)40 left off. Amither £ 180
design is the new Bitstream contender
from Aiwa, the XC- -110, which was assessed briefly in the ' starting point' ( 1)
systems feature I
July '911. Pioneer has
sent its PI) -- 00, notable for the ' turnable
platter' transport design (£ 250). Last but
by no means least, the £200 (1)X- 550E
includes Yamaha's second- generation

New technology provides good
value: budget CD players from
Aiwa, Marantz, NAD, Philips,
Pioneer, Sony, Technics and

by MartinColloms

the low- hit systems are as near perfect as
makes no difference, and, while budget
multi- hit players could he made linear, a

Moreover, the chips concerned are more
likely to be produced in-house or at local
plants; earlier generations of players
tended to use more costly multi- hit DACs
from tS companies such as Burr Brown.
Finally, the major Japanese companies
have responded to the EC levies on
imported players by accelerating their
moves to European production facilities.
On the technical side, this is the first
large group test in IleV/RR where all the
designs are low- hit models. Except at the
high end, we are witnessing the extinction of multi- bit and only afew dedicated

still getting cheaper, despite inflatiiin.
Although the current recession has partly

alternatives.
Discussions

held prices down, the high volumes of ( 1)
manufacturing have allowed unprecedented economies of scale, and the

sound quality merits of the two conversion technologies become rather

new, low- hit technology does mean that
more consistent performance can be
achieved at lower production cost.

longer exists. In this price sector. Philips
multi- hit lives on for a short while in the
shape of the Sansui ( 1)-X211E clone at

»Wit 199 I

fair measure of low-level distortion, plus
some degree of harshness and ' grain' in
the treble and upper mid- range areas of
the sound spectrum. As regards linearity,

producers will he brave enough to oppose

14E( OKI) REVIEW

of low-cost players previously included a

Yamaha.

low- bit technology.
As those models show. CD players are

III- 11 NEWS

£200. In general, low bit decoding has
brought smoother, sweeter sounding
players; no bad thing for CD, and most
welcome when the average performance

the tide and continue producing multi-bit
concerning

the

relevant

academic when freedom of choice no

large number were not and tended to give
multi- bit a bad name. So far, in my
opinion, the best of the multi- bit players
have taken the honours for bass drive,
dynamics

and

rhythm

while

the

low-

bitters, on the whole, have shown a
potential for superior sweetness. detail
and transparency.
But just how do the latest generation of
low- bit designs address all aspects of
sound quality? In addition to full lab
testing, they were well warmed up and
then

used

in

a representative

system

which include a Rotel CD855, Mission
- 81 and Epos ES Il speakers, with a Rotel
RA820BX amplifier supplemented by a
Naim 62/140 pre- ' power combination.
l'he sound quality appraisal fiir each
player includes a numerical merit rating
derived from actual listening- test ' panel'
scores on my usual scaling: originally
derived from an ' out-of- 10' scheme, the
current state-of-the-art players reach 25
or more on this scale.
-5
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L OUDSPEAKER

S YSTEM

Compact, versatile, beautifully
finished - a truly full range
speaker for lovers of good

•
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music. The miniatures arc
made of real wood (oak or ash):
the matching low bass unit can
be sited anywhere in the room.

Pentachord Loudspeakers
49 Rusholme Road, London
SW15 31..F

STARTS 10.00 a.m. MONDAY 16th SEPTEMBER

INCREDIBLE PRE-SEASON OFFERS!
Ex- demonstration, second hand and some new equipment
from many of the brands we stock.
HI-FI BRANDS STOCKED:
AUDIO ALCHEMY • AUDIOLAB • ARCAM
ACOUSTIC ENERGY • AUDIO RESEARCH
ALBARRY • APOGEES ARCICI • BBAP
BEARD • CELESTION • COUNTERPOINT
CLASSE • CHORDS CROFT • OELTEC
DAHLOUIST • DENON • DUAL • EPOS
KISEKI • KOETSU • KRELL • KEE • LINN
LIN% • MAGNEPLANAR • MOTH •
MARTIN LOGAN • MARANT2 • MISSION
MICROMEGA • MERIDIAN • MOO SQUAD
MONITOR AUDIOS MICHELL • MORCH
MUSICAL FIDELITY • MILITEN • NAKAMICHI
PINK TRIANGLE • PROAC • P S AUDIO
OUAD • ROGERS • ROE SAN • ROTEL
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We offer a range of quality storage

SMAN • S D ACOUSTICS • SONUS FABER •

for CDs and cassettes
• Modular units for the home

All offers subject to being unsold prior to the start of the Sale. Any percentages
quoted are deducted from the recommended retail price and not necessarily from
the price offered during the previous 28 days. Sorry - no Interest Free credit on Sale
goods, the prices are already close to cost
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Telephone 1081) 788 2228

KJ WEST ONE

26 New Cavendish Street, London W1M 7LH
(Close to Marylebore High Street)
Tel: 071 486 8262/8263 • Fax: 071 487 3452
Open.. Mon- Sat 10.00 am.- 6.00 p.m. Thurs until 7.00 p.m.

•,‘• •s

• Protective zippered units for car— boat — holidays —
children
• Also cases for portable CDs and removable car stereos
• Prices from £9.99 + p&p
For brochure phone or write:

11114

0491 578619 ( 24hrs)
15, Vicarage Rd, Henley, Oxon RG9 1HF

POWER CONDITIONERS
Perfect Power,
Connects Perfectly
You'll hear music like
over heard
,.17 the
Pure Power
Conditioner

Notice the huge improvement in sound quality when you run your
system from a clean mains supply. How do you describe the difference?
It's as if all this time your favourite artists have been playing and singing
inside a wardrobe ... and someone just opened the door and let them
out. You could spend twenty times as much on special cables, plugs,
mats etc without achieving a tenth of the difference. Try it for yourself.
The complete answer to mains conditioning.
The sophisticated circuitry of the Power Conditioner eliminates all impulse
spikes, smooths away every trace of noise and interference.
Features include: complete RF filtering, transient voltage suppression, stable
output voltage, low harmonic output, interference elimination display, a full
1500W load, high performance, low cost. Made in UK.

PHONE OR WRITE FOR BROCHURES AND
DETAILS OF 10- DAY HOME TRIAL
RADAR DEVELOPMENTS LTD
15 Sheep Street, Highworth, Nr Swindon
Wilts SN61AA
Tel: ( 0793) 765256
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CD PLAYERS
fiat though with a very mild roll- off,
0.25d1) by 20k1 lz. Very good accuracy
was shown by the de- emphasis circuit.
Distortion was satisfactory ( by the high
standards of CD, that is!) :it full level,
improving to reference quality by — 10dB;
and by — 70dB a good figure of --12(.1B
was recorded, though a spectrogram did
show some odd- order harmonics, visible
to the 9th. In contrast with the Nlarantz
52, which has the same DAC, the Nt :- - 00
(Fig la) was well filtered above 20kllz,

AIWA XC-700
Built on amassive scale for the price, this
unit proudly proclaims a 1-bie D/A converter, and for once this is true. British
made. it is in fact a screwdriver-assembly
product with most of its contentsSourced
from japan, including the linear transport
and the main printed circuit board. One
small economy concerns the lack of a
level control on the headphone outlet. On
the other hand, both the panel and the
included remote handset are packed with
features and the unit design also otters a
digit :II audio output ( in optical format ) fbr
good measure. The facilities include a
legible vacuum tube display with all the
usual indications plus indexing, peak
search, repeat, and pn)gramming.

Design
Ilere the story is interesting in that this
machine employs a full differential implementation of the latest generation 7350
Bti-DAC, this being fed an 18- bit diet of
8- times oversampled digitally processed
data sourced from an NPC SM5840 filter.
The - 350 employs second order noise
shaping and in the XC -'00 some care has
been taken with the following analogue
circuitry. The rest of the operational chips
are from the established Sony collection,
this unit is not as heavily integrated as
some we have seen.

Sound quality
Thc clean, detailed

the spuriae reading noted at — 103dB up
to 100k1 lx. UnIkmunately, at higher frequencies RE noise appeared on the audio

been underestimated. With apresent sub-

output around 30mV p-li in the 50 to
80Mllz region, which should he filtered
out. Good results were obtained for high

sound of this player
has been noted before, but it was also
apparent that its overall sound quality had
jective score of 13 points, the XC- - 00

frequency intermodidation ( Fig Ih); one

established itself as the class leader and

cannot

while it did not excel in tlw ' rhythm'
department, by the standards of the present competition it was above average.
Dynamics were fairly good but it was in

noise ratios were tine, typical of second
generation Bitstream. and as expected, a

argue over 0.0032V

Signal-to-

good sinewave was achievable at — 90d1)
(Fig lc ). The spectrogram only revealed

terms of stereo imaging that the player
really surged fm-ward. Very well focused,

second harmonic at — 1I2(111 rel. peak

the soundstage was also wide and deep
with stable, natural perspectives.
Recovery of detail was high, while the

101dB plus afull 16 hit resolution. linearity ( Fig Id ) was very good, the recorded
error at — 90dIS being + I . 7 dli left and

tonal quality was judged to he very
natural throughout the frequency range.
Definition was also high in all areas, and a

+ I.2dB right. No clipping was observed
on the white noise peak- level track.

mild compressive effect im percussive
transients was not felt to he very serious
in this category. Taken overall, this Aiwa
must be judged a conspicuous success.

level and defined a dynamic range of

Conclusion
I would

like

to argue over the

radio

frequency spuriae, but in practice the
sound was not affected. In most other
respects the Aiwa perlbrtned well on the

Lab report
(1) player

was rather loud, with an

output of 2.-tV or I . 58dB over the
nominal level. Absolute- phase- correct. its
source impedance was on the high side at
950 ohm.. No phase difference was present hem cell channels and very good
channel separation was achieved. Channel
balance was acceptably accurate while
the frequency response was essentially

AIWA

test- bench, particularly in view of its
competitive cost. As for its sound, it
compared well with the reference players
previously costing around £250. A mild
shortfall in dynamics and pace was made
up for by the sweet, clear, low- distortion
sound. informative and detailed with a
sense of class reminiscent of much more
expensive designs. As such, it gains afirm
recommendation.

XC700
AiwaXC-700

Test results
62
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Fig Id. Aiwa XC-700: linearity plot below — 60dB

Supplier:
Aiwa UK Ltd, Unit 5, Heathrow Summit
Centre, Sky Port Drive, West Drayton,
Middlesex UB7 OLY. Tel 081-897 7000
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LINN # EPOS # QUAD # ARCAM

If you live in S. Kensington, Chelsea, Fulham, we are
your local HiFi specialist. However, if you live in
Surrey, Kent, Berks., Herts. etc . . . . we could be your
"local" dealer, since we supply and install systems all over
Greater London and Home Counties and even Abroad.
The Listening Rooms is one of London's leading specialist Hi Fi shops, with the principal staff having over
thirty years' experience between them.
We cater for awide range of budgets and whether you are
thinking of buying anew cartridge or atop end system,
our aim is to always provide the best possible sound.
We have two comfortable Listening Rooms where you
can audition Hi Fi in arelaxed and friendly atmosphere.
We offer afull installation service and all equipment
comes with atwo year warranty.
The Listening Rooms is also London's leading multiroom HiFi specialist and provides afull planning and
installation service.

listening

• CELESTION # MUSICAL FIDELITY #
S\ll

MISSION, MERIDIAN #

MARTIN LOGAN # AUDIO RESEARCH
# DUAL # MARANTZ # YAMAHA
DENON
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LTD ,

161 OLD BROMPTON RD, LONDON, SW5 OLJ
TEL:071-244 7750/59. FAX: 071-370 0192
VISA

ACCESS

AMERICANEXPRES1

EXPORT AND CREDIT FACILITIES
Monday- Saturday —

10am- 6pm

Nearest Tube: Sth Kensington or Gloucester Rd

THE PROFESSIONAL SOUND & VISION STORAGE
SYSTEM DIRECT FROM THE MANUFACTURER

et)

Sil Capacity 600
LP's price £272

ST15 Capacity 66
videos price £207

Whether your collection is records, cassettes, CD's or videos, the
ARJAY system is just for you. in fact, at many music studios,
stores and libraries throughout the country. ARJAY is
considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of
available space to provide the ideal storage and display
conditions.
You have achoice of the "Record Collection" the
"Compact Disc Collection" or the "Video Collection"
which consists of units in varying sizes designed specifically for
your personal collection. Additionally, the "Combination
Collection" has three different sized units, designed for your
mixed collection of records, tapes and CD's. Either way ARJAY
has designed aunit for your own requirements.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands.
CONTACT JULIE ON: 081-390 2101 or send the coupon
below to:ARJAY Ltd. 54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ.
[ease send me THE ARJAY Sound Storage System brochure.
Name
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CD PLAYERS
MARANTZ CD52
After some delay, 11arants is now proper' \
entering the Bitstream CD player mark(i
aller aless- than- enthusiastic reception tiff
both a high end (: 1)11 model (since
revised! - Ed ) and the budget CD-11. ' Ilk
CD52 is the real thing: a moderatelypricud player graced by the upmarket
Philip ,
difkrential digital-to-anak)gue
con\ cm cr. Only a Iew months ago, use ( il
this chip was restricted to costly
audiophile products.
Particular features include the twolayer FIS or ' favourite track selection'
index. The digital output is coaxial and
be switched on or off via afront panel
button. A headphone socket complete
%vigil level control is fitted, while the
audio output is the normal, fixed 2V
maximum. A ctimprehensive remote control handset is included.

scale,

ness' but only in places. For example, the
treble was fairly sweet but possessed
some fizzy ' edge' high in the range. String
tone was notably free of harshness but
was a touch hardened and congested.
Broadly balanced in tone, the mid register
altered the character of instruments; fbr
example, oboe was thinner and sharper

Design
nun! on

a strongly reinlbreed plastic
chassis, the player uses Philips main components, including the long established
(DMA

new 52 dropped hack to 9.4 On 111

actually well below that of the old budget
CD-10. It did show some Bitstream ' nice-

swing- arm

laser

transport.

In

order to fully exploit the BS differential
Bitstream DAC, a Japanese NPC digital
filter has been fitted, this specifically
compatible with the 125 internal data bus
and providing 8- times oversampling with
I8- hit word lengths. A neat feature is the
inclusion of digitally- controlled deemphasis, simplifying the analogue audio
circuitry. " I'lw new PCF3523 ADOC provides a superior quality digital audio
output fr(iin the tran.port for external
decoders such as a NIcridian 203.

than it should have been.
In stereo, the image depth was unex-

correct, with no inter- channel phase
error. Full- level distortion was line, while
at the critical - - 0d11 level the - 42(.113
recorded, with some contribution from
the noise floor, was satisfactory. At -'10c1B
the I00kIlz spectrogram ( Fig 2a ) showed
the usual noise- shaped characteristic
though with a burst of ultrasonics 10d11
higher ie at only - 60dB centred on
88k1 Is. Iwould like to see better filtering
here and also for the several higher
frequency components in the output.

ceptional, an elket partly attributable to

Various RI' signals were present, up to
several Mils with a total value of 30m',

the mildly lbrward' character of the stage
presentation. In the bass, it was compara-

and these need clearing away. Ilighfrequency intcrmodulation was very low,

tively soft; more speed and ' slam' would
have been welcome. Programme dynamics were compressed; comparison with

ble associated side hands. A good - 95dli
signal to noise ratio was achieved and,

a 50 SE was particularly revealing here,
and in my view the ' 52 sounded rather
poorer than average on both rhythm and
musical expression. In context this was
not aterrible result for the price, just one
that fell below our expectations.

-100d13 at full level ( Fig 2b) with negligi-

given the distortion level, signified an
effective subjective dynamic range of
100dB with afull I6- bit resolution. Down
at - 90d11 the recovered sinewave was
impressive ( Fig 2e).

Conclusion

Lab report

Marantz still do not have atrue successor

Disposing of the frequency response first,

Sound quality

the results were first rate, better than

to the C1/40, never mind the 505E. Some
attention to the ultrasonic signals might

While the machine had been presented as
more than a match for the old 505F., my
listening results did not bear this out. The

±0.03(.11J, 20 to 20k1 Is, both channels,
including de- emphasis. No more need be
said about such high accuracy. Balance

help, though the test report indicated a
good technical performance. Taking into
account rising standards in the stil) -£ 200

historic score for a 50 or 60SE was a
highly commendable 15 points hut the

was excellent, channel separation high,
and the output was absolute- phase-

group, the (: I)52 just falls short of lbrmal

MAR ANTZ

recommendation.

CD52
Test results
20Hz

(
balance
Stereux.pmetiun
Channel pha.se difference
111130dB
Tun- 104.1B
T111)
Interlined 10kIle, OtIB
Intermod I9kIlt 201:11z. — 11518
Frequency response, left
Frequency response. right
SN. 2011e- 201:11z, unwtal
SN.C.(
Ikl le ref

Fig 2a. Marantz CD.52: spuriae up to 100kHz
associated with MHz tone at — 70dB

Fig 2e. Moran= CD52: dithered ! kHz sinewave at
—90dB, with distortion spectrum above
40010 00ECI510.6 20,- es0- I 6,04:0•55,02.1

tf,,EL100.1
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Fig 2b. Marantz CD52: intennodulation spuriae from
19kHz120kHz tones at OdB
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Supplier:
Marantz HiFi UK Ltd, Kingsbridge House,
Padbloy Oaks, 575-583 Bath Road, Longford,
Middlesex UB7 OEH. Tel (0753) 680868
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Critically acclaimed as the forerunners in digital technology, Meridian Audio's
range of compact disc players, active systems, amplifiers and tuners are widely
regarded as some of the finest available.
Our knowledge of selecting systems for our customers' individual needs ( including
multi-user/multi-room installations) ensures your satisfaction.
For a relaxed chat and expert advice please telephone or call in for
your demonstration.

AGENCIES INCLUDE: Acoustic Energy, Aiwa, Alphason, Arcam, Audiolab, Beyer, Celestion, Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Exposure, Infinity,
KEF, Marantz, Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Philips, Quad, Roksan, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, Systemdek, Wharfedale.

A

ALTERNATIVE

AUDIO

021-742 0254
93-95 HOBS MOAT ROAD, SOLIHULL, WEST MIDLANDS B92 8JL.
OPENING HOURS MON-FRI 10 30-7PM SAT 10-5PM ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

CD PLAYERS
NAD 5425
One might well find the NAD 5425
appealing because of its functional simplicity,

which

leads

directly

to

the

cleanest fascia styling of the group. The
control buttons operate positively and
comprise power on/off and play/pause
emphasized by its size and beige colour,
stop, programme, repeat and, finally, a
dual function switch for track-skip and
music- scan. No headphone outlet is present. The neat wand- type remote handset
had the same basic functions and the
feature list has been minimised in the
interest of better performance. A full sized
model, the finish is a dark metallic grey.
clean and effective. In the saine vein, the
rear panel is sparse. carrying just the

than usual at the price. This thoughtful design should provide above-average

code recovery. A high 101dB dynamic
range was determined. Frequency

sound quality, critical elements including

responses were essentially flat and wellbalanced between channels, the response

Otis

polystyrene dielectric capacitors.

Sound quality
This could be described as astrong sound,
impressive at first with its forward, domi-

level

nant imaging hut ultimately it was found
to be a little wearing, and its final score

Made in Taiwan, and strongly constructed in steel, the player is supported
on sensible, resilient rubber feet. The
display is low- glare, backlit 1.CD type,

from my listening tests reflected this; just

mains connection

and

the

fixed

audio output.

with low-key illumination in red, pleasant
in the evening but on the dim side in
bright daylight. Showing track and time,
total time is shown upon disc load, while
pressure on the programme key reveals
remaining time. The remote handset lacks
the programme key. I
With NAD temporarily out of stock, Scott Lewis of ' Sight &
Sound', West End Line, NW6 kindly
loaned the player at short notice I.

Design
This player uses the established MN64 -'I
MASI I Pulse Width Modulation, low- hit
conversion. Damped magnetic clamping
secures the disc to the suspended rack
and pinion drive laser transport. Obvious
care has been taken in the audio section,
with selected 5532 op amps encompassing unusually comprehensive ultrasonic
filtering and bi-polar output capacitors.
The power supplies are also more getter-

average at 10 points.
Subjectively. the ' timing' was thought
unexceptional, rating a little below average though somewhat compensated for by

111:1 ,- 3

deliberate. ' Ibe output was phase- correct,
both absolute and between channels, with

ple stereo locus and dynamics. It certainly sounded less compressed than

achieved, truly state-of-the-art. High frequency intermoduation was fine ( Fig 3b )

many of the players presented in this

while

respect. On tonal balance it was quite
neutral. more so than the Marantz ' 52 for

obtained. By — 90dll resolution ( dithered
tone) a decent sinewave was recovered

example, but it was let down by some

with negligible distortion, below — 33elli

'grain' in the treble range. Ilere the sound
was not thought as pure as usual.

good signal-to-noise

ratios were

according to the spectrogram or — 123(111
below OdB peak level.

Conclusion

Lab report
Appraising the results, the 5425 was
clearly a most carefully put together
model. In particular, care had been taken
to clean up the outputs, resulting in low
levels of up hand spuriae ( Fig 3a) and
quite negligible RF components. In addition, it was very linear as the relevant
graph showed ( Fig 3d ); both channels
were very well matched with afull 16- bit

.
Delivering

an

exemplary

set

of

test

results, the 5425 should sound consistent
with a variety of amplifier arrangements,
particularly in view of its good spurious
filtering. On the subjective side, it had its
good points. but Icould not regard it as an
outright winner. Worth hearing for yourself before purchase, it certainly reaches
the recommended level nonetheless.

5425

PAnSE ' II

NAD 5425

Test results

"";
l71g P50511
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Fig 3a. NAD 5425: spuriae up to 100kHz associated
with ¡ kHz lone at - 70dB

output level was high + 0.8 -dll at 2.2IV.
With modern resistors, the output can he
set within 0.1d13 routinely so 1 must
assume that these higher levels are

the strong, authoritative bass line. Other
aspects also rose above average; for exam-

WI;

tNe-: n

was fine, as was channel separation. The

a low source impedance of 120 ohms.
Full level distortion was tine, in fact
excellent at — 10dB modulation and still
remaining so at — 70dB where — 52d13 was

NAD

tA.

showing slight deviation at the treble
extreme, — 0.5d13 by 20kIlz. De- emphasis

Fig 3c. NAD 5425: dithered ¡ kHz sirzarave at
-90dB, with distortion opt-alum above
060 UPS ENO( 10 NOISE 0116N1 ' 1.16NNEL
10 000

060.014561411,1 v6 LEW,. WOW,

Mechanical noise
Spuriac up to 1001:11z
Error at - 90i113 latiright
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Fig 3b. NAD 5425: intennodslatian spuriae from
19kHz120kHz tones at OdB
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Fig 3d. NAD 5425: linearity plot below - 60dB
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Supplier:
NAD Marketing Ltd, Adastra House, 401
Nether Street, London N3 IQG. Tel 081-349
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From two thousand to twelve
thousand pounds is a giant leap,
and we are proud to announce
delivery ( hopefully by the time you
read this) of THE GRYPHON
DM100 stereo power amplifier.
This will be the first in Britain.
Since its launch in January, back
orders have been taking up all
production and delivery is still 3
months. The Danish will be present at the London Penta show for
the first time but on static display
only ( there is still a waiting list of
many years for exhibitors to obtain
a room suitable for serious listening at this Show). The DM100
unashamedly costs and is worth
£7,000; and the XT pre-amp
£5,500 — hence our opening
figure!
The Penta Show should have
given us the opportunity to hear
the new amplifiers from ROKSAN,
highly respected so we have high
hopes. In the meantime their new
and affordable RADIUS turntable

eyed

amplifiers will make an excellent
upgrade to bi-amplification. For
£500 you can buy the restyled and
revised valve integrated amplifier
Series 300 Mk. II from AUDIO
INNOVATIONS whose praises we
regularly extol. The series 500 just
leaves you with taxi fares home
from £ 1,000, but home is where
you will want to go with your new
series 500! This is becoming a
well-tried and trusted product at
The Music Room: the trouble with
magazines, and to some extent
also with our own Newsletter, is
that a product has to be new to
obtain publicity instead of wellestablished which probably offers
better value for money, product
development and stability.

"Britain

First Hi- End Amplifiers?"

with TABRIZ tonearm will do battle with THE LITTLE PINK
THINGS and customers can
decide for themselves. The Music
Room also demonstrates turntables from Dual, Revolver, Systemdek, Voyd, Oracle, Goldmund
and is pledged to concentrate its
resources and speciality in vinyl
and CD, avoiding CDV, DAT,
DCC and SONY mini-discs as
peripheral to true Hi Fi. Although
the High Street " record shops"
have all but abandoned records
(they abandoned quality years
before) take heart, for the LP is
now finding its original and true
place as an enthusiast rather than
amass market. Hi Fi retailers and
magazines, rather than record
shops, are increasingly the major
outlet apart from second-hand
vinyl.
Major British publishers of quality
music on LP include Linn Products and several purists in USA
whose work we had intended to
catalogue in a second full- page
advert along with our newsletter in
Hi-fi News from this month on. We
have advertised here for over a
decade, so why we are being
discouraged from our second
page is amystery which is disturbing, all the more so because the
magazine declines to discuss the
matter. Unless we can resolve the
problem, please send selfaddressed and ( UK 17p, Europe

22p stamped) envelope for our
latest list of audiophile LP's and
CD's. We also now issue regular
lists of up-to-date disposals of
second-hand
and
exdemonstration bargains. We
apologise for our telephone
answering machine being
accidentally switched off for
several days in August, but normally you may telephone or fax us
in Glasgow 24 hours, 7-days to
obtain THE list! During August, we
also apologise for inconvenience
to customers at Manchester due
to shop refurbishment delayed
from last year.

AFFORDABLE AMPLIFIERS
OK, most of us have other commitments and while we may look
forward to owning something truly
esoteric, what can we advise you
to buy for under one thousand
pounds? We start from the
Japanese audiophile amplifiers
from YAMAHA and MARANTZ
(their PM 40SE costs only
£239.90 and the highly acclaimed
matching CD-60SE CD player is
currently on special offer for
£299.90).
Two highly distinguished British
ranges begin from £400. The
AUDIOLAB 8000A at £410 leads
into a pre- and power amp now
joined by monoblocks (8000M),
however a pair of 8000P power

New:- Mail Order/24-hour service: 041-332 7712

The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street,
Manchester M3 3BN. 061-835 1366
cl
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Handling the JOHN SHEARNE
amplifiers helps to define that
unsatisfactory phrase " High- End"
because they originate from Britain, will not sell for much, if any
more than, £2,000 inc VAT for
pre- and power amplifier and have
no throroughbred standing ( yet!) I
am tempted to claim that they are
the first high-end amplifiers to
emerge from these shores,
although they are not necessarily
the best amplifiers to be made in
Britain.
What the Shearne amplifier combination does is more akin to
French or Italian style and sureness. Right from the start, the
aesthetics and build quality imply
the innovation, inspiration and
integrity which characterise the
sonic quality. The designer knows
what he wanted and ( we have
witnesssed the evolution over two
years) known how to achieve it.
This amplifier is a major contribution to audio sanity. As we say, it
is not necessarily the state-of-theart in all respects, but offers a
persuasive sonic signature which
many listeners will surely feel is
highly listenable. To try to
describe it as valve- like, good
imaging etc. is like trying to
analyse abeautiful woman. Unlike
the beautiful woman, consenting
males ( and females) may caress
and be besotted by a John
Shearne amplifier in the privacy of
our demonstration lounges, or at
home.

SONY

AFFORDABLE
LOUDSPEAKERS
We have several demonstrators
left over from our summer sale, for
example Dahlquist DO- 12 and SD
ACOUSTICS SD- 1 ( new type),
both at only £995. In the current
list of second-hand and demonstrator items we have everything
from mint and current models
Gryphon XT, Goldmund Studio
with T3F (£4,500), Krell Digital CD
Turntable MD- 1 (£3,500), Magneplanar and Audio Research
down to aclassic A&R Cambridge
A60 for £ 100; so send us that
self-addressed envelope with first
class stamp, or phone through
your address or fax number.
Prices still reflect the summer
recession. As trade has certainly
picked up, prices are bound to rise
as dealers will require some profit
rather than cash-flow.
Some new products are good
enough to eclipse second-hand
bargains and from MONITOR
AUDIO their Studio Tens offer a
performance at price unprecendented and very persuasive too!
All this in a small and excellent
cabinet whose craft you thought
dies with Chippendale. The floor- ;
standing model 14 is compact but
very underpriced at £399 ( rosewood for £449). Monitor Audio can
afford this by acquiring its own
cabinet and driver design and
production facilities at Cambridge.
However, we must confess that
even finer work comes from the
Italian firm of SONUS FABER is
reputed to grow its own trees.
Imported by Absolute Sounds, the
latest models carry the price tag of
£6,500 per pair; for such small
loudspeakers this even scares us
to death, but they are worthy dying
for. Shop managers, take note!

The Music Room, 98 Bath Street,
Glasgow G2. 041-332 5012

CD PLAYERS
PHILIPS CD6 18
Slotting in below the ( 1)624 reviewed
earlier
Jan '
911 the '618 is
similar in most respects but lacks the FTS
user- library feature. ( A CD608 is also
available, this designation merely indicating the absence of aremote control ). The
handset for the 618 is a pretty object in
its own right, with its curved, sculpted
shape fitting neatly in the hand. Buttons
include 10- key pad, scan, repeat, shuffle
play and open- close. A headphone socket
and local level control are present and the
player does include awired digital output
connection, no doubt with a view to
digital dubbing on to DCC decks from
1992. The audio output is fixed at 2V and

quality, lacking speed or crispness. On
definition there was some veiling and a
lack of real clarity; nor was stage depth
particularly well presented. Image fitcus
rated average; ' timing' in this case was

width ( Fig ia I. a spread of noise signals
was present , although these were all at
acceptable levels.
!AM
cl linearity was unexceptional.

more involving than some.
While reasonably smooth and tomally

the — 90dli sinuwave both mildly distorted and noisy as the spectrttgram
revealed ( Fig 4e ). The error at — 90dlt
averaged — 4.5c1B, poorer than its multi-

is also provided.

well balanced in the broadest sense, some
mild coloration was evident through the

bit predecessors ( Fig Ad shows the difference between the two channels). The

Design

mid hand, a ' pinched', thin effect noticed
on lead vocals and on string tone. In the

weighted signal-to-noise ratio was power
than average at — 89dlt and the dynamic

treble the pertbrmance was a little above

range w.is 95t113. A strong area was the
high- frequency interno d ( I II)) ‘vhcrc

the full-sized plastic case shows no significant shortcomings of fit or finish. Not
included on the remote, the fascia has
editing buttons for clubbing to tape. A
wired RC5 remote control in/out facility

HiIstream of course, the '618 employs a
single SAA 732IGP I- bit processor, a
digital- to- analogue converter in the so-

considered to he tolerably coherent and

average, fairly tidy and ‘‘ t
It audible dis-

Lab report

the Ikl lz difference tone was measured at
—96elli. Track access was tine, but error
coverage was weaker than is usual from
Philips, only just satisfactory at

Channel balance was excellent, separation
satisfactory, inter- channel phase differ-

RV filtering was very good on this design.
Sib nk and vibration caused no problems

ence zero and output was absolute- phasecorrect. The output level was kiw

and t
lic level of mechanical noise from the
transport was low.

motherboard, the implementation is standard Philips with the established (: DM- 4

0.45(111, I.9v, sourced from a low 200
ohm impedance. The frequency response
was essentially flat, and as usual with

Conclusion

swing- arm laser transport. The moulded

Philips designs. the de- emphasis was accu-

the technical performance was ctonpetent

case carries extensive cross- member rein-

(the weaker error correction was likely to

forcement.

rate. Full- lc' \ el distortion was par for the
co , urse. and did not improve much at

Sound quality

lower levels due to the ( Kid spurious
signal. For example, at - - Odlt the harmo-

other Philips models) and the sound
quality did pass muster at the moderate

nic distortion was low at — 40dli. while a
spurious signal is present 40tIlt down at
Moving out to a 1001:11, hand-

price. Taking into account its feature
package. the CD618 does in fact slide

c
alled single- ended implementation.
Further filtering and buffering are allocated to aJRC grade of 5532 op amp, the
audio output coupled via selected ' Muse'
Ill- polar capacitors. A PCF 3523 chip is
responsible for the digital audio output to
the rear terminal on the SPDIF format.
Constructed essentially on a single pelt

Sounding similar to the 624, the 618
scored 10 marks in listening tests. In the
bass it was felt to be softened with aheavy

tortions and/or coloraiilm.
respectable level.
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Testresults

PhilipsCD618
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Fo; 4d. Philips CD6I8: linearity plot below - 60dB

Supplier:
Philips Electronics, City House, 420-430
London Road, Croydon, Surrey CR9 3QR. Tel
081-689 2166
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DON'T BUY A
NEW HI FI...
Rediscover your old one

flaana

atou§StitS

'SEEK AND YE SHALL
FIND'

with CHORD COMPANY
Interconnects
INTERCONNECTS & ACCESSORIES
RECOMMENDED BY
THE BEST HI FI RETAILERS
& MANUFACTURERS

We Cater For All Types Of Connections
SEE US IN ROOM 1033

From £ 5 Upwards
Special Requirements Made To Order
Gold Plated 13arnp Crabtree Plug

£11.23

Hardwired Mains Block 4-Way

£44.95

(Supplied with 1m cable & 13amp plug)
Gold Plated Hard Wired Mains

£59.95

(Supplied with gold plated plug as above & 1m cable)

in Gold Plate

£39.95

Gold Plated Banana Plug With LG Bucket
Solder Termination (
per 4)

£7.00

(As above) Nickel Plated (
per 4)
(Suitable for bi wire)

£4.50

1990 has got to be the year of the Mana Sound
Table. It's as big an upgrade as the ARO was,
and at half the price.
One could imagine that turntable, arm and
cartridge had all been instantly upgraded.

Martin Colloms. Hi Fi News. July '90

Ihaven't experienced such astartling

improvement through changing asingle
component for avery long time.

CodacDigital CoAx Lead

(Gold phono to gold phono)

r.m. b. al» /I dub \
M I,
III I
MMOMM ea

Jason Kennedy. Hilei Choice Feb '90

Paul Messenger. Hilei Choice. May '90

Double Unswitched Wall Socket

Il
M

Either way the Mana Spirit level is one of the
most useful turntable tweaker tools we've come
across.

£29.95

Paul Messenger. Hi Fi Choice. June '90

The Mana Turntable table seems to have made
my deck combine the better aspects of CD with
the greater involvement of analogue.
Peter Turner. Audiophile. July '90

M il.

The only conventional table recommended by
Richard Dunn, NVA Senior. Hi -Fi Review. July '90.
19 St. Marks Road, Salisbury, Wilts. SPI 3AY
Telephone: ( 0722) 331674
Send for details of our complete range of interconnects
and our custom service

rPa‹To:

The Chord Company, 19 St Marks Rd.,
Salisbury SPI 3AY

Mana Reference Table (comes with spirit level) £300.00
Mana Sound Table
£200.00
Mana Sound Shelf
£150.00
Mana Mini Table ( approx. 5" high)
£125.00
Mana Sound Frame
£99.00
Mana Spirit Level
£25.00

Prices apply U.K. Mainland only

Name:

14 Day Money Back Guarantee

Add ress:

Please send cheque or Postal Order to:
Post Code

ana ac011gtítS

59 Jubilee Close, Pinner,
Middx HA5 3TB
081-429 0118

PLEASE SEND ME YOUR BROCHURE.
HFN
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CD PLAYERS
PIONEER 7700
Priced at £ 250, this Japanese- made player
is unique in this group by virtue of its
inverted disc placement, label down, on a
miniature turntable platter. Up to now,
such a device has only been seen on one
or two audiophile products. In this and
other similar Pioneer models the disc is
mechanically damped by contact, with
the aim of suppressing vibration.
Physically impressive, this higher- thanusual hill-width player has afascia dominated by the larger- than- usual drawer
mechanism. The display is placed above
this and includes a 20- track calendar,
track, time and index data plus edit, peak

was one of greater than usual compression. Transients were not felt with their full
force, and some of the dynamic contrast

and other indicators. I need hardly add
that this well-equipped design includes a
headphone socket with its own control of

between loud and soft sounds was lost.
Clarity was above average. Though

level, plus a multi-function, full size infrared control handset including power on,
standby, random play, full remote control
of volume executed in the digital domain

with excellent definition and purity — a
low-jitter sound' perhaps attributable tc)

and a host of other details.

offset by a degree of sourness in orchestral string tone.

Design
The price

is not high but Pioneer has not
economized. Features include the company's design of non- resonant honeycomb
stressed chassis, as well as the disc platter
system already mentioned plus a ' 1 bit'
pulse- flow DAC system. Described as
'DL(;' or Direct Linear Conversion, this

slightly

exposed,

the

treble countered

the disc drive system. The bass rated
average and the upper mid quality was

Perhaps its weakest area was rhythm.
By the standards of the group, the treble
transients sounded ' delayed' and did not
play in proper time with mid and bass

achieving aclass record of — 95d11 harmonic distortion. Distortion remained low at
the frequency extremes and superb high
frequency intermodulation figures were
produced. At a reduced modulation level
of — 70dB the distortion was undistinguishable from noise at 52d13 down. Pursuing the matter to — 90d11, the fine
—90dB sinewave and — 120dli noise distortion floor supported the highly linear
performance ( Fig Sc) If proof were
required the linearity graph ( Fig 5d)
provided it, the — 90d11 error held to
within 0.2dB. A full 16- bit code resolution
was assured together with an effective
replay dynamic range approaching II5dli.
Excellent ultrasonic filtering was noted

percussion.

(Fig 5a ), the treble reading established at

Lab report
Better than average channel separation

102dB, while very little RF noise was
present, a linV smidgin at 50MI I. — quite
inconsequential.

operates at 384- times oversampling, with
second order noise shaping. The interior

was achieved together with good channel
balance and no measurable interchannel

is well filled by the large transport loading
mechanism necessitated by the platter

phase. error. The output was thankfully
close to the 2V standard, only 0.09dB

system. The drive motor is located above
the disc, engaged by aself centering cone
clutch. Power supplies are rather small,

high, sourced from an 800ohm impedance and rendered absolute- phase-

just another beautifully
engineered low-bit player design, which
in my opinion did not quite provide the

correct. On frequency response, the out-

sound quality total required for my tmre-

with hardly a heatsink in evidence.

put was intentionally tapered to 0.5dB
down at 20k1 I. but was otherwise flat.

served recommendation. If the string tone

De- emphasis was nicely accurate.

Sound quality

Conclusion
The 7700 was

were a touch sweeter, the transients a

Scoring close to the average at 10.6, the
7700 was not thought to be particularly

Full level distortion was very low, and
this model did the seeming impossible: it

little sharper ... But enough is enough; in
practical terms and, again, considering the
overall package on offer, it does deserve a

ively; and in fact the general impression

produced a still lower level at — 10d1I,

recommendation after all.

P 1ONEER
°

PD- 7700
Test results
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Supplier:
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Where better to listen than
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1istening

Whether you are simply thinking of buying anew cartridge or,
at the other end of the spectrum, listening to the all-digital
Meridian systems or other top
end sounds, our .
aim is to always
provide the best possible service.
The Listening Rooms is one of
London's leading specialist Hi Fi shops, with the principal staff
having over thirty years' experience between them.
We

have

two

comfortable

Listening Rooms where you can audition Hi Fi in a relaxed and friendly atmosphere.
The Listening Rooms is also London's leading multi room Hi Fi specialist and provides
a full planning and installation service.
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CD PLAYERS
SONY CDP-491
Sony declined to particpate in this review,
hut in the interest of fair representation of
this major brand, we purchased a ' 491
from aSony retail dealer. On the face of it,
the package is amazing. It looks like £ 250
worth and even the satin brushed fascia
looks like the usual metal- alloy section.
There is no shortage of features in this
full-sized model, which has comprehensive functions on its neat wand-sized
remote handset. The line-up includes a

Sound quality

headphone socket with its own level
control, but at this price level we could
not expect more than the fixed audio

Thankful for the surprises that this busi-

problems and matters improved at lower
levels. By — 70d13 a fine — 43d13 was

output and the absence of adigital output
terminal. The panel is well laid out with

ness can still provide, my preconceptions

recorded, the spectrogram showing just a

were blown away by the lively and
articulate performance delivered by this,

hint of upper range harmonics. The wide
hand spectrogram ( Fig 6a) showed a

the least expensive model in the report.

complete freedom from spuriac, and, like
the NAD, the ' 491 was commendably free
from radio frequency nasties.

emphasis given to the major controls.
Facilities comprise random or shuffle play,

Low-bit or not, the rhythmic quality rated
'good' ( though not to Marantz Cl) i0

programme, repeat, auto fade, peak search

standard) and all other aspects were
nicely balanced. This player was quite
transparent- sounding, delivering deep

(to aid dubbing), time modes and editing.
A 12- key pad provides for rapid track
entry and the clear fluorescent display
carries track and time information plus a
track ' calendar' numbered to 20.

Design
Built in Sony's new factory in France, the
'491 is economically constructed on two
main circuit boards, one for display and
the other for the player proper. The low
power consumption allows use of a small
power transformer and the associated
power regulation is appropriate to the
light duty.
A high degree of operating- system
integration can be seen in the player, at its
heart two surface mount chips, the
CDX2500 for control and the CDX2552

spacious soundstagcs which were undisturbed by variations in musical complexity or loudness. The bass was above
average for definition, the mid was accurate and the presence range just slightly
'whitened.' The treble was very tidy and
well integrated.
Sounding consistently focused and well
founded, this budget Sony scored ahighly
commendable 12 points on my listening
tests, chasing the tail of Aiwa's XG700.

Neither high
(Fig 6b ) nor
caused it any'
sincwave ( Fig

frequency intermix' tests
peak level white noise
distress. At — 90d13 the
6e) was very creditable,

matched by a clean harmonic spectrum.
better than — 120dB on peak level. The
linearity graph ( Fig 6d) confirmed the
excellent low-level performance. An averaged dynamic range of 97dB was giyen
with full 16-bit resolution. Some small
difference was seen in signal-to-noise ratio
between the channels.
Resistance to shock was judged average, with error correction capability
above average at I.25mm. Little noise was

Lab report

generated by the machine, while track

Anyone looking for some signs of costcutting will not find it in this lab report.
Absolute-phase- correct, with an accurate
output level ( sourced from a highish 1k

access was satisfactorily quick.

for the low-bit conversion system. In the
case of the ' 491, the digital filtering is
18-bit, via the CDX2554, while the ' 35 hit'
type denoting internal processing sizel is
reserved for the more expensive models.
A familiar audio chip appears in the path, a

ohm impedance ), the only mild flaw can

Texas T1.082, present after the DAC.

ence. Full level signals gave no distortion

he seen in the low-order digital filter
response with characteristic mild ripples
±0.3d13. The channels were very well
matched, while channel separation was
fine with zero inter- channel phase differ-

SONY

Conclusion
Ihere is awell designed and well equipped
machine, which delivered a fine lab performance matched by superior sound
quality. This is budget low- hit come of age
at last, and it brought ahigh level of clarity
and subtlety to a new price territory. At
£250 it would have gained a recommendation, at £ 140, it's a knockout.

CDP-491
Sony CDP-491

Test results
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Fig 6e. Sony CDP-491: dithered ¡ kHz sinewave at
—90dB, with distortion spectrum above

Fig 6a. Sony CDP-491: spuriae up to 100kHz
associated with ¡ kHz tone at — 70dB
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Fig 6d. Sony CDP-491: linearity plot below — 60dB

Supplier:
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TECHNICS SL-PG200A
This

full sized player is athird- generation

MASI Imodel and carries Technics' usual
heavy feature package. Presented in the
usual format, some organisation may be
seen in the operational features; for example, the editing group is linked as aset of
four under the legend synchro edit' and
include selection for tape length, cassette
side A It, a link feature plus the luxury of
timed fades, in or out. Major facilities
included repeat, peak- level search, 20selection programming, a track calendar

are all needed. Instead of asteady pace on
all material, Ifeel that the output should

indicator, plus a highly featured. remote
control that incorporates remote actuatit in ( if volume. A headphone socket is

better reflect the rhythm and expression.
The ' 200 sounded ethereal, lacking a
solid, coherent foundation. Conversely, it

fitted together with level adjuster. The

was hard to fault other aspects, which
many will find pleasing — the clear and

handset has all possible buttons and adds
20- key entry to the combination.

comparatively

Design
Built in the new facility in Germany, the
SI.-PC200 is very well finished and has a
fair percentage of parts sourced in
Europe; for example the swing arm CD
laser transport and drawer system is from
Philips. Digital conversion is via the MASII

deep

stereo soundstage,

the above- average image focus, and the
good presentation of fine detail throughout the dynamic range. In addition, the
tonal quality was close to neutrality,
smooth and well balanced, while quite
good performance was also heard in the
bass, mid and treble. All in all, it was a
relaxed, pleasant sound.

low- bit ( PWM
system, digital filtering,
multi- stage noise shaping leading to afour

Lab report

DAC output, two per channel, arranged in

Channel balance was excellent with very

differential mode for improved spurious
rejection and better signal-to-noise ratio.

good separation mid- band, though
reduced at high frequencies. No inter-

Sound quality
Ihave found Technics CD players have
tended to sound much the same ever
since MASI Iwas introduced several years
ago. Unfortunately the ' 200 continued in
the same pattern, as the ultimate listening
test score of 9.8 confirmed. At least six
Technics players have scored close to 10,
regardless of price, in published reviews.
The sound flowed smoothly along without draina or fuss. Ilere lies the problem —
subjectively, more drama, more expression and faster, nuire dynamic transients

channel phase difierenct.• was present and
the output was very close to the standard
(within 0.21dB ) and absolute- phasecorrect. Source impedance was moderate
at 760 ohms.
While the Philips disc transport has
been used, Technics' own algorithm has
achieved a very fast track access of 2
seconds, with no compromise to the
excellent error protection, dealing with
up to 2.4mm data gaps. Mechanical noise
was low, and both shock and vibration
were well resisted. Other strong points
included the well filtered outputs which

TECHNICS

had virtually no RF interference present,
with very good rejection also seen in the
ultrasonic range ( Fig 7a).
Frequency response was very flat, just.
perceptibly shaded in the treble, and the
de- emphasis

characteristic

or the very fine result at — 70d13 lkllï
dithered where the noise/distortion floor
was at — 50dli, ie — I20(113 relative to full
modulation. This indicated top- class
linearity and the corresponding graph
(Fig 7d) was very well matched between
channels. Looking further at the — 90dli
signal, the distortion was undectable,
matched here by a fine sinusoidal waveform ( Fig 7e). The good signal-to-noise
ratio and linearity combined to produce a
102d13 dynamic range and a full I6- bit
code resolution.

Conclusion
One can cavil about the lack of a digital
output, potentially useful given the good
transport perfOrmance, while the digital
volume control has a limited scope.
However, no argument is possible over
the fine build and finish, nor the excellent
lab results. Taking into account its presentable, easy-going sound quality, and
the overall performance, this player gains
a recommendation.
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excep-

ter at full modulation; for example, the
high frequency intermodulation ( Fig 7h)

Test results
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Supplier:
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Road, Bracknell, Berkshire RG12 4PF. Tel
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CD PLAYERS
YAMAHA CDX 550E
French- built, this player is a little smaller
and somewhat lower-key than some of the
others. The display is an orange LED type,
back- lit and said to produce low electrical
noise.

Other

more

appealing

features

include the motorized remotely actuated
volume control, which also serves the
front panel headphone output; this
remote control of headphone volume is a
rare luxury. In addition, the unit offers a
digital audio output in the coaxial phonosocket format. One needs a sense of
humour when examining the ' Extra Large
Anti-Vibration feet' which are dummies
for tiny felt pads. The remote headset has
a good selection of buttons including a
10- key entry pad while the CD unit panel
includes tape edit functions, random play,

— 103dB distortion floor even with non-

sweet in the low-bit mould, hut unfortunately lacking the high resolution of detail

dithered

also possible with this technology. Stereo
focus was just average, nor was the ' 550
very strong on stage depth. Complex
material tended to impart additional veil-

was seen at high frequencies.
On frequency response, the measured
results showed an average of 0.7dB loss by
20kHz though the response kicked up a'

ing.

little just before this. With de-emphasis
the response was satisfactorily accurate.

The

overall

impression

was of a

I6-bit code. No deterioration

repeat and programming.

constant blandness, unrelieved by the
unexciting bass, the latter seriously lack-

Design

ing in slam and energy. It was however
sufficiently coherent- sounding to put

—70dB, showing analyser noise only at
—48dB while the wider frequency analy-

Of all- metal construction, the interior is
well filled with circuitry. A large metal
box occupies pride of place, labelled

together a rhythmic performance, and
was a little above average in this respect.

'Original DM Conversion System'. It illustrates, via a block diagram, the use of a
separate crystal oscillator to get the lowbit data to provide data pulses which are

could give offence to no one.

sis showed superb filtering in this range
(Fig 8a). By 500kIlz a few mV of noise
arose, which was quite inconsequential.
Track access times were slower than

independent of amplitude distortion
(Yamaha's latest 'S' hit technology). The
four DACs are used in differential arrangement, employing separate integratedcircuit summing- amplifiers. Second order
noise shaping is employed at a 340- times
oversampling rate. The rest of the components are standard, as you would expect at
this modest price level.

Sound quality

The overall character was such that it

average at 5 seconds ( the usual test track

Lab report
A striking feature of Yamaha's latest S bit
technology is the very low noise door.
This was evident in the — 90dB graphs
(Fig 8e) where the sincwave was really
clean, and distortion baseline ( you might
ask, what distortion?) — I27dI3 below

ing tests this new Yamaha could only raise
a score of 9.2. Dynamic compression was
subjectively evident, the capacity for
expression' seeming to have had alid put
on it. Tonally it was pleasant, soft and

no 15), while the error gap protection
was average at 1mm. Mechanical noise
was low while it resisted shock and
vibration well. The white noise peak
handling signal was not compressed.

Conclusion

peak hits. With a negligible error at
—90dB, a full 16- bit resolution, the 550E
achieved awide dynamic range of 107(111.

Taken overall, this was one of the best sets
of test results for the group, and yet this
machine did not generate the best sound.

Channel balance was fine as was separation, though some deterioration was

The sound quality was competent for the

noticed at high frequencies.

Significantly below average, on my listen-

Low level distortion was very good, at

No inter-

channel phase difference was present and
the output was close to the target at
I.97V, — 0.13d11, absolute-phase-correct,
sourced from a 933 ohm impedance.
Distortion was fine at full level, reading
state-of-the-art at — 10dB, implying a

YAMAHA

price and the high resolution motorised
volume control was a plus point,
remembering

that

the

results

were

achieved with it in circuit and not bypassed via the often superior fixed outputs present on some machines. The value
for money is sufficient for this model to be
worth considering.

CDX550
Test results
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Fig 8d. Yamaha CDX550: linearity plot below — 60dB
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HEY, GOOD LOOKING...

W

ith the demise of the LP, all
that's left to look at are boxes.
Black, champagne gold or silver
— it doesn't matter. Amps, pre- amps, tuners, Cl) players and cassette decks are
boxes and nothing more, with very few,
usually expensive exceptions. What we're
about to lose is that whirring eye-catcher,
that contraption which says to the world,
this guy is serious. And there is aprecedent to the loss of the turntable as an
indicator of intent.
Up until very recently, whenever the
media — films, ads, whatever — wanted to
portray the hero/model as some sort ot
cool urban sophisticate, you'd find an
open- reel deck spinning away in the
background. ibis, of course, was aload of
absolute cobblers, because nobody outside of pros, semi-pros or over- the- edge
fetishists ever used open- reel as aprimary
let alone secondary source; there was
never enough pre-recorded material available to feed it, and what's the point of
copying an LP? But those big ten-inchers
said, ' Idon't own no music centre' And
Tim Frost, late of Harman UK, said it best:
they were big tits' machines, designed
merely to impress fellow audiophiles.
But even the looniest of tunes have
consigned the reel-to-reel to mothballs.
And what must surely fill the gap is the
turntable, the last predominantly
90

If the LP is about to die, let it go
out in style; we look at four decks
that are `more-than-pretty faces':
the new Roksan Radius, Michell's
GyroDec and Synchro, and the
Oracle Paris
by Ken Kessler
masochistic, mechanical, visually arresting, Heath Robinson, hands-on device left
in the audio chain.
The concept of turntable- as-erotica
probably started with the Gale, followed
by the original Oracle Delphi, the monster
thread-drives from Japan, the Trip LO- 7D
and myriad Micro-Scikis, culminating in
the biggest and beefiest platter spinners of
all time: the Goldmund Reference, the
Basis Debut and the SME Series 30. And
what all of them have in common, besides
outrageous styling, are high price tags.
My mission was to locate aselection of
absolutely gorgeous ' statements', record
decks which ' look the business'. And there
were only two non-aesthetic rules, the
most obvious being that they had to
sound seriously good. The second rule
involved price. They had to cost, minus

arm, less than £ 700 in basic form, so that
even the addition of a good arm and
cartridge would keep it all below tbur
figures. Mainly, they couldn't look like a
walnut frame with aplatter stuck on top.
Three of the four Ifound have been
around for some time, while the fourth is
brand new and probably one of the most
long-awaited players of them all. It's just a
shame that it appeared so late in the day.
This is the Roksan Radius, the company's
first ' budget' turntable. Just like Linn, Pink
Triangle and the rest, Roksan realised that
the biggest myth in hi-fi was the one
which said, 'All of those buying their
"final" turntables will lash out big bucks'.
Nonsense. Most people who have moved
on to CD but retained record collections
of over 50 or 100 LPs either stuck with
their old, still serviceable decks or
splashed out for something in the Regal
Revolver/Thorens bracket, say £ 150£350. The four tables gathered here show
that, for alittle more outlay, you can own
something a bit more substantial than a
timber frame and some hammerite paint.
The Roksan Radius is aperfect example
of value for money married to high-end
performance and good looks.
l'he Radius — £ 399 without arm or
£550 with aTabriz factory-fitted — utilises
the familiar Roksan slit- in- the- top-plate
resonance-busting topology and a twolayer plinth with rubbery spacers
between the layers to form asuspension
of sorts. Drive is via a Swiss- made ACsynchronous motor and belt to a latheturned aluminium outer platter on a
precision- moulded inner platter- hub; the
deck comes with afelt mat to dampen any
remaining resonances. The bearing spindle resides in aphosphor bronze housing,
which is 'gun drilled' — whatever that is.
Cable dressing is ingeniously simple:
you press the lead into agroove cut into
the lower section of the deck. The lid
slides onto two hinges, resting at the front
on foam doughnuts surrounding the top
sections of the suspension ' pillars'. An
outboard mains adaptor, the RoK-1/52,
connects the Radius to the wall; no on/off
switch means that the deck rests in
stand-by mode. A tell- tale LED mounted at
the front glows amber for stand-by, green
for 33 1
/
3 rpm and red for -15 rpm. Control
is via two push buttons flanking the LED;
the right hand button switches the deck
out of stand-by, with the left button
choosing speeds.
Finished in charcoal-grey Nextel-like
paint, the Radius looks modern hut in a
late 1980s, yuppie- tech way. Ithink it's
handsome — interesting and 'business- like'
without looking fussy. Best of all is its
utter simplicity, the deck working straight
out of the box without any tweaking,
adjusting or other forms of hair- pulling.
The instructions are thorough, so any
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grief for novices will corne from the arm
and/or cartridge installation, which the
dealer shinild do for you anyway. As far as
image is concerned, the Roksan looks the
part when sited next to Michaelson Audio
Chronos or Odysseus gear, Nextelfinished speakers like Celestion SI. - 00s or
in rooms where primary colours have
been banished.
For fashion victims who want the last
word in elegant simplicity, consider the
Oracle Paris. Described by one wag as a
'Rep br grown-ups', this £ 595 ( less- arm )
deck is almost as simple as a Rega, but
with a small concession to complexity.
The basic slab- on- three- feet structure has
the works fixed to a lozenge- shaped section but out of the middle of the plinth
and connected plinth via fine- turnable
leaf- type springs and visco elastic polymers. This provides a surprising amount of
isolation, while complicating set-up matters hardly at all. l'ou merely adjust the
springs with thumb screws on the underside tiff precise levelling of this ' subchassis' once the arm and cartridge have
been fitted, an act which takes only a
couple of minutes. The overall assembly is
levelled by adjusting two of the three
large feet, the third being fixed.
"I'lw Paris uses an AC motor with an
outboard power supply, its two speeds
accessible via the rotary switch at the rear
left-hand corner. As with the Radius, the
belt is covered when the platter is in
place, but the Oracle retains that tricky- ashell- to- fit system where you have to hold
the belt around the recess on the underside of the platter while guiding it over
the pulley.
'Me plinth is made from MDF and
finished in gloss black or white, but the
style wizards in Canada transformed this
from being asimple rectangular slab into a
work of art with one deft touch; they
shaved the front right-hand corner, creating aslope which sports the legend ' Paris'
in modern script. Iactually purchased one
in white, the colour nicely offsetting the
black platter, control knob and an SME
Series V unlearnt. The lid also features a
shaved corner at the front, creating a
symmetrical look above and below, while
offering a handy spot for your fingers
when opening the dustcover.
The Paris is supplied with a screwthreaded record clamp - standard Oracle

like any fine turntable, the Paris is fussy
about arms and won't work well with
those which only perform of their best on
a fully- sprung platform. So think twice
about fitting this with, say, a Linn arm but
feel free to fit a Rega RB300 or Tabriz if
you're watching costs.
"Ilw other pair of decks in this round- up
represent the ' Outer Space' school of
design. Ihave a lot of traffic through my
listening room and often solicit opinions
from non- audiophiles: the two turntables
from Michell Engineering elicited more ' I
want one' leers from visitors than any
products Ican recall, even in this age of
CD. And, strangely, the cheaper Syncro

practice for adecade- plus - and without a
mat. Ishould mention here that Ilistened
to all four decks as supplied, and then

won over more hearts than the GyroDec.
Michell is something of a legend when
it comes to fine engineering in a hi-fi

with the Sicomin mat, which Ipreferred
every time. ' I'm had the mat is canary

context. While less well-known than the
absolute masters - SME - the company

yellow, therefore throwing away any aesthetic gains made by purchasing one of

goes way back, with some vague connec-

these beauties.

tion to Transcriptor, which blew everybody's mind when their weird- and-

Set-up was straightforward, with the
instructions lucid and thorough, hut you
do have to add oil to the bearing and

wonderful decks appeared in Clockwork
Orange. Okay, so Michell can only boast a

fiddle about with minor adjustments. It's a
far cry from the Oracle Delphi, hut still

eye-opener.
GyroDec is something of a steal,
too, at £659, as if John Michell had never

not as straightforward as a Rega or the
Radius. Nly Paris came supplied with an
SME cut-out; Iopted fin this as SME makes
the arm which Oracle would supply if you
bought it as apackage. Ialso learned that,
111.11 NEWS.% RECORD RE% JEW
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spot in a Kellogg's advert, but it's still an

slab hiding the ' guts'. The heavy,
machined subchassis holds the motor in
the rear left area, while directly opposite
is an identically shaped surface to support
the arm- fixing hardware.
The entire assembly drops over three
springs with limited ' adjustability', the
design having been conceived to he virtually self- levelling - hence the subchassis' symmetry. Set-up was far less
daunting than the complex looks suggest,
the only fiddly bit being the fitting of the
two drive belts around the circumference
of the platter into the appropriate
grooves. Which also means moving two
belts if you wish to play 45 rpm singles.
The platter, distinctive because of the
chromed sub- weights hanging underneath, is mat- less and the clamp is absolutely necessary. But, like MI. Idon't trust
rock- hard surfaces underneath my precious I.Ps, so Iused the GyroDec with the
aforementioned Sicomin mat. That was
the only tweak Iemployed - ditto for the
others - but the incorrigible among you,
who can't resist upgrades, should note
that a super-duper power supply is available as an option. At £ 118 it's an absolute
bargain and a must, so opt for a cheaper
arm or cartridge because the gains it

heard of inflation. This chrome- andPerspex sculpture, reminiscent of the

provides are considerable.
The Syncro looks like, and is, a strip-

Oracle Delphi, is of the ' skeleton' variety,
an open structure rather than a box or

ped- down GyroDec, the sub-chassis having the same ' Mickey Mouse' outline. But
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the drive is via one belt, the platter is glass

original fantastic featherweight: the 1962

and the price a mere £ 301, or £ 398 with

AR-XA.

the excellent Rega 1113250 arm. The bearing is an inverted type similar to that in
the GyroDec and suspension is also via a

counterweight, freaky plinth — the designers have juggled the strengths and the

three coil spring; again, adjustment

lightweight

platter,

swinging

weaknesses so that the former shine
through while the latter just don't matter.

is

In many ways, the Radius is the most

straightforward, for basic levelling rather
than frequency tuning. Arm cable fixing is
accomplished via a neat little I.-shaped
clamp at the hack of the plinth, tightened
via athumb screw. And again, Iturfed the

'modern' sounding of the four. The
GyroDec's greater neutrality, recovery of
fine detail and overall precision; the Syncro's more palpable lower registers, and

felt mat and opted for Sicomin.
Ispent over six months on this project,

the Paris's sweeter, almost valve y sound
gives each a very specific sort of appeal,

starting with the Oracle, mixing arms but
concentrating on the decks as they'd be
supplied in package form: SME on the
Paris, Tabriz ( with fixed and swinging
counterweights) on the Roksan and
R13250 on the Syncro. As Iuse an SME for
my reference, that's what Ifitted to the
GyroDec. Cartridges included various
Kyras and Koetsus and the ART MC- I.
Phono sections included the Audio
Research SP- 14 pre-amp, the MosCode
SuperT and the stand-alone phono stage in
the Marantz Music Link system.
Way down inside, saith Robert Plant, I
know that sound matters most to all of
you. Fortunately, these are not audio

•
electric, or synth bass especially, even the
Syncro offered more snap, but the Paris
better conveyed the richness of acoustic
bass than all but the Roksan.
The relationship of the GyroDec to the
Syncro was almost identical to that of the
Paris to the Delphi. Even without the
optional

power

supply,

the

GyroDec

offered greater control, precision and,
above all, a more convincing sense of
scale. The GyroDec comes across like a
budget version of the SME: taut, powerful,
detailed, but with atouch of dryness. ' Ibis
made the big Michell less suitable for
hyper- analytical cartridges like the Ken

bimbos. Neither are they able to take on
such champions as the Basis or the SME,

Chan Koctsu, but a perfect complement

but all are serious contenders on sonic

Slip in the better power supply and
you're looking at one of high end's all-

grounds for the more prosaic- looking
models in this price category.
The Syncro, though ajoy to behold and
providing the greatest amount of perceived value, is the least ' precise.
sounding' of the four. It's a bit wild'n'woolly, unrefined in key areas like
image specificity and limited in absolute
bass extension. But the player does convey weight and control down below, with

to the richer Koetsus.

time bargains. Mourning the loss of my
Delphi and the return of the Basis to the
distributor, Iwas unable to find a refer-

but the wee Roksan has far greater top- tobottom consistency. In some ways, it's a
leveller, and you may not like the way it
reduces

scale

relative

to,

say,

the

GyroDec. But if you're a fan of the
traditional Roksan sound, you'll applaud
the company for making it accessible at
half the price.
Then we get back to the vexing question of prestige and aesthetics, the turntable which could sell on looks alone.
Fortunately, this is a wholly subjective
matter at best, adecision for your interior
designer to make at worst. I think the
Paris is the most classically beautiful of
the four, while the GyroDec simply
impresses with its complicated hightechiness and superb finish. The Syncro is
asimplified version of the latter, while the
Radius has to be for the iconoclasts.
But consistent from deck to deck is the
way they make you want to own them,
display them and use them. Which means

ence calibre turntable within my budget.
My other mill crieteria? Sonic neutrality,
easy arm- swapping and dependability.

playing good, old-fashioned I.Ps. None of
these decks will cause the re- opening of

Until I can afford a Basis Ovation, this
turntable will be my primary work-horse.

few

Then there's the Roksan, the biggest

any pressing plants, but they may cause a
of you

to

rethink

your

attitudes

towards CI). And you'll enjoy the same
feeling of involvement that has some of us
winding our watches instead of just
changing the batteries. .
1
4
-

minimal smearing during bass-heavy passages. Some loss of detail and transient
'snap' was evident in the uppermost

surprise of them all. And again, it relates to
its dearer sibling in the manner of the
other decks. Ilike the original Roksan, its

regions— not attributable to the Rega arm,
I hasten to add — which led to some

fluidity, consistency and overall grace.
The Radius delivers a similarly vivid,
involving sound, sacrificing little for a

Suppliers: Roksan Radius: Roksan Engineering Ltd, 21 Ddole Road, Llandrindod Wells,
Powys LDI 6DF. Tel: (0597) 824911.

substantial saving. ibis beauty is arhythm
daredevil, sounding better than it has any
right to do when replaying music with a

Oracle Paris: Gamepath Ltd, 25 Heathfield,
Stacey Bushes, Milton Keynes MK 12 6HR.
Tel: (0908) 317707.

high funk content. The way it deals with
complex passages, weird syncopation and
rapid dynamic shifts made me think of the

GyroDec & Syncro: Michell Engineering, 2
Tkobald Street, Borehamwood, Herts. Tel:
081-953 0771.

cartridge swapping to find better matches.
It turned out that ultra high-energy m- es
needed a more robust platform, so it was
out with my favourite budget m-c, AudioTechnica's sensational AT- F3. ' Ibis wholly
musical but less-demanding transducer
'clicked' with the Syncro, love at first spin,
and it placed less emphasis on the deck's
minor shortcomings.
The Paris, minimal suspension and all,
turned out to be an absolute delight.
Mourning the passing of my Delphi but
unable to alli)rd a MK IV, Iopted for the
Paris when Ifound it to offer two-thirds of
the performance at a third of the price.
'Ibe lack of a totally isolating suspension
meant less resistance to airborne aggravation, the bass was less extended and the
background silences possessed a more
noticeable texture, relative to the Delphi.
Like the Syncro, the Paris couldn't offer
high-end levels of refinement. But it wings
along merrily, preserving dynamics with
an case which reminded me of
heavyweight spinners like the Basis. The
midhand was free of any smearing, hut
transient edges at the frequency extremes
were a touch dull. When it came to
111.1 ,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Classic lines: Michell's Gyrodec and ( top picture) Syncro
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LOUDSPEAKERS
annoy has put agreat deal of design
effort into creating its new Sixes
range of loudspeakers, which
encompasses floor- standing dualconcentric models plus smaller discrete
speakers such as the £ 199 607 two-way
covered here.
This bass- reflex design combines a
newly developed 200mm moulded cone
piston bass unit using antisotropic barium
ferrite magnets, and a 25mm aluminium
dome tweeter mounted in a low diffraction face plate and positioned using offset
symmetry. The relatively soft dome was
preferred to a hard titanium diaphragm
and is attached to an insulated coil wound
on a Keton former, cooled and damped
by fluid. A nitrile rubber surround is used,
this, unusually, fitted around the outside
diameter of the skirt.
The mid/bass unit is injection moulded
(in preference to vacuum formed) from a
mineral filled polyolcfin co- polymer
which makes it possible to vary the
thickness ( and hence stiffness) in different areas of the cone piston to optimize
performance. Thus the neck of the cone,
which is driven by the voice coil, is
thicker and more rigid. An inverted injection- moulded dust cap is used to increase
the apex stiffness. There are two 32mm
diameter rear ports.
Unusually at this price point, comprehensive internal bracing is included to
strengthen the cabinet further. A centre
brace runs down the height of the
cabinets and provides fixing for the crown
and base plate which in turn are bolted
and bonded to it. Energy-absorbing compounds are used to couple the drive units
and cabinet. The first-order slope 3k1 lz
crossover is hard-wired and uses iron-dust
and air-cored inductors and solid- film
dielectric capacitors, positioned well
away from the drive units.
The immediate sensation of the 17 litre
cabinet is 'what a lot of product for the
money', the speaker appearing large due
to its irregular hexagonal cabinet design,
which is fitted with polyolefinic end- caps.
Ihowever, this unusual shape gave rise to
mounting problems. Several conventional
frame and pillar stands with rectangular
top-plates were not suitable. Tannoy is
developing its own range of specially
designed stands with the 6S7 model suitable for the 607 costing £80. The 607's
base is fitted with tapped holes to accept
base spikes.
Adjacent walls in the 607 speaker form
an angle of 120 ° rather than the conventional 90 ° which, combined with the fact
that the number of parallel sizes in the
cabinet has been reduced, limits the
potential for standing wave generation.
These smaller sides ensure the panels are
out of reach of most low frequency
energy coming from the bass unit. Any
resonance which does occur in the panels
should, in theory, be at different frequencies, so any coloration is minimized by
being spread over a broad band.
Even the grille hasn't been ignored in
this radical design. It stands slightly off the
baffle and is built on an open, slender
III FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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wide to accept my Cardas solder tags.

Sound quality
The Tannoy 607s are very easy to drive.
Quoted sensitivity is 88d13/1W at 1m.
although I found that very little power
was required to produce substantial in.
room levels. The lack of ' boxiness' was
welcomed by all listeners who feared this
might be aproblem given the low pricepoint. The sound is very detailed, with
decent amounts of well- controlled, tight
bass produced.
Given the overall size of the 607, it was
tempting to compare it with similar sized,
but ( much) more expensive models like
the Rogers 1,S7t. In this unfair comparison
the Tannoys stood up well, even though
they were beaten into second place,
mainly due to their midrange performance. Only this marred an otherwise good
result from the 607s.
In detail, there was good, almost seamless integration of the treble and midrange. A wide image was evident across all
material, although the depth was not as
great as from some speakers. Even so,
imaging was vivid, with instruments pin-

TANNOY 607
Tannoy hopes to regain former

glory with its new Sixes range of
loudspeakers
by Trevor Butler
frame, although the speaker is balanced
for use with grilles off, where there was a
noticeable, albeit slight, improvement in
sound quality. The tweeter is protected
by a small metal mesh grille which is
easily removed for maximum performance, being held in place by the magnetic
field of the tweeter magnet.
One area of the Sixes range of which
Tannoy is particularly proud is its terminal panel design. In practice this was
slightly awkward to use, although most
users are not in the habit of changing
speaker leads and alternating between
single and hi-wiring as often as reviewers.
Tannoy has constructed a captive
piece' which, in the down position, shorts
the terminal pairs to cater for single
wiring and, in the up position, leaves all
connections exposed for hi-wiring. The
terminals have a slot which, using a
screwdriver or coin, allows them to be
tightened with some force. A brass insert
is included to prevent any risk of athread
stripping. While the centres of the terminals ( nickel on the 607, gold-plated on
more up-market models ) are deep enough
to accept the full length of 4mm plugs
even with the hi-wire link in place, and
the link is half- round to clamp to larger
diameter bare cables, the pillar was too

pointed across adetailed and open soundstage. The treble was smooth and grainless without the edgy, sometimes shrieky,
qualities of alternative metal domes, notably titanium. The sometimes phasey midrange upset some listeners on vocal
tracks, while the anomaly became slightly
more prominent on speech-orientated
programme. Ihere male voices suffered, as
Radio Four newsreaders took on an
unnatural air, perhaps due to a mild
suckout in the crossover region.
The 607 is certainly a speaker with
plenty of life. It showed itself capable of
pace and rhythm as the bass lines were
well defined, the remainder of the spectrum following along well with the tune.
Timing was good, producing an easy- tofollow heat and sonic quite engaging
dynamics.

Conclusion
Tannoy's efforts have paid off. This is a
value-for- money speaker which generally
performed well across a wide range of
musical programme to produce apleasing
and involving sound. Its only failing
became noticeable on speech material
and it should probably be avoided for this
application — it was unfair to compare it
with high quality monitors in this respect.
In other areas it is bound to please awide
audience and bodes well for Tannoy's
new larger, dual concentric models which
take the cabinet technology further.+
Supplier: Tannoy Ltd, Rosehall Industrial
Estate, Coat bridge, Strathclyde, ML5 4TF.
Tel: (0236)20199.
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°RELIT SA 020

component, whereas it is accepted that
only VDE Class X or Class Y capacitors
should he used in this position. living in a
country area where IkV spikes on the
mains supply arc not uncommon, Iwould
not expect this capacitor to survive for
long; purchasers of the SA-020 would do
well to provide it with a mains plug
featuring internal VDR protection. All
these points would be trivially simple
(and very cheap) to put right in production, and would improve appearance and
reliability. As it is, one or two look like
afterthoughts and the others suggest weak
design details or quality control.

0

relic 1li-Fi is a British-based company which manufactures asmall
family of integrated amplifiers

and a new pre/power amplifier combination. ' Mc company's current products
have not been widely reviewed, although
the 'grapevine' suggests that they oiler
rather good sound for a relatively low
outlay,

so

it

was

most

interesting

to

receive the SA- 020 integrated amplifier
for review. ' Ibis unit costs £ 409 and the
literature confines itself to claiming a
power output of ' 50W per channel', no
other specifications were offered.
"lbe SA-020 is essentially a black box
which is 17 5s I45x25mm ( wdh ) in size
and ashade under 7kg, with well- finished
(although perhaps slightly resonant ) casework. On the front panel are the source
selectors for listen and record together
with a volume control, mains on- off
switch and power-on LED. In my sample
this did not work due to adefective solder
joint. On the rear drop are gold-plated
RCA sockets for phono and CD inputs and
several of the nickel-plated variety for
tuner, video and the record/replay functions of two tape machines. The adjacent
loudspeaker terminals accept two pairs of
4mm banana plugs, permitting hi-wiring,
and there is an IEC mains connector.
Internally, the circuitry is assembled on

()relic has unveiled anew line-up

On the credit side, the source and listen
selector switches felt to he of excellent
quality; the knobs are recessed into the
front panel and adjusted from beneath
with the thumb, and they ' clunked' into

of British amplifiers including

place with avery satisfying feel reminding
me of the Murphy TV turret tuners of

titis £400 integrated unit

thirty years ago. 'Ehe switching facilities
provided are very versatile. however, the
switch detents and breakout forces are

by John Nelson

quite strong and the angled edge of the
front panel is quite sharp; this combina-

example, the speaker outputs are taken to
the protection board by means of cables

tion of features makes it easy to catch the
ball of the left thumb between the panel

which are rather crudely soldered to
series resistors standing up from the

and the knob when moving the selector
switches clockwise and vice versa. The

component side of the main PCI3. Equally,
the other ends of these cables are sol-

'look' of the SA 020 is much more softedged than that of many hi- ti products and
it should sit well in most music rooms.
It would appear from the supplied
literature that the SA- 020 can have an

dered to what look like Veropins on the
protection board with unsleeved ' end-on'
joints. In the review sample the soldering
of all four of these was of decidedly poor
quality, with at least one of them looking
'dry'. Leaving aside the standard of soldering, Orelle seems to have forgotten the
old adage that a soldered joint should he
mechanically sound before it is soldered —
it is had practice to rely on soft solder to
effect mechanical integrity. Ialso did not
care for the way in which groups of two
and three IW resistors associated with the
protection board were soldered together
in series and floating in air without mecha-

optional circuit hoard installed to cater
for moving-coil cartridges as well as the
moving- magnet variety, hut this was not
fitted to the review unit. For comparative
listening purposes it was therefore necessary to use the resident KSP- - 13 as an m- c
amplifier driving the line stages of the
SA- 020 for the analogue input. however,

nical support. " I'lw connections to the
mains switch were shrouded but those to
the rear IEC connector were not, and

Grace F9E and Shure M1.14011E cartridges
were also used for directly driving the
ni- ni stages. The usual KSA-8013 was used
as areference, and comparisons were also
made with a Mission Cyrus Two and
(briefly) a Pioneer A400. Speakers used
throughout were 'FDI. Monitors and, as

a main circuit board while two smaller
boards carry components associated with
the switching and protection circuitry.

neither were the phase and neutral Veropin connections on the circuit hoard:

usual, the five-person listening panel did
not know what was being tested. listen-

these certainly should have been sleeved.

The silk-screened epoxy-glass boards are
very well laid out and assembled. A square

Finally, Idid not like the loiik e the InF
ceramic capacitor connected directly
across phase and neutral. Although rated
at IkV, it is a conventional ceramic

ing- room levels were
within 0.5d13 throughout
Generally, the Ore&
Certainly it held its own

aluminium heatsink, bolted to the chassis,
carries four output transistors ( a pair of
MJ I1015/11016 Darlington devices per
channel) together with two TIP4ICs. A
circuit diagram was not supplied, but it
seemed reasonable to assume from what
could be seen of the circuitry that afairly
standard

complementary- symmetry

architecture is used. Ribbon cable connects the switching and volume control ( a
good-quality Alps item ) to the main PCB.
The mains transformer is a standard
toroidal type whose size seems adequate
for the claimed power output of the
amplifier; the rectifier feeds a pair of
68004: 63V reservoir capacitors.
In general terms the SA-020 is well
made
minor

but

can

be criticized

constructional

for some

weaknesses.
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maintained to
the auditioning.
did quite well.
against the Pio-

neer and the Mission and was preferred
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I)

michael nyman prospero's books

Prospero's Books
Music from the new Peter Greenaway
film of Shakespeare's ' The Tempest'
starring SirJohn Gielgud

CD 433 093 2
MC 433 093 4
.. the quartets develop an
irresistible energy, well tapped in
the Balanescu Quartet's forthright

Ute Lemper
Sarah Leonard
Marie Angel
Deborah Conway
Michael Nyman Band

recording.' - City Limits

CD 425 224 2

1.. deeply moving work.' - Wire

MC 425 224 4

Forthcoming releases'
'1 - 100' with Piano Circus
Saxophone Concerto:
'Where the Bee Dances'
with John Harle
Michael Nyman Songbook
with Ute Lemper

Michael

now an -

exclusive recording artist
with Decca.

Decca Classics 1Sussex Place London W6 9XS

POT POURRI
ENSEMBLE PA IREFERENCE
Apart 1r mi the enjoyment of listening to
them ( which was considerable, to say the
least), the Ensemble l'A I Reference pmvided many maiments of quiet , inniscinent
during the review period. \\ hen nonenthusiast visitors detected an exceptionally good sound and expressed
interest in these tiny, unobtrusive boxes, I
simply let them know the price: around
£3000 per pair.
Built for

Ensemble by

the specialist

shallow breathing, and the subtle timbres
of her voice as she struggled to push out
the words of her longest lines before she
ran out ()fair, seemed me ire real than ever.
But the Reference really comes into its
own on classical material. On music for
strings it demonstrates something special
in terms of mid clarity, delinitia in and
transparency.
Ensemble's active Subsonic Filter is
intended to offer ' noise floor cleaning and
speaker protection', particularly on analogue playback, where kiw-frequency

Swiss company Pavel, the Ensemble
RelCrence is a subtly- relined version of
the original l'A I. reviewed by Martin

'rubbish' can mess up the overall perform-

Colloms in August 1986. At that time the

times make the bass seem more solid;
imagery still seemed solid too, but there
was a slight ' softening of edges'and a sort

speaker was offered at around £ 1000 by

ance. I tried it on (: I) to sec how
tranparent it really was. It could some-

the then l'K distributor, Vital Systems ( no
longer active in the high- end hi-fi field).
The cabinet is 350mm tall, with a ' fbot-

of haze in the upper- mid and treble, and
overall a detectable slowness a kind of

print' 230mm wide by 210mm. the depth
reduced to 150mm at the top 1s sloping.

deliberation about the sa mnd that hadn't
been there belbre.

It is basically a two-way design making
use of a 19man soft- plastic-dome ts‘ cuter

The sound was partiall robbed of its
entrancing ' life' and sparkle. Sometimes an
acoustic bass canal(' sound main. like an

and a special miniature bass/mid unit
whose straight-sided cone ( effective dia-

electric one. The lively realism of the
Ensemble on LP also suffered from a

660111111 high, s‘ lije ii are dashingiN

in

reduction in openness. On ga ski recordings, the lower bass seemed emasculated,

'Ibis unit of1Crs low coloratkm and high
sensitivity, but could hardly he expected

with an audible loss of punch, articulation

finished to match the piano lacquer of the
speaker. The ones I tried had Sicominsourced top- plates made of a Kevlar type

meter

only

80mm)

expanded polystyrene
skins of aluminium.

is

made

from

sandwiched

to produce extended bass. However, a
glance at the back of the speaker shows
how Pawel has attempted to get the
proverbial quart out of a pint pot. Almost
the whole of the back panel area is taken
up by a KIT auxiliary bass radiator, a
passive ( undriven)

version

of

KEF's

famous 11139 130 x90mm elliptical bass
. The ABR speaker enclosure is a
development of the reflex port principle,
where the reflex resonance is produced
by the air mass in the port in conjunction
with the springiness of the air enclosed in
the cabinet. In an ABR, the mass is that of
the ABR diaphragm itself and the unit's
suspension

contributes

to

the ' spring'.

Ilere Pawel has adjusted the ABR's mass to
give a resonance of 4611z. ( Somas Faber
has introduced a new variation on this
idea with the Extrema, reviewed by KK on
page 59; here the voice- coil of a ' passive'
11139 is used for electromagnetic damping, adjustable by the user.)
It was hardly practicable for me to
review the Reference speakers as part of a
complete Ensemble system, but Idid try
out Ensemble's optional subsonic filter
(£ - 20 ) and the impressive new landmark
stands (£895). Added to the £ 3180
which you have to pay for the speakers
(the

non-bi-wirable

version

offers

a

barely- worthwhile saving, at £ 29901. the

and extension. On some records, the filter
may he desirable or even necessary, hut I
can't refrain from suggesting that it is
more sensible to invest in a decent
turntable instead: a deck that produces
homily bass or excesive subsonic garbage
could never bring out the best in these
speakers aryv ay.
filter originally came with a small
integral inains plug, psti but Ensemble
later sent me its upgraded power supply. a
beefy stand-alone unit that presumably
offers higher current and better smoothing. This improved bass quality, but the
haze or opacity remained in the treble.
Finally, Iturned tothe Landmark stands,

ii

ccl

and superbly constructed in resin material

material, but these have since been
replaced by Ensemble's own numIded
Hotplates. which have a more complex
polyester, glass fibre, resin and graphite
fibre honeycomb structure. As received,
the Landmark stands had small conical
indentations in the top plate, to receive
the points of Ensemble's own TipToe-like
metal cones. This cradling of the cone tips
seemed to me to contradict the usual idea
of mechanical grounding via spike points,
but elsewhere Ensemble mentions ' acomplex path of dissipation' so maybe this is
it. Iregret that in the form supplied they
did not improve the sound in every
respect. They did seem to help the
speaker to create an even bigger soundstage, but the sound was certainly not
'faster': in fact, with some extra bass
weight, it actually sounded slower using
these stands.This may well well not be
true of the revised Landmarks.
For the moment. though, Iwas more
than content with the results Igot frami
the Reference. It is not an all-rounder, as it
'ill not play rock bass with convincing
dynamics and detail. However, it can
seem an almost ideal speaker for analogue
classical recordings, particularly those
matte with smaller forces and an airy
recording characteristic. But in the 1TK, it
must he virually unsaleable, despite the

total cost is £ 4605, almost into Wilson

unquenchable faith and enthusiasm of
Ensemble's Urs Wagner. It seems to me

WAVE territory. 1did attempt to assess
the benefits of the filter and Landmark
stands, but first Ilistened to the speakers

to persuade many tK buyers to part with

(bi-wired) in my own system, using Russ
Andrews l'orlyte and Part ington stands,
starting with the usual array of (: I) test
material, with impressive results. The
endlessly fascinating details of Rickie Lee's
III FI NEWS & RIX:ORD REVIEW
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that the sound of the Ensemble is unlikely
£3-£4k. But on a good day it might
persuade you, just for amoment, that all's
right with the world.
Supplier: Hannah International ( UK) IA, l'O
Box 355, Cardiff C1:2 3XE. Tel (0322)462812.
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He should have gone
to audio e cellence

B

uying hi-fi by post is easy —

BRADLEY EXPLAINED 10 M R DONALDSON
THAT HE DIDN'T KNOW HOW TO SWITCH ON
THE WRETCHED SYSTEM.

choosing the best system and

getting the right sound is

another matter entirely — ask Bradley.
At Audio Excellence you can
sit in our comfortable listening rooms
and choose from aselected range of the
world's best hi-fi.
We're neither aloof nor sales
mad — we'll simply help you select a
system that suits you and your budget.
And we'll install it in your living room
free, depending on how far you live
from your local branch.
You'll find we have arange of
essential accessories and an in-house

audio eXellence

service department.
So don't be like Bradley —

WHERE THE

MUSIC MATTERS

Tuesday - Saturday 9.00 - 5.30 CLOSED MONDAY

experience the music at Audio Excellence.
uP0
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SWANSEA

65 Park Street, Bristol BSI 5PB
Fax (0272) 251327
Telephone (0272) 264975

134 6 Crwys Road, Cardiff
South Glamorgan CF2 4NR
Fax (0222) 398201
Telephone (0222) 228565

58 Bristol Road, Gloucester
Gloucestershire GL ISSD
Fax '0452) 310680
Telephone (0452) 300046

9 High Street, Swansea
West Glamorgan 5AI ILE
Fax (0792) 645087
Telephone (0792) 474608
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Evening in Bristol! On the evening of Wednesday

9th October we will be demonstrating the nom product
range — apply for FREE tickets now!
LINN Demo Day all day in Cardiff Tues. Oct 1st. DON'T MISS IT!

POT POURRI
WOODSIDE DAC2
Spartan in its simplicity ( the DAC2 is a
variant on \\ ii
earlier converter —
John Widgery is sticking with in
because.

he

says,

lie

finds

hitstream

designs unlistenable ), this slim- line unit
has a matt

black anodised Iiscia. with

discreet lock indicator, and crackle finish
cross- ventilated casework, all nonmagnetic. There are no switches or controls. eg no phase reverse option.
The unit has a captive stranded .3- core
mains lead ( I8m ). sith fuse accessible at
the rear: also at the back are It ( socket
(transport interconnect) and gold phono
pair to Will' standard ( VR to pre- amp ).
Dimensions: • 125x50x255min ( whd ).
Inside, everything is mounted on one
rugged pub, where high- quality comp 1hunts have substantial nxim to ' breathe'.

genuity fine strand interconnects can be
rigidly devised!) Auditioning was in two
major sessions separated by a period of
weeks ( during which my Sta x Talent DM:
was in USC I. for Iwas concerned to re- test
my original reacti(ms.
DAC2 is, in a loose sense. a ' musical'
performer. A 16- bit huff- times oversampiing design. it portrays a nicely ( pen,

more impeccable material. The Labeques'
Milhaud Nearamouctic (2 pianos) gave a
confused sound. ' planks' in character with
the final samba now lumpy and playing
subtleties elusive.
01 .111C

the bass dnim shallops in track I1
LSO Dorati FirebirdlMercury weu'u

effective, and at low levels the textures
seemed well rest dyed; but the rushing
figuration prom 28s I again showed its

slighth distanced su undstage and the
timing aspects arc entirely satisfactory.
The slow movement from Ilaydn's
'OxIbrd' Symphony in Tony Faulkner's

Achilles heel. Comparing analogue I.P'CI)
(at matched levels ) of ( . lannad's Magical

Ilyperkin recording ( Ilanover Band ) presents a good test of resolutiini — I've had

listener might at first mistake the Iwo
harps for one — and would certainly be

outstanding accuracy ‘vith
Synthesis
converter
CD, regrettably. showed what
the crippling limitati(m ( if

the Audio
here. This
Iregard as
the £ 509

c(int'used by 5( mit' of the lingering detail

Woodside. Whilst internal perspectives,

pondence bet‘‘ cen 1.1' (. 1) is possible here
— and with ' New grange' there was some

'Pl'a tion

were go( )d ( and the fl(iw of the

Ring. • Fairy

Queen'

showed

how

with the more prominent right harp..
Some of the vibrancy and attack were
missing from this CD — a close corres-

Incidentally, transformer hum is scarcely

music agreeable, as noted, thereby pre-

flattening

detectable outside a I). Sin distance.

serving some interest ) the instrumental
timbres were only approximated. And,

general effect was quite pleasant.

The unit is intended to he powered
constantly ( hence no mains switch is
deemed 114..ISCSNary — though a relay is
incorporated ). and tests took place with
the converter fully warmed and ' running'.
ic pre- amp muted for 15m prior to serious
listening. There is no provision for optical
link. For convenience Iused avdl — 5 ohm
balanced cable, but preferred avery short
twisted pair solid- core. (' I'lw RN( plug
may deter experimentati(ni but with in-

with the turbulence of the Memiello, a
sense of (+ fluting was apparent.
On the recent Mercury Fnescu Rhapsody CD reissue the characteristic acidic
edge on strings was ( tamped, and tape hiss
reduced to a mild tuning backgnfund —
less separable by ear than with my Stax.
The exaggerated cimbalom presence was
blended, which might setni an amelioration hut points to failings in reproducing

tlic

of

the

image,

although

the

In sum, at its price point the Woodside
DAC2 faces fierce. albeit Ilitstream competition from the Meridian 203 and —
offering phase reverse facility ( acomparatively infrequent requirement I — thc less
expensive Audio Alchemy. Home trial
essential here I'd say. christopherhfreimig
Supplier: Woodside Electronics, PO Box 105,
Weston Super Marc', .- Iz ,
on B522 OGG. Tel ( 0934i
540248.

AMPLIFIERS
74to

the A400 by two of the panel. Initial
testing took place with CD input and, as

Relatively simple disc input circuitry such
as that used in the () relic amplifier, using a

ought

usual, the listeners could reliably identify

single NESS34 op- amp per channel,
usually displays failings of this type. Ialso
had afeeling on one or two occasions that
the available headroom was alittle lacking

which is clearly the SA-020's weakest area.
Given £400 or so for an amplifier, I
would undoubtedly include the Orelle

which amplifier was in usc given a short
period of listening. A number of complimentary remarks were made about the
'relaxed and easy presentation' of the
SA- 020 and, compared with the Krell
reference, the only recurrent criticisms
were of 'slightly softer and flabbier bass'
on material with strong transient content
and of
range,
voice.
'mildly

a rather ' hard' and artificial' midparticularly on soprano and alto
The treble was thought to be
glazed' and ' steely' but liot espe-

cially fatiguing after prolonged listening.
Overall, the line- level comparison with
the Krell KSP- - 13 and LSA-8013 combination showed that the SA- 020 held up
surprisingly well for an amplifier costing
0.06 times the price of the reference.
lowever, it clearly lacked the power and
authority of the Krell system — as might
have been expected — and its soundstaging and presentation were described as
'slightly flat' and ' a little more laid-back'.
On disc input the result was rather less
convincing. There was noticeable ' flattening' of the overall perspective, and the
panel quickly identified aslightly artificial
quality around the decay of ambience
coupled with a tendency towards ' smearing' and ' hangover' in the midrange and
treble. Extended listening suggested that
the SA- 020 was ' brighter' than the KSP-"13
and had a tendency to ' glare' on ¡ tenis
such as solo piano and harpsichord.
115H NEWS & RE( 5 / RI) REVIEW
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— there was what sounded suspiciously
like overkiad distortion on one or two
well-cut tracks using the Shure cartridge.
The panel's view was that complex programme material tended to become confused and congested. However, for the
price the SA- 020's minor failings in the
disc stage could certainly be tolerated.

to add, however, that everyone

preferred the Mission on phono input,

SA- 020 on the auditi(m list. However, I
would have liked to have seen a slightly
better standard of construction in sonic
areas, and Iwas somewhat surprised not
to find a headphone socket — at this
price- point and in this sector of the
market there ought to be one. All in all,
though, w'ell worth a listen. Imust admit
that if Ibought ( nu. I'd probably spend a
pleasant hour or so with the soldering

Extended comparisons with the Mission and award- winning Pioneer
amplifiers left us all with the impression
that the ()rent: gave nothing away to

iron, some lit:Hermann sleeving and a
couple of capacitors before switching it

either. The Pioneer A400 has been widely

appreciate my saying

praised and is undoubtedly a good
amplifier, but two of the panel members
thought that the SA- 020 was, on balance,
better; amongst the comments in my

ORELLE

notebook are ' it's just a bit better than
Amplifier C ( the Pioneer ) in producing a
coherent and convincing soundstage, and
the midrange is a fraction more convincing' and ' it doesn't seem to have quite so
much drive and power but it's somehow
sweeter and not quite so upt *runt — it's got
less of a personality'. The Mission Cyrus
Two was also a favourite with the panellists, but here again most preferred the
Orelle; 'drier and firmer bass that's more
lifelike' and ' a little bit less artificial and
more realistic — not quite so hi-fi and less

on, although Idoubt that Orelle would

SA- 020

Test results
Power output ( into Solinis hod, channels drisco ii I
Id lc
11)11
56.791/ ( 1.1, 5- ..59.• (
Signal to noise
(.1) line input
-841it ( unwcieted
1)64: input
(t5t1B ( unweighted
Input sensitivity( disc 1
5HinV for rated ouput
(.1) hoc I
2iOni% tor rated output
Input impedance Idisc 1at IAll
.50pF
hurl
sots
Separation
201Ia
IkHz
201tIlz
line
( iidll
huiR
55dIS
disc
56d11
62d11
i2d1i
t ' input impedance ( olints I
0.22
0.22
0.31
1)amping factor
1
71
rai

Supplier:
Orelle HiFi, 25 Nathans Road, North
Wembley, Middlesex HAO 3SA.

acid in the treble' to quote two listeners.1
lot
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çs,
4-1/0
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Putting the
performance
back into
your music

'«dietp.
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:hi/Sonus Faber/Onkyo/Ortb

Independent advice
on the best systems around
West Midlands Audio
158 Ombersley Road
Worcester WR3 7HA
Telephone: 0905 58046
Fax: 0905 57585
Open 9.30am - 5.30pm
(8.30pm by appointment)
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ACCESSORIES

CLUB

Use this form to order accessories
Mission pioneered the idea of isolation with the
Isoplat: now we offer acompanion from Shan, the
Isoform platform, which has many applications . . .

T

imc marches on, and so does the Accessories Club. One of
the first items we offered, the Mission lsoplat, is getting a
bit long in the tooth, so we looked for areplacement

which reflects developments over the past half decade. And
while the Isoplat still has its place - especially in cases where
stray mechanical energy needs to be absorbed - there's aneed
for something which addresses more specifically such
components as stand-alone DIA converters and CD transports.
With our eyes toward Ireland, we've located something which
should appeal to those who want aneat way of providing
(nearly ) total isolation. And it's another platform, rather than one
of the more complex and less ' universal' mechanical earthing
methods which are better when built into aproduct ( cg
Goldmund's or Gryphon's spiking methods or most speaker
stands with integral spikes ).
Shan Acoustics, which manufactures an increasingly popular
line of loudspeakers, has come up with arather tasty slab called
the Isoform. Unlike platforms made of Meditelike substances
with Sorbothane or Navcom feet, the Isoform doesn't absorb
energy; it re-routes it by ' becoming amechanical part' of the
component under which it resides.
The Isoform is made from fibre- reinforced concrete, so it
weighs afair bit despite measuring only 330x4 50x25mm
(DWII). This, I've been informed, also happens to be the sanie
size footprint as drop- in shelves for certain brands of hi- ti
furniture, which makes the Isoform doubly appealing for a
number of you. Not that you'd want to hide it; it's actually quite
smartly styled.
The resin/concrete slate is beautifully finished in asemi- matt
black, with rounded edges and astick- it-where you like gold
badge bearing the Shan logo. Also supplied are three tiny rubber
feet which you apply to the underside to isolate the Shan- pluscargo from the shelf on which its resting. This seems to defeat the
purpose of the mechanical earthing, but it's an easily reversed
option, so do as you please.
Shan recommends fixing your Cl) player, turntable, tuner,
pre- amp or whatever to the Isoform with Blu-Tack or Black-Tack.
Spikes between the component and the Isoform are ano- no
because asharp metal point, if forced into the surface of the
Isoform by aheavyweight like apower amp, will cause it to
crack. If you want to use spikes between the Shan and the
component, place pennies below the points.
Itried the Shan with the new Roksan budget turntable,
Michell's Syncro, AR's new £ 299 CD player, various Marantz
Music Link components, the Classé DR- 4 preamp and DR- 10
power amps and anumber of other products which differed in
terms of mass and structural integrity. The results were as I
expected, with the solidly built items benefitting less than the
flimsy ones, though some of the flimsy products needed the
Shan-plus- rubbery-feet to ' mate' properly; just popping the
flyweights on top of the Shan wasn't enough to lock the two

HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: black-ash box £ 22.95 D
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: mcstep-up transformer; £60.95 LI
HFNIRR MI5 spikes: timber ID steel 0, inc fixing kit, set of 8. £ 10.25 O
HFNIRR 006 Flutterbuster: 33.3/45rpm. 220/240 only, OK for most
synchronous t/t ( specify type); black-ash case £81.95 II
IIFIVIRR 007 Carrydisc: 14 CD's in a40mm travel pack! £ 12.25
HFNIRR 009 Headcase: headphone amplifier. 40mW Class A unit
allows use of headphones; black-ash case; 220 240V only £81.95 LI
IIFNIRR 010 News Stand: 19in/430mm housi nu, 36in high, complete
with 5shelves ( 3adjustable) black finish £ 142.95
IIFNIRR 01 1Mushcrusher: 220/240V mains filter. 5A rating £ 25.95 0
IIFNIRR 012 Software Storage System: satin black timber ( Medite),
stackable, supplied in kit form. LP unit ( 12(1 capacity) €49.95 H
CD/cassette unit ( 4(1/25) £30.00 D singles unit ( 2(10) £ 37.95. LI
IIFNIRR 013 Wallnut: wall mounting two- level turntable support
complete with two shelves; finish, black £ 50.95 LI
014 Stylus Cleaner: ultrasonic cleaner; £ 19.95 H
IFNIRR 015 Test CD 11:99 tracks, 75mins £ 12.25 H
Nagaoka LP inner sleeves: pack of 50 £ 7.25 H
Michell Tenderfeet: aluminium cones. Small £5.45 D Large £8.95 Li
Cobra Indoor FM antenna: indoor aerial, built-in amplifier £49.95 D
Sicomin Cl) damper: £ 27.95 Ill Extra rings for old type, 20. £ 2.50 0
Audioquest vacuum tube dampers: set of 4 £ 12.25 H
Audioquest damping sheet: sorbothane, fin x6in self-adhesive £ 12.25 ID
Good Sound: Laura Dearborn's paperback [ 11.25 H
HEN/RR self- build loudspeakers: details available for DCI & Bassett
Audiophile records: Cantate Domino £7.95 IIJazz al the Pawnshop £ 15.95 LI
Alphason Tonearm Lifter: Yes, it really does! £ 14.25 LI
Blacktak: £3..45 per pack of 2strips H
CD Feet: Audioquest Sorbothane. Pack of 4 £ 25.95 H
Stax binaural CDs: Space Sound, £ 17.25 ID; Glenn Miller, £ 17.25 D;
Warsaw Baroque Soloists. £ 17.25 D; Supercharge, £ 17.25 11; Mozart
Edition Vol 1. £ 17.25 H; Guitar Crusher Live, £ 17.25 Li
Decca record cleaning brush: £9.95 H
CI) Jewel Cases ( packs of 1(1): standard, Sin complete H £6.50;
standard Sin, outer only LI £5.00; slimline Sin H £6.50; 3in H £6.50.
Double Jewel Case, complete ( each) H £ 1.75. Sin clear protective
sleeve ( pack of 5) 0 75p. CD single adaptor. silvered ( each) LI 60p.
Toppers: stick on spikes: set of 6 D £5.95; set of 8 D £8.25.
Calotherm: Complete Compact Disc cleaner £2.25 H
Calocoat: Hi Tech Lenscloth £ 1.60 D
Dividers: pack of 10 LP ID, CD D. 7in singles LL £6.25
Dividers: pack of 25 LP El, Cl) 0, 7in singles EL £ 11.25
Chesky Jazz Sampler Vol I: £ 12.50 0
Kontak two- bottle cleaning kit: £ 19.95 CI
Soft Shoes (
set of three) £ 16.25 ID
Audio Anthology. Vols 1,2,3 ( each) £ 17.25 Ill; Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook. £ 16.25 I:1; Killer Car Stereo, £ 16.25 Ell
Casino Royale CD £10.95 H; Stereo Mikin,e (' I) £ 12.25 El
Finyl: Starter pack, treats 100 discs, £ 15.25 II: Finyl, treatment for
200 discs £25.95
lsopod: ceramic feet. Set of 3U £25.95
Insert Audio banana plugs ( per pair) £3.95 LI
The Audio Glossary: JGordon Holt's paperback £9.95
Tweek £ 16.95 111
High Performance Loudspeakers Vol 4: Martin Colloms £ 28.50 DI
Big Bill Broonzy LP £7.15 ID CD £8.95 ID
Usin .Man Bluà LP £ 13.95 D CD £ 13.95 Ll
Cartridge demagnetizer £ 79.95 0
Eurochannels Cl) cleaner El £23.95 Technics CD cleaner 111 £39.95
IIFNIRR 016 Software Storage System: 4- high Cl) storage unit
(matches IIFIVIRR012) £60.00 H
Shan Isoform isolation platform £29.95 O

NAME

(
caps please)

ADDRESS

together.
Use with turntables was apleasant surprise, like adding a
turntable table to your system without making extra floor space.
In every case but varying by degrees, the gains centred around a
lowering of hash and grain, noticeable improvements in image
focus and amajor reduction in upper- frequency smearing.
I've yet to experiment with the Shan- plusother- tweaks, mainly
using it straight out of the box with Black-Tack added as advised
by Shan. But the Isoform is like atweaker's raw material, a
platform - literally and figuratively - for optimizing the set-up of
your system. Fortunately, the Isoform is also something of a
bargain ( postage for such ahefty product notwithstanding) so I
reckon this latest offering is going to inspire alot of repeat
purchases. Especially when you hear what it can do under a
loudspeaker stand ... in which case you'll need two. Ken Kessler
111-FINEVYS & RECO1U) REVIEW

OCTOBER 1991

Ienclose POIChequelM0*
O Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

All prices include post & packing

Expiry date

111111111111111
Signature

Please send orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club. PO Box 200, Bedford. MK40 1YH
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline It 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form are acceptable. E&OE
*
Please delete as necessary.
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THE
REFERENCE
GROUP
Real high end in Cornwall —
agents for all Reference Imports
products. Dems by
appointment
Art of Music

art of music

little Trenarrett, Altarnun,
Tel. 0566 86649

Launceston, Cornwall.
The UK's premier stockist of
MFA amplifiers. Full range on
demonstration. All Reference
Imports' range of products

Diamond Acoustic
Reference 2loudspeakers

available for audition.
ilUDIOCRAlpt
Audiocraft
18 Hillingdon Rd, Uxbridge,

Setting new standards
MAS amplifiers and Diamond loudspeakers are amazing

Tel. 0895 253340

Middx.

listeners around the country, out-performing present

A high end system that weaves

reference products and setting new standards. The Basis

spells can be achieved only

turntables are also incredible performers —

by meticulous product

together these would make atrue reference system.

selection. Reference
Imports' range will

HIGHLAND

ANALOGUE

provide that magic.

You must hear these products if
you're serious about hi-fi.

Highland Analogue
Tel. 0381 20655

lismore, Avoch, Rossshire.

Norfolk's High-End Specialist — Hear the complete
REFERENCE IMPORTS
range, plus other fine products —

etcediea€ P/rei-e,regee
Please ring KeithJordan, 0953 789562 ANY TIME
Do not buy apre/power amplifier at the £2-3,000
price point until you have heard the MAS Charisma
and Iraklis. On permanent demonstration
URREY HIFI
Surrey HiFi
45 High St, Godstone, Surrey.

Tel. 0883 744755

Just 2minutes from J.6 M25.

MAS Solitaire
amplifier

MAS amplifiers — fast, clean,

The Reference Group - asmall group of

neutral and natural. Amazing,

independent retailers who specialise in demonstrating
items from the Reference Imports range of high- end

especially with other high-end

The

neutral products from Reference
Imports. Home demonstrations

V
--cp—

e

j_14,Lit
Note

in the West Country of any

cables.

items from the range.
The Right Note, Bath.

104

audio: Basis turntables and Forsell turntables • amplifiers
by CAT, MAS, MFA, Cary, Chord, NRG • loudspeakers by
Diamond Acoustics ( 1/2/3), Avalon, MAS • Cogan Hall

Tel. 0225 424334
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NOTES
A lively and enjoyable perform-

'Ile

ance of Mozart's Piano Concerto

1991-92 includes Vaughan Wil-

RIP()

concert

series

for

K414, played and directed from
the keyboard by Anda Anus-

ducted by Vernon Handley 1Feb1

liams's Symphonies 2 & 8, con-

tasescu, leads to an interesting
work by Constantin Silvestri on an

— these will be followed be new

Electrocord

02261

phony, 5 and Sinfimia antartica

made from live tapes by the Lon.

are already available, on the ' Emi-

don Schubert Players. Their 1990

nence' label.

I.P

1ST- CS

EMI

recordings.

The Sea Sym-

concert tour of Romania helped
fund

orphans

and

handicapped

children, and £ 1 from each IP
sold will go to this cause. Tower
Records are stockists — or contact
the

London

Schubert

Players

Trust, 72 Warwick Gardens, London W14 8PP, tel ( 071) 603
1396. The I.P costs £6.99; £8.00
with postage.
Silvestri's
Strings
In October. Philips Classics com-

Sony Classical plan a new distinc-

plete the phased transfer to

the Arrau Edition. Composers

tive label to record the Berlin
Philharmonic under their conduc-

represented

unlike

Bartok's

Divertimento, except that the
folk idiom is Romanian. In ( i) a

we had in Decca's staff can
24 years ago!
Hywel Davies takes his place
at ASV. He studied music at
Oxford and at the RAM, joining the Philharmonia's violin
section. Then he took a degree

dance section, mildly dissonant, is

in Business Studies, became
General Manager of the City of

tor Claudio Abbado. A substan-

framed by aPesante introduction

London Sinfonia before taking

tial

and coda; ( ii) is a song- like slow

a similar post at Discfronics,

cycle, with three sets of piano

been

variations);

the

under way), Beethoven, Dvorak,

Handel/

and Schumann. R Strauss sympho-

vigorous,

nic poems are also projected.

finale, Veloce

Although

founded in 1989 by Anastasescu,

( ( C1)s,

1,3,

Variations);

Preludes,

Waltzes.
etc );

Brahms ( 3CDs,

Sonatas

Paganini

Beethoven

not

Pieces for

of ASV, a colotaful and diligent record industry figure— I
can still recall a conversation

(11(1)s, the complete '60s sonata

Ballades,

are:

(:i) of

is

7'hree

Best wishes tofack Boyce, who
retires as Managing Director

Chopin

symphonic
agreed:

repertoire

has

Mozart ( already

Nocturnes,

Impromptus,

Debussy ( 2CDs.

theme

Nimbus were first to

dramatically

and returned to calm; ( iii) is a

The

Scherzi

developed
twisting

chamber

flurry

where he has been MD European operations for tao years
CB

of a

orchestra

was

Ile Ensemble Wien- Berlin
(which, as the name implies,

Preludes,

record in Birmingham's new con-

who studied

conducting under

involves five wind principals from

Images 1; Liszt ( 5CDs, Sonata. Pet-

cert hall. EMI plan a live record-

Celibidache after she had left the

the VP() and BPO. but can be
expanded according to repertoire
demands) have a new contract

rarch

Transcendent al

ing of Mahler 1with CBSO/Rattle

Bucharest Conservatory. Nicholas

Studies, miscellaneous ): Schubert
(3CDs, 4 Sonatas, Impromptus

sonnets,

next month.
Mark Elder is appointed Prin-

Miller,
teaches

1)899 etc ), and Schumann ( 7CDs,
the major piano works ). 11w emi-

cipal

School. Ile was at the RAM, won a

planned include the Rossini quar-

scholarship in 1983 to Yale, going
on to Juilliard for a further two-

tets ( done in May) and a 20thcentury programme of 1.igeti,

year study period.

Berio, Barber, Françaix,

Guest

Conductor

to

the

CBS() for a three-year period.

nent musician, who died on 9th
June in Vienna, had been planning

With his new Orchestre Révolu-

a return

tionnaire. John Eliot Gardiner fol-

to

the

stage

after

a

two-year absence; Ust March he

lows his Festival Hall performance

recorded Bach Partitas 1-3 and 5.
He had also continued work on

of Berlioz's Symphonie Fantasti-

re-recording the Beethoven sona-

Salle du Conservatoire; this will
be recorded by Philips Classics. It

lq, 26, 28, 31:1, 49, 54, 78,

will also be filmed there — the

90,

101. Claudio Arrau also recorded

start

two Schubert programmes, and a

series, recording works played in

-10m Debussy supplement.

leads

violin

at

the
the

group,

Menuhin

CB

with Sony.

The

ten

recordings

que !
Sept IS with one at the Paris

tas: completed were Opp. 2:1 & 2,
7 9,

who

of a multi- media

Berlioz

their original settings cg Requiem
at Les Invalides, le Deum at the

The Emerson Quartet have bettered their six Bartok's in one
concert feat, at Badenweiler this
spring

they

performed

all

the

Church of St Eustache ( 1993-4 ).
Daniel Barenboim has signed a
5-year contract with EMI Classics;

Beethoven quartets in chronological sequence within one week.

projects include Mozart's piano-

This

Violin Concerto and Beethoven
Triple with the Berlin Philharmo-

autumn,

1Xi

will

release

Mozart's ' Haydn' Quartets and
flute quartets ' Carol Wincenc

forte

Variations,

the

Brahms

nic ( violinist Itzhak Perlman),

Schubert's Quintet in C 1w, Rosthey

Bernstein's Candide is available

recorded music by Ives and Wernick. There's a Prokofiev CD just

from PolyGram Video 1VHS PAL
0724 2331, filmed at the Barbican

out with Qts. 1-2, the Sonata for

concerts

two violins Op.56, [431

laserdiscs will soon be available.

tropovich 1.

This

summer

71 2-21.

of

December ' 89;

2

Rocky Raccoon upstages classical conductor in Detroit

October projects for Sony Clas-

The

According to a Mich4;an news agency report, a performance of the

sical: Prokofiev Sinfonia concer-

Dvorak New World, conducted by Neeme _kiwi, was interrupted at
a Detroit SO concert at the Interlochen Center for the Arts in July.

tantelTekaikovsky Rococo Varia-

young Music Director, Franz
Welser-Mhst has extended his

'In one of the quietest passages, all of a sudden next to the stage

Debussy's Jens, Stravinsky's Sym-

exclusive EMI Classics contract;
twenty recordings are projected

there was a large thumping noise: A raccoon exploring the ceiling
girders ill the auditorium lost its footing and felt It remained on

phony in Three Movements ( LSO/

over five years. Bruckner 7 will be

stage 'either stunned or captivated by the conductor' during the

(Philharmonia/Salonen );

Largo. lust as the slow movement ended, it picked itself up and

kofiev's Concertos

moved offstage to the applause of the audience:

man/Israel

Tilson

Thomas );

Petroachka

OCTOBER 199 I

Pro-

1,3,5 ( Brunt--

PO/Mehta)

and

(Eleisher/Boston SO/Ozawa ).

reported to be unhurt...
III FiNEWS & RIX :01E1) REVIEW

Rocky was

tions ( Ma/Pittsburgh SO/Maazel );

4

London

Philharmonic's

recorded live at this year's Prom;
symphonies by Haydn, and Stravinsky's Oedipus Rex will billow.
(Mendelssohn 3 & 4 are due for
release in October.)
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AMP-02

Oxford Audio Consultants
,
HI-FI SPECIALISTS
SONY .DEALER.AWARDS.
1-1PFI
N LYS

REGIONAt NOMINEE

Our superb service is the same,
regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
Krell KST 100
Audio Research DAC1
TDL Studio One
New Pioneer CD players
Audio Research LS1
Sonus Faber Electas
Apogee Centaur Minors
Ruark Talisman
Proceed CD & DIA
Deltec Littlebit & PDM
Rotel New Range
Pioneer A400

Has
Breathtaking audio performance
Atotally Modular approach
All functions IR remote controlled
Up to 6analogue signal source inputs
Multibit or Bitstream digital source inputs
Up to 3independent auxiliary/tape outputs
4ohm to 6410 ohm headphone output
Polarity, dim and mute facilities
Extremely quiet disc amplitier
Balanced input for me and mm cartridges
RIAA/IEC disc equalisation switch
Automatic dc/ac coupling
Output dc protection
Delayed turn on/fast off muting
Minimal signal path design
Active and passibe configurations possible
Monoblock standards of separation
Signal path switching with ultra low capacitance sealed ruthenium relays
Class Afast settling fet/bipolar op amps
Remote power supplies for analogue and digital
Dual isolated left and right power supph option
Compact I
Uenclosure ( 44h y4411w x325d) mm
Design by Ben Duncan ..\ sociates
1990/91
Timelessness

Acoustic Energy AEI
Stax Talent DAC
Basis Debut Gold
Oxford Chrystal Reference

NOW DEMONSTRATING
Ex Dem & Pex Bargains
EAR 519s £ 1695
Naim NAP 250 £650
BBI BB10011 £995
Magneplaner 1.4 £850
Acoustic Energy AE1 £495
Proceed D/A £995
Aragon 4004 £ 1175
Marantz CD9411 £799
Apogee Centaur £ 1295
Krell KSA50 £ 1175

Ring for further details
Agencies include: Oxford Acoustics, Audio Research, Apogee, Air Tangent,
Counterpoint, Koetsu, Krell, Magneplanar, PS Audio, Sonus Faber, Aragon, Audio
Technica, Goldring, Linx, Marantz, Micromega, Ortofon, Rogers, SD Accoustics,
Stax, Thorens, Wharfedale, Kimber, Sennheiser, Slate Audio, Target, That's Tape,
QED, van den Hul, NAD, Nakamichi, Proton, SME, Revolver, Philips, JPW, Revox,
Dual, Monitor Audio, Pioneer, Ram Projects, Proceed, Vecteur, Onix, Equation,
Rote!, T.D.L., Ruark

Oxford Audio Consultants
Cantay House, Park End Street, Oxford OX1 1JE
Telephone: Oxford ( 0865)— 790879 ( 24hr. service)
Fax: Oxford (0865) — 791665

Audio Synthesis 99 Lapwing Lane
Manchester M20 OUT 061-434 0126
HiFi News & Record Review tells you about
great speakers you can buy.
(Especially when price is no object.)

Speaker Builder tells you
about great speakers you
can build! ( Especially
when price is an object.)
satisfied to read about electrostatics, ribbons, vented, or closed
boxes, subwoofers, horns, T- lines or infinite baffles, that's one thing. But
if you want to know what's inside them— in reality as well as in theory,
that's another. And if you want to build that speaker of your dreams,
knowing why you're doing what your doing every step of the way...
well, that's where Speaker Builder comes in, as it has for eleven years.
It you're

A quick look at one issue is all it takes to let you decide if Speaker
Builder is indeed for you. Use the convenient coupon, or simply call us.
If you like it, that great new experience will keep coming. If you don't
like it, just say so. and we'll return your money. It's as simple as that.
Please enter my airmailed subscription for:

otwo years

( 12 issues) at $ 70

I'm enclosing $

Charge to my

ri

D one year (6 issues) at

$40

in check/money order

Visa card

Access

stem,.
Charge card orders also accepted via phone (603) 924-9464, Mon -Fri , 9-4
FAX (603) 924-9467.

Remittances in U.S. funds only.
SPe

a

kerBillider

(Pleae allow up to 6 weeks tor firs7 msue )

SpeakerBuilder
THE LOUDS ,'EaKERJOURNAL

The world, ad, loudepealter magazine
PO Box 494. Dept. HNO. Peterborough. NH 03458 15A
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Amplifiers — latest by Krell, Audiolab
DIA Converters — by Deltec, Audiolab, The Engine
Speakers — new range by Tannoy, Celestion
Turntable — latest Radius from Roksan
Compact Disc — players from Rotel,
Denon, Marantz, Yamaha
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reviews
JS BACH: Orchestral Suites
Sinfonias, B'WV42 & 209

1 & 2 0

JS BACH: Orchestral Suites 3 & 4 D
Concerto movement BWV1045 D Sinfonia BWV29
Brandenburg Consort/Goodman
Hyperion CDA 66501 & 66502 ((,0m 35s,
52m I7s)
Pinnock, Ilogwood, Goebel, Harnoncourt —
all excellent and indispensable for their
authentic performances and couplings.
Goebel, for instance, is the only one to offer
the unauthentic but fascinating 'Suite 5';
Pinnock is on mid-price 'Galleria' with
various concertos, and so on. Goodman's
bonuses are three cantata sinfonias and a
violin concerto movement ( with Paylo Beznosiuk arneggiating at full stretch), all rare
and enjoyable — the two accompanying the
trumpet-and-drum suites themselves having
trumpets and drums, the other two similarly
appropriately scored.
The sinfonia to Cantata 29 has an organ
solo ( Paul Nicholson ): surely it is taken too
fast for comfort; and a pity it closes the
second disc so inconclusively.
Goodman's tempi are generously fast,
with an attractive lilt and lift to the rhythms
which dispels any suggestion of stodginess,
and the virtual linking of the dances in Suite
1 keeps one almost literally on one's toes.
The dancers themselves might have found
themselves on other people's, so abruptly do
the rhythms change.
Rachel Brown is the nimble, soft-toned
and well-balanced flutist in Suite 2 and the

Vivaldian Sinfonia 209, in which Nigel
North, archlute, joins the continuo.
In the Ouverture to Suite 3, Ifind Goodman too fast. Trumpets do not dominate
quite as they might and, oddly, timpani
sounded better on one machine than on
another. The prancing Gigue has surely all
the vivacity Bach intended. So, too, has Suite
-1, an untypical work of Bach, Ifeel, in that I
find it uproariously funny.
Rarely have I enjoyed these works so
much. Authenticity is scrupulously served in
that long graces are played (cg Menuet of
Suite 2) and full repeats are made, but there
is atendency to lean on first notes of phrases
(cg Rondeau of the same Suite). This is the
first issue of the newly-reformed Brandenburg Consort. They have recorded the concertos after which they are named; I look
forward to that issue. [A*:1]
Robert Dearling
BARTOK: Dance Suite
6 Romanian
Folk Dances El 2 Romanian Dances D 3
Burlesques D Allegro barbaro C] Songs
Op.16
Robin McCabe (pno)/Rolf Leanderson
(bar)/Helene Leanderson (pito)
BIS CD- 182 (59m 37s) recordings from
1981, ' 76
Robin McCabe is an American pianist who
studied with Ilona Kabos and Rudolf Firkusny; she contributes her own introduction
to these pieces, several better known in
orchestral dress ( notably the Dance Suite —
did Bartok really intend his transcription for
public performance?). The English translations from the Hungarian song texts in the

CLASSICAL
booklet may be literal, hut those in Halsey
Stevens's definitive Bartok study IOUP] certainly give aclearer idea as to their meaning.
Other recordings of Op.16 appear to be with
soprano, but the five poems are best suited
to a man's emotional states. ( Incidentally, I
could not trace previous UK availability of
these BIS couplings.)
McCabe is apercussive pianist; in Allegro
barbaro Perahia and Kocsis have shown
there is more to Bartok than that. Ultimately
though, I think she is successful in her
choice of works — the humour ( and range)
of 'A bit tipsy' is nicely caught, for instance —
although clearly her grasp of the music is
technical, not native. Listen to the
accelerando Ito 60s1 at the beginning of the
Dance Suite: it's calculated for effect, just
one example of a lack of true idiomatic
Hungarian flexibility. ( Hear Dorati's latest
Mercury reissue!) Not always do her fingers
quite get round the notes in rhythm;
however, the imprint of the orchestral score
does prejudice one against the monochrome
of keyboard — even if it confirms just how
pianistic was Bartok's writing, preemigration. l'he two very early Dances
(1910) are exercises, exploratory in manner: don't expect too much listening pleasure from them.
Rolf Leanderson, who is also aspecialist in
vocal disorders, has sung often at Drottningholm and at Stockholm's Royal Opera. He
gives dignified and subtle performances,
intimate and confiding, beautifully scaled to
the material — the expressive manner is
reminiscent of Duke Bluebeard. The last
two, 'Alone with the sea' and ' Icannot come

RECORD OF THE MONTH
BEETHOVEN: Middle Period Quartets
Tokyo Qt
RCA RD 60462 (3CDs, 160m I5s)
I have drawn before the analogy of string
quartet playing today with the impersonal
hard surfaces in much modern architecture:
the glass, chrome and concrete of the Melos,
Alban Berg and Vermeer Quartets in Beethoven. The Tokyo Quartet made their mark in
the six 20th-century masterpieces of Bartok
1DG, overdue for reissue j. Peter Oundjian,
who began his training at the RAM, has been
leader since 1981, in place of Koichira
Harada.
l'o the ' middle period' works ( the CDs
place Op.7-i and 95 after the E- minor and C
major Quartets respectively) the Tokyo
restore some of the cultivation and softer
outlined elegance of the disbanded Quartetto Italiano: ie the analogy is more with
Robert Venturi's accommodating National
Gallery extension style. The sound quality
helps; hut RCA engaged Joanna Nickrenz and
Marc Aubort for these Princeton University
NJ sessions, so that's not surprising. ( Very
different sound from DG's Emerson recordings. ) The booklet notes, also helpful to our
understanding of the musical aims, incorporate the views of the quartet.
The recordings place the strings in an
ambient setting which allows ablend and an
appreciation of the space both in front of
and behind the group. Without obvious
close mies, instrumental separation and articulation become the full responsibility of
the performers. Dynamic range is as one
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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would experience it in a concert — cg the
cellist's pizzicati crescendi, piano to forte in
Op.59:3 ( ii), or the drop to pp from the big
chords which open Op.59:2. A good example of the expressive variety is afforded by
the closing fugue from that quartet and the
opening Allegro con brio from Op.59. In the
Rasoumovsky they aim for asound which is
'not too controlled', and achieve a kind of
(almost) roughness which is quite different
from their dry, severe attack in the F- minor.
Here, in Op.95 ( i), the contrast with lyrical
writing — akin to that in the Piano Sonata
Op.109 ( i) — is very subtly characterised.
The Tokyo create marvellous atmospheres
of mystery in slow introductions; take the
ppp before the final page Allegro in Op.95 —
how faithfully they adhere to the markings,
sempre p, leggieramente; and always what
they are doing is interesting. ( Iparticularly
enjoyed following the cello part in the
scores.)
There is a lovely account of the Molto
adagio of Op.59:2 — Kazuhide Isomoura: 'a
transfigured type of slow movement' — and
thrilling pacing and forward thrust in its
opening movement; a different kind of
energy permeates the Presto (iii) from the
'Harp'. For the first, and most expansive
Rasoumovsky, Beethoven wrote a slow
movement which with its constantly changing subdivision of the beat, varied in the
voices, must present the most extreme
difficulties in coordination.
At the same time the players must control
the overall shape and emotional expression;
for the first violinist there is then the closing

cadenza- like lead into the finale, with a
downward scale part for each of his colleagues to time precisely. Here, the playing
is exact and unsentimental. There is a
calculated reserve at the beginning of the
finale ( it has along way to go), where once
more Beethoven expects his material to be
set out sernpre p. Appropriately, CD1 is
entirely given over to this work, one of
Schubertian proportions, and surely here the
Tokyo Quartet measures up to anything the
Busch might have done in the 'golden age'?
(They eclispe the lindsays in this set, so far
as I am concerned.) A stimulating and
enduring group of performances: I would
not have anticipated the height of achievement from their earlier Schubert CDs. [A:1*]
Christopher Breunig
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reviews
to you are the most memorable. Von Bahr's
analogue recording has transferred in exemplary way to Cl) ( voice is placed just left of
centre). The songs are the pearl in this BIS
oyster. IA/B:2] [A:11 ChristopherBretinig
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet Op-95 (arr.
Mahler) D Grosse fuge, Op.133/
MOZART: Adagio & Fugue, K456
ECO/Tate
EMI CDC 749 9312 ( itim 18s)
This short programme echoes an I.P by Otto
Klemperer from 1956, which had Mozart's
Serenata notturna rather than Mahler's
transcription of Beethoven, recently sought
out by David Matthews in the archives 01 the
Vienna Philharmonic. ( Matthews was
encouraged by response to the composer's
arrangement of Schubert's ' Death and the
Maiden', also recorded by Tate — and now
other conductors. Mahler himself, although
convinced the Beethoven cried out for a
small string orchestra', gave just one performance in 1899 to a hostile reception.)
But the terseness of the F- minor Quartet is
what gives the work its essential character.
To have it blown to elephantine proportions
like this ... 1 admit that it is very well
presented here — though surcly the precipitate ( no pun intended) Pitt allego coda to
(iii) is patently unworkable — and gradually
one thaws even to the extent of enjoying it.
Certain paxs.ages, the middle section of (
the Allegretto agitato (iv), even sound
faintly Mahlerian — although Mahler only
added bass parts and varied dynamics in
moderation. Christmas crackers used to
contain ' novelties': this has about as much
intrinsic value.
As in Klemperer's Philharmonia version,
double- basses are used in the Beethoven
fugue, originally the Op.I 30 Quartet finale.
Tate follows a tradition, however dubious:
Weingartner recorded an orchestration of
the Hammer/driller Sonata; Toscanini
played the Adagio and Scherzo from op.] 35
with his NBC strings ( and an expanded
version of the Septet ); Bernstein wm deeply
affected by the Vienna Philharmonic strings'
performance of Op.131; Furtwängler, Kara-

jan, Marriner and Ansermet also recorded
Op.133. Tate's account is most likeable in
the first Meno mosso in the Fuga; his related
tempo for the following Allegro motto is
also convincing. ( It would have been nice to
have index points in this piece. ) But generally Iwondered what was the musical point
of it. There is efficiency, but the allegros
tend to sound rushed; such a colossal
project surely needs far more preparation
time than is nowadays feasible for recording
purposes. ( Even in the mono original,
Klemperer's recording, with its rock- like
integrity and far more beautiful string quality from the Philharmonia, is both thrilling
and a vindication.)
Technically, this strikes me as a better
Abbey Road sound than much of Jeffrey
'late's other ECO work has received. Growling basses are powerful in the Mozart Adagio
and upper strings incisive, yet not bright;
dynamic range is wide. Upper strings are
also clean in the Fugue. Mozart IA:11, Op.95,
[A:11 Op.133 11/31.
Christopher Breunig
BERNSTEIN: Candide
Soloists//S0 & Ch Bernstein
DG 429 734-2 (2C1)s, Il 1m

47s) also

Unravelling the permutations of score and
libretto that Bernstein's Candide have
undergone since its inception in 1954
perhaps even earlier, since Lilian Hellmann
is thought to have suggested it to Bernstein
in 19501 would tax the ingenuity of Hercule
Poirot himself. The fingers that have dipped
into book, lyrics and music, the passions
aroused by frustration and failure ( Hellmann
latterly refused even to mention the work)
would have brought asmile to the thin lips
of Voltaire and gladdened the heart of
Agatha Christie. Andrew Porter, in his notes
to the present, presumably definitive version, deftly unfolds the story and, not before
time, challenges the ideas that the 73 performances on Broadway constituted a ' disaster'. What was disastrous were the efforts of
well-wishers to revive the piece by mauling
it about, aprocess to which Bernstein to his
credit lent no hand.

This version, compiled by the composer
with the help of John Wells and recorded in
1989, ought to settle the textual arguments
once and fin-all and consign to the margin all
rival versions, the New York City Opera
recording under Nlauceri being the most
recent. Here we have the full text restored
and assigned to the proper characters, and
the music sparkles with an effervescence we
associate with the young Bernstein. Under
the stimulus of the often scabrous text
(where else is one to find a jaunty song
about syphilis?) the ailing composer seems
to have recovered his youth; and his cast, led
by Jerry iladley and June Anderson ( Candide and Cuncgonde) and splendidly supported by Bernstein's old friend Adolph
Green, a lugurbrious Pangloss, and Christa
Ludwig's Old Lady ( admittedly experiencing
sonic difficulty with the language) crystallize his intentions in a way that must have
made him wish his ' operetta' had hit the
boards of the Met instead of those of the
Martin Beck Theater way back in 1956.
There his 73 performances would have been
atriumph, and who knows what might have
happened? IA:1 * ]
ken ' tell; Dom met!
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto/BRUCH:
Violin Concerto 1 in g
llideko Ildagauyi ( 1
,
1n)IISO/Mackerras
Chandos CHAN 8974 ( 61 m 52s)
Recent interpretations of Brahms's Violin
Concerto have tended towards slowness —
particularly in the first movement. A most
successful exploitation of this approach
came from Xue Wei in his recent ASV
version. Although he took aflexible view of
phrasing, the breadth of tempo accommodated this without losing impulse. Breadth is
also a feature of IIdagawa's reading, and
Mackerras catches every inflection of the
soloist. He even parallels the slightly strict
lilt of the soloist when she refuses to
exaggerate the ' Hungarian lift' of the finale's
main theme.
I have often admired engineer Mike
Sheady's work, exciting, realistic immediacy
being a consistent feature: yet here the
sound is surprisingly general — a superbly
in- focus solo violin hut aset-back orchestral
sound ( it is impossible, for example, to
detect the precise stereo placement of the
brass and timpani ). Despite this, the orchestra gives more pleasure than did the 1.1 10
which seemed under par when accompanying Xue Wei. "Ille strength of lIdagawa's disc
lies more in the Bruck A lovely reading:
there is something very attractive about the
way in which she lets the surging melodies
of ( ii) unfold.
Xue Wei has recorded both works for ASV
(coupling Brahms with Mendelssohn and
Bruch with Saint-Saens 3 ). His is the recent
Brahms which says more than most, despite
some unsubtle orchestral playing — the
bland sound of the new Chanclos makes
Magma seem less positive although one
may uninhibitedly bask in the warmth of her
Bruch. [
11:11
Antony Hodgson
BRAHMS: Serenade 1/WAGNER: Siegfried
Idyll
ASM Cham Ens
Philips 426 298-2 ( 63m -i
7 s)
Once upon a time, conductors would play
four movements from this Brahms Serenade
as if it were a symphony ( Krips was one I
recall). Ithought perhaps the work would
become more popular in that way, hut it
never seemed to happen. The newest
(5:10515 1991
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approach however is Alan Boustead's reconstruction for nonet ( vIn/vIa/vIc/d-bsalt/ob/
clt/bsn/hrn). The arrangement is less highhanded than it may seem, for Brahms originally created much of the work in this form
and it was performed in this way in 1859.
Brahms subsequently destroyed the autograph of the Nonet, yet Bousted's re-creation
is so remarkably Brahmsian that it is difficult
to think of any moment where the scoring
would not have been acceptable to the

that this is by no means damaging. IA/l3:1]
Antony Hodgson
BRIDGE: Piano Sonata D Vignettes de
Marseilles D The Hour Glass D Capriccio
1 & 2 0 A Sea Idyll D Ecstasy
Kathryn Stott (pno)
Conifer CDCF 186 (" lm Iis)
BRIDGE:

String

Quartet

3/WALTON:

String Quartet
Endellion Qt
Virgin Classics VC 791 1962 ( 61m 38s)

composer.
Given the virtuosic yet sensitive playing of
this superb ensemble, there could be no
Magnificent performances and recordings of
better championship of Bousted's work. In
two of Frank Bridge's most far-seeing, questparticular, the two scherzi and the linked
ing masterworks. Completed in 1925, the
minuets are played with awonderful swingelegaic Piano Sonata predates the Third
ing rhythm which puts many an orchestral
Quartet by one year, and, in his excellent
performance to shame.
study on the composer, Antony Payne
The Siegfried Idyll is an ideal coupling.
clearly regards the piece as the first fully
The performance — more swiftly flowing
fledged expression of Bridge's challenging
than many, and very firmly-structured —
new mature style, astyle which, stemming as
becomes areal showpiece for this ensemble.
it does from a profitable exploration and
The quality of the strings is gracious
study of those momentous musical upheavthroughout.
The question remains: does the Brahms - als on the continent, immediately sets him
apart from the more conservative English
lover want to hear such gorgeous orchestrafigures of his own generation.
tion reduced to chamber music? For me the
This is a mightily impressive work, some
orchestration is part of the music, but if you
half an hour plus in duration, whose three
can accept the nonet's mild approximation
linked movements encompass avast range of
of that first wonderful tutti, maybe this is for
enuitions, from the turbulent anguish of ( i),
you. Try playing it as a background to
passing through the poignant distillations of
cultured conversation — Brahms buffs will be
(ii) — aslow, sad interlude containing some
bewildered. IYes. Icaught it on the radio,
of the most touching music the composer
and was 'thrown' for some minutes... Mus
ever penned — to the very final bars where
Ed. I [A*/A:1*/1]
Anton.yHodgson
Bridge the pacifist gives profoundly moving
utterance to his own feelings of quiet
BRAHMS: Ein Deutsdhes Requiem
despair at the futility of conflict ( the score
Lott/W!son Johnson/LSO & Chill ickox
bears a dedication to Bridge's young comChandos CHAN 8942 ( 74m 08s)
poser friend Ernest Farrar — a victim of the
Great War).
Dark, serious, always slow- moving and
Kathryn Stott proves a passionately
recorded weightily in agenerously resonant
inspired advocate. As ever with this superb
acoustic, this presentation ( which takes
performer, this is playing of a most exalted
eight minutes longer than the recent John
level of keyboard accomplishment, and the
Eliot Gardiner) makes no apology for
Brahms's longueurs. In the great blocks of wholly rapt empathy she evinces towards
this repertoire lends aquite special intensity
chords punctuating the bass solo in ( iii) or
and magnetism to her admirably recorded
the low-lying pedal sequences of ( vii), the
collection. She is no less persuasive in the
changes of texture fold smoothly one upon
shorter pieces that comprise the remainder,
another. There is no resin on celli or basses
as cheeklily flirtatious in the glittering braand no way of telling where timpani rolls
vura of the Capriccio No.1 from 1905
begin or end — only the warm woodwind are
(Bridge's first published work for the piano )
in something like precise focus.
as she is acutely perceptive in the haunted,
All this could be adisaster in asymphony,
Irelandesque musings of the 1920 suite The
but here, since the superb diction of the
Hour Glass. This is an altogether marvellous
chorus etches the melody lines so well, the
CD. 1A/A*:11
dark cushion of support sounds rather
Fine achievement though the Piano Sonata
appropriate.
is, if anything the Third Quartet of 1926
Assisted by two eloquent soloists, Richard
surpasses it in stylistic maturity and techHickox controls this great Brucknerian
nical fluency; indeed, Bridge's writing for
edifice with unhurried reverence ( incidenthis tricky medium is outstandingly assured
tally, the pictures of the conductor and the
and confident — words which also aptly
young Brahms have striking similarities).
describe the Endellion's inspirational realizaThe booklet notes over- labour their denigration of this searching score. Like the Sonata,
tion of Brahms's age which still liked to
this too is a work of real anguish and pain,
imagine apre-ordained link between art and
yet suffused with a tender introspection in
divinity', yet such aphilosophy still lives and
many of its quieter havens, above all in the
is not troubled by the agnostic Brahms
half- lit coda to the ambitious Finale ( which
choosing to compose liturgical music.
draws together the threads running through
Light relief scarcely goes beyond a fugue
the whole work in a most satisfying way). I
in ( iii) and ( vi) and even the impact of the
do hope that the overwhelming artistic
moment of light-hearted pizzicati towards
success of this venture will now persuade
the end of ( iv) is understated.
the Endellion and Virgin Classics to give us a
In all, Hickox's performance is much in
tune with Grieg's view of the composer: 'a much- needed new version of Bridge's even
more masterly Fourth Quartet.
landscape torn by mists and clouds, in which
The exhilarating Walton Quartet ( still
Ican see ruins of old churches as well as of
underrated today ) makes an ideal foil. DrawGreek temples — that is Brahms'.
ing as it does upon huge reserves of rhythAs for the recording, I have to note its
mic vitality and melodic fecundity, this has
extreme lack of orchestral immediacy, yet in
the context of the performance Imust stress always struck me as an enormously appeal-
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ing creation; certainly, the opening Allegro
is amongst the best of Walton, whilst the
slow movement radiates athoroughly heartwarming serenity. As in the Bridge, the
kindly acoustic of St Martin's East Woodhay,
in deepest Berkshire, adds enticing lustre to
what is acharacteristically first-rate product
from the experienced Keener/Clements
team, and once again the Endellion perform
with total dedication. A wonderful coupling.
LA*/A:1*/11
Andreu ,Achenbach
BRITTEN: Serenade
Frank Bridge
Variations D Simple Symphony
Peter Schreier ( ten)/Peter DaMM (hr,:)/
Slovak CO/Warchal
Opus RRCD 1313 ( 64m 05s ) Rare Records
In ' Playful Pizzicato' Bohdan Warchal directs
a drastic slowing for the middle section,
making it more bucolic than I have ever
heard. He's certainly not been listening to
Britten's ECO recording, and he gives the
'Sentimental Sarabande' passionate expression that clashes similarly with the composer's frosty manner. The Slovak string players
clearly love the warmth of sonorities Britten
invites, as they see it: the twangy resonance
of bass pizzicatos. I liked equally their
response to Simple Symphony and the
Frank Bridge Variations.
But Ithink Schreier may be suspected of
studying Peter Pears's I96irecording of the
Serenade— he even repeats Pears's failure to
sound the '
ch' in ' on benches all are sat' in
Pastoral (though clearly enunciated in his
older record under Goossens). One might
have expected something special of this
singer, but alas the English diction is little
better than that of the Spanish tenors!
Vocally he makes some beautiful and some
grating sounds; the sincerity is finally scuppered by dips into Welsh or rep. theatrical
'Anglo German'. Peter Damm is stunningly
accurate — and this is the more remarkable
since he opts for avalveless horn ( albeit East
European in timbre ). This disc is acuriosity
almost throughout; but it is too communicative and alive to reject. Frank Bridge
'Romance' offers a fair sampling of intonation quality and idiom. IA:2/4]
Christopher Breunig
BRITTEN: Nocturne, Op.60/MAHLER: 3
Rückert Lieder El Lieder emes fahrenden Gesellen
Robert 7'ear ( ten)/Thomas Allen (bar)/ECO/
Tate
EMI CDC 749 9432 ( 56m ()6s)
Britten's continuous song cycle, with seven
instrumental obbligati and strings, was
recorded by Pears and the LSO under the
composer's direction in 1960, two years
after its Leeds Festival premiere. Mecca's
sound was quite superb in analogue form.
On CD it is coupled with Les Illuminations/
Serenade — 417 153-2) The dedication to
Alma Mahler underlines the link in this finely
intepreted programme, although Britten's
Op.60 is especially Mahlerian. Not everyone
wants to be put in mind of Britten's mother
and, artistically, Robert Tear in parts eclipses
Pears here. He avoids the preciosity of his
Coleridge ' Encinctur'd with a twine of
leaves', for instance, bringing more variety of
voice colouring and dynamics to its delicate
setting; and ' Midnight's bells', with its cats,
mice and howling dogs becomes a thing of
gentle humour ( Pears made that all seem
desperately serious). More than that, Tear
captures the sense of stillness of night, the
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clement enhanced by the attractive resonance of Frankfurt's Alte Oper. It is good to
hear Bruckner recorded in spacious surroundings, especially as Teldee are able to
achieve a sense of scale whilst retaining
admirable detail - notably in the woodwind.
Where in Chailly's recording the hrass,
especially trumpets, tended to overpower.
Inbal holds them in natural balance both
within their section and against the other
instruments.
A noticeable characteristic of 1111)es conducting is his consistent tendency to relax
the music before a new melodic idea
emerges. This is not only [ rue when he
signals second subjects ( or, this being
Bruckner, third or fourth) hut also in the
Scherzo - rather in it ecable at Inbal's basically lively tempo. Nevertheless. this splendid symphony is made to sound grand. Inlial,
the high- priest of ' authentic* Bruckner,

tiCIISC Of confusion in the dark, as felt by Man.
(irovesS production ( Mark Vigars engineer
it is amply spacious. with more ambience
than one expects of Abbey Road, and realistic . ridait( inships between voice, strings and
the solo instruments. Of ci > urse. all credit tu
Tate L( ) kir thi. balance. There is none of
the Duc( ch se- up and fade of strings at the
end ( it tin -. econd stanza of Owen's lament
for young n11111S ut the Great War. Here it

must be said that Tear - perhaps over- fussy
with the text - doesn't quite match the
uncanny diction and ' parlando' of Pears
nor, before that, the shocking intensity of
.
sleep no more ., the c li max of the Wordsworth).
Thomas :Mien brings dignity, pained resignatnni to ' Ich bin der \"' eIt' a ravishing
accompaniment leads to the conclusion that
this is perhaps the must accomplished
recorded interpretation we have had. INote
to FMI: the horn player deserved a booklet
credit as much as cor anglais! I ln Mahler'.
'Wayfarer' the writing may occasionally ta\
the voice. but Allen's performance scores in
its care for the poetry. His is avery intimate
account ( and pri)perly M> ). Take, for ii1.1
ance, at the end of ( ii). ' No. Ithink nothing
can blossom for me': it really docs miund like
arueful thinking- al> nid, making us the cavesdroppers. And the last si mg is must beautifully tknie. ' l'aies oreln -stra I think only
disappoints ( nice ( they haven't that quality
unique to the ' Pt,) in Mahler, hut arc
convincingly inside the idiom ): the few bars
alter the lirs.
tsection ut ( ni). ' Oh %'eh!' are a
shade skimpy. Incidentally. Allen sings an
extra phrase, not in my Eilenberg Fdition. at
one bar before 1201. Das schneides so tier
Fischer-Dieskau's two recordings. the Norman Haitink. and laniccig 1k nuit include it:
Prey's with Haitink. Vint st:nle's with Davis
dinft.
Recording quality
Britten. IA*:1•1

mirrors that in the
Christophe,' Brenn ig

BRUCKNER: Symphony '0'
Fratilffiert KNO tuba!
Teldec 2292-46330-2 ( on) I9s)
The oliviims computs( m is with Chailly«.
Berlin Radio Symphony version for Decea.
which has the advantage of also including
the ° coenure in ( i
minor. The overall feel of
the new Inbal is one of greater warmth - an
III
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could he said to take aromantic view of the
music ( is it he who also adds one or two
soultid groans at passionate moments?). The
outcome is certainly stature- enhancing and
the orchestra plays with conviction throughout. Only the rather weighty string pianissimo passages remind one that there are
greater orchestras.
Iprefer Chailly's firmer contours, hut both
sonically and interpretatively Inbal does
more to elevate this neglected work to that
state of acceptance which Bruckner refused
to acknowledge himself. jA:1/2]
Anlonyllodgsan
BRUCKNER: Symphony 4
.\DR Oru/ , n'and
RCA RD 60784 ( 66m Fis)

CLASSICAL
COPLAND: El Salon Mexico H Clarinet
Concerto fi Music for the Theatre I1
Connotations
Stanley Drucker ( c11)/,V)PO/Itentstein
DG 431 672-2
6s)
Quite like old times! Bernstein black with his
old orchestra in front of an audience ( not
heard ) playing music by the American composer he most admired. It was so like
reliving the past that it seemed necessary to
confirm that it n'as all recent - 1989 to be
precise. Only Bernstein's panygeric printed
as a foreword to the booklet is of the past
(19 - s)
but it is still relevant, to judge by the
fervency of performances which reach out
beyond the loudspeakers and lift the listener
bodily out of the scat. Especially (,'( mitait, lions, that so-called ' thorny' quasi- serial
piece with which Bernstein inaugurated the
present recording venue ( Avery Fisher, previously Philharmonie Hall) in 1962. This,
despite Copland's own performance of it, is
clectrifving and comes across as fresh as if it
cre again being premiered. Bernstein's
vitality in the face of bis own physical
decline is little short of miracolous. and ()ne
gets the impression that in each of the four
works in this concert he was rediscovering
music he had known and enthusiastically
promoted during the half- century the two
men had known one another. Drucker's
performance of the concerto is all of apiece
with this - he was the principal clarinet of
the NYPO in Bernstein's heyday :citer all.- and
the . too had a rapport which works superbly here. As a cross-section of Coplanes
varied career this couic' scarcely be bet'
tered; it certainly could not he played with
greater conviction. IA:1 * I
KennethIhnnmett

When reviewing Abbado's VPO recording
(Julie ' 91 ) 1added it to the ' big league' of
GLAZUNOV: Scènes de ballet, Op.52 I1
recorded Fourths together with Bohm.
From the Middle Ages, Op.79/11.1ADOV: A
Jochum, Karajan, Klemperer. and Wand's
Ntusical Snuffbox, Op.32
earlier version. Now Günter Wand has
added a newer recording to his admirable
Chandos CHAN 8804 ( 53m 5- s) also MC
198 Cologne Radio dise. This ' live' version
from April 1990 is very similar in interpreta Jiirvi has always had asoft spot for this sort of
lion but even more exciting in sound. The
colourful, off- beat repertoire. and as ever he
old German 1larmonia N1undi was well
galvanises his Scottish players into some
balanced. but the onslaught of full orchestra
big-hearted. warmly communicative playing.
in the new RCA is thrilling.
In the narrative suite From flic Middle Ages
'Ibert: is clearly no doubt in Wand's mind
there's plenty for Glazunov devotees to get
as to his interpretation - tempi are very
their teeth into, ni> st notably a lively
ch •se. Thelhewer version is a mere hairsScherzo ( arather playful * Dance id I
kath', as
breadth taster, but it was possible to run the
it turns out) as well as a rousing Finale
old dise against the new CD in parallel for
entitled * The Crusaders', which incorporates
minutes at a time before they drifted apart,
some agreeably spectacular military pomp
and this also displayed how similar were the
(here the sumptuous Caird Hall acoustic
subtleties of balance. Abuse all. Wanes
really comes into its own ). These Scènes de
sense of toward progress is everywhere
ballet arc also highly engaging: their meloe‘ ident. Even in the trio of the Scherzo
dit . appeal is undeniable and Glazunov
Which, with Wand, is slower than most, the
c..linit us thcm with liberal don( ms of his
rhythm remains strong and purposeful.
accustomed felicitous Ore hcy,t rai cokmr.
Compare Abbado, who is swifter here yet
Hardly great music, granted. but %vomies-allows the tempo to droop at the end of each
fully diverting and superbly crafted. Incidenphrase.
tally, liadov's enchanting ti) .shop miniature
Inevitably \Valley, sense of purpose makes
(what indelibly piquant scoring!) is chara triumphant success of the finale: its dispamingly donc t> o. although the balance is too
rate elements are welded together in ime
close to convey its true delicacy properly.
tremendous sweep.
An undemanding collection. but none the
On the whole this is a broad interpretawo rse ti wthat . IA/A*:111 AndrewAthenbach
tion - though overall faster than Abbado's
and with just that extra impetus iii (
The
GRANADOS: Goyescas ( complete) 11
most thrilling moment is when gigantic
Allegro de Concierto/FALLA: Tres Obras
power is unleashed at the end of ( i
). the
Desconcidas
most touching the gentle. unsentimental
Cristina ( hW: ( hm))
close to ( ii ). As a recording this is excepCollins Classics 1136-2 ( 66m I2s
filmai for apublic performance. It does not
have quite a dynamic range of the Abbado
Cristina Ortiz's debut on the Collins Classics
but it displays deeper bass and is overwhellabel is an auspicio Ris one. And althinigh her
mingly spacious in tutti. IA/B:11
performance of (. ranados's masterpiece. his
Antony 1ladgsou
115
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infinitely rich and intricate Goyescas, hardly
compares with the transcendental technical
command and poetic acuteness of Alicia de
Larrocha ( her third recording, this time on
RCA, has just arrived for review), her playing
is nonetheless warmly affectionate, fluent
and vivacious. The gloriously exuberant
Allegro de Concierto, too, finds her at her
best, creating a sort of nimbus or sparkling
haze round the brilliant outlines of this
virtuoso charmer, and demonstrating apedal
technique that is exceptionally free and
imaginative. However, for her final trump
card Miss Ortiz gives us a real surprise:
Falla's Tres Obras Desconcidas, published 34
years aller his death and containing among
other things a Cancion which blossoms
from Satie like beginning into atrue expressive fullness, and a wildly eccentric but
hypnotic arrangement of the 'Song of the
Volga Boatmen' ( a near Alkanesque oddity,
this). All three pieces are given with a most
engaging musical commitment, and the
recordings are excitingly bold and realistic
throughout. [A:2]
Bryce Morrison
MAGNARD: Symphonies 1 & 3
Toulouse Capita
Orch/Plasson
EMI CDC 754 0152 (71m 07s)
It would be nice to report that Magnard's
youthful first symphonic essay was an undiscovered masterpiece, but, the engagingly
early Presto apart, it's pretty unmemorable,
sturdy stuff, I'm afraid. 'flic Third is a
different matter however: this contains
much that is genuinely inspired. Of its four
well-proportioned movements the most
striking are undoubtedly the second ( entitled ' Danses' — an enjoyable scherzo in
bracing open-air manner) and subsequent
'Pastorale', adrowsy. idyllically serene landscape. The best of Magnard is to be found in
his magnificent, noble Fourth Symphony, but
the Third is also deserving of any serious
Francophiles acquaintance — I for one
would often turn to it as a worthwhile
alternative to those line symphonies by his
contemporaries Dukas or Chausson.
Like Ernest Ansermet before him, Michel
Masson is an eminently sympathetic guide
through this still under-appreciated terrain
(this CD rounds off what has been a most
valuable recorded cycle from French EMI),
and, some occasional violin strain apart, the
Toulouse orchestra perfiirms with much
keen vigor. EMI's recording, too, could do
with more refinement and depth, hut it's a
reasonably satisfying sound nonetheless.
IA/B:11
Andrew Achenbach
MAHLER: Symphony 5
RLPOIMackeiras
EMI CD-EMCC 2164 (70m 08s) also MC
Chandos CHAN 8829 (70m 29s) also MC
Mackerras and the RI.P0 give a well- honed,
scrupulously prepared account of Mahler 5,
hacked up by aclear, if not ideally ambient
Keener/Clements production ( this doesn't
'feel' like Liverpool's spacious Philharmonic
Hall to me). however, there's aprice to pay
for such a nicely delineated, honest- togoodness display: the emotional temperature remains stubbornly low, lacking that
extra lift and thrusting swagger at climactic
moments heard on those memorable ' live'
readings from the excellent Inhai ( Denon)
or Bernstein ( 1)6) — a positively seismic
account with the VP() in full cry ( remember
that remarkable 1987 Prom?). Yet the Liverpool strings bring a most affecting tenderHUN NEWS & RECORD REVIENV
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ness to the Adagietto, with some beautifully
tapered phrasing, whilst the rollocking
Rondo- Finale's homeward sprint has plenty
of head- spinning excitement. And Ialso very
much liked the cocky relish displayed by
RIP() woodwind in the score many bucolic by-ways try the start of ( v'eor example:
Jarvi, on the other hand, reveals agreater
degree of temperamental involvement with
this music than does Mackerras, and the SN()
play with considerable enthusiasm and drive
(roistering horns throughout). Here too,
though, the atmosphere is just too wellregulated, too literal. In ( iv) Jarvi's conception somehow misses out on the ' inner'
quality of the venerable old NPO/Barhirolli
set; elsewhere orchestral textures incline to
diffuseness in the lusciously ample surroundings of Dundee's Caird Hall. Not that
there's much seriously awry with the Estonian's often vivid account — Imerely miss
the sense of adventure and interpretative
idiosyncracy provided by great Mahler
exponents like Klemperer, Kuhelik or ( latterly) Bernstein.
Incidentally, Bernstein's uniquely powerful 1)6 recording is available at mid-price.
For what it's worth, both these newcomers
rate IA:1/2).
Andrew Achenbath
MOZART: Piano Concerto in C, K467 El
in B
K595
COL/Murray Perahia (pnoldir)
Sony Classical CD 46485
Murray Perahia's justly celebrated earlier set
of the complete Mozart Piano Concertos for
CBS ' newly boxed on 12CDs] are now
complemented by these new performances,
given with the Chamber Orchestra of
Europe rather than the ECO. If anything
Perahia has refined and clarified his reading
still further, and combines his truly extraordinary finish with an increased depth and
strength of musical purpose. The phrasing is
as supple and elegant as ever and the passage
work glistens with aclarity that excludes the
sort of mannered détaché that still passes for
authentic Mozart style in some circles.
Perahia's own cadenza in the first movement
of K467 is wonderfully witty, and the late
Rudolf Serkin's more familiar contribution to
the finale is no less apt and exhilarating.
recordings are not ideally focused,
and in K5tig the miking is surely too close
(though Perahia's performance is so
uncannily perfect in detail that it easily
withstands such clinical scrutiny). Major/
minor alternations, like the rapid change of
clouds and sunshine, prompt atruly mercurial subtlety and the slow movements of
both Concertos are discreetly and stylishly
embellished. Throughout one is simply left
to marvel at an artist — a true Prince of
pianists — who achieves so much with such
economy. Nothing is ' prettified', nothing
inflated; the presentation is flawless, crystalline yet deeply personal. Admirers of this
artist will enjoy comparing these performances with his earlier recordings ( subtly hut
unmistakably different ) and also with other
treasurable accounts: Annie Fisher's of K-167,
and Kempffs of K595. [
8:11
Bryce Morrison
MOZART: Piano Concerto in

K450 Ell

in D, K451
Mitsuko Uchida (pno)/ECO/Tate
Philips 426 305-2 (45m 58s)
At the end of the bicentenary year, will we
be any more decided as to what constitutes
good Mozart interpretation? These perform-

CLASSICAL
ances impressed me as certainly among the
finest in this progressing cycle, and Iwas
surprised to find them described elsewhere
as ' pretty', ' more than a little cosy'.
K450 is the one that Leonard Bernstein
smothered with affection in his VPO/Decca
recording; Uchida and Tate I would say
strike a just balance between underexpression and sentimentality in the
Andante. ' 1"he theme has something of a
hymn- like solemnity, but here the movement is taken at a flowing pace which still
allows for some decoration to the solo part.
(In the ' Mozart Edition' Brendcl/ASM take
6m 16s, against 4m 55s here; Perahia/ECO
lie midway. ) The stylish finale follows almost
without a break.
How many concert pianists offer the D
major? Yet, finale excepted, it is one of the
most attractive of the set. In ( i), the piano
part has acertain urgency which offsets the
festive orchestral writing — someone hurrying to the Mad Hatter's tea-party. Tate and
Uchida give the wistful Andante ( what a
haunting string phrase to begin with, first
echoed quite plainly here by Uchida) a
certain formality. Perahia sees things quite
differently: his ECO almost whisper the
opening material, and duration at 7m 21s is
1m 22s longer than on Philips. This,
however, brings aunity to the two Andantes
(completion of K451 followed seven days
after that of K-450).
The Rondo is a relatively weak Mozart
finale ( one which Robbins Landon says is
strongly influenced by Haydn), without
much to offer by way of thematic material.
Perhaps on the lighter contemporary instruments a whirlwind Allegro di molto could
have impressed Viennese audiences. Brendel
and Marriner promise rather more gaiety
than they ultimately realize; Tate and tchida
are lighter and more consistent. (;eza Anda,
in his 1)6 set, is perhaps more charmingly
effective than any of these. IA:11
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Divertimento K334 111 Flute
Quintet K577 D Andante for Mechanical
Organ K616 D Adagio and Rondo for
Glass Harmonica K617
Jean-Pierre Rampal 0101Pasquier Trio/
Ensemble
Sony Classical CD 47230 (62m 32s)
The philosophy here seems to he: ' if one
runs out of authentic Mozart in this Mozart
year, try the known arrangements; failing
that arrange the music anyway'.
The famous K334 for two violins, viola,
bass and two horns has first violin replaced
by flute and bass by cello. Because of the
favourable balance the flute comes over very
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much as a solo instrument. This means that
the colouring becomes monotonous and
pleasure is confined to the skilful playing,
although even here the sudden slowing for
the first trio section of ( v) is very clumsy.
The Flute Quintet' K5 — is an arrangement of the soprano aria Al desio, di chi
t'adora' - pleasant, tuneful and well-played
but very ' Palm-Court' in effect. K616 is a
legitimate arrangement, since most transfers
from mechanical organ are acceptable. Here
flute, oboe and cello are used and make an
elegant sound, although the oboe is somewhat underhalanced.
The Adagio and Rondo is presented in
original form, except that acelesta replaces
those part- filled glasses, caressed with the
fingertips, which so delighted 18th- century
audiences.
All in all asurfeit of trifles. Magnificently as
Rampal plays, the flute tone seems predictable after a while - but Isuspect that the
sharp focus on this instrument was intentional. Vet again, Sony have failed to keep
hall- atmosphere between movements, but
otherwise most things sparkle pleasantly.
Not a disc to sit down to for serious
listening, but it might go well as background
for a barbecue. Lifozart on the spit? - Mus
Ed. IIB:1/21
Anton.)
,Hodgson
MOZART: Arias
Felicity 1.011 Isoppl.MP/Glover
ASV ÈDA 683 ( 65m 38s)
Felicity Lott prefaces her recital with Eyedlate, jubilate, which hardly counts as one or
even three arias, and might with advantage
have made way for some less familiar pieces.
But the performance is so attractive that it is
pernicketty to complain. Unlike Studer,
whose recital of operatic arias just released
!Philips - reviewed August1 seems designed
specifically to demonstrate her power not
only to command awide range of emotions
but to dominate alarge stage, Lott's performance is more contained, more intimate - a
discussion between individuals on such matters as love and death, rather than a public
and hortatory declamation about them. Her
singing in 'Vado, as dove', ' Chi sa, chi sa, chi
sa qual sia' and
sanft' for example,
illustrates these qualities perfectly. The
voice caresses the words with restrained and
tender sadness; beautifully modulated,
everything is clear, enhanced by Glover's
sensitive handling of the orchestra, and, in
1.ungi da te from' Mithridate (a rare and
worthy inclusion in such recitals), by the
solo horn playing of Christopher Newport.
IA:1(*)I
Kenneth Dommell
PROKOFIEV: Symphony 5 11 The Meeting of the Volga and the Don
Phi/ride/pi/la/Mull
Philips 432 083-2 ( 59m 22s)
When Hungarian émigré conductors were
pre-eminent in America in the '60s ( Dorati,
Ormandy, Reiner, Szell), Prokofiev 5 was
one of the showpiece works for recording though no-one surpassed Koussevitzky's colourful Boston
made three months after
the 19.15 11S premiere. This new Philips is
the only current representation of an American orchestra tin Cl); it comes with a
state-commissioned work for large orchestra: not ' university professor falls in river'
but in celebration of a 1951 canal link.
Prokofiev brings his own tongue-in-cheek
style to this lestive poem', which makes a
perfect complement to the symphony sharing the same trumpet-dominant, forward
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movement and those rolling. expanding
dynamics ( use of piano and wood block
too). The measured ' big tune', prettified
with twinkling celesta, may be hard to
swallow, but Prokoliev redeems the piece
with a brazen finality, a slower- moving
counterpart to that in the scherzo of this
symphony. The Meeting is sumptuously
played.
Muti would seem to be the right man for
Symphony 5, too. ( Before him, Ormandy left
two excellent Philadelphia recordings - that
from 19 -'
7 as equally deserving CD transfer
by RCA as their Slatkin/St louis Fifth. ) If only
the hair-raising intensity of the final coda the pistons of Prokofiev's ' infernal machine'
full steam, that bizarre dream-like ' backwards replay' with strings reduced to solo,
then the hammering two- bar crescendo to//
- was typical! But Muti's Fifth is ultimately
heartless in its calculated efficiency; while
the music is mechanistic or cynical, the
smoothly accurate surfaces begin to impress.
but when lyricism/optimism should shine
thrt nigh the effect is cold. The Scherzo
passage from 1-181. with brass staccato quavers and an acceleration back to Alkgro
marcaln 1Si1 is curiously bland, relaxed
rather than menacing - compare jarvi's
smouldering embers. Or Koussevitzky, who
shot straight through this at tremendous
pace: 7Ill -0)s, against Milt I sin 50s. ( Bernstein discounted his iliciittiCs example
there. )
With a Bitstream player I thought the
sound treacly; with the Stax decoder one
can appreciate the fully- textures without
impairment of clarity. Symphony IA/B:1(3)1,
a disappointment; Me Meeting IA:11.
Christopher Brett ig
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to be found in Stassevich, not in Palmer but it does serve as a bulwark of the new
structure. Imiss only the splendid theatrics
of Stassevich's narrator ( the imposing Boris
Morgunov on the Mini set ), at least in the
scene where Ivan comes close to death. It
was written as a melodrama, like Grieg's
death of Ase, and as amelodrama it ought to
be heard.
Still, at least jiirvi makes the Philharmonia
strings, especially the hard- worked doublebasses, sing their hearts out here. Generally,
it is a lightning reading compared to the
thunder of Muti. Chandos capture the high
frequencies - piccolos and xylophones in
the fire sequence, football whistles added
(presumably at the maestro's instigation ) to
bolster the frightening bolt-whistles of the
oprichniki - with confidence. There is less
opulence both in jârvi's approach and in tlie
Chandos sound ( St Jude's) than we have
come to expect from the SN( ) Prokofiev, and
slightly tighter ensembles: an interesting
comparison can be made with jiirvi's recording of the Polonaise in its Boris form ICI IAN
81 - 21, which is altogether more expansive.
'Ibis is sardonic, as benefits music for Eisenstein's ironic look at the ( atholic court.
Linda Finnic once again provides an amazingly Slavic flavour to the contralto solos,
and the chorus is impeccable - not least in
its hummed reprise of the great 'Tartar
steppes' theme, the tulle that turned into the
anthem of War and Peace. If only there had
been room for Palmer's skilful suite of music
from that opera, we would llave been able to
hear the melody fully celebrated. Hopefully
it will crop up on another instalment of
Prokofiev.IA*/A: 1*/11
David Nice
RAVEL: Piano Concerto in G l Piano
Concerto for the left hand El Le Tombeau de Couperin ( piano version)
Oussel limopl,BSORattle
EMI CDC 754 1582 ( bun 51s)

PROKOFIEV: Ivan the Terrible - concert
scenario by Christopher Palmer
1. inda Finnic ( con)/,Vikila Storejer ( bass)/
Philharmonia &
Chandos CHAN 8977 ( 59m 06s)
Chandos's cover claims for the premiership
ought to be clearer: this is the first recording
of anew performing version by Christopher
Palmer, a very different affair from the
'oratorio' pieced together by Abram Masse vieil, and recorded by the same orchestra 13
years ago in less lightweight days with
Riccardo Muti. The jewels of Palmer's gleaning are the Polonaise for the IS dish court
(salvaged by Prokofiev from music to an
abortive Meyerhold production of Pushkin's
Boris Godunor, here serving as an intermezzo between the two most inscaped
movements of the ' scenario') and tiltclimactic sequence of Eisenstein's Part Two
where Ivan sends the feeble Vladimir to his
murder in the cathedral. It would have had
even greater impact with the original music
of the Oprichnik Oath which it transforms -

Cecile Ousset, an alternately celebrated and
maligned virtuoso, is perhaps understandably more at home in this Ravel recital than
in her Tchaikovsky and Schumann Concerto
disc, also reviewed this 111(111111. Here, her
playing, while occasionally bald and impersonal, is often magisterial, lucid and articulate. l'ou may look in vain for the sort of
colouristic magic of an Argerich or a Nlie1
langeli in the G major Concerto, but you will
surely relish the absence of all ' personalized'
or preening mannerisms, all artifice ( Michelangeli's relentless desynchronizations in the
Adagio, for example). Tempi are sensible
rather than volatile, but the cadenza
unwinds with the sort of musical ease and
maturity that only a highly experienced
Ravelian could achieve. Miss Ousset's musicianship in the Adagio is unfailing and her
response to one of Ravel's supreme inspirations is both poised and evocative. Her
transparency, too, in Le Tombeau de
Couperin will be the envy of other more
cluttered, less assured artists; and throughout this superb suite she is fluent and robust,
if less affectionate than others - notably in
her brisk and business- like way with the
Forlane. In the Left Hand Concerto she again
sets her store by absolute fidelity to the text,
combining a power and projection which,
while sometimes less than imaginative, carry
their own unmistakable conviction and
authority. Simon Rattle's participation,
altogether more flexible and involving than
his soloist's is, perhaps. the high spot of this
exceptionally well produced disc. IA:21
firi.ceMorrison
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Nikolai Demiclenko (photo: Clive Barda)

Mendelssohn ( having received the rediscovered manuscript from Schumann ) gave the
first performances of this work at the Leipzig
(iewandhaus. Masurs somewaht cosy
account of the 'Great C major' will be
familiar to London audiences, but 1believe
this is the very first recording by the
Gewandhaus Orchestra — Konwitschny
(19-19-6-1), fur instance, made his with the
Czech Philharmonic. Yet this belated 'act of
homage', as John Warrack's booklet note has
it, to my ears carries no real sense of
occasion. And, given the astonishing triviality of Schubert's lead- back to the finale
exposition ( and that for the first-movt is
hardly inspired ), Iam not even convinced
that, fashionable for recording, the allrepeats form is best.
The orchestral playing has a comfortable,
accommodating spread, with power like the
roar of a bull in fortissimos with brass and
timpani; the woodwind tonal blend can
occasionally seem soured. Cultivated and
munded, the pert( rmance observes dynamic subtleties — but are many insights
afforded the listener? lbere's no suggestion
of terror, for instance, at the awesome
climax to ( ii); instead, the music calmly
picks up where it left off ( I would not
suggest that Furtwiingler's Ninth should be
copied today but, extreme as it was, it
explored and set out both the construction
and emotional possibilities of the symphony
in a way not even hinted at here.)
With fewer scherzo repeats, those in outer
movements discounted, and a flatter, less
sumptuous orchestral recording, Bernstein's
'live' version DGI nevertheless offers a far
more involving experience — in spite of a
few jerky. snatched details and wilful tempo
changes. As well, the timbres of the Amsterdam Concertgebotaw are better suited to
English taste than those of the Leipzig
Orchestra. IA:2/3]
ChristopherBrennig

SCRIABIN: Sonata-Fantasy 2, Op.19 D 6
Studies (0p.8 & Op.42) 0 Four Pieces,
Op.51 II Sonata 9 El Vers la flamme,
Op.72/PROKOFIEV: Visions fugitives,
Op.22
Nikolai Demidenko (Imo)
Conifer CDC 204 ( 73m 13s)
It would be hard to overpraise these perfOrmances. Indeed, so distinguished, so consistently illuminating are they that they
make one forget the unsatisfactory, miscellaneous nature of the programme.
111-F1 NEWS & RIX:0111Y REVIEW
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New recordings are imminent by
Jonathon Plowright and Gordon FergusThompson of the Second and Ninth Sonatas
respectively, but they will have to be exceptional to measure up to Demidenko, whose
opening to the Second, in particular, is
memorably rapt and mysterious, and whose
colour and refinement surely make him an
altogether more compelling and warmhearted player than many of his more
celebrated compatriots ( Mikhail Money*,
for example ). Decorative passages are spun
off with an enviable leggiero, and the finale
of tlic Second Sonata can rarely have been
given with such sheerly musical virtuosity.
Die same is true of the selection of
Etudes; and Vers la flamme again combines
brilliance and restraint to an ideal degree. In
Prokofiev's Visions fugitives Dcmidenko
loses no opportunity to characterize each
piece — each fleeting impressi(m — with
10, 12, 1J
boldness and individuality ( try
and 17 for prime examples or his artistry).
No-one has surely equalled Richter in the
feroce of 28, but Dcmidenko is aclose rival,
and his concentrated command and temperamental affinity for such music are total. The
recordings are outstanding, so this is a
triumphant debut from aclearly exceptional
pianist. Demidenko's next record will be of
the Four Chopin Scherzi. IA*:11
Bryce Morrison
•Pletner's photo,
attributed
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SUR: Asrael
RIPOIPesek
Virgin Classics VC 791 2212 ( 62m 09s)
Suk's Asrael is a nienuirial of magnificient
proportions and heroic restraint. Given the
age and circumstances of its conception,
such qualities speak highly of the composer's integrity. The dark nobility of its opening is sustained throughout and never
degenerates into mawkish easy grief. Begun
in January 1905 to commemorate the death
of his teacher and father-in-law Dvorak, it
became in July a memorial to Suk's wife
()tine as well; the first three movements are
the expression of the first event, the remaining two the reaction to the second. All
admirers of the symphony will be surprised
that it is so neglected; all too will know of
the splendid 1952 Talich pet-fin-malice on
Supraphon. l'his pioneering recording created a standard of interpretation against
which others have to be measured, Talich's
understanding of Suk's music and his sympathy with it being what they were.
Neumann's more recent recording for the
same label was impressive, though less
compelling. Pesek, however, recalls the
intensity of 'ranch's monumental conception, and his orchestra, aided by a more
helpful ambience and the superior engineering denied the Czechs, show how nmch
their Czech conductor has brought them to
terms with the composer's language and its
essence. There is real depth here and the
sensation of a grief, at times almost too
profound to be borne, which the beautifully
judged lightness of the central Scherzo — the
flight of the Angel of Death conic to bear
away the soul to Paradise — only partly
assuages. So far this is the only CD version of
this masterpiece, and fortunately it can be
thoroughly recommended. One anticipates
that Chandos's association with Belohlavek
and the Czech PO may well throw up
another, and that will he bound to be
challenging. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommelt

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto
SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto in a
Cecile ()asset (pno)/1.1 10/Masur
EMI CDC 754 1572 (67m 38s,

1/

Tchaikovsky's First and the Schumann Concerto make anuee interesting coupling than
the over-familiar Tchaikovskyatachmaninov
2, the Grieg/Schumann Concertos. Schumann was, after all, a strong influence on
Tchaikovsky, whose music is alive with
covert and open references to his abiding
affection. There is, too, a very real sense in
which Tchaikovsky's First represents atransformed, Slavonic Schumann. Such parallels
and other felicities are, however, hard to
sense in these performances which, while as
safe as houses, are almost perversely lacking
in glamour or excitement. Admirers of Miss
(hissers ' live' concert- hall brio will feel
sadly short-changed — and will hardly warm
to her literal and ungainly way with the
transition octaves just before the start of the
first movement proper. And is that following
Allegro really con spirit() as requested? As
on too many previous occasions, she sounds
uncomfortable in gentle lyricism, her
second subject is hardly dolce e motto
espressiro. The Andantino's prestissimo
flight remains earth- bound and, although
things liven up in the finale, this performance remains entirely unmemorable.
If anything Miss Ousset is even lesii
sparkling or engaging in the Schumann,
where she is unsuitably clangorous in tone
and authoritarian in style. The orchestral
contribution is more distinguished; ensemble is close-knit (Miss Ousset is hardly the
sort of pianist to cause problems in this
department ), and the overall sound is true
and spacious. But lovers of true pianistic
quality will look elsewhere — to an embarra singly larger number of superior performances of both Concertos. IA:31
Bryce Morrison
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Lark Ascending D
Tallis Fantasia O Symphony 6 in e
liana,' little ( iPlit)/lIBC' SOinateis
Teldec 9031-73127-2 (62m 14s)
Helped by superb Faulkner sound, this St
Augustine's Kilburn production ( by Christopher Palmer) introduces a new Teldec
'British 1.ine' — and rivals aclassic NPO/Boult
coupling IEM 11 of the Symphony/Lark
Ascending. '
I'asmin Little's account of the
solo part makes it difficult to prefer either
Hugh Bean's ( with Boult) or Iona Brown's,
on the earlier ASM recording for Argo.

Andrew Davis (photo: Richard Holt/BBC)

SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 'Great C major'
Leipzig Geuandbaus/Masur
Philips 426 269-2 ( 60m lbs)
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Andrew Davis's tempi here, and throughout
the CD, Ifind more than persuasive ( there
were criticisms raised by Lyndon Jenkins on
Radio 3's ' Building a library' feature), and
his is a reading with an unusual depth of
feeling and quotient of pathos. little herself,
wonderfully certain in technique, hovers
and rides on summer air currents, responds
to every breath of movement and, for atime,
changes from bird to human-being to join in
perfect accord with the gently observed folk
dances. There's a sense of loss as her
postlude fades away.
Davis conducts an impressive performance of the Sixth too; the empty landscapes
of the final Epilogue may make us think
today of nuclear desolation, although in
1948 not everyone had considered what had
been truly unleashed at Hiroshima. Davis
never lets our attention wander over its 9m
36s pianissimo span, and the menace in ( iii),
is frighteningly immediate.
Ialso listened to this ardent Tullis Fantasy with fresh interest, having dismissed it
long ago as too ' muddy and mystical'. But
here the BIW strings are glowing and rich
(Tony Faulkner's magic again), and give a
fluent and varied performance. Palmer
writes a quite brilliant programme note.
IA* : 1/1 * I
Christopher Breunig
WALTON: Christopher Columbus Suites
Songs after Edith Sitwell
Anon in
LovellIA Song for the lord Mayor's Table
The Twelve (* arr. Palmer)
Gomezil'innie/HillIDavies/Westminster
Singers/City of Lund Sinf/Hickox
Richard III — A Shakespeare Scenario D
Macbeth — Fanfare and March D Major
Barbara — A Shavian Sequence for
Orchestra (all arr. Palmer)
Gielgud/ASM/Marriner
Chandos CHAN 8824 & CHAN 8841 (65m,
fflm 35s )
At first glance Hickox's Cl) might seem like
rather amotley collection of odds and ends,
hut in fact it proves an almost unmitigated
delight. For a start there's yet another
Christopher Palmer restoration job, this
time for the incidental music Walton wrote
in 1942 for a production of Louis MacNeice's radio play 'Christopher Columbus':
Palmer's three- movement suite comprises a
rousing ' Fiesta', a wistful ' Romanza' ( most
affectingly sung by Linda Finnic) and final
'Gloria', replete with brazen choral sounds.
Palmer is also responsible for the idiomatic
instrumentation of the tangy Sitwell songs;
needless to say, Jill Gomez's stylish, evercharacterful contribution is beyond
reproach here, also in the endearing 1962
cycle
Song for the Lord Mayor's Table.
Both tlIc latter and the anthem from 1965,
The ncelve, are performed in their full
orchestral guise, and Hickox draws some
highly responsive playing from his CIS
forces. In fact, only Martyn Hill's over-wide
vibrato might possibly raise afew eyebrows,
though his account of Anon in Love is
otherwise beautifully prepared. All Saints'
Tooting is the recording venue, but I'm glad
to report the Couzens team have managed to
temper its formidable resonance to an exciting degree. IA:1/11
By now we have come to expect the
highest artistic and sonic standards from
Chandos's survey of Walton's film music, and
this, the fourth and final volume in the series,
is certainly well up to scratch. To be
perfectly honest, Palmer's 40m conflation of
material from the 1955 film score for
Richard III does show a marked decline in
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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truly memorable inspiration from, say,
Holly V or Hamlet, leaving a rather 'bitty'
impression overall; still, the strongest items
here make their mark in unerringly fine
style, especially the heartwarming Prelude,
the ' snowscape' Scherzo depicting the
young Prince Edward's arrival in London,
and the touching string threnody for The
Princes in the Tower'. The indefatigable
Palmer is also the instigator behind the rest
of the programme: he compiled this effective ' Fanfare and March' from Walton's
incidental music from 1941 for a Gielgud
production of Macbeth, and his Shavian
Sequence' derives from the soundtrack for
Gabriel Pascal's film of Major Barbara ; just
try the gorgeous love-theme for Barbara and
Adolphus — well on a par with anything
coming out of Hollywood at this time.
Magnificent Chandos sound: sumptuous,
transparent and wide-ranging. [
A*:1*/1]
Andrew Achenbach

its reputation has continued to grow.
The Soldiers is based on a play by the
Sturm und Drang dramatist Jakob Lenz
(1751-92) which influenced the Woyzeck of
Georg Büchner; so it's appropriate that
Berg's opera, both in its expressionism and
in the use of closed forms as a structural
device, should in turn have influenced Zimmermann's work. Zimmermann was an
eclectic, and drew on awide range of styles
and techniques ( including film, electronics,
jazz and direct quotation), to create his
complex and dense work. He also had an
instinct for musical drama and for vocal
characterisation which give a sharp definition to his writing.
Bernhard Kontarsky, brother of pianists
Aloys and Alfons, worked as a repetiteur on
the original production and has conducted
two others, including one in Stuttgart which
was the basis of this recording. His belief in
the work shines through, and the Stuttgart
players have mastered its detail. The vocal
difficulties are immense, the individual lines
— with their wide leaps, testing tessitura and
constant changes of dynamic — at the very
limits of what is practicable. Some soloists
fare better than others. Nancy Shade is
splendid as poor feckless Marie, and Milagro
Vargas ( as her sister Charlotte ) and Urszula
Koszut ( Countess de la Roche) are also
excellent; but William Cochran is audibly
stressed by the demands of Desportes, as is
Guy Renard as Pirzel; though Michael
Ebbecke ( Stolzius) and Raymond Wolansky
(Mary) do themselves and the score credit.
The clear sound is ahelp in sorting out what
is going on ( not always easy, especially in
Marie's nightmare scene, where several
actions are presented simultaneously), but
voices are sometimes placed too far back.
WB:1/2/31
George Hall

WEILL: Symphonies 1 & 2 0 Kleine
Dreigroscheninusik
Gulbenkian Orch/Swierczewski
Nimbus NI 5283 (74m 13s)
Rarely would you wish Weill out of his
apprenticeship so quickly: the tangled
weeds of the early First Symphony were
bound to expose the weaknesses of an
orchestra like the Lisbon-based Gulbenkian.
It can be an interesting work, but it needs a
firm, structuring hand like Gary Bertini's on
Decca ' Enterprise', and a tighter recording
than this diffused Nimbus production, placing horns and select woodwind at a bathhouse distance. Michel Swicrczewski
deserves better: his direction of the Second
Symphony emphasizes the best of the German tradition in tense dotted rhythms and
disciplined semiquaver runs — he knows
where it's heading and urges sympathetic
phrasing for the lyrical melodies ( their
provenance, incidentally, is closer to the
world of Der Silbersee, Weill's last work to
he staged in Nazi Germany, than to Die
sieben Todsünden, the symphony's companion-piece; though it is related to both). It
was a fine idea to forge the links between
late romantic and neo classicist — for want of
more precise tags — by including the woodwind-plus suite from The Threepenny Opera.
Swierczewski takes aheavier, less humorous
view of it than usual, aided by an unusually
aggressive trombone. Counterpoint battles
for attention, and although Idon't agree with
the pulled-about plodding of the ' Ballad of
Easy living', the reading works well in other
respects. The reverberant, staggered recording, though, is anuisance again, and afunked
trumpet line in the 'Cannon Song' should
have been a candidate for a retake. Symphony 1 [13/D:31, Symphony 2and Dreigroschenmusik 11/2].
David Nice
ZIMMERMANN: Die Soldaten
Munkittrick/Shade/Vargas/Ebbecke/
Cochrun/Hirte/Wolansky/KoszuHStuttgart
State Opera Ch & Orch/Kontarsky
Teldec 9031-72775-2 (2CDs, 107m 07s)
Bernd Alois Zimmermann, who took his own
life in 1970, is regarded by many as one of
the leading figures in German music since
the war. His one completed opera was
premiered, after various delays, in Cologne
in 1965 and immediately hailed by some as a
masterpiece, aworthy successor to Wozzeck
and tuiri. While its notorious complexity ( it
was initially considered unplayable) has
prevented many theatres from taking it up,

MOSCOW SOLOISTS
REGER: Suite in g/BRITTEN: Ladirymae/
HINDEMITH: Trauermusik/SCHNITTKE:
Monologue
Moscow Solbists/Bashmet ( vla/dir)
RCA RD 60464 (59m 47s)
Victor Poltoratsky's ripe- textured arrangement of the sombre Bachian refrains which
comprise Max Reger's posthumous Organ
Suite makes for a lugubrious start to this
latest Bashrnet vehicle, a mood which the
unremitting introspection of the programme
overall never entirely dispels. With his
fabulously full-bodied timbre, Bashmet is
undoubtedly an eloquent protagonist of
Britten's ghostly musings — although, conversely, I also much liked the etiolated,
withdrawn tone-quality he conjures for the
very end of this piece ( the sense of loss and
exhaustion memorably conveyed) — even if
the odd over-expressive lunge tends to jar
on repetition. This is more of a liability in
the Hindemith: although some listeners will
find it refreshing to hear this music delivered with such consummate refinement
and passion, Bashmet's reading ( with its
over-heated gestures and self-consciously
wide range of dynamic) is perhaps too
emotionally 'pumped-up' for its own good.
This is nowhere near as persuasive as Blomstedt's tenderly eloquent San Francisco version with Geraldine Walther for Decca. On
the other hand, Bashmet's outsize personality seems spectacularly apt for the manic
theatricals of Alfred Schnittke's tiresomely
indulgent Monologue: this certainly sounds
like a magnificent performance. Truthful
balance and sound-quality. (
A:2 ( 1)]
Andreu ,Achenbach
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reflections

BRUCKNER: Symphony 8/HINDEMITH:
Nobilissima Visione — Suite/WAGNER:
Die Walküre — Wotan's Farewell' (Act 3)
Normal Bailey ( bar)/NP0/•Philharmonia/
Klemperer EMI CMS 763 8352 ( 2CDs, 124m
53s) ® 1973, • 1955 (
4
A contentious package, bringing together
the very first completed Klemperer/
Philharmonia recording, from an unfinished
Hindemith project ( the Horn Concerto was
started, with Mozart's Jupiter' commenced
two days earlier but not resumed until Nov
'55 — Nobilissima Visione appearing on LP
with 13rahms's Haydn Variations) and the
conductor's last Bruckner recording, where
in the finale he cut 176 then 65 bars front
the Nowak Edition. The spacious Wagner
excerpt was LP tiller to Act 1 — it seems that
frailty forced the abandonment of a complete Walküre.
Klemperer presented a forbidding and
gaunt figure at his last concerts; Iwell recall
the 19 -'0 Festival Hall performance of the
Bruckner: perhaps a culmination, since
Klemperer did not see concerts as apreparation for recordings, nevertheless something
of an endurance test for his audience, even
with the declared cuts. The discs — CD1
ends with the Adagio — recreate the saddest
of events. Stark, desperately slow, and tentatively executed, this is a Bruckner 8 with
only afew passages of properly sublime flow.
The lack of continuity and grip reaches its
absolute nadir before and just after the entry
of harps in ( ii). Should not EMI have
withheld this recording? Arguably not, since
it is ashred, afaded relic of greater days. The
brass seem to sound oddly as if enveloped by
the general string mass; Klemperer's disposition of string basses at the back of the
orchestra may explain this effect.
Digitally remastered, the Suite from the
Hindemith ballet on the theme of St Francis
sounds utterly unlike any Columbia orchestral recording front that period. Distant and
strained, yet with an upper brightness, this
gives a really tine performance a curious
gloss of Inauthenticity'. ( How one wishes
one had sought out all of Legge's first LPs
with Otto Klemperer!) (
C/11:2/3/4] [ 11:11
113:1]
BRUCKNER: Symphony 9 NPO/Klemperer
EMI CDM 763 9162 (65m 18s) 0 1973
Reviewers were at odds over this. PB double-starred the LP — the version by which
others will be judged'. Writing elsewhere,
Tony Hodgson was disappointed with both
balance and interpretation. Each duly noted
slight errors in playing, AH tactfully pointing
to the re- use of identical ( flawed) scherzo
material after the trio.
EMI now muddy the waters by printing
'Recorded live at the Vienna Konzerthaus'.
111-11 NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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in the scherzo and trio), with the first/
second violins divided, at least allows the
Klemperer admirer to imagine the performance he might have given, say in 1957 — ie,
sixteen years before he died! 113:H(2/3)]

BEETHOVEN: Eroica Symphony
Overtures* — Leonora 2 0 Leonora 3
Philharmonia/Klemperer EMI CDM 763
8552 ( 76m 04s) (4 recordings from 1955,
*1954
Iconfess to astonishment at the technical
quality of EMI's transfer here — Klemperer's earlier Philharmonia Eroica was the
very first record Ibought, hut on LP it
scarcely had this degree of impact. It is, of
course, one of the greatest of interpretations, and now its resoluteness, its sense of
the whole structure held in total intellectual command, shine brighter than ever.
• ( And Idon't normally like digital masters
of classic material!) Now it would appear
that Legge's faith in Klemperer prompted
a response quite unique in the timescarred émigré conductor — the solid gait
of the exposition of the finale could be
disputed, yet from around 4m its flowering is glorious. Add to this two excellent
(though sonically more faded) items from
Otto Klemperer's 1955 LP of all four
overtures to Fidelio and you have a
Beethoven bargain without parallel. 113/
C(*):1*(H)] 1C:11 Reissme of the month.

MENDELSSOHN: Symphonies 3 & 4
Philharmonia/Klemperer EMI CDM 763
8532 (69m I3s) R 1961
For me, the surprise here was the excellent
Scottish — coupled on LP with the Hebrides
Overture in 1961 and, so far as Ican recall,
not reissued until now. ( At that time, the
version to have was LSO/Maag on Decca.)
The Italian is less distinctive; generally
slow, except in the finale, this is very
different from an older, urgently paced
VSO/Klemperer et recording on Vox j
resurrected in Fabbri's short-lived 'Great Musicians' series J. The Abbey Road production
hasn't come up well on Cl) either; the Third
seems balanced more distantly, and although
upper string tone is dated, in general quality
is more amenable. I'he sessions were only
separated by one month, yet in 3the players
sound as if they enjoyed the music, even at
this conductor's comparatively steady
tempi, whereas 4 is mostly dull and routine.
IC:11 1C/D:31

EM
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Reminder: Symphonies 1-5 — NPO/
Sawallisch on Philips 432 598-2 ( 3CDs).

BEETHOVEN

SULLIVAN: Pineapple Poll (arr. Mackerrras) D Savoy Dances* D Overtures* —
Mikado D lolante Pro Arte Orchl
Hollingsworte•Robinson EMI CDM 763
9612 (74m I8s) 0 1958
Bob Auger's 1957 Walthamstow recording
of Pineapple Poll has come up mostly as
smart as the ballet itself — but the obvious
question is why has Mackerras's own superb
RP() recording not yet appeared on CD?
John Hollingsworth's version is quite good
1A/(C):21 but, frankly, it lacks the sheer
panache of the 1962 EMI-originated version,
itself the best of Mackerras's three recordings ( though for UP he only did the Suite).
These are Pye reissues, the Savoy Dances
selected from the operas as a Suite and
directed by Stanford Robinson. Faded sound,
warmly affectionate performances Kill
Lyndon Jenkins contributes an interesting
note on these conductors, and suggests that
of the overtures [
A/(C):1] The Mikado was
by an assistant of Sullivan's.

Symphornie
No. 3
Eroica
Leonore No

2&3

Overtu'es
Ouvert.lren
vertures

teSi - 251.1enetiocortImes

Does this explain the editing and sound
qualities? No, for the booklet note then says
/989: sixteen years after Klemperer's death.
(The recording was spread over six Kingsway Hall sessions in 1970 — late that year
they recorded Bruckner 8.)
My own feeling is that the take it or leave
it' plainness — a confusing mixture of outstanding moments of penetrating beauty,
then directionless, plodding music- making
where it is as if the players had had to make
their own decisions ( as though the conductor had absented himself) — makes this an
essentially uncompetitive Bruckner 9.
However, for those who know the work
extremely well, this recording ( for me, best

()tto Klemperer (photo c. ¡954,

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 5 & 7Philharmonia/Klemperer EMI CDM 763 8682
(73m 41s) ei
recordings from 1955
Available too in Christopher Parker's parallel
early stereo recording — Walter Legge was
unconvinced that stereo had anything to
offer — this is the first of Klemperer's three
Beethoven Sevenths for EMI. The Fifth
appeared originally as a 10" Columbia LP,
rather coarser in sound quality. ( On CD, the
(4 Seventh is still marginally sweeter.)
Returning to these classic Beethoven
recordings — and see May Classical Supplement Critics' Choice' — the resilience of the
Allegretto of 7, and dogged power of its
finale impress as ever. Klemperer is surprisingly fast in 5 ( iv), and takes the finale
repeat; the music is springily optimistic from
the start, not quite the conventional triumph
over adversity. 111:11 Indispensable.

THE WORLD OF JOHANN STRAUSS —
Blue Danube Waltz D Roses from the
South D At the Hunt (Auf der Jagd)
Tales from the Vienna Woods D Egyptian March O Vienna Blood Waltz D
Perpetuum mobile D Voices of Spring
Waltz/JOHANN & JOSEF STRAUSS": Pizzicato Polka VPO/Boskovsky Decca 430
501-2 (62m 52s) O 1958-63, * 1974
NEW YEAR'S DAY CONCERT —JSTRAUSS:
Bitte schün! D Wein, Weib und Gesang
D Tik-Tak D Bei und z'Haus D Auf der
Jagd D Leichtes blut D An der schünen,
blauen Donau/J STRAUSS Snr: Radetzky
Mardi/JOSEF STRAUSS: Spháren-lainge
Moulinet/"Pizzicato Polka VPOI
Boskovsky Decca 430 715-2 (58m 29s)
recorded live 19798
'World of ...' for those who only want alittle
of the best: the selection is from the 5C1)
'Strauss Gala' 1425 425 to 429-21 The
booklet has abrief introduction to the genre
— is mostly advertising other popular classical CDs. These recordings are not from the
New Year Day concerts; and in John Culshaw's Putting the Record Straight there's a
farcical story about dressing up the Soficnssaal with flowers for a Decca promotional
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lf, like us, you believe in the superiority of
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For amusical experience you will
remember, please contad us on —
0773 762947.

So metal cones are now the fashion.
Our Company has researched, developed and
manufactured metal cone loudspeakers for over 30
years. We have, to date, fully explored every known
aspect of this technology and our research is ongoing.
Our current J51 Treble and J125B Bass units are the most
technically advanced and accurate drivers available.
Our skills and experience at innovative loudspeaker
technology are unrivalled and our design and
development services are available to both industry and
the private individual.
Those who want the finest in loudspeaker drivers and
systems . . . and those who want to reinvent the
wheel . . . why not talk to Uncle Ted.
For further information please contact:
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CLASSICAL
DECCA MOZART
Seventy-one minutes for two Mozart symby Britten's huge sforzandi in 239( i) and, in
phonies, and one only a three-movement
the Menuetto, exaggerated off-setting of
work? Benjamin Britten's 1968 recording of
quartet against tuttis. 113:1*/2/(3)]
the 6- Minor, K550 ( Ibelieve the first Decca
On the heels of Boskovsky's reissued
production at The Makings, pre-dating the
serenades, there's an ASM/Marriner 1971
disastrous fire there) has a controversial
Eine kleine Nachtmusik — sunny in disposi16m Andante and 91
/ m finale — he must
2
tion, the Romanza nocturnal in contrast to a
have been the first conductor to observe all
brisk ( i) ( iii), trio gossamer light — coupled
repeats. Powerful in conception and sparing
with the Divertimento K334 and Notturno
in execution, it is coupled with the Prague
for four orchestras, K286 0 1972 [
430
0 1972 1430 494-21. As to the Prague, I 496-2, 77m 064 These are most attractive
have greater fondness for the ECO alternarecordings, with some delectable playing
tive, conducted by Colin Davis, in Decca's
and dramatically effective tempi; phrase
'Almanac' ( separately available). Response
endings are more carefully tended than in
to Britten's — and the introduction is highly
K525 ( which has comparatively coarse wiry
imposing — will depend on how you see the
string sound). Echo effects in the Nottürno
little 'sweeteners', the sudden sentimental,
are pleasingly staged. IC:1/21 [B:1/11
even droopily expressive, relaxations of
Generally felt to be one of Clifford Curtempo. [
B/A:1]
zon's few disappointing recordings, Piano
Also remastered for CD are Symphonies
Concertos K488/K491, with LSO/Kertesz,
25 and 29 — perhaps the most delectable of
reappear with somewhat nervy Schubert
all versions of the A major — sandwiching the
Impromptus in G-flat/A-flat, D899, first on LP
Serenata nottttrna, K239 1430 495-2, 61m
with the Sonata D850 [
430 497-2, 69m 27s
07s ® 1978, '681. The orchestra is the
® 1968, '641. Admirers of this pianist will,
English Chamber, which had aclose working
quite rightly, want to hear this CD; the solo
relationship with Britten. By modern
playing is fastidious and Curzon's concepdesiderata the ' little' 6- minor is on the
tions interesting. The Adagio from K488
slow/heavy side, this emphasized by the
offers a fascinating comparison: Curzon
warmth of acoustic. Ibis applies equally to
initially creates a very still atmosphere, the
K239, although in both the phrasing is
tempo very slow indeed, where Mitsuko
always alive and musical. I'm less convinced
Uchida gives the writing a greater sense of
shot, when no-one in the assembled orchestra had brought instruments. Culshaw has
derogatory things to say about Boskovsky,
who, if no Clemens Krauss, was nevertheless
popular with audiences. What is impressive
is the quality of sound for this period —
though a rather breathless Aug der jagd is
introduced by two ghastly, cavernous and
phoney explosions left/right. No locations
are given, hut Wiener Bluf suggests perhaps
the smaller Konzerthaus acoustic. Here, too,
Boskovsky's schmalzy rendering has none of
the aristocratic mien of Krauss, Kempe,
Kleiber or Karajan. Perhaps his name began
with the wrong initial. Maybe his populist
approach more closely mirrors authentic
Strauss.
The second CD comes from Decca's first
digital release from the Musikvereinsaal ( this
was Boskovsky's 25th and last NY!) Concert), cutting some 29m from that 2IP
programme ( but keeping the part-encore of
Auf der lewd). Critics observed the 'drier'
character of the new technique. Indeed, a
comparison with ¡
lei and z'Haus in Kielbees 1989 version ( not on the Sony one-CD
reissue) shows the progress made — Boskovsky's sounds decidedly coarse and stale.
In spite of the ' rain' of magnetic tape
background, the delectable Pizzicato polka
strikes me as more musical in the 1960
Boskovslcy version: the digital is more
immediate in balance, more powerful in the
bass, but... For my taste both are [
B/C:1/21.
TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 4 (with partrehearsal') D Marche Slave 17 Andante
cantabile Hallé/Barbirolli EMI CDM 764
9602 ( 72m I7s ) C) except', recorded 1957,
'59
'Now, I'm not going to enquire too closely
into this string passage, but make anoise! Do
something.' And ( singing) at Letter E, 'this is
Heifetz plus Kreisler, and everything ..."This
'Phoenixa' compilation ends with a quarter
of an hour's rehearsal from the finale of the
symphony. Mostly it is concerned with clean
rhythm — plenty of thwacks on the musicstand — then dynamics, points of bowing
(*second violins and violas: right on the heel'
... ' that odd note, you see, must be espressivo'), and a request for short quavers ( in
the complete recording, in the Andantino
the style is quite different from the prevalent
HI- F1 NEWS & RE(:0111) REVIEW
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very legato playing — the Karajan inheritance). It's simply a working rehearsal, not
an entertainment or dissertation, à la
Beecham/Walter. Still, all Barbirolli admirers
will want to hear this previously unpublished item. 11 remember, as a schoolboy,
filing into Gloucester Cathedral to attend a
Three Choirs' Elgar rehearsal. From the hack
of the reverberant nave I don't think we
could hear aword Barbirolli addressed to his
players! I
At this period, the Hallé was not an
immaculate, high-sheen recording orchestra;
but the strings do give a very beautiful
account of the Andante transcribed from
String Quartet 1 ( produced, incidentally, by
the Cozart/Fine/Lawrence Mercury team).
Both the symphony and an increasingly
rousing Marche Slave are full of individual
touches, adroitly and expressively executed.
Perceptive music-making — as ever with this
great, warm-hearted conductor. [
B:2/II
Andante cantabile (
13:111.
The NPO/Barbirolli Francesca da Rimini is
on EMI ' Laser' with Giulini's earlier Philharmonia Pathétique.
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphony 2 'London' D Tanis Fantasy LPO/Boult EMI CDM
764 017-2 (59m 49s) ® 1971, ' 76
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Symphonies 5 & 3
'Pastoral' LEO/Margaret Price (sop)/NPO/
Boult EMI CDM 764 018-2 (71m 28s) 0
1970, '68
In a 'British Composers' series of new and
remastered recordings, these reissues from
the 7CD boxed set have new artwork,
drastically reduced analytical essays, but
seem to carry more accurate production
data. For disc 2, actual track-track timings
have been slightly adjusted. The sound itself
is marginally altered too — my preference is
for the older copy, which appears to have
'deeper foundations'. As the levels build up
for orchestral climaxes the newer CD is less
comfortably accommodating. Such observations hold, too, for the london'/Tallis coupling: those deep wind sonorities in the
symphony's Lento, for instance, have lost
some of the fidelity that marked out the
Boult/Bishop EMI association.
What emerges from my listening, though,
is adeepened appreciation of the scrupulous

flow. But when you look at the timings,
Uchida/Tate are actually 4% slower. It is the
somewhat faceless accompaniments, largescaled for today's tastes and somewhat
divorced in an echoey space which let the
concerto performances down. The Schubert
fillers are unremarkable; the playing sounds
agitated and erratic, the sound bedevilled by
tape-hiss levels. IC:2/31 (C/D:31
A 1949 Kingsway Hall recording of
Mozart's Symphony 40 from Erich Kleiber
and the 1.130 is refurbished in Decca's
'Historic' series. Both Kleiber and Britten
perform the later version with clarinets, and
choose virtually identical speeds for the
Allegro motto ( i)— Britten, though, is more
flexible in manner. Kleiber's very vital and
direct K550 is paired with a 1950 Concertge_bouw Beethoven 7 [
425 987-2, 55m 28s
IS J. ( Their UK ' Eclipse' LP transfers were in
pseudo-stereo, happily replaced here by
mono remasters.) The Amsterdam strings
are thin and whiskery. But Kleiber's reading
is brimful of fascinating things — he rushes
through the rising scales in the introduction
with terrific crescendi; and the Allegro has
similar vigour. He was one of few conductors to keep the strings pizzicati at the end of
(ii) right through, discounting the arco at
bar 275. A steadier finale than one might
expect, after the presto scherzo. 111:1(*)]
musicianship shown in this cycle. Other
Vaughan Williams interpreters — Barhirolli
especially — may appeal more ( and Boult's
more spirited @ sequence, 1-8, is more than
half complete on Decca CDs). But uniquely,
Boult worked in discussion with the composer for almost 50 years, conducting his
music regularly from 1911 until retirement.
A historic summation, then, as significant as
with any Klemperer Beethoven recording.
[B:1(H)1
WALTON: Symphony 2 I:1 Partita D Hindemith Variations Cleveland/Szell Sony
Classical CD 46732 (65m 28s) recorded
1961, ' 59, '64
Few Cleveland reissues can have been awaited so eagerly as Szell's recording of Walton
2, first coupled on LP with the Partita, and
commissioned for the Orchestra's 40th
anniversary ( 1958). l'he composer's
endorsement then '— 'quite fantastic and
stupendous from every point of view ... it is
absolutely right musically speaking, and the
virtuosity of the performance is quite staggering, especially the Fugato Pi]; but everything is phrased and balanced in an unbelievable way, for which Imust congratulate you
and your magnificent orchestra' — is not in
the CD booklet. Nor is a further note to
Walton's OUP publisher about Szell's
account of the Hindemith Variations ( written out of affection for Hindemith and his
wife Gertrud, and premiered at the Royal
Philharmonic Society's 150th anniversary
concert). 'After rehearsing it he turned to
me and asked me for any comments. How
can one comment on aperformance which
is flawless in every aspect?'. Now all three
pieces, first heard in the States at Cleveland,
are together on one disc.
Each work shows Szell's understanding of
pacing and Waltonian colour; both the
Symphony and Partita are heavily charged
performances — now sounding alittle coarse,
but this is offset by the large scale. The later
Hindemith recording is darker, smoother in
recording texture. This performance, confident enough on the surface, doesn't share
the same verve ( or was it more difficult to
believe in the piece?). Handley and the
Bournemouth Orchestra are more persuasive, on EMI CDC 749 6712. [
B/(C):1*/2]
Christopher Breunig
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reviews
RAY ANDERSON: WISHBONE
(;ramavision CI) GV 79454-2
(65m I
9s )

heavy, or John Whitby, avocalist
who would have slotted in well
with some of the more ' meaningful' bands of the progressive era.
But it's drummer Neil Cooper
who rightfully heads the back- ofinsert personnel listing and
probably will pick up most of the
plaudits from those who admire.
Certainly The Beyond have
picked up numerous fans since
they started out on Big Cat. But
their appeal, if you'll exuse the
phrase, is beyond nie. IA:31
Fred Del lar

Ray Anderson covers everything
there is to play on jazz trombone. Ile plays every style with
love and authority, because he's
into it, not because it's the thing
to he into. Ile would have been a
natural for a Mingus band in the
l9(ti is. because above all, Anderson plays with heart. Although
more recently recognized as a
gutsy modern mainstream
player. Anderson is also heavily
influenced by the spiritual music
of Albert Ayler. Ile puts all these
influences together in an honest,
committed way, and this release
is perhaps one of his most
rounded. Check out the WishItt me Suite'. a stunning tailpiece
to a real value- for- money Cl).
IA*:1*1
ken Ilyder

BLUE AEROPLANES:
BEATSONGS
Ensign Records CCD 1856
(56m 52s )
Quizzed about the greater depth
and colour in this album, Aeroplanes lynchpin Gerard Langley
shrugs and says, ' It's our first
professional album with aprofessional record company. We're a
professional hand now.' It
doesn't persuade him that there
is any need to sing, though.
Langley remains the least
musical aspect of the Blue Aeroplanes, who are now very harmonic. Yet he is also the centre
of attention and his forceful
speaking ( not rapping) of his
poems never fails to draw the
car. Sure there are one or two
songs where Ow pretty voice of
guitarist Rodney Allen breaks
through, but this is definitely
Gerard's hand and the attitude of
the falls towards the old man of
the band is little short of
deferential. ' Ibis is certainly a
colourful album, jangling with

THE BEYOND: CRAWL
harvest CDSHSP 4128
( • 1311) I
9s )
A drummer and three other
blokes. I mention this because
the drummer is the one you hear
nu 1st, the musician who makes
the running and then waits tiff
the others to catch their breath
and keep up. To be honest, while
Iadmire his proficiency. its cold,
technical stuff, straight off some
School Of Rock ' Ilints For Percussionists' album. As I mentioned at the start, there are
others on this Harvest label relaunch affair. Like Andy Gatfital,
a speed- freak guitarist who
comes on like an intellectual

BRAZIL ON A BUDGET
VOZES
Nascente 0.01 ( 72m 21s)
SAMBA
Nascente 0.02 ( 72m 41s)
BOSSA NOVA
Nascente 0.03 ( 67m I5s)
SAMBA COMJAZZ
Nascente 0.04 ( 73m 48s)
SAUDADE
Nascente 0.05 ( 73m 25s)
DANCA
Nascente 0.06 ( 73m 39s)
Not so long back, Object Enterprises were mainly known for
releasing budget CDs of variable quality. More recently
they launched the Music Club
line of excellent mid-price
releases and now they've
moved on to provide Nascente,
alabel which provides virtually
everything Brazilian-flavoured
that you've ever wanted to
have buzzing round your ears.
Okay, so there's no Gilberto or
Baden Powell, but somewhere
amid these immaculately-

111.11 NM'S et R11111211 KIN11 ,
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ

dressed, well- recorded, imaginatively- compiled albums,
there are numerous tracks by
Djavan, Edu Lobo, Ivan tins,
Gilberto Gil, Milton Nascimento, Maria Bethania, Jorge
Ben and the marvellously
talented but ill-fated His Regina, all names that immediately
spring to mind when
documenting Samba and Bossa
Nova history. With each record
offering its share of delights, it's
difficult to recommend any
specific release. But if Ireally
had to choose astarter for one,
I'd give the nod to Samba Corn
Jazz on which the Quiarteto
Em Cy make like female Beach
Boys, Sandra Sa provides a
seductive line in swing, Antonio Carlos Jobim links with
Muicha for something you'll
surely remember, and the
Zimlx) Trio do their piano-jazz
thing, turning ' Agua De Beber'
into something Ramsey Lewis
might have picked up as a
souvenir from Rio. [
A:11 for
this and ageneral IA:11 for the
rest of a series that, after
around seven hours of music,
leaves you wanting more.
Fred Dellar

(1C:11 / 13E1( 199 I
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guitar sounds and clever chords
and riffs. It is also aprofessional
album, leaning on some slick
Larry Hirsch production at
Ocean Way in Los Angeles, and
the supporting perfiirmances of
Gerry Marotta and Alex Acuna's
percussion. This may be the
album that gives enough to non'plane converts to bring them
into the fold. It is still Blue
enough to keep the diehards,
though. [
A:1J
Neville l'armer

COOKIE CREW:
FADE TO BLACK
London Records
(advance tape )

l'he change in rap music since
the last Cookie Crew output is
positive in musical terms. For
the most part this is a very
tuneful album with some sharp
ideas in arrangement and
enough melody to prevent it
from driving you insane. On the
other hand perhaps the Crew are
just falling foul of commercial
CATH CARROLL:
pressures. Iwould like to think it
ENGLAND MADE ME
Factory FACD210 ( 5-im 06s )
is the former, and the harder
edge of the second side would
indicate that they are just
Once in ablue moon the mirror
broadening their outlook. The
cracks and there's a chance to
see beyond, revealing something
rapping throughout is powerfully thought out — witness the
you knew had to exist but for
title track and the subsequent 'A
which you had no proof. ExNliaow! member Cath Carroll,
Word To ' Me Conscious'. On the
other hand, the opening ' Secret
long-time queen of Manchester
Of Success' is openly melodic
is that something. Into ascene so
with the rap playing asupporting
dull that three rock encyclorole. Still there are some blatent
paedias llave appeared in as
many years, Carroll injects terri - borrowings and the idea of writing music from scratch still
'jingly sinister tales sung in
seems alien. One also has to ask
deadpan tones. The musical
what the Cookie Crew consists
atmospheres in which Carroll's
of. Why do they need samples of
voice swims are not only mesRandy Crawford and Bill \X'ithers
merically beautiful hut also startto carry them when they want to
lingly original, shot through with
sltow credibility in their lyrical
latin rhythms, unexpected blasts
content? ' Ibis is basically agood
of Santiago Durango and Steve
album with plenty of variety and
Albini's hardcore guitar and jabs
some strong talking but it still
of sonic sorcery, mostly courtesy
irritates me that most of their
of keyboardist Sint lister. Carroll
music is not theirs but is full of
will probably, one day, make an
straight lifts. It's good, but not
even better album, but she'll
never make a more vital one.
that good. 1A/B:1/21
N er m e Farmer
IA:11
johnny Black
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DAN REED NETWORK:
THE HEAT
Mercury 848 855-1

ELEVENTH DREAM DAY:
LIVED TO TELL
Atlantic 7567-82179-2

Once Iattempted to track down
the various members of Gentle
Giant for a where are they now?'
piece. Eventually I caught up
with Giant vocalist/guitarist
Derek Shulman, who'd become
A&R supremo at US Mercury.
'I've just signed agreat band,' he
told me. ' Earlier I signed Bon
Jovi, hut this new outfit, The Dan
Reed Network, are going to he
just as big.' So I kept my ears
open and when DRN first
appeared, Ituned in and agreed.
There had been a Black Prince
but Reed was the White Prince
(well, a Hawaiian/German/Sioux
Prince, at least) a pretender of
some splendour. Somehow,
however, DRN have, despite providing a flow of good records,
not quite achieved the hoped-for
break- through. And whether The
Heat will do it for them I'm not
quite sure. Again. it's an album
packed with possibilities and
Reed's multi- racial rockers are
unbeatable on metal- funk spots
such as Life Is Sex' or ' Blame It
On The Moon', while are- run of
Pink Floyd's ' Money' replete
with hack- heat, shouldn't put off
possible investors. But time must
be running out. DRN should
really he up there with the main
stadium fillers by now. Sometimes I just don't understand.
IA: li
Fred Dellar

Eleventh Dream Day are an
American guitar band. Before
you start running, it should be
added that, as their major label
deal implies, there's rather more
to them than that. Formee. in
Chicago in 1983 by Rick Rizzo
and Janet Beveridge Bean, this
Chicago four-piece put out one
full LP — Prairie School Freakout
— before signing up with Atlantic. The first fruit was Beet
(1989), a collection of sturdy
songs ambushed by wild guitar.
The new record follows ir the
same mould. Most of the songs
are provided by Bean ( the drummer) and Rizzo, with able support from guitarist Baird Figi.
The songs are solidly put
together, with a particularly
strong line in hooks, but the
talking point ( if you can hear
yourself speak) is the supercharged guitar frenzy which
wells up sooner or later. The
fourth track is aperfect example.
'It's Not My World' has a most
blissful chorus which melts into
a guitar firestorm. IA:11
Pete Clark
DAVE FRISHBERG: CLASSICS
Concord CCD 4462 ( 55m 55s)
(Distributed by New Note)
Reissued from two LPs of 19823, this is welcome because, as a

Cl), it offers the facility of programming a few favourites out of
the 17 tracks. Listening continuously to nearly an hour of
(mostly) funny songs can
become tedious, and those who
know Frishberg's wit or come
new to it can pick the best bits
from a versatile jazz-oriented
cabaret performer. He accompanies himself ( plus bass and
drums) and some of the best bits
are his piano solos, which are
firmly in the mainstream style
and, if one must look for style
similarities, it is the allusive and
fanciful manner of Ellington that
comes to mind. His best hluesy
piano track is 'Saratoga Hunch',
hut there is a clashing coda to
'I'm Hip' which may suggest that
Frishberg is making a rude gesture at Cecil Taylor. The opening
track, ' Marooned in aBlizzard of
lies' ( written with his wife) is a
compendium of such familiar
lines as 'We'll keep your name
on file' and The cheque is in the
mail'. Not all the songs are meant
to be funny. 'Sweet Kentucky
Ham' is a lonely nocturne written from ahotel room which has
the flavour of Arlen/Mercer as
expressed in their classic 'One
For the Road'. And in Modesta,
California at 2 am, Frishberg
didn't even have a bar open.
[A*:1]
Denis Argent
LA GUNS:
HOLLYWOOD VAMPIRES
Mercury 849604-2 ( 52m 34s)
This is both very good and very
loud. Unfortunately, the bits
which are very good are not very
loud, and the bits which are very
loud are not very good. Worse
yet, the very loud bits radically
outnumber the very interesting
bits, so IA Guns have little to
offer anyone who isn't already a
confirmed headbanger. The
image is standard — long hair
shades, mean poses, gothic necrophiliac art on the cover. The
music is standard — predictable
solos, plodding drums, riffs long
past their sell-by date. The lyrics
are standard — 'out of control',
'over the edge', ' Iwant aslice of
your dirty luv'. And the standard
is low. [C:41
Johnny Black
ROB McCONNELL & THE
BOSS BRASS:
THE BRASS IS BACK
Concord CCD 4458 (64m 37s)
(Distributed by New Note)
Not just the brass; the band is
22-strong and as well as brass
(now with two French horns)
there are five reed players. As the
leader says in his note, when the
club owner buys aband this size
a drink, you know you're doing
well. Valve trombonist McConnell first came to my notice in
1987 backing Mel Tormé ( Concord g 306) who had known
the band for years and eventually
recorded with it in Toronto. I
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then praised Rob's two exciting
arrangements of 'A-Train' and ' It
Don't Mean aThing' which were
interpolated into Mel's 12minute medley of Ellington
songs, and there is even more
similar excitement in the eight
long tracks on the CD, anice mix
of old and newer standards, from
Kern to Horace Silver, plus originals from McConnell and his
pianist Don Thompson. General
tone is traditional big band, plus
a five- trombone arrangement of
a Kai Winding tune, but minus
today's screeching high brass
and harsh saxes. The level of
Canadian musicianship is spotlighted by Rob's note on his
arrangement of 'Them There
Eyes'. 'After about two weeks
spent on the intro, Iannounced
that it was the hardest intro ever
written for anybody. The band
had it aced in two passes.' IA:11
Denis Argent
ELLIS MARSALIS:
ELLIS MARSAIS TRIO
Blue Note CD CDLP 796107 2
(58m 08s)
For my money, the man I'd
rather listen to in the Marsalis
family is old man Ellis. His sons,
Wynton and Branford, got more
attention than their father ever
did, but his is the surer touch,
and unsurprisingly, the more
mature touch. This piano trio
album with Bob Hurst, bass, and
Jeff Watts, drums, sounds effortless and confident, with no
showing-off taints. Indeed, Marsalis comes across as a selfeffacing player, letting the notes
breathe considerably. The two
younger musicians play with
good taste and imagination too.
It may not be an explosively
exciting session, but its relaxed
warmth is gently welcoming.
[A*:1]
Ken Hyder

PRAISE BE!
While gospel is a powerful
expression of belief, it's also a
celebration: it can work just as
well for secular ears. You can
look at gospel as the flip-side of
the blues — similar music but
the opposite outlook. Most of
the great soul singers ( Otis
Redding, Aretha Franklin, Sam
Cooke, James Brown, Sam &
Dave) honed their pipes in
church, which makes gospel
simply too good to ignore —
even if you're a heathen.
Nowhere will you find greater emotion in music if emotion's what you value most.
The hest introduction may be
the Staple Singers' Be Altitude:
Respect Yourself (Stax CDSXE
001 ) because it falls between
the gospel and soul camps. This
1972 release gave the family a
few chart entries, and much of
the material will be familiar.
But what the gospel treatment
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sometimes remarkable for their
intricate twists and turns, the
material generally doesn't possess that certain something that
confirms star status. So it's a
wait-and-see time. But because
Phonogram's offers are now
open to him and Omar has no
excuse not to move on up, the
waiting shouldn't be of lengthy
duration. lA:1/21
Fred Dellar
ORIGINAL CAST:
CHILDREN OF EDEN
London 828256/7
Salvaging some music from a
show after it has closed prematurely is nothing new. The
classic case is Kern's 'All The
Things You Are', rescued from
Very Warm for May which
closed after 59 performances;
reputedly there were only 20
customers on its second night.
Children of Eden was never a
flop of that sort; its backers now
claim on the album that it had
standing ovations during its 13week run and was killed by the
Gulf war which deterred tourists. Is the music now worth this
double LP? Regretfully the
answer must be no. A spectacle
based on the Bible, its music is
cleverly varied in style, but the
general manner is that of early
Lloyd Webber. There are reasonably tuneful ballads like 'Stranger
to the Rain' and ' In Whatever
Time We Have' ( echoes of Miss
Saigon?) and 'Ain't it Good' is a
gospel song that could be
straight from any black Pentecostal congregation. But overall,
quality in the solo singing and
clarity in the choral numbers are
lacking. [A/111:1/21 Denis Argent
THE PASADENAS: ELEVATE
Columbia 467023-1 ( 66m 03s)

does to asong as lame as Who
Do You Think You Are (Jesus
Christ Superstar )?' is something to behold.
Another easy- to- digest
release is the Dixie Hummingbirds' Live (Mobile Fidelity
WO) 771) from 1976. The
'audiophile' aspects will be
enough to inspire many of you,
as will a stunning take of Paul
Simon's Love Me Like A Rock'
which could have been lifted
straight off a Persuasions LP.
The sheer ' modernity' of this
release, plus showmanship
which would work perfectly
for James Brown, make it ideal
for recent converts.
Truly vintage gospel music,
though, is devoid of concessions to secularism. Five new
CDs from Speciality's catalogue
— the cream of 1950s gospel —
contain two LPs' worth of testifying per disc. Start with

Greatest Gospel Gems
(CDCHD 344) with tracks
from the Swan Silvertones, Sam
Cooke & the Soul Stirrers, the
Rev James Cleveland, and other
milestone performers. Then
move on to The Best of the
Pilgrim Travelers (CDCHD
342), The Best of Dorothy Love
Coates and the Original Gospel Harmonettes (CDCHD
343), the Swan Silvertones'
Love Lifted Me/My Rock
(CDCHD 340) and — my
favourite — the Original Five
Bland Boys of Alabama with Oh
Lor4 Stand By Me/Marching
up To Zion (CDCHD 341). As
a recent TV special showed,
they're still packing them in to
churches in the South. A Sunday morning's worth of this
music would do a lot more to
pull me into achurch than any
amount of hellfire and damnation.
Ken Kessler
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OMAR:
THERE'S NOTHING QUITE
LIKE THIS
Talkin' Loud/Phonogram 510021-1
Omar is a local lad with a penchant for sounds somewhat akin
to those Stevie Wonder makes in
his good years. Just ashort while
back, Talkin' Loud provided the
album's title song with single
status and up it zoomed, nudging
its way easily into the Top 20
and providing Top Of The Pops
with a rare opportunity to air
some genuine soul. So now
Omar is Britain's new great black
hope but, unfortunately, this
isn't quite the album to provide
him with world status. For it's
really aremix and refurbish affair
on an album originally made for
the indic Kongo Dance label.
And though he sings superbly
well throughout ( doing the
whole McFerrin bit on ' Fine')
and plays afine line in keyboards
on a range of songs that are

It's a bad time for black vocal
groups. Especially the kind that
like to link harmonies with
dance steps. Five Star, massive in
'86-'87, have gradually slipped
under the carpet. The Jacksons
never seem to have recovered
from Michael leaving home. And
The Pasadenas, who began life so
startlingly during '88 with Tribute, have also experienced a
decline in chart placings in
recent times. This says more
about the people who buy black
music rather than the Pasadenas
themselves. For this is a fine
album, full of out-of-style Phillyflavoured funk — and all the
better for it. Vocally, it's
gorgeous, the songs are not
slumber- inducing, the arrangements would do credit to MFSB
(Orbert Davis' brace of string
wrap-arounds catch the ear
engagingly) and the fivesome
even manage to pull off a
reworking of the now hoary
'Bridge Over Troubled Water',
filling it with an abundance of
gospel cry and counter cry. [A:1]
Fred Dellar
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MICHEL PETRUCCIANI:
PLAYGROUND
Blue Note CD CDP195480 2
(39m 48s )
Although never a heavyweight,
Michel Petrucciani has proved to
be apianist capable of substance.
But a little success can mean
pressure to go for abig success,
and that could mean getting the
right session drummer — Omar
Hakim — and the right session
bass player — Anthony Jackson —
and so on. This album is full of
that kind of contemporary
rhythm section funky slickness
which speaks loudly of fashionable taste. In this setting the
acoustic piano can sound odd ...
like some jazzer has wandered
into the wrong studio. No Petrucciani can do much better
than this. [A*:3]
Ken Hider
TOM PETTY & THE
HEARTBREAKERS:
INTO THE GREAT WIDE OPEN
MCA 10317
Tom Petty has entered the rock
establishment with the greatest
of ease. When he first appeared
in the ' 70s, he made his mark by
confusing Roger McGuinn into
believing that American Girl'
was an old Byrds' song. He then
became aTravelling Wilbury and
confused eveyone else into
believing that he had been
around forever, like his co-stars.
His secret is that he has away
with three chords. By placing
them in acertain order, he conjures up tunes which sound like
all our yesterdays while being
fresh out of the blocks. The
slightly jagged edges which once
allowed him to be part of the
Television/Talking Heads postpunk movement have now
entirely disappeared.
The title track of the album is
the perfect summation of where
Toni Petty is now. Floating in on
a dreamy confection of acoustic
and electric guitars, the song
tells the story of a rock ' n' roll
hopeful who ends up as a ' rebel
without aclue'. All very nice but
atouch safe and smug. iit:21
Pete Clark
RAIN: A TASTE OF . . .
Columbia 468442-2 ( 39m 27s )
In the film The Birth Of The
Beatles, aband called Rain stood
in for the magnificent moptops.
Now there's a new Liverpudlian
two- guitar. bass and drums
combo of the very same moniker
and, if they're not likely to provide the tSwith all of its top five
singles in the same week, it
seems extremely likely that
I
luyton's own Rain will supply
Columbia with afair line in hits,
given the opportunity. Like The
La's, they're a retro squad who
provide sounds that wouldn't
sound adrift on a late '60s or
early ' 70s compilation. Also, like
111 ,11 NEV.'S & RE( :() R1)
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The La's, with whom they shared
schoolbooks, they can writesongs and handle harmonies,
which means they're in with a
chance. They're weakest on ballads, acouple of which are wispy
to the point of wimpiness, and
there are times when Rain's riffladen tangles of sound could
boast more of abeer-belly-full of
guts. IA/B:1]
Fred Dellar
EMILY REMLER:
RETROSPECTIVE VOL 2 —
COMPOSITIONS
Concord CCD 4463 ( 60m 52s )
(Distributed by New Note )
The guitarist who died last year
aged 32 is quoted as saying that
she thought of herself more as a
composer than a guitarist. She
was abrilliant exccutant, and on
these ten tracks she has the
support of star instrumentalists
like Hank Jones and the trumpeter John D'Earth, who ranks with
the vert hest of the modernists.
Nine various men formed the
rhythm sections on finir separate
sessions, and the fact that they
were all highly versatile is
proved by the way they back the
guitar's agility in rhythms that
are either latin or otherwise
exotic. Emily Remler is only one
of a dozen brilliant guitarists of
the post-Christian generation
(name your choice!) — but as a
woman she was apioneer. IA:1]
Denis Argent
OUMOU SANGARE:
MOUSSOLOU
World Circuit CD WCD 021
(32m 04s )
If you think of a female Salif
Keita, you'll get a rough idea of
what to expect from this young
singer from Mali. One big difference however is the pure sound
of the production. Mere are no
electric dum kits and no synths.
The twisting lines of the singing
are intriguing, and the gentle
sifting cross- rhythms are alluring. This is amusic which sounds
ultra simple and ultra complex at
the same time. The guitar and
violin have a quirky bluesy feel
as well as the rumble-tumble
kora-style plucking style. But it's
the overall good-naturedness of
the music which impresses. This
is the music of love, joy and
generosity. [
A* :
1]
Ken Hider
TAI MAHAL:
LIKE NEVER BEFORE
Private 261679 ( 4'm 21s)
The increasingly legendary
Henry Fredericks, aka Taj Mahal,
has spent 30 years refusing to
climb into a hag sufficiently
identifiable to enable the record
biz to market him properly. At
last, however, producer Skip
Drinkwater has achieved the
impossible. Without smoothing
out his rasping growl. without
abandoning his eclectic mix of
(W.TOBER 1991
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ragtime, soul, blues and Caribbean rhythms, Drink-water has
created tracks that will sound
magnificent on AOR radio worldwide. The participation, as sidemen, of Hall and Oates, The
Pointer Sisters, David Lindley, Dr
John and DJ Jazzy Jeff, increases
Mahal's accessibility while never
compromising his integrity. Not
just agreat album, asurprisingly
satisfying one. ( 13:11
Johmt)' Black
RICHARD THOMPSON:
RUMOR AND SIGH
Capitol Records 264 795 713 4
Thompson's influence on the
world's music is curious Adored
by the likes of REM's Peter Buck
and revered by friends and fans,
Crowded House, he is incapable
of matching their sales. Vet few
would deny that he is one of the
finest acoustic and electric
guitarists in the world and one of
the better songwriters around.
Perhaps his tiilky background,
perhaps his deep, ri unded.
moaning voice, perhaps his age —
something clearly works against
him. But perhaps this album will
change things. Rumor and Sigh
is his best in some years and one
of the finest in his 20-odd year
career. Lyrical ideas tickle and
prick, melodies come at you
from unexpected directions and
through it all there is that astonishing guitar playing. Thompson has awonderfully dry sense
of humour as ' Read About Love'
demonstrates. He is also susceptible to the love of simpler
things in lift as his ' 50s pastiche
poem about his 1952 Vincent
motorbike demonstrates. But he
also has deep sensitivity and this
album is bursting with it. IA:1]
Net:ilk Farmer

THE TRIPLETS:
THICKER THAN WATER
Mercury 848290-2 ( 47m 50s)
Take one pretty(ish) set of triplets who harmonise sweetly
and write songs of aworryingly
maudlin variety. Add one legendary '60s West Coast producer,
Steve Barri. Flick through the LA
session players' almanac and
choose only the best. Put them
all together and you get something immaculately performed
and beautifully recorded, but it
still spells S-C- H- L-O-C- K. To put
it another way, The Triplets are
The Bangles gone New Country
and, if that doesn't disturb your
sleep, nothing will. [A:31
Johnny Black
TOM WAITS:
THE EARLY YEARS VOL. 1
Edsel EDCD332 ( 43m O's )
During late 1971, a virtually
unknown Waits supported Frank
Zappa on concerts in California.
Zappa's label, Bizarre, recorded
enough Waits shows for at least a
double album and, of the thirteen tracks which appear here,
four later turned up on official
albums. Most cuts feature just
piano and vocals, although afew
have asmall band. The voice has
the relatively light timbre of his
early albums and, if some of the
material is derivative, even
Waits' worst is superior to the
best being churned out by most
West Coast songwriters of the
era. His sense of rambling performance too is strong, with
imaginative playing and characteristically eccentric vocal delivery. In short, it was all in place,
even in 1971. For any Waits
freak, essential. 113:21
Johnny Black
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BIACKEYED SUSAN:
ELECTRIC RATUEBONE
Mercury 848 575-1
Thank goodness for the Black
Crowcs; now bands like Blackeyed Susan have a ready-made
audience. 'Ibis hot debut sounds
like the Crowes in alliance with
Guns'n'Roses, the former's
brains and the latter's energy.
Pure rock'n'roll with the fibre
and nourishment intact. IA/
B:1*I

JOHN GORKA: JACK'S CROWS
High Street 72902 10309-2
(50m 17s ( Dist by New Note )
American singer- songwriter with
an instantly familiar and comfortable voice, rich and gravelly
enough to suit his progress- iskilling- America vignettes.
Touching, but hard to get
worked up about unless you
missed the last payment on your
combine harvester. IA:2I
JETHRO TUI.L: CATFISH
RISING
Chrysalis ( advance cassette)
The band's 25th 1.1' resembles
everything else they've done for
the past 20 or so years in that it
sounds like they're desperately
trying not to make it sound like
Aqualung Redux. Hell, ' Roll Ur
Own' even sounds like aGeorge
Harrison ()intake. No surprises,
but no disappointments if you
still get a buzz from the Anderson growl'n'wheeze. IB:2I

CRASII'N'BURN: FEVER
RCA ( advance cassette )
Solid debut from a band tipped
to scale the IIM heights. Too
much going on to qualify for
minimalism, too much craftsmanship to suggest anything less
than skilled musicians and too
much originality to suggest hero
worship of the usual platinum
forgers. Could they be metal's
saviours? IA:1/2I
DIED PRETTY: DOUGHBOY
HOLLOW
Beggar's Banquet BEGA 121
CD (
39s)
Fourth from yet another topflight Aussie hand, so classy and
thoughtful and melodic that
you'll have to keep telling yourself, 'This isn't REM, this isn't
REM' Thankfully, it's not subINXS clonework, either. (
A:1]
KLAUS FI.OURII)E: THE
LIGHT IS FLICKERING
Alternative Tentacles VIRUS
95
lbird I.P from the ex- Dead Kennedy bassist, another dose of
anarchic excess. With a ' tune'
about the death of a teen porn
queen kicking off Side 1, fulkwed by alament about getting
shot — you can only file it under
'Weird'. 1A/13:?1
GLORIOUS BANKROBBEKS:
DYNAMITE SEX DOZE
Planet Records/Musidisc
107012 (- i3m 3- is)
Nice to find that not all Swedish
rock offerings feature clean-cut
members and flyweight chart
missiles. ' Ibis hand rocks hard,
traditionalists who emulate the
likes of Aerosmith and led Zep
and have the slicer nerve to
cover a classic like Alice's '
I'm
Eighteen'. Great stuff, though
some prudes may baulk at the
tush on the cover. IA:1/21
GOD'S 1.11TLE MONKEYS: LIP
Cooking Vinyl ( advance
cassette )
Described as agitprop punk folkies', GEM ( like the Oysters) see
nothing wrong in blending New
Wave with New Roots. It confuses the hell out of traditionalists of either bent, but a Worzel
Glllll midge would star acyborg.
Too much attention paid to
either strain will obscure the fact
that Lip is simply dandy ultraBritish rock music. 1A:11
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

WILKO JOHNSON: DONT LET
YOUR DADDY KNOW
Bedrock BED CD21 ( 5Iin 19s )
A strange live effiirt from one of
Britrock's wildest guitarists.
Recorded in pubs — probably the
best places to hear Johnson — the
set is lean, mean and sounds as
boozy as the patrons. Nice to
hear that Wilk() isn't afraid to dip
into the Feelgoods' catalogue;
he's still the hest man to steer
you through ' Roxette'. 1B:21
TOMMY KF.ENE: PLACES
THAT ARE GONE
Demon FIEND 210
Ilot damn! Another Ben Vaughn!
Crenshaw with bite! The aptlynamed Keene is a throwback, a
guy who must have a Britrock
record collection worth the
price of a new Mercedes,
because he delivers short, sharp
shockers which could've
debuted on Ready, Steady, Go!.
But musicians capable of balancing hooks with lyrics and displaying too much joie de vipre
just ain't cool. (
A/B:1***]
THE NEW YORK GAY MEN'S
CHOIR: LOVE LIVES ON
Virgin VC 7 91647-2 ( 73in 2's)
There are no reasons for releasing this other than to make a
(sexual) political statement.
Imagine the Mormon Tabernacle
Choir without talent and you'll
know what this group does to
classics like ' Tuxedo junction'.
So dull is this set that one can
assume the tape would have
been thrown in the reject pile
had the word 'Gay' not been in
the title. lAill:3/4I
MICHAEL PATFO: TIME TO BE
RIGHT
Imagine/BMG ZD 74976 ( 16m
2s )
Debut release from the son of
the late Boxer/Patto/Spooky
'Hioth member. The name's the
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same hut the music is blue-eyed
soul from an avowed fan of
Steely Dan. Not too original, but
there are worse genres to perpetuate. A dead ringer for Steve
Davis, but does he own Naim
gear? IA:2I
QUARTZ: PERFECT TIMING
Vertigo 848 739-1
'Me only thing ' perfect' about
this tedious dance fodder is the
use of the word in the title. This
duo is responsible for that vile
offkey version of ' It's Too late';
the rest of the LP employs similarly w(xyzy pitch. But, no, it's
not your turntable running at
29rpm. luis s( minds just as out of
whack on ( 1). Proof, if proof
were needed, that the Top 30 is
a wasteland. IA:31
RANDY COVEN BAND: SAMMY
SAYS OUCH!
Musidisc 107272 ( 3-itu 28s)
It was only two months ago that
we covered bassist Coven's solo,
Funk Me Under, and found it
wanting. Here's more of the
same 1-wish-l-were-StanleyClarke-but-Eve-got-seriouslylong-hai r-and-would - rather-playmetal excess, which — it must be
said — can definitely be distinguished from most other IIM
efliirts. Amusingly, Sammy is less
self-indulgent than I.MT, despite
the title referring to Coven's bass
guitar and what he does to it.
IA:2I
RIFF: RIFF
SBK/EMI ( advance cassette)
Smooth soul, like an update of
Kool, from a quintet not
interested in hiding their inspiration. Despite the inevitable use
of drum machines and dance
gimmickry, this debut drips with
gospel, R&B and street-corner
(1950s rather 1990s) touches. If
this gets lost in the shuffle, losing
even one sale to swill like Quartz
or Paula Abdul, then there's no
justice whatsoever. IA:11
JIMMY ROWLES: REMEMBER
WHEN
Master Mix CDCHE 11 (
49s )( IIfield Rd, London
SW10)
Own a bar? Then buy this and
save on the care and feeding of a
live pianist. Evocative? You'll
wanna cry into your beer as you
hear perfect tavern- style versions of ' Let's Fall In Uwe', lady
be ( l(mid', ' Every Time We Say
Goodbye' and others ... hut no
'Melancholy Baby'. A joy. 1A/
A*:11
ROD STRADLING: RHYTHMS
OF THE WOLD
Rogue FMSD-5021 ( 62m I
Os )
Rather ' swinging' melodeon
playing, a veritable soundtrack
for any ' rootsy' project you'd
care to name. Stradling's CV
includes stints with Tiger Moth,
Edward II and the Red 'Ilot Pol-

kas and other ' English Country
New Wave Dance Music' ensembles, so folk roots fans will love
this while they await the next
Oyster Band epic. IA:11
AARON TIPPIN: YOU'VE GOT
TO STAND FOR SOMETHING
RCA PD82374 ( 29m 30s)
Why is it that such delicious
C&W releases are so brief? Are
rednecks that short of an attention span? Tippin's debut shows
us another country new-waver
who isn't afraid of the genre's
past, while avoiding the nearkitsch veritism sometimes
affected by George Strait. Pure
down-home music, but with that
playing time, it's almost an El'.
IA:11
BOBBY VALENTINO: YOU'RE
IN THE GROOVEJACKSON
Big Life BLR 3LP
AwIriiight!
former Fabulous
Poodle has returned with a
country/swing/bebop study
which glides perfectly between
homage and parody. Silky,
smooth and, well, funky in a
polite sort of way, retro without
an annoying pose. But this might
not sell because the cover shot
makes 11V look like whatsisname
from Dexy's. That aside, it's a
perfect release, even if you
didn't experience the late 1910s
the first time around. JA:1****1
VARIOUS: WE AINTJIVIN',
WE'REJAMMIN'
Point Blank VPBSM1 (
485)
Bargain-priced sampler from one
of the busiest of the new blues'
labels, with tracks from Albert
Collins, I.arry McCray and
others, plus a sneak preview of
the forthcoming Johnny Winter
release. For tour quid, how can
you say ' Ni'? IA:11
VARIOUS: WINGS OF LOVE
A&M/Polygram 845 506-2
(70m - Hs)
16 dollops of schmaltz for those
young enough to believe in
romance. Elton John's 'Sacrifice',
lOcc's ' I'm Not In Love', the
Righteous Brothers' 1Inchained
Melody' ... Carry On, Courting.
1A:1/2]
JOE WALSH: ORDINARY
AVERAGE GUY
Epic EPC 468128 1
Yeah, sure: the former Eagle,
who used to sing ' my Maserati
does 185' now croons about
mundane American sedans just
like his neighbour's. From odes
about the life of jaded rock stars
to Hey, I'm a workin' Joe' is
stretching the erect just a hit.
Ignore the lyrics and it's areplay
of the mellow Left Coast rock
he's been making since he left
his gonads with the James Gang.
Which really isn't a had thing.
But, still, we couldn't get Pete
Clark near this ... IA:2]
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£30 WORTH OF EITHER TDK OR MAXELL TAPES FREE OR TAKE
INTEREST FREE CREDIT* ( PLEASE RING FOR DETAILS). IF YOU
CAN'T GET TO US WE OFFER FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY FOR
TELEPHONE ORDERS!
*ALL APPLICANTS SUBJECT TO A £ 10.00 ARRANGEMENT FEE UPON ACCEPTANCE.

WAS
NOW

ONLY

£6,%.95

£495.00

(INC £30 WORTH OF FREE TAPES
OR INTEREST FREE CREDIT>)

SALE OF EX-DISPLAY/DEM EQUIPMENT!
MOSTLY BOXED AS NEW, SOME UNITS WITH LIMITED OR NO USE.
FULL GUARANTEE
OUR SUMMER CLEARANCE IS HERE AGAIN WITH MANY ITEMS AT BARGAIN PRICES. PLEASE RING
TO CHECK AVAILABILITY BEFORE ORDERING. YOU CAN TELEPHONE YOUR ORDER USING VISA OR
ACCESS AND FAST ( U.K. MAINLAND) DELIVERY IS ONLY £ 5.00 FOR UP TO 4ITEMS!
(PRICES CORRECT AT PRESS E&OE)
WAS
ARCAM ALPHA/2 AMP
ARCAM DELTA 70.2 C/D PLAYER
ARCAM DELTA 170 C/D TRANSPORT
AIWA ADF500 CASS/DECK
AIWA ADF600 CASS/DECK
AIWA HDS1 PORTABLE DAT PLAYER
AIWA ADWX 777 DOUBLE DECK
CREEK CAS 6060 AMPLIFIER
CREEK CLS20 SPEAKERS
CYRUS ONE AMPLIFIER ( GREY)
CYRUS TWO AMPLIFIER ( GREY)
CYRUS TUNER ( GREY)
DENON TU660L TUNER ( REMOTE)
DENON DRM 500 CASS/DECK
DENON DRW 650 DOUBLE DECK
DENON DRA 335 RECEIVER
DENON DCD 660 C/D PLAYER
DENON DCD 960 C/D PLAYER
DENON DTR 2000 DAT PLAYER
EXPOSURE X AMPLIFIER
EXPOSURE 15 AMPLIFIER
EXPOSURE SUPER 8POWER AMP
EXPOSURE 7PRE- AMP
EXPOSURE 8POWER AMP
EXPOSURE 14 PRO PRE AMP
EXPOSURE 9PRO POWER SUPPLY
JPW SONATA SPEAKERS
JPW SONATA PLUS SPEAKERS
JPW AP3 SPEAKERS

NOW

(194) £ 125
(599) £399
(619)
£415
(149) £ 109
(179) £ 125
(599) £359
(179) £ 135
(469) £ 309
(1991 £ 129
(229) £ 169
(349) £269
(149) £ 109
(189) £ 129
(159) £ 109
(199) £ 139
(239) £ 159
(199) £ 129
(299) £ 199
(699) £469
(449) £249
(629) £429
(599) £399
(529) £359
1569) £375
114491 £959
(1299) £839
(115) £ 79
(135) £ 109
(225) £ 159

WAS

NOW

KEF C45 SPEAKERS
( 239) £ 169
KEF 101/2 SPEAKERS
(495) £345
KEF 102/2 REFERENCE SPEAKERS
( 695) £475
NAKAMICHI OMS7E/2 C/D PLAYER
( 1995) £895
NAKAMICHI CR4E CASS/DECK
( 695) £459
MARANTZ PM 30se AMPLIFIER
( 189) £ 129
MARANTZ ST 50 TUNER
( 179) £ 125
MARANTZ SD 60 CASS/DECK
( 349) £209
MARANTZ CD 94/2 C/D PLAYER
( 899) £529
MARANTZ CD41 C/D PLAYER
( 199) £ 149
MONITOR AUDIO MA 11 SPEAKERS
( 329) £219
MONITOR AUDIO MA 14 SPEAKERS
( 399) £269
NAIM NAT 02 TUNER
( 853) £599
NAIM IBL LOUDSPEAKERS
1815) £499
NAIM 135 POWER AMPS ( PAIR)
( 2702) £ 1690
ROGERS LS 2LOUDSPEAKERS
( 193) £ 139
ROTEL RA 820AX AMPLIFIER
( 159) £ 109
ROTEL RA 840BX/4 AMPLIFIER
( 249) £ 169
ROTEL RC 850 PRE- AMP
( 139) £ 99
ROTEL RT 845 TUNER
( 149) £ 109
ROTEL RT 850L TUNER
( 179) £ 129
ROTEL RD 845 CASS/DECK
( 139) £ 99
ROTEL RD 865 CASS/DECK
( 229) £ 159
ROTEL RCD 855 C/D PLAYER
( 259) £ 189
ROTEL RCD 865 C/D PLAYER
( 299) •£ 219
RADFORD WS2 C/D PLAYER
( 1118) £699
RADFORD DAC 1D/A CONVERTER
( 909) £499
TANNOY E 11 SPKRS
( 139) £ 109
TANNOY M15 SPKRS
( 189) £ 139

RING 081-318 5755

*

ONLY AT:248

LEE HIGH ROAD, LEWISHAM, LONDON SE13
PHONE 081-318 5755 OR 081-852 1321 10.00 AM - 6.30 PM (CLOSED THURSDAY)
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reissues
revival, this release sounds, 15
years on, like it was recorded last
month. Now that the performer
enjoys ' elder statesman' status,
sets like this should he able to
rise above cult level sales. A
scorcher. IA/B:1]

DR FEELGOOD: STUPIDITY +
Liberty/EMI CDP 795934 2
(7-im -cis)
The band's legendary late 1970s
liven', augmented by nine other
track.s from later line-ups. How
they should he heard: sweating it
out on stage through Roxette',
'Back In The Night', 'She Does It
Right' and 21 others. Essential
British R&I) carousing. IC:1/1*]

BARRY GOLDBERG &
FRIENDS: BARRY GOLDBERG
& FRIENDS
Sequel NEX CD 160 ( 63m 02s)
18 tracks culled from the solo
1.I's of ( Inc of the few members of
the 1960s white blues brigade
not to develop into a superstar.
The list of friends - Mike
Bloomfield, Duane Allman, Charlie Musselwhite and others - will
generate interest, at the same
time overshadowing an underrated talent. A hit too much
hippiness mars the set, but overall it's cool enough to stand next
to Canned Heat. [
A/B:21

PHIL EVERLY: THE LONDON
SESSIONS
Sequel NEX CD 164 ( '
75m 25s )
THE EVERLY BROTHERS:
PASS THE CHICKEN AND
LISTEN
Edsel ED CD 319 ( 35m 27 s )
Hard to believe that the two
solos on Phil's CD, ' Mystic line'
and There's Nothing Too Good
For My Baby', were recorded
right after the 1972 sibling
effort. ' Ehe brothers' release is
pure country, while Phil's are,
how do you put it? a bit flowerchildlike. Pass The Chicken is
undiluted Everlys, hut apolished
contrast to their first straight
country venture, Songs Our
Daddy Taught ( Is, some 15 years
earlier. Phil's disc is a minor
aberration saved by a fantastic
voice. 1A/B:2] for Phil, 113:1/11
for the duo.

LESLEY GORE: THE GOLDEN
HITS OF LESLEY GORE
Mercury 810 370-2 M-1 ( 43m
07s )
Within weeks of the superior
Raven set from Downunder, this
18- tracker appears on Cl). But
it's a toss-up, as you're trading
Raven's quantity for this one's
sonic quality. All the hits and a
taste of that glorious Mercury
recording magic applied to
something other than classical.
Teen angst at its pinnacle. [
A*:1/
2]

THE FIVE KEYS: DREAM ON
Charly CD CHARLY 265 ( 59m
04s )
The complete King label sessions from yet another stellar
vocal group. Although the 'star'
period for this crew was their
time with Capitol just prior to
the King sessions, they had the
guts to return to a rootsier,
leaner, less commercial sound. If
you want harmonies which mesh
like the gears in a Rolex but can
do without the saccharine, look
no further. [A/'B/C:11
THE FLAMINGOS: IONLY
HAVE EYES FOR YOU
Sequel NEM CD 609 ( 59m 13s )
Exquisite, high swoon- factor
vocals from one of the great
'bird' groups. 20 tracks from
1958-61, the title smash being
the stand-out. Nice transfer and a
dense, detailed booklet. IA:1/11
THE FLYS: THE FLYS
See For Miles SEE CD 304
( ( 2m 32s )
Yet another great post-punk
powerpop pack lost in the
shuffle. Like any of a few dozen
other bands able to marry melodies, hooks and energy, the Flys
were too damned good for the
late 1970s. File with the Flamin'
Groovies, the Records, the
undertones, the Romantics ...
IA/13:11
RORY GALLAGHER: CALLING
CARI)
Essential ESSCD 143 ( - urn
24s)
The Irish bluesman wailing away
in * -6. l'art of the current Rory
III- 11 NEWS 3: REC.4.)R1) REVIEW

MISSISSIPPI JOHN HURT: IN
CONCERT
Magnum CDBM 083 ( 73m 33s)
The latest ' bootleg quality'
release from Magnum, who
should be thanked for having the
guts to release this stuff despite
the sonies. This set was recorded
at Oberlin College in 1965, two
years after hurt was plucked
from undeserved obscurity. Gentle country blues, including a
lilting 'Salty Dog', ' Shake That
Thing' and a marvellous
'Nobody's Business But Mine'.
Sheer magic. [
H:1*]
BILLY JKRAMER with THE
DAKOTAS: THE BEST OF THE
EMI YEARS
EMI CDP 796548 2 ( 54m 36s )
Make no mistake: this outfit
wouldn't have ever reached
vinyl if it hadn't been managed
by Brian Epstein and given a
handful of Lennon- McCartney
compositions. It's the latter
which add interest - who could
have failed to chart in '63-4 with
a Beatles original? - to what is
otherwise afairly average slice of
early Sixties Britpop. [A:1/2]
LITRE MILTON: THE TK
SESSIONS
Sequel NEX CD 168 ( - 7 m 30s )
'Iwo 1.1's from 19 -6- - - Friend
of Mine and Me For You, You
For Me - on ( Inc CD, smooth
blues and tasteful plucking from
a former Ike Turner protégé.

(1( : T( MIS 199 I

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

Recorded after the fall of Stax,
the sessions for TK continue in
that soulful vein, making these
more accessible than the earlier,
raunchier stuff. [A:11
MAD RIVER: PARADISE BAR
AND GRILL
Edsel ED CD 188 ( 38m 24s)
Another one of those delightful
all-singin'-all-dancin' forays in
the polygenre which covered
everything from Kaleidoscope to
the Charlatans to the Youngbloods. Strong country flavouring despite a decidedly antiredneck stance, just a tad too
rocking to allow the pretence to
stand up to much scrutiny. Much
more palatable than the pure
psycheddia of the era, so you
don't need drugs. IA:1/2]
THE MILKSHAKES: 20
ROCK'N'ROLL HITS OF THE
50s AND 60s
Big Beat/Ace CDWIKM 20
(39m 36s)
The late, lamented Milkshakes
paying homage in '83 to the First
Wave Britheat hands with a
typical set's contents circa '63. If
you weren't told otherwise,
you'd swear this was taken from
long- lost Cavern tapes. [ B:2]
THE SKYLINERS: SINCE I
DONT HAVE YOU
Ace CDCH 78 ( 49m 46s )
Four men and one woman, harmonizing like angels. The title
track is pure Fifties schmaltz, the
ultimate backdrop if you're making a movie about teen love
thirty years ago. The other 20
songs are their versions of
others' standards, ranging from
'If ILoved You' to 'When IFall In
Love'. Still smoochy after all
these years. [A/B/H:1/2]
STING:... NOTHING LIKE
THE SUN
Mobile Fidelity UDCD 546
(55m I2s)
Sting solos are a matter of taste,
depending on how much posturing you can stomach. But pose
aside, he's a hell of a musician
with a captivating voice; this
reissue on gold CD brings out
every nuance from a recording
which was pretty hot in the first
place. [
A/A*:1/21
THE STYLISTICS: SPOTLIGHT
ON THE STYLISTICS
Philips 848 339-2 ( 61 ni 30s )
18 tracks from the mid- 19'0s
soft- soul masters. ' I Can't Give
You Anything ( But My Love )'
sets the place and it's all horizontal grappling until the end of the
disc. Try to listen to it without
picturing flared jumpsuits and
you'll he tine. [A:11
LITTLE JOHNNIE TAYLOR:
THE GALAXY YEARS
Ace CDCHD 967 ( 74m I
6s )
An absolute godsend for those of
you suffering adearth of Howard
Tate: soulful R&I) belting, 26

tracks Taylor recorded for
Galaxy during the 1960s.
Taylor's range, phrasing and
choice of material arc faultless;
zoom straight to his version of
'Part Time Love' for a lesson in
nerve- rattling anguish. [
A/
B:1***1
TRADER HORNE: MORNING
WAY . . . PLUS
See For Miles See CD 308
(52m 35s)
Electric autoharp - what else
could this be hut a roots effort
from the 'progressive' era? Lots
of talent, though, from members
Judy Dyble and Jackie McAuley
and a family tree with limbs
connected to the Fairports, King
Crimson, Them and Rod Stewart.
Cult treasure for chewiecrunchies. IA/B:21
IKE TURNER'S KINGS OF
RHYTHM: TRAILBLAZER
Charly CD CHARLY 263 ( 52m
56s )
IKE & TINA TURNER: PROUD
MARY - THE BEST OF IKE &
TINA
EMI CDP 795846 2 ( 73m 09s )
Interesting pair, this: the Charly
set shows us Ike before he met
Annie Mae Bullock, recordings
for Federal in 1956-7 in a pure
R&B groove. Had he never met
the woman he renamed Tina, Ike
would have remained afootnote
in blues history, good though
these sides are. But move onto
the days with Tina and he blossomed as much as she did. Proud
Mary boasts tracks on apar with
the best of her post- Ike output,
including the title track, the
wicked ' Honky ' bilk Women'
and ' Nuthush City limits' - each
and every one a roof- raiser. [
B/
C:2]; [A/B:1*]
VARIOUS: RIDE DADDY RIDE
AND OTHER SONGS OF LOVE
Charly CD CHARLY 272 ( 56m
23s)
Still more 'dirty' blues songs,
another cornucopia of double
entendres from Bull Moose Jackson, the Swallows ( groan ... ),
Wynonie Harris and others. ' It
Ain't The Meat', ' Big 10- Inch
Record', ' Drill, Daddy, Drill' you get the picture. [X]
JUNIOR WELLS: COMING AT
YOU
Vanguard VMD 79262 ( 35m
02s )
This one features Guy on guitar,
trading licks with the ace harpist
through a set of Chicago blues
moved slightly upmarket with
doses of brass. Guests include
Clark Terry and Wallace Davenport, the arrangements are slick,
the sound lush, and still Wells
makes it sound like a performance in the kind of club you
don't enter unarmed. Even more
exciting is the way he commandeers old chestnuts like
"Eoliacco Road'. Essential purchase. ch? [
A:11
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THE RECORD CONNOISSEUR
we specialise in out of print I
p's:
RCA- living stereo * Mercury - living presence * Decca
SXL, EMI, ASD, Lyrita, Japanese pressings, US imports
NOW IN STOCK:
Beatles Ips on mobile fidelity - most titles available
Michael Hedges - Aerial Boundaries - US import
Thomas Dolby - Aliens ate my Buick- US import
BEST SELECTION IN UK
JOHN TURTON

acaRn
MUSIC

eNM
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MAIL ORDER C.D's

Rare Records Ltd.

BLUE NOTE/BLUE BIRD CD'S AT £7.75

TE L'FAX 0734 730229

We buy and sell

CATALOGUE OF OVER 5000 CD'S
AVAILABLE- PRICE £2
FOR DETAILS TELEPHONE.
0992 25436

Incorporating
Peter Russell's
Hot Record Store
Est

SHOP

LP vinyl records
)vcr 100,000 titles in stock

ALL AT CRAZY PRICES

1959

Mail Order Specialists in
Jazz, Blues, Big Bands, R&B, Latin American,
British Dance Bands, Stage, Screen, Nostalgia. etc.
Large stocks of CDs, LPs,
Tapes, Books and Videos
VISA
Many second-hand and out-of-print LPs

ni

Free Lists. Callers welcome by appointment

GROVE HILL, VICTORIA ROAD, BARNSTAPLE,
DEVON EX32 8DS. TEL: 0271 43477

Mail orders accepted

5Prospect Road, Cheshunt, Herts EN8 9QX
FAX 0992 640644

G&A Rare Records Ltd.
139 West 72nd Street

FINAI, TRACK
SPECIAL OFFER

New York, NY 101123
212 877-5020

NOT on price this month but on availability. CRAZY? Not
when you hear this! Ihave limited stocks of Reference
Recordings LIMITED EDITION - DIRECT TO CD version

Dick Hyman Plays Fats Waller
Direct to CD £29.99 inc p & pUK.
DON'T BE PUT OFF BY ALTERNATIVES THIS IS
ABSOLUTELY STUNNING

imP e
ki

Chesky CDs at the New low price of £ 12.50
inc p & pUK - ALL TITLES INCLUDING THE NEW
RELEASES AVAILABLE

EQUIPMENT:-

I.

e> 0 evewe
eeds- few,e4
0
,
5" <"

,
6

c
pe-es"'

The incredible LYRA Cartridge PROCEED (
off to USA
for their Upgrade) for speakers
ACOUSTIC ENERGY & ATC electrics AVI MOTH MOD
SQUAD & FIRST SOUND
Send your cheque to:-

• CDs from f5.99, popular
£10.35, we specialise in CD's.
Phone or write for catalogue.
Disc Wyse, 14 Thornhill Road,
Uxbridge UB10 8SF. 0895 633558.

27 Marmion Road, Southsea ( 0705) 812397
HILLCREST COTTAGE
16 HOOD LANE
ARMITAGE STAFFS WS15 4AG
Tel: 0543 490621
tort

HF-FI
Wys_
RECOR

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
72p per
word.
Min £20.00

Private:
60p per
word.
Min £ 16.00.

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS
Box No's:
£3.00 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

11.\\

Debit my credit card account ( tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:

VISA

H

AtIL
A
'
xin
[

61
E

111111111111111
Signature

To: HI- Fl NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for

insertions under

the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE MAGAZINES PLC and send to Hi Fi News, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes Li No Li.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
R

kSHIRE
QUALITY HI-FI
AT ITS VERY BEST
Arcam, Audio Lab, Aiwa,
Beyer, Creek, Celestion,
Exposure, Finestra, Linn Products,
Meridian, Michell, Nakamichi,
Philips, Proac, Quad, Radford,
Rega, Rogers, Roksan, Rotel, Royd,
Sennheiser, S.M.E, Sony, Stax.

READING HI-FI CENTRE
4QUEENS WALK
BROAD STREET MALL
READING RGI 7QF
TEL: (0734) 585463

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

A

NI

B

R

(;

Consultants

We are situated in a beautiful 17th century building
with ample parking outside. We stock the best hi-fi
money can buy, offer expert advice, home installations, and instant credit. Call us on (0494) 432290.
Stockists of: NAD, Rotel, Musical Fidelity, QUAD,
ARCAM, Denon, Cambridge Audio Systemdek,
Dual, QED Roomlink, TDL, Monitor Audio, Bosc,
Tannoy, Celestion, Sennheiser, Monster Cable, JBL,
Wharfedale, Infinity, Oracle, Target, Alphason,
HECO, Mission

Í
Carr

ge

SPECIALIST AUDIO RETAILERS ( 0223)

60442

110 MILL ROAD. CAMBRIDGE

University Audio
CAMBRIDGE'S

TEL: 0223 - 354237

FAX: 0223 - 322079

ARCAM. DENON . LINN PRODUCTS
NAIM AUDIO . MERIDIAN . ROTEL
YAMAHA . NAD . QUAD . TRIPOD.
NAKAMICHI . REGA . CREEK . EPOS
MORDAUNT SHORT. CELESTION
MARANTZ . MISSION . CYRUS . etc...
65 CASTLE STREET, HIGH WYCOMBE

N1USIC BANK SYSTEM

DAT MACHINE

THE STANNEYLANDS HOTEL,
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE.
WEDNESDAY 24th JULY 1991
8.30pm
FREE

TICKETS AVAILABLE FROM
CHESHIRE.

TEL. 0625 582704

C

U

M
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0494 531682 / 464670
CARLISLE

Yvtcd.daYer.c_Ai..,ue
(AUDIO CONSULTANTS)
SPECIALIST DEALER FOR
ATC MONTfORS — QUAD — AVI AMPLIFIERS
We offer acaring personal service with home auditions
for serious enquiries in the following Northern areas:-

MANCHESTER — LIVERPOOL — GLASGOW
— EDINBURGH — NEWCASTLE
Other products:. Revox multi-room systems, Townshend

FAX: 0925 825773

Rock Reference, Castle, Spendor, Marantz, Sony,
Furukawa Cable, NaJtamichi, Reference CDS
FAIR PLACE, WATERMILLOCK-ON-ULLSWATER,

LINN * NAIM * QUAD * CAMBRIDGE *
ARCAM * MERIDIAN * NAKAMICHI *

PENRITH, CUMBRIA CAII OLE ( 200 yds past church).
Phone: Ian Bewley on 07684 86236 to book an

REVOX * KRELL * AUDIO RESEARCH *

appointment without obligation

ORACLE * SONY * DENON
also at— COVENT GARDEN AND 401
SMITHDOWN ROAD, LIVERPOOL 15.
Tel: 051-733-6859.

Dorchester Hi Fi Ltd

OF WILMSLOW

St Ann's Parade, Wilmslow,
Cheshire
Tel: (0625) 526213
ALSO:
Swift Fidelity
12 Chapel Street, Cheadle, Cheshire
Tel: 061-428 7222
Arcam, Audio Lab, Castle, Cambridge, Denon, Cyrus,
Celestion, Kenwood, Marantz, Monitor Audio, Mission.
NAD, Pioneer, Tannoy, Rotel, Technics, Wharldale
2YEAR GUARANTEE AND FREE EASY PARKING

Retailers ” f Fine

DORSET

Closed Wednesday.

SWIFT

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE

Is, !,

.1111/111.
1

Hear, Here!
On Demonstration in Dorset
The Solen Tiger and
The Acoustat Spectra II

17 Durngate Street, Dorchester,
Dorset DT1 1JP. 0305 264977.
We also stock classical LPs CD's Tapes.

DERBYSHIRE

Active Audio

ARCAM. AUDIO INNOVATIONS, CELL
DENON, EXPOSURE, KEF, REFERENCE, MERIDIAN,
»ARCAM » AUDIO ALCHEMY

SUPERS DEMO

»AUDIO INNOVATIONS

FACILITIES

»AUDIOTECH

eAUDIO TECHNICA

»CAN OPENER

» EPOS

WHEW

MICROMEGA

lokNAIM AUDIO

10 NAD

INSTALLATION
»HOME

DEMO

SERVICE

» NAKAMICF11

PD PROTON (* RATIONAL AUDIO
»REVOLVER 1011000

» ( LOUSY COFFEE)

11 A Duke SI
Cheshire

MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI. PIONEER, REVOLVER,
RAYMOUND LUMLEY, ROKSAN, ROGERS,
ROTEL. TANNOY, ETC, ETC

»FULL

ke JPWKL LINN KiMARANT2

»SOUND ORGANISATION » VOY[,

OCTOBER 1991

MATRIX

NAKAMICHI

KINGSWAY NORTH, WARRINGTON. WA1 3NU.

Open 6days

HI-FI DEALER

NEWS & REL:01(1) REVIEW

SPEAKERS

KINGSWAY STUDIOS,
Tel: 0925-828009

BUCKINGH AMSHIRES PREMIER

"PETER TYSON - CUMBRIAS PREMIERE
Fll I-1 CENTRE"

W

SERIES & 805

WEST STREET, ALDERLEY EDGE.

CHESHIRE

•

DEMONSTRATION ROOM. PART EXCI LANGE WELCOME

B &
DM 600

E

MUSICAL
EVENING
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`
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fium,t tyre creek,
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CENTRE

eSOUNEi
ALLERY

Makes stocked • Aiwu. AkJi lechnics. Linn, Creek. Musical
Fidelily Marantz. Rogers, Monitor Audio, Mission. Cyrus.
Micrornega. Philips. Pioneer. Revolver JVC. Allison
Wharledale, Acoustic Energy. Nakarnichi, Audio Innovations.
Dual. Acoushc Energy

11

/
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I
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ARCAM, CASTLE ACOUSTICS. CREEK DENON. EXPOSURE
JPW, LINN PRODUCTS, MARANTZ. MICROMEGA MISSION.
HAM AUDIO. NAKAMICHI, REGA RESEARCH

DOUG BRADY HI-FI

6Abbey Street, Carlisle
Tel: 0228 46 756 Fax: 0228 49253 ( HiFi & Service
Centre)

S

ASTON AUDIO

34-84 - Lambda Pro & Pro Energiser
On Permenent Demonstration.
1&2 PEAS HILL, CAMBRIDGE CB2

21 The Broadway, Old Amersham,
Bucks. 0494-433173

>>

II

SHIR

AUDIOPLAN and
MUSIC CABLE

Dejac
I

(:

Conglelon

CW12 1AP

0260
297544

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS,

Active Audio
12 Osmaston Rood
The Spot, Derby.
Tel: (0332) 380385/335185

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
CLOSED WEDNESDAY
I

SPECIALIST GUIDE
DERBYSHIRE
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STUDER — REVOX
£800.00
£1,650.00
f950.00
f1,380.00
£580.00
f1,687.30
f800.00
£1,666.15
£2,406.40
f3,284.12
£1,600.00
£1,200.00
£587.50
£
910.62
f850.00
f1,065.00
f842.48
£957.62
£1,691.00
£1,846.00
£1,146.00
£1,562.00
f1,116.25
£1,314.00
f605.00
f932.00
£1,901.00
£1,445.00
£2,200.00
£990.00

ALL PRICES INC. VAT
HSERIES PRODUCTS ON DEMONSTRATION
ALL REVOX PRODUCTS SERVICED
INCLUDING 36 SERIES TAPE MACHINES.

TEL: 0246 — 275479

E

LINN, NAIM, CREEK,
YAMAHA, MORDAUNTSHORT, A&R DUAL,
REGA, NAD, JPW and
many more.
12 SHAW ROAD,
OLDHAM
e 061-633 2602

TEL: 081-304 4622
Alphason • Arcam • Creek • Dual • Epos • Exposure
•Marantz • Micromega • M.Short • Nakamichi •
Onix • Pink Triangle • QED • Rotel • Royd • Ruark
•Systemdek, etc...
Secondhand records bought and sold
41 UPPER WICKHAM LANE, WELLING, KENT

HEREFORDSHIRE

EN

LANCASHIRE

aG
ua
LiliS
oH
IN HEREFORD

.‘rcam. Audio Innim

telyslion, Creek,

Deltec. Denon, Dual. Ilebrook.,11'Vs .,
Maranti, Nlieromega, Nlission. \ loth. NIusical
Fidelits • N.‘D. Nakamichi, Pink Triangle,
Rogers. Rotel. Roark. Systenulek. Tanno Cyrus,

Free installations; Credit Facilities: Sers ice Dept.
Mon -Sat 10-6
95. whilecross Road. Ilereford 1114321355081

MONITOR
SOUND

Two-year guarantee
Private listening room
Excellent comparator demonstrations

HERTFORDSHIRE

uality
is not expensive
it's Priceless

54 Chapel St.,Chorley, Lancs.
Telephone ( 02572) 71935

LIVERPOOL

Linn, Nairn, Meridian. Quad. Rega.
Amain, Sony, Denon, Rotel, Mission,
Audiolab, ProAc, Acoustic Energy,
Monitor Audio, Deltec, Roksan etc etc .

27 Hockerill St
Bishops Stortford,
Herts 0279 506576

a

a WI/ F.0 li
—
I4V, IIIV
ARROW '1
"

55 Main Street, Blackrock

E

MARPAUL HI-FI

Major credit cards welcome

ESSEX

. . . sounds
outstanding
ADC • AKAI ARCAM• • BANG & OLUFSEN • CELESTION
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO* • DUAL • HARMAN KARDON
MERIDIAN
MORDAUNT-SHORT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
PIONEER • QUAD' • RUARK • SONY • YAMAHA
•
f
fad,
148111(,11`,IREI I EPPING ISM\ TEl dIt774174242
MR! FT SAFFRON WALDEN l',Sf's TE I Hrgq , r 271
BISHOP'S STORIFORD 111RP, , Iii ( 127qJf, -,1,4111

La In Pogliicts, Hi ybrook, Hi ' volver
16 COOK STREET,
LIVERPOOL L2 9RF

N

All the usual equipment and now
Kammerzalt Audio Lab Speakers.
The complete Mentmore Valve
Amp range. Sound Research
Valve Amp, Kef Speakers.
Come in and listen

Closed all day Mon/Thur & Fri open till 9pm

Doom), Yamitid, Royd, Louttspeiikets,

TIM ULTIMATE IN
SOONDADVICE

Linn, Rega, Creek, Naim, Castle,
Research, Magnaplanar, Classé.

Stockists or .
Acoustics, Incii Ti ' ch, N.1(111, RotoI,

nit"r*":"i

Dublin. Tel: 0001-888477
0001-889449
iNakamichi, Arcam, Croft, Rogers, Audio

ieri
Sp_ec_alds

• A & RCambridge
▪ Ariston 3 Castle
Celestion U Creek
▪ Denon 3 Dual
• Foundation 3 Harwood
3 Marantz U Monitor Audio U Mordaunt-Short
3 Pioneer U Philips CD U Quad 3 Rogers
• Rotel U Revox U Sennheiser Sony
3 Spendor U Tannoy 3 TechnicsU Thorens
Yamaha etc.

THE AUDIO FILE

CLONFY

»,
m

N

HI-FI SPECIALISTS

SALES — SERVICE — SPARES

E

E

AUDIO COUNCIL

EAST MIDLANDS
AUDIO SERVICES

REVOX 877
HS, TWO TRACK USED
REVOX PR99
MK ONE, TROLLEY
REVOX A700
THREE SPEED, 2T
REVOX B215
CASSETTE
REVOX B260
FM TUNER RDS
REVOX B77
HS NEW 2TRACK
STUDER C37
STEREO VALVE
REVOX B77
NS NEW 2/4 TRACK
REVOX PR99
MK Ill NEW
REVOX C270
HIGH SPEED NEW
STUDER B67
STEREO HS 2T
STUDER B62
STEREO HS 2T
REVOX B795
TURNTABLE
REVOX B291
TURNTABLE
REVOX 8261
FM TUNER
REVOX B226S CD PLAYER NEW
REVOX B126
CD PLAYER NEW
REVOX HS
CD PLAYER, BLACK/NEW
REVOX 8215
CASSETTE DECK, NEW
REVOX B215S CASSETTE DECK
REVOX H
ONE CASSETTE DECK
REVOX 8250S AMPLIFIER, NEW
REVOX H
FIVE AMPLIFIER, NEW
REVOX B260S ROS FM TUNER
REVOX G36
STEREO TWO TRACK NS
REVOX HSIX
FM TUNER RDS, NEW
REVOX B242S POWER AMP, NEW
REVOX 8291-S TURNTABLE, NEW
REVOX AGORA B, EX DEM
REVOX SYMBOLEX OEM

NI ANCIILSTER

e051-227 5007

LONDON
DOUG BRADY
HI-FI

"All Mail Order"
Replacement valve service.

18 MONMOUTH STREET, COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2H 9HB

Home Dem's + Many more.

Tel:071-379 4010. Fax 071-497 9205

OPEN 7DAYS

Access/Barclay/Amex.

LINN • NAIM eQUAD • CAMBRIDGE •

Phone 04747 3098.

ARCAM • MERIDIAN • NAKAMICHI • REVOX

3A The Parade, Ash Road, Hartley,
Dartford, Kent DA3 8HE.

SONY • DENON • D&M • ROKSAN • DELTEC

SEE US IN ROOM 1012 AT PENTA

•KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • ORACLE •
Also at Warrington and Liverpool (see Cheshire)

III
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
LONDON

¡F

i

EXPERIENCE>

NIIDDLESEX

THE Hl- FI CENTRE IN
WREXHAM
HU9J Cyrus Arzarn. t38,W NAO varra ,a
Ortolan. Hotel. M1,4pn. I
horens Whartod.l'u
!annoy. Colosttun, Marantz AuOlo '
HosearLo RaOturQ. Pru!ur,AHCAM
Nak.inlIcrh

HiFi Specialist
sh,rkists 0f: Aiwa, Audio In,

ALLubS

OCTOBER is MISSION month in London
and at most stores. Special displays and

I rus, Dual.

Mordaunt-Short, Nad, Pink Triangle, Revolver,
Rotel, Rogers, Sansui, Tannoy, TOL, Teat,
Thorens, Wharfedale.
Northwood, Middlesex.
Tel: 09274-20877

Tel. Enquiries to (071) 580 3535

Open 9-6 Mon. to Sat.

LONDON - 227 Tottenham Court Rd - BIRMINGHAM
GLASGOW - LEAMINGTON - BELFAST - BRADFORD

OXFORDSHIRE
D

126 Pinner Road, Nr. Ironbridge,

and some exclusive Super Deals.

LiJrclayLard

=

4 RUABON ROAD, WREXHAM
TEL: 0978 364500

Musical Fidelity, Mission, Monitor Audio.

demonstrations. Plus the latest information

a

e

b,,Oqu

Demonstration Rooms Avadable
Man Order aSpeciality

Exposure, Hafler, Heco, Luxinan, Marantz,

EVERYTHING YOU'VE EVER
WANTED IN AGOOD HI41 STORE

WALES

ACTON GATE AUDIO

NORTH WOOD
AUDIO

BADA ' e iteTr -

MEMBER

NORTH

f

I,

t

I.

1141

linn products

arcam

meridian

audiolab

Separate demonstration room.

creek

Credit facilities, Access & Visa.

denon

mission cyrus
mordaunt-short

dual

naim audio

epos

quad
rotel

heybrook

N

Anarog

Audio

(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N12
Tel: 081 445 3267

LEADING STOCKISTS OF
ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ
Stockist of lull range of speakers and
electronics for all major manufacturers.
Please phone for details.

O

R

I

O

L

K

Weeeacae

STAFFORDSHIRE

Quality Audio & Music Recording Specialists
The Expertise of aProfessional Sound Engineer
AUDIO INNOVATIONS • ACOUSTAT • ATC •
TDL • PINK TRIANGLE • BASIS • SOLEN •
CHORD • DELTEC • MAS • MFA • NRG •
DIAMOND ACOUSTICS- ENSEMBLE •
STAX • COGAN HALL CABLES
REFERENCE IMPORTS SPECIALIST

Musical Preference, Bunwell, Norfolk, NR16 INA

Norfolk.

RING FOR DETAILS

Tel:
(05081708 1 9

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Linn, Nairn , Rega,
Exposure, Creek, Epos,
Acoustic Energy.

Ennell

29 Market Street,
Tamworth,Staffs.

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

IIISTONR0

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES

ÀI pproacb
PART EXCHANGE

‘'
Iuslcat

UNIT 7, WOODINGS YARD
BAILEY ST. STAFFORD
0785 55154

dÉdi

NORTH

WALES

ELECTROTRADER HIFI
Phone John Hodkinson for expert advice,
personal service & keen price

cx:ToBER 1991

Active Audio

CREDIT AVAILABLE

Near Norwich

SALE OF EX DEMONSTRATION EQUIPMENT.

III Fl NEWS & KECOKI) KB 119.

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FACILITIES
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS.

VOIVER•CREEK

LONDON SE19 2ET — TEL: 081-771 7787

79/81 Fairfax Road, Swiss cottage,
London NW6 4DY
Telephone: 071-624 8855

Active Audio

ARCAM. AUDIO INNOVATIONS. CELESTION. CYRUS.
DENON, EXPOSURE, KEF, REFERENCE, MERIDIAN,
MARANTZ. NAKAMICHI. PIONEER, REVOLVER.
RAYMOUND LUMLEY, ROKSAN. ROGERS.
ROTEL, TANNOY. ETC. ETC

Tel:(0827)53355.

24 CHURCH ROAD, CRYSTAL PALACE,

QUALITY DEMONSTRATIONS
QUALITY SERVICE
QUALITY PRODUCTS
INCLUDING: LINN, NAIM, QUAD, MERIDIAN,
REGA, MISSION, CYRUS, KEF, CREEK, ROYD,
EPOS, NAKAMICHI, YAMAHA, PHILIPS, NAD.
ACOUSTIC ENERGY, SONUS, FABER AND
BANG d OLUFSEN

Vetl guarantee
and 2.

10295) 27215S

AUDIO CONSULTANTS AND RETAILERS II

Stockists of Linn
Nairn Audio. Creek,
Audio Tech, Epos. Denon. Dual. Revolver. Archidec.
BLQ, Nakamichi, Yamaha. Marantz. Mana Acoustics,
Monitor Audio etc.
2single speaker demonstration rooms.
Interest Free & Various Credit
Facilities Available
All equipment delivered & installed.
Comprehensive turntable rebuilds etc
2year warranty
Open 10-5.30pm.— Closed all day Wednesday

yamaha

1Pw

3 ( 4l11.11 .Cil Lane. li;1111 )111 \ ()\ 011

Please ring KEITH JORDAN for our full
information pack or demonstration
by appointment on
0953 789562 ANYTIME

AUDIOVE\UE

1

marantz

acoustic energy

IIARMON KARDON, SANSUI. TEAC.
NAKAMICH1, ALPHASON, ARISTON, B&W,
HECO, INFINITY. JBL. MISSION,
MONITOR AUDIO, TANNOY. TDL.
THORENS, & MORE!
19 COLWYN CRESECENT, RHOS-ON-SEA,
COLWYN BAY, NORTH WALES.
PHONE: 0492 548932

O'S

.9733.73108.1080 1.00

Active Audio
ARCAM, AUDIO INNOVATIONS ,
I
I • 1 „
DENON. EXPOSURE. KEF, REFERENCE. MERIDIAN,
MARANTZ, NAKAMICHI. PIONEER, REVOLVER.
RAYMOUND LUMLEY. ROKSAN. ROGERS,
ROTEL. TANNOY. ETC. ETC

„

FULL DEMONSTRATION AND HOME TRIAL FA ,
ACCOUNT AND CREDIT CARDS.
=MI

Active Audio
95 Stafford Street
Hanley, Stoke-on-Trent
Tel: (0782) 214994

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE

PRIVATE
CAR PARK AT REAR

SPECIALIST GUIDE
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Roksan, Musical Fidelity. Marantz, JPW.

DEALER -1

WEST MID I.

Bryston, Yamaha, Acoustic Energy, JBL,
Tannoy, Monitor Audio, Harman Kardon.
Castle, Onix, Epos, Rotel

Comfortable Demo Room

Bnghten
0273 609431

e ries
4 Albert Parade

,. 1

Green Street,

i' ,,rtsrnuuth

Eastbourne

0/05 ti,3604

LATE NIGHT - WEDNESDAY - 8PM.

W

EST

Closed Mondays

SUSSE

* Demonstration rooms available by
appointment.
* Credit facilities (written details on request)
* Wide range of classical compact discs.
ARCAM ALIDIDLAD AUDIOOUESE BEYER CELESTION CONOS DUAL EXPOSURE
INFINITY REF LUXIMAN MARANTZ MERIDIAN MICHELL MISSION
MONITOR AUDIO MUSICAL FIDELITY NAKAMICIII ONYX PINK TRIANGLE

X

Open Tues, Weds, Thurs 10.30-6.00, Friday
10.30-8.00, Saturday 10.00-5.00
351 HAGLEY ROAD, EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL
021-429 2811
VISA

R0.1

0323 31336

liEE1251

Excellent Listening Facilities

Late night Wednesday - 8pm

MUSIC MATTERS
THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS —

ROGERS ROKSAN OUTIL RUARX SANSUI SENNHEISER SYSTEMDEK TECHNICS
WHARFEDALE YAMAHA

66 Upper North Street Brighton
Telephone 0273 775978

/1 i•bft

69 London Road

Knowledgeable and friendly staff

S

FOR THE BEST IN BRITISH AND
JAPANESE HI- Fl

and other fine equipment

epoweYe/ceeff7

N

CLOSED MONDAYS

We are probably the only specialist HI- Fl Dealers who record
as well as listen to live music. With this expertise we can
recommend equipment from the following manufacturers
Audio innovations. Aud ion. Audionote. Beyer. Decca. Denon.
Goldring. Helius, lecklin Float.IPW. lilt.. Marantr. Nagaoka.
Nakarnichi, Ortolon, Pink 1dangle. Pirates, OED. Reference.
Revox, Rotel. The Rock. Sennheiser. Snell, Sony. Sugden,
Systemdek. Target. Teac. Valdi. Voyd , Yamaha etc
SECOND NAND EOUIPMENT AVAILABLE RING FOR DETAILS

f
'
N.
LITTLEHMAPTON RD
Bowers
WORTHING
&Wilkins
WEST SUSSEX

WORTHING

TEL. (0903) 64141

BIRMINGHAM

EXPLANATIONS
DEMONSTRATIONS
INSTALLATIONS

New. second hand records & VPI Cleaning Service
Àilfatl(")

5 Mead Lane, Farnham, Surrey GU9 7DY
Tel: ( 0252) 714555
Monday to Sat urday IIam - own
by APPoin ment Clo,ed Iuesday

CIACIrltsirep
UMW IFIRDELITY
Retailers of quality audio equipment
7 St. Pancras, Chichester, West Sussex P019 IS)
Telephone 0243 776402
Closed Mondays

SPECIALIST HI-FI OUTLET
DEMONSTRATION ROOM - PARKING
•CHORD • MARANTZ •
ACOUSTAT • MUSICAL FIDELITY
•MICHELL • TDL • TANNOY •
RADFORD • KELVIN LABS • ROTEL •
'REFERENCE IMPORTS DEALER'
Just 2minutes off Juno 6M25, (A25)

GODSTONE 0883 744755
45 High St, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LS

— Uudio Designs —
IV

VI DLO

ROM, MORDAUNT SHORT. ARCAM, LINN. MONITOR
AUDIO. EPOS. NAIM. MISSION. REGA. DUAL, RO TEL.
CYRUS. CREEK, NAKAMICHI, DENON. MARANTZ,
RE VOX QUAD
9 4

692

BRISTOL ST
1 359 ,
TUE

BIRMINGHAM

SAT

10 am

6 pm

Open 6 days 9-5.30 ( 8pm Tuesdays)
comfortable listening room
Arcam, Naim Audio, Mission, Tannoy,
Altai, Alphason, Teac, 'Phorens,
Ortofon, Toshiba, Bowers 6? Wilkins
26 High Street,
East Grinstead,
West Sussex RH19 SAS
Tel: 0342 314569

WEST MIDLANDS
S

S

VIOVJER • CREEK • ARIS r0Ii

CREDIT AVAILABLE

çi)
e ff4JeX

DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
PART EXCHANGE

e

MID SUSSEX ELECTRONICS
•EXPOSURE • MANTICORE • ROKSAN
•AR • NAD • CAMBRIDGE B&W ONIX
MONITOR AUDIO TANNOY • NAKAMICHI •
DENON• RUAF1K • PIONEER • AURA • DUAL
•PHILIPS • CELESTION
163-165 CHURCH ROAD,

pproacb

BURGESS HILL. WEST SUSSEX.

(0444) 242336
HIFI MARKETS
I #2

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS

37 HIGH ST. ALDRIDGE

SECTION CONTACT

0922 57926

081-686 2599 EXT. 447

.
.r3 73

',Pee

310D • LONNY, 1.1100
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SPECIALIST GUIDE
YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

YORKSHIRE

Audiovision

Audio Projects

45 Headingley Lane, Leeds
LS6 1DP.
Tel. 0532 304565.
Open Tues.-Fri. 9.30-6.00.
Sat 2.50-5.30.
HiFi SPECIALISTS.

(Brighouse) Ltd

cEle WILEY

ESTABLISHED OVER 30 YEARS
PERSONAL SERVICE AND EXPERT ADVICE.

Technics

MN AGENTS
AN D
SALES
SERVICE
FOR
West Yorksharc'sAtiMortscx1 .1ligital Reference Seri. Stockist
IF YOU WANT TO SEE It HEAR THE LARGEST RANGE OF
TECHNICS HI-FI
IN YORKSHIRE, CALL NOW!
SPECIALISTS DEALERS IN
HI-FI SEPARATES
Excellent digital demonstrations with any
MORDAUNTSHORT OR CASTLE Acousncs LOUDSPEAKERS
Listen and buy from aquality wig:atom of over IMO compact dibr,

TELARC DISC STOCKIST.
Classical, Jinx, Kock or Easy l
Astening.
Call Now. - We make compordson cosy. - Accros or VI,11

Tel: ( 0484) 713996

CASITL E

For-1n

64 & 85 BEANCROFT ROAD
CASTLEFORD
WEST YORKSHIRE WF 10 5BS
Tel ( 0977) 553066/556774
Stockist for All Leading
Manufacturers
Full Demonstration
Facilities
closed Wednesday

1MILE MON JUNCTION 25. N62
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CLASSIFIED
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. Hie rate i()Op per word (
private), minimum £ 16.00 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £3.00
extra. Trade rates 72p per word, minimum £20.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in December issue must reach
these offices by 9th October 1991 addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Ili-Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement coin must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Classified Lineage Advertisements cannot be accepted over the telephone
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, 111 Fi News & Record Review, Link house, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope.

FOR

SALE- Private

FOR

SALE- Private

BURMESTER 838 PRE AMP £495. ('clef miniprofessional speakers £ 105. Unused Sony CDP333ES
Player £375. Unused VDII MCIO and unused Koetsu
red cartridges offers. Tel: (( 1531) 670525. ( K)

KRELL KSA150, £3000 o.n.o. Meridian 208, £ 11100;
Meridian 606, £ 1000; Audio Research LSI, £ 1200;
TUL Studio Monitors, £ 1100. All items boxed and as
new. Tel: ( 0272) 249769 ( evenings). ( K)

REFERENCE GRADE ANALOGUE, crystal reference
turntable. SMEV arm £ 19110 o.n.o. Benz MCI, M(',
cartridge £300. Sensible offers considered. Tel: Simon
(0502) 582593 home, ( 0502) 523357 work. ( K)

MERIDIAN 208 CD PLAYER (
including pre-amp and
211,.) remote control). Excellent Sound. VGC. + boxes
+ manual. Offers around £950. May take AEI's in
P/ex. Tel: Leeds (0532) 740300 evenings. ( K)

It & W ACOUSTITUNE SUBWOOFER £ 150. Guaranteed unused - spouse unco-operative. Northampton.
1'el: ( 0604) 762638. ( K)

MICHELL GYRODEC and SME mark 5 Audio
Research S1'9 preamplifier counterpoint SA- 20 power
amplifier. Technics SL- P1200 CD player. Cyrus Tuner,
Aiwa AD-909E Cassette Deck, Nitty Gritty Combination Cleaning system. All equipment in perfect order
and looks as new. Please phone 071-935-6565, ask for
Evi. ( K)

Tm. sTumo

ONE SPEAKERS. Black ash with
stands, three months old only £475. Also Creek 4040
amp black ash only £75. Tel: Ken ( 0388) 721929. ( K)
KRELL KSA50 MKII absolutely mint condition £ 1100,
Aream Alpha Cl) £295 and Cyrus 2 £ 195. Both 5
months old. All boxed. Tel: ( 0223) 276846 (II). (K)

JADIS JP80 REFERENCE TUBE PRE AMP, immaculate condition. boxed. £2,750 only, new around £8,000.
Tel: 081-949-7271 after 7pm. ( K)
PIERRE LURNE J1 Turntable with SE-5 arm £ 1250
(£3.400) Vendetta Research SCI'-2B Dual mono MC
line level equaliser and pre-amp see Stereophile recommended components £ 1450. Tel: ( 0235) 833181 evenings. (K)
MAGNEPLANAR SMCia SPEAKERS very little used
in mint condition - boxed £370 bargain. Tel: ( 0235) 524348 evenings Oxfordshire. ( K)
LINN LINGO I.P12. likos arm. Troika cartridge. Nairn
32.5 pre amp. Two 135 power amps with hicap supplies.
NAT 05 Tuner with Napst supply. Isobariks passive
xovers and stands. Marantz CD85. Jecklin Float
Electrostatic 11/phones. Will separate into part systems. Sensible offers please. ( 0704) 546517 evenings or
weekends. ( K)
ACTIVE CROSSOVER FOR SUBWOOFERS. High
quality, low noise, two models, one for stereo bass
amplifier, one for monoblock. From £ 150 including
VAT. Pentachord Loudspeakers. 49 Rusholme Road,
London SWI5 3I.F. Tel: 081-788 2228. ( X)
'FEA(' X100OR black 10 1
/ inch open reel tape deck.
2
4- track auto reverse. Fabulous machine in excellent
condition, only light home use. Offers over £350. Tel:
(0625) 879003 evenings. (K)
REVOX B77 MKII with remote and covers. Recent
Bauch overhaul/service. Mint condition £750. Audio
Innovations 400 & 500 and Triode amps. Please phone
Worthing ( 0903) 61213 or ( 0860) 660001. ( K)
111-11 NEWS & RE(:0 R1) REVIEW

(WNOBER 1991

SONYS FABER ELECTA LOUDSPEAKERS and
Target Stands. Beautiful items in good condition £850.
Tel: 081-450 4868 evenings London. ( K)
REVOX B77 MKII STEREO TAPE DECK, 2 metre
pair Distech silver interconntect £700. Jadis subwoofer
interphase la amp-crossover, 4 meter monster power.
line cable, 1meter pair Audioquest quartz interconnect
£800. 1pair Quad ESL63, Arcici stands, 1pair Kimber
power cords £ 1400. (( 1487) 831531 ( L)
MOD SQUAD PREAMP PHONO STAGE and passive
line drive cost £21100 boxed as new £ 1200 pair o.n.o.
Tel: 081-393-2939 evenings. ( K)
GRYPHON LE, M-C VERSION, top model pre-amp,
brand new, £5000 o.n.o. Tel: 010-45 86240656
Denmark. ( K)
INFINITY KAPPA 9, 8months old, hardly used. Space
forces sale. Can dem in small room. £2500 o.n.o. Tel:
Ian on 081-330-1272 after 6 o'clock. ( K)
QUAD 33-303 AMPLIFIER & Control unit, FM3
Turner, all in very good condition. £200. Tel: (( 1734)
265614. ( K)
DELTEC 50S PRE-AMP MC/MM little used and in
good conditon £350. also Deltec 4S cable 2 x 3m
lengths £20. Telephone (
0705) 265125. ( K)
TDI. STUDIO 0.5 with stands. 6 months old. Offers
around £350 ( new £470). Linn Axis LVX K9. Extended
guarantee. New stylus £275 (£520) urgent. Call Francois 071-289 4250. ( K)
AUDIO PRO BI-45 SUBWOOFER. Mint, boxed, still
under guarantee, £280. 1
2 metre Van Den Hul silver
/
interconnect with WBT plugs. £ 150 (£500)071-235 141)6
(office) 071-376 4433 ( home) ( K)

FOR

SALE- Trade

CONVERT your 16-bit CD player to 2nd-generation
bitstream with our latest upgrade, which incorporates
Philips' SAA7350 differential-mode bitstream DA('
plus a very high quality dedicated analogue section
built entirely from audiophile-grade components. This
modification is available for most Philips-based 16-bit
4x ovcrsampling CD players, within which it will
dramatically improve sound quality to give true stateof-the-art performance for £350. For more information
contact Geoff on 071-379 7635 Covent Garden
Records, 84 Charing Cross Road, London, WC2I1
OJA. ( X)
KOETSI SILVER CLAD GOLD, extremely rare collector's piece, £700; Nakamichi Dragon, absolutely as
new, £995; Magneplanar MG11a, as new, £ 1450;
Apogee Centaur ( rave review), £ 1100; Audio Research
D70 Mk11, mint, £850; Krell KSP-7B, as new, £ 1850;
Classe DR-5 pre, £ 1500; Classe DR-8 power, £ 1650,
both as new; Micro-Sciki CD M-100, beautiful 5016 CD
player, £ 2200 ( save £2650); Sonus Faber Amator,
£1650; Stonewood matching stands, £250. Pinewood
Music, Tel: (( 460) 54322. ( K)
NEW EARS! For too many years we tried to sell and
hear old hi-fi. Now we sell and listen with pleasure
through new Croft valve amplifiers and new Tannoy
Speaker Systems. For details phone or write - Midland
Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane, Birmingham BI4 4PE.
Tel:021-430 7817. ( X)
MOZART PORTRAIT, oil on canvas, painted by
Leslie Davis available through mail order. Price £99.
(Refund if not satisfied). Details from: Ilydra Arts
(HEN), Victoria House, Paxton Street, Hanley, Stoke,
STI 3SD. ( K)
ARE YOU FATIGUED WITH CI)? Best buy a high'
end moving coil cartridge sounds much like the
master-tape unequalled value £55. Excelsior Tel: 081905 6331. ( L)
EX DEMONSTRATION and second-hand bargains for
example SME, Dynavector, Spendor, Classe and many
more. Some items brand new. Overseas enquiries
welcome. Tel: (0382) 561348 or ( 0582) 503835. ( K)

TO ADVERTISE IN THIS
SECTION CONTACT
081-686 2599 EXT. 447

CLASSIFIED
FOR

SALE- Trade

FOR

SALE- Trade

BOYS WITH THE BLACK STUFF
SPECIALISTS IN THE PROTECTION OF ENDANGERED SPECIES!

SEND A 6"x9" SAE FOR NEW LISTS
•
FROM OUR CURRENT BEST SELLERS WE
PARTICULARLY RECOMMEND -

LINN RECORDS
001001 CKHOO2 £9KI1003 - AKH013
AKHOM

MOZART. VIVALDI. BACH. ELGAR • DBL LP
DEBUSSY. ETC - CELLO & PNO
MOZART SYM 40. SCHUBERT SYM 5 - DBL LP
DAVID MANTON - JAZZ PNO TRIO
MARTIN TAYLOR - JAZZ GTR TRIO

•

LINN

campaign

audio

design

"Cables to make
your mouth water!"
SOLID SILVER, SOLID CORE
0.5m gold phono plugs £24.99
Im gold phono plugs
£44.99

IN AND OUT RECORDS

150 GR VINYL LIMITED TO 2500 EACH AT - E12 99
JAMES BLOOD ULMER
- BLUES. R/B. SOUL
CHICO FREEMAN
- MELLOW SAX FUSION
NAT ADDERLEY
- TRIUMPET OT JAZZ
BUSTER WILLIAMS
- DOUBLE BASS + OJ JAZZ
WOODY SHAW
- TRUMPET TRIO JAZZ

1399
£8 99
£13 99
£8 99
FEI 99

SELECT

at £8.99

THE ENTIRE RANGE IN STOCK - WE RECOMMEND THE FOLLOWING
NANC I
GRIFFITH - LAST OF THE TRUE BEUOVERS - COUNTRY
PENTANGLE - BASKET OF LIGHT - FOLK
ROCKIN JIMMY BYFIELD - LAIDBACK RNB
- - - • - -

SALE- Trade

Audiophile Components
Catalogue

BECKENHAM RECORD CENTRE
•
DIRECT CUT. ORIGINAL MASTERS. It SPEED. REFERENCE, PROPRIUS.
OPUS 3. CHESKY, LINN. SHEFFIELD LAB. ECM. WILSON. GRP.
CONCORD, VIRGIN CLASSICS ETC AND ALL CONVENTIONAL LABELS

FOR

LC-OFC STRANDED
0.5m gold phono plugs £ 16.99
lm gold phono plugs
£19.89
RING OR WRITE FOR A BROCHURE
*14 day money back guarantee.
*Post and packaging FREE! (
UK ONLY)
*Will supply any termination your little heart desires
*Allow 28 d'y deliver.

Campaign Audio Design

OPUS 3
normally £13.49

Hollins Grove ( HN)
Manchester MI2 5RR
Tel: ( 061) 225 2438

DUE TO A SPECIAL PURCHASE WE CAN OFFER
TEST LPs NOS 283FOR CIO EACH
•

Audiophile Guides • Balance Control
kit • capacitors • contact breakers •
contact enhancers • diodes • drive
units • enclosures • inductors •
interfence suppression • Kimber Kable
mains transformers • polarity testing •
potentiometers • power supplies •
record cleaning • resistors • solder •
switches • Torlyte Amplifier Boxes • • •
plus application notes, hints, tips and
advice on building with the best
Fully revised & updated
(on Recycled Paper!)
U.K.
Postage free
Overseas send U.S.82 bill or 4IRC.
Europe - send 3International Reply Coupons.
Russ Andrews Limited

Russ
Edge Bank House, Skelsmergh, Kendal,
Andrews
Cumbria LAB 9AS
Telephone: (
0539) 83247

VARIOUS SUPERCUTS
DALEY 8 LORIEN - ARMOSPHE RIC GUITAR ETC
£899
MOZART REQUIEM - ON PROPRIUS
£949
JAZZ AT THE PAWNSHOP - ON PROPRIUS£16 99
CLARK TERRY - ON CHESKY
£ 13 49
ANA CARAM - LATIN VOCAL - ON CHESKY
CI 349
ROBERT LUCAS - SLIDE GTR BLUES - AUDIO OUEST
£ 15 99
JONAS MELBERG - VIRTUOSO BASS
£999
CHRIS WHITE - 180 GT VINYL - LIMITED EDITION - SANBORN STYLE
SAX- SUPERB
£ 12 99
•

RECOMMENDED NEW RELEASES:BONNIE RAITT - LUCK OF THE DRAW
£825
GARY BURTON - COOL NIGHTS ON GRP£10 99
LEE RITENOUR - COILECTION ON GRP
£8.99
BUDDY GUY - DAWN RIGHT- SUPERB BLUES
£825
LOW BLOWS - HARMONICA BLUES - COMP
8.25
•

AND MANY MANY MORE .

WE ARE SPECIALIST VINYL RETAILERS AND IN CONJUNCTION WITH
OUR SUPERCUTS WE HAVE ACCESS TO ALL LABELSCOVERING BLUES.
FUSB UK AND IRISH. FOLK. ELECTRONIC. NEW AGE JAZZ FUSION.
COUNTRY ETC ETC AND BACK CATALOGUE OF ALL KINDS & CURRENT
RELEASES
WE ALSO STOCK AND CAN OBTAIN A RANGE OF COMPACT DISCS THAT
REFLECTS AND IN MANY CASES EXTENDS BEYOND OUR VINYL
STOCKS PLEASE FEEL FREE TO PHONE REGARDING STOCK. NEW
RELEASES OR SPECIAL ORDERS WE WOULD LIKE TO BE YOUR REGULAR AND ONLY SUPPLIER ,
MAIL ORDER
FROM STOCK WE DISPATCH SAME DAY AND SPECIAL ORDERS ARE
DEALT WITH PROMPTLY UPON RECEIPT.
WE PACK VERY CAREFULLY AND ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ARE
WELCOME BY PHONE UK PIP Rates CI 00 IN LP - 35p each thereafter

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS MOST WELCOME
POSTAGE RATES ON APPLICATION
•
WE ARE OPEN FOR BROWSING MONSAT
64 BECKENHAM RD, BECKENHAM, KENT. 8R3 4LS.
061458 3464
FAX. 061663 6626

1*
--

SALE * SALE * SALE * SALET1

I

511011105ER
60560 .
8999
H0540G . 117.99
60540 .
7899
I 80530 £099

SHURE
VST-V
13810
ULTRA 500 150 00
MLIMITIE . 99 95
STYLI
ADA.

WHARFEDALE
DELIA301 . PO.A.
OIMIOND IV PITA
110. .......... P0.A.

CARVER
15118

995
11.50
10.85
9.50
11 30

AUDIO TECIMICA
P.O.A.

13.99
7.55
1110
P0A

IDA I1030 CASSETTE 81.40
DEMAGNETIZER

10 99

ANTIFERENCE RA010 ROAO FM AERIAL
KIT
1150
MAX VIEW (ITEM VARIABLE SIGNAL
BOOSTER (MAO 22481
25 00
MN FILTERED 4WAY EXTENSION
SOCKET
21.50
TON OAT HEAD CLEANER
SHORE SA181 M1C

600

* AUDIOPHILE RECORDINGS *
TELA 8G
'STRAUSS WALTZES POUGS MARCHES INUTUEL CPO
II SO
'BERLIOZ REQUIDA ETC (SHAW. AUANTA S0 CHORUS. 1COS1
11 99
•VERDI REQUIEN ETC (SINN; ATLANTA SOD CHORUSES, 1CITS)
11 99
'SAMPLERS 11.3.4 G V ... 6.99 EACH
STAR TRACKS 1 2
II 50 EACH
FANTASTIC TOURNEY ............... 11.50 " SNAPHONIC SPECTACULAR
11 50
KNOW

AUDIO TECHNICAL TEST CD

11 50

AU GOODS BRUID NEW FOU 0.0 GUARANTEE '
POSTAGE. CO'S
ACCESSORIES FREE OTHER EQUIPMENT E3 00
PLEASE PHONE FOR LOW PRICES ON TOO MOW SOAK
SCOTCH TAPE

L

Falcon' DIY SPEAKERS
/e
.for our FREE price list PL20:
/Send
l'..

All we ask for is alarge S.A.E.

(32p stamp) or $2bill (air) overseas.
(Europe - 3International reply coupons)
SYSTEM DESIGNS (Total Kits):
Focal, KEF Constructor, Seas, etc.
DRIVE UNITS FOCAL, KEF, Audax,
Coles, Peerless, Seas, Siare,
Elac Metal Dome, Scanspeak, etc.
Also Group/Disco Units
CROSSOVER NETWORKSActive & Passive Components,
Accessories, Polypropylene Caps.
AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS
BACK ISSUES:Speaker Builder, Audio Amateur & Glass
Audio & lots of books.
Full details from
FALCON ELECTRONICS
(Dept H.F.N.) Tabor House, Mulbarton,
Norfolk NR14 8JT (
0508) 78272
(Proprietors: Falcon Acoostics Ltd.)

ARROW CONSULTANCY LTD.
Studio 208 The Chandlery
50 Westminster Bridge Road
London SE 1 7QY
Tel : 071.721 7544

0(_____ ,,

1,,j._

PO.A.

* AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES *
ALLSOP CD CLEANER
ALLSOP VHS CLEANER
(REFILLABLE, .
BIB CO LASER LOIS CLEANER ...
BIB CO RESTORER POLISH
BIB CO CABINET (HOLDS 301
BIB CASSETTE STORAGE CABINET
(ROWS 101. .
HIRITMRD CARBON FIGRE BRUSH
HUNT SUPER DUNKS • P11
SNORE 809 BIC

Frame Works

Innovative stylish hi fi supports

nurs

AVAILABLE FROM IAN HARRISON MERL 7MILL HILL REPTON,
DERBY, DE6 660 TEL 0283 702875 (8.30am - 8.30pm) _I

0

Lynwood
Electronics

COLEY LANE FARM,
WENTWORTH,
ROTHERHAM S62 7SQ
Super Analogue Phono Stages
Plinth Mounting Head Amp
Valve Phono Stages

£ 95.00
£ 95.00

Audio Mains Cleaners Basic
Advanced

£295.00
£ 49.95
£195.00

Mega

£295.00

Send a large SAE for further details

EX-DEMONSTRATION 8 SECONDHAND SALE
SPEAKERS:
CELESTION 7000
£799.00
£299.00
KEF OUATTRO SYSTEM
£299.00
KEF C75
MONITOR AUDIO MA700
£249.00
GOLD
ROGERS STUDIO 1
£399.00
ROGERS LS7T
£299.00
RUARK CRUSADER
£999.00
AMPLIFIERS:
CAMBRIDGE MOO +
C100 AMPS
NAIM 62 PRE-AMP
NAIM HI-CAP P/S
NAIM 250 POWER AMP
CD PLAYERS:
DEMON DCD960
MERIDIAN 206A
SONY DISCMAN DZ555
YAMAHA CDX 10307
TAPE DECKS:
NAKAMICHI RX202E
TECHNICS RSB965K
TECHNICS SVDA10 DAT
Full list available on request from:
ASTON AUDIO - HI-FI SPECIALISTS
West Street, Alderley Edge, Cheshire
Tel: 0625-582704 Fax: 0625-586285

CLASSIFIED
WANTED
MCINTOSH AMPS - MC275 C22. N1C7'70 C34V etc.,
WAD1A CDs, QUAD II x222. mint cond; Mr. Bak,
19 St. Albans Road, Bryinuill, Swansea, SA 7 ()BP.
(0792) 466839 evenings. ( K)
VINTAGE VALVE & RADIO - Mx:ca. Garrard
301, Leak, Quad. Radford. Radios, SME, Tannov,
Thorcns. Valves. etc. Buyer calls all areas. Wanted list
available. Vintage. Mangoisficld, Bristol. Fax: 0272575442. Tel: ( 24 hours) ( 0272) 565472. ( X)
LEAK, QUAD, RADFORD, RODGERS, Etc. All
pre- 1974 valve amplifiers wanted, any condition, working or not, can collect. Contact ! laden Boardman, Tel:
(0942) 57525. FAX ( 0942) 522456. ( L)
AKG P7E,r8, P8E, and PSES stereo cartridges. Stylus
condition illrelevant. 'Tel: HSI -655 (i565 for price. ( El

SERVICES
TURNTABLES. ARMS. CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD: GOLDRING: LENCO;
ORTOFON: SHURE: SME: THORENS.
All available. Genuine Spares. Service, Repairs. Overhauls
Cartridges & Specialist styli for Early Recordings- 78s & LP.
PLEASE NOTE OUR NEW ADDRESS
TECHNICAL & GENERAL PO BOX 53.
CROWBOROUGH. E.SUSSEX. TN6 2BY
TELEPHONE: 08 92 65 45 34

INTERNATIONAL

CRITICAL LINK

ACCOUNT FOR

50% OR

SOUND QUALITY,
SYSTEMS

IN THE HI-FI CHAIN CAN
MORE

OF THE PERCEIVED

YET IN MOST HIGH

END

IT IS ALSO THE WEAKEST LINK

Can you

afford

to

Ignore your

LISTENING ROOM
any

longer?

Full details. and NI- Fr New, rewww. or our cornouterKed pn‘tal
consultancy avadable from

ROOM ACOUSTICS SERVICES
3, Queen Elizabeth Way,

BARTON-upon-Humece.

South Humberside.

13N 18 682.

For the last 4 years. SONIC FRONTIERS INC. has been offering
auctophrle hobbyists from around the world, the highest

their audio electronic projects.

quality electrcruc parts for

We

hove continued to expand our line of ports and components
to satisfy the needs of our

demanding

cletele

We are please

to feature the following lines'

CAPACITORS:
tAir MullICop

- Film /10110f Metallized World's Frost FILM CAPACITORS!

WONDER CAP • new Senes ' B', wonder wire leads
REL. CAP - film/ toil polystyrene, abol Mods
'NINA - compact metallized and turn/toil PoWroPY ,of,.,tod ,01lood
SOLEN - metallized palyPtoPylene.oP to 200.1 or 40, VDC'
'SIEMENS • metailLted polypropylene from 51 pi o 0lut at 530VDC

%

VISHAY • utilizing a proprietary MK FOIL technology. these high

MLE ACK
J
AUDIO)
SERVIL•1•,s

prec won resistors ore the best available! We have a limited ronge or
V7A series (axial lead. 0.5%) values In stock Also.we are please to
introduce the 5162K series (radial lead, 0 25%) resistors which are
available In any value up to 250K. In any quantity, Inonder ?weeks!
HOLCO 5% 5Opprn precision metal film resistors non-magnetic
construction.We stock o COMprehenSIVe range of values in 1/4. I/
1
and 1watt ratings

HAVE YOUR REVOX
SERVICED BY THE MOST

ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS:
GOLD ASEO

EXPERIENCED REVOX

Company)

ateo dopy

PARTS

RESISTORS:

Telephone' ( 0652) 635523

(before Cable

AUDIOPHILE GRADE

SERVICES
ONE

INTERNATIONAL

offeeng tested arid selected tubes in 3 grades (Standard.

L

ong ago, before 1989, the audio
community spawned hundreds
of specialty cables, but had no
idea how to match these cables to a
hifi system.

T

hen came... The Cable
Company, who, with feedback
from thousands of home cable trials,
discovered what-works-best-withwhat. Eureka!
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over 6100.
• 48 brands, 238 cable products.
• FREE of all US taxes.

Gold and Platinum) for the discriminating tubeophle 4 month
warrantyl; RAM TubeWorks. CARDAS RCA locks. plugs, hookup wire and
shielded cable. interconnect. speaker cable arid power cords. WU

ENGINEERS IN THE U.K.
(Combined 25 vrs experience)
— All Engineers - ex-Bauch/Revox —
— The only service centre specialising in Revox
Equipment —
furttaround Time 2-12 hr'.. Iyear warranty —

TIFFANY. EDISON PRICE Music Posts. ALPS. BOURNS Volume and Bali rice
Controls. NEUTRIK GP plugs. GRAYHILL rotary switches TEFLON wife
(many gauges arid colours). ANALOG DEVICES AD827JN. AD8/17JIN.
PEARL Tube Coale,. Iso-Sockets. CAE (
Curcio Audio Engineering)
DANIEL PreAmp ( MCI and MKII) and DYNACO Rebuild Kits SONIC
FRONTIERS mono ladder attenuate, kits (20K. 50K, 100K. 250K). best
e. lump control availablei. plus tube sockets semiconductors.
oliwtrolytic capacitors etc.

Rauch no longer service Revox. If you want
the some standard of worfunonship, then
call us now.
•SALES • • •
— REVOX — NLL: NI \ — GEFELL MICROPHONES

SPECIALIZING IN INTERNATIONAL SHIPMENTS
DISCOUNTS UP TO 30% AVAILABLE!
‹ne CALL. WRITE or FAX for our FREE 1991 PRODUCT CATALOGUE!

—DENON — Si \ Nl IrISER— and many more
Tel: 081-9051333 —

EM

Fax: 081-9051293 —

SONIC FRONTIERS
Au

Mobile: 0831 569278
2, l'enta Lou rt, Station Road,

R

Ittik

A

II

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
1,;;FTUBES

The Cable Company
CALL, WRITE OR FAX FOR DETAILS
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
box 579, point pleasant, pa 18950
VISA- MC- AMEX

'ITRIO. OAKVIII.E. ir'1hiiii iNADA 1,61,6515

Borehamwood, Herts, WD6 1SL

II 1 I Ilb) xi

-

1245

I

I

1(s) 847-5171
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Absolute Sounds

14

Acoustic Energy
Acoustic Arts
Active Audio
Alternative Audio
Audio T
Arjay Interiors
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Audio Excellence
Audio Nord/Dali
Audio Synthesis
Audio-Technica Ltd
Audiofreaks
Audiokits

58
38
128
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20
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Billy Vee Sound Systems
Brentwood Music Centre
Brady 81. Son,W.A.

136
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Chandos Records Ltd
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48
IBC
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ION Systems Ltd
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Jordan E.J.
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Marantz Audio ( UK) Ltd
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Minim Electronics Ltd
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76
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Nlordaunt Short
NAD Marketing Ltd
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Norman Audio Ltd
NR(;
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12
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76
56
4I
126

Ortofon ( UK) Ltd
Oxford Audio Components

68
106

PM Components Ltd
Path Ltd
Precision Cables
Pentachord Loudspeakers
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76
22
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BACK DOOR
songs go so well on the piano is that their

orchestral works for the concert hall, no

melodies, rather like those of Duke Ellington's songs, are more instrumental than

simple categorisation should be attemp-

vocal in character. In comparison with
what was then going on elsewhere in

the latter.

contemporary music, Gershwin's pieces
contain no original departures in
keyboard writing. But his settings of
melodies such as ' My One And Only' or
'When Do We Dance? ( not "then' as Pearl
has it ) are of absolutely unfailing effectiveness, consistently melodious, with
piquant harmony and vivacious rhythm.
In

1932

shwin's

MAX

HARRISON

he

published

George Ger-

Songbook ( Gershwin

al ¡be

Keyboard in recent printings), which
consists of 18 samples — usually a single
chorus of each song — of how he adapted
such pieces to the piano. ' l'o look at them

ted, atheatrical flair being quite evident in
What could more instantaneously fix
one's attention, for example, than the
opening of ' Rhapsody in Blue'? Both the
pioneer recordings, done with Paul
Whiteman's band in 1924 and '
27, are
here, and comparison is instructive. On
the earlier version, recorded in the year of
its composition and full of detestable
'laughing' effects on clarinet and trumpet,
it is obvious that Gershwin himself is the
only one present who understands this
music's combination of jazz and non- jazz
elements. By the time of the 1927 electrical recording, however, the band had

ttends to be forgotten that Gershwin
visited England five times. These visits,
betwen 1923 and ' 28, were to oversee
London productions of some of his

while listening to these records is to

learnt how to interpret the piece and all
the playing is up the level of the compos-

realise

er's.

musical shows, hut someone at Columbia
had the enterprise to record him in piano
solo versions of his songs. ' Well, Ishould
hope so', you might reply, yet this must
have been a much less obviously good
idea between 60 and 70 years ago than it
seems now. And, except for piano rolls, he

define, lies the remarkably strong period
flavour which these piano solos carry.
Perhaps this is only light entertainment,

I

was never asked to make such recordings
back home in the USA. Some of them have
now reappeared as George Gershwin
Plays George Gershwin on Pearl
GEMMCDS9483 ( 2 (; Ds), together with
other Gershwin items of far more than

just

how

personal,

and

hence

elusive of precise notation, his playing
was. Beyond that, and still harder to

yet it tells us quite alot about tlie 1920s.
So this might be the cue to say that the
way Pearl has presented these recordings
is a relevant factor. They are opposed to
computerised reprocessing as it is currently used, which produces clinically
precise results at the cost of losing some
of the original recordings' true sound and

This

is a useful

reminder that

a

conservative style can be misunderstood
just like an advanced one.
"Ehe brisk tempos adopted in both
versions are notable, and contbrm with
those of Gershwin's piano- roll of the
'Rhapsody'. Also, these readings are by
'jazz band with piano,' as the manuscript
prescribes, and thus avoid the elephantine
effect of Ferde Code's inflation for full
symphony orchestra, the version normally
used. Although the playing is less immaculate than on, say, leo Smit's Dot I.1 3

character. Surface noise therefore
remains, and this can worry young listen-

performance, the tempos Gershwin
chooses for his 1928 London recording of
his Preludes are again striking. More than

just historical interest. Much of this mate-

ers — the children of an exclusively hi-fi

60 years later, these recordings show that

rial has enjoyed transient availability on
vinyl LPs from World Record Club, Hal-

age. Yet with practice it is possible to hear
past the surface noise and the ability to do
so depends on how musical the listener is.

most pianists take the quick ones too fast,
the slow too slowly.
In the pioneer 1929 New York record-

Ilaving a more serious purpose, the
remaining music on Pearl's CDs stands
outside these strictly ' period' considera-

ing of An American In Paris Nat Shilkret
conducts what is described as the Victor

cyon and other labels, but this is the best
selection so far.
Gershwin was a born pianist, one of
those rare beings for whom playing the
instrument was almost as natural as walking or breathing. Yet he was no virtuoso,
and while everything he does here is
musical, expressive, insistently communicative, the quality of the actual piano
execution varies, presumably according
to whether he had time to practice or not.
Luckily, the best playing occurs where it

tions. But although Gershwin's songs
were intended for the theatre and his

The 'rear George Gershwin can be
heard through the surface noise
on anew and intriguing CD

Symphony Orchestra, hut the interpretation is far less overly symphonic in character than what we have become used to.
Partly this is because the ensemble is less
dominated by alarge body of strings. The
result is racy, sometimes almost brusque,
even nervous, and one cannot help
wondering if this is closer to what Gershwin actually wanted than the lux-

is most needed, in the accompaniments to
duets recorded by Fred and Adèle Astaire

uriance of current performances. Ile plays
the few celeste notes required, but Pearl,

in London in 1926. Sounding quite
wooden, Astaire was then by no means
the engaging singer heard in later musical

following the labels of most reissues,
claims he is also at the piano. However,
this instrument cannot be heard, for the
excellent reason that the score contains
no part for it.

films, and though Adèle was presumably a
good dancer and certainly looked glamorous, she was no singer at all, and her
interjections are painful. But Gershwin's

As much space again could be devoted
to points raised by the excerpts from
Porgy and Bess found here, these having
not 'Ibdd Duncan and Anne Brown but

hard-edged support is so brilliant as to
assume almost a mocking aspect, with
every phrase decisively shaped and

Lawrence Tibbett and Ilelen Jepson in the
title roles and sounding magnificent.

placed, his touch at once sensitive and
eminently masculine. In fact with such

Instead, this must end with the thought
that if Pearl are serious about wanting to
provide a replacement archive of the 78
era there are numerous more obscure

passages as his solo in the middle of ' Itang
on To Me' and especially his postlude to
'I'd Rather Charleston' he nearly obliterates the Astaires.
Hence it is a relief when

Gershwin recordings awaiting - recirculathey

do

actually disappear and we settle down to a
dozen Gershwin solos. One reason his
146

George Gershwin at the piano, here with Fred Asunre
(left; and Ira Gershwin (right). A 1937 rehearsal.

tion. Then there is the matter of the
authoritative recordings of this composer
by his friend Oscar Levant.-e•
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New titles
The

CHANDOS

RELEASE
on

CD

Chandos

from " Collect"

mid- price

label

The World famous Chandos Sound
Top International Artists
Superb Repertoire
•Highlights from these 10 new titles include:
CHANDOS

COU.SCT sen

CHANDOS

cou..cr SE ME S

SIBELIUS

STRAVINSKY

Symphonies I & 4

Y

Music.

CHAN 6535 ADD

Symphonies of Wind Instruments

51.01115/1/..1fflAt .01.1.

-

• SH11011 Rattle conducting
Stravinsky Symphonies of Wind
Instruments; Songs; Chamber

3 Pie es lot Strin (Wart., •

5111ALIC.P100, C1114,

3 lapa

es. Irks •

Ragtime piano
2 Poems of Balmont

• •

•
• •

CHANDOS

COLLSCes

SIBELIUS
Symphonies t, e I.

No. 1 & 4
No.2 & 5
No.3, 6 & 7

,1011141;;Aleojil no .....

1111 .41 NA / 14 MAI . 101111,11.

HANDOS
SEASCAPES

S. bAC H
Orchestral Transcriptions
by Stokowski
Toccata and Fugue In O minor

Mendelssohn: The Hebrides Overture
Berlioz: Le Corsaire •
Bao

rintagel •

•Sir Alexander Gibson c.onductimg
the complete Sibelius Symphonies
(3 discs)

Bridge. Seascape

Sibelius. The Oceanides

Passacaglia and Fugue in C minor

CHAN 6555 DDD
CHAN 6556 DDD
CHAN 6557 DDD

•Seascapes — a beautiful
compilation of works inspired by the
sea, including
Mendelssohn: Tlhe Hebrides
Overture; Berlioz: Le Corsaire;
Vaughan Williams: Sea Songs- Quick
March; Britten: Storm, Sunday
Morning; Bridge: Seascape;
Bax: Mediterranean, Tintagel;
Sibelius: The Oceanides.
CHAN 6538 DDD/ADD
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Symphony 5io 5
Hellos Overture
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SCHOENBERG
Pierrot lunaire

Stine daprès Correrle

Diaerrissement en Trois Parties

HANDOS
WEBERN
Concerto Op 24

JS BACH
Orchestral Transcriptions
by Stokowski
CHAN 6532 ADD
William Boyce
Overtures 1 — 9

CHAN 6531 ADD

Darius Milhaud
Music for Wind
Instruments

CHAN 6536 ADD.

Carl August Nielsen
Symphony No. 5
Helios Overture
Jean Sibelius
Night Ride and Sunrise
Spring Song
CHAN 6533 ADD.

Night Ride and Sunrise
Spring Song

Arnold Schoenberg
Pierrot Lunaire
Anton Webern
Concerto Op. 24
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